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Abstract

Hosting an Olympic Games can considerably change a city and community,

its image and its infrastructure. The Games have the power to deliver long-

lasting benefits in cities, but in recent decades the exponential growth in size

and popularity of the event has been accompanied by escalating costs and

economic pressures. The ability of the venues and Olympic Village to meet

the needs of the host city after the Games is central to their long-term func-

tion, but the specialist nature and size of venues creates a major challenge

for post Olympic use. Whilst some buildings constructed for the Games have

prospered and attracted frequent use by the local community for many years

afterwards, others have quickly fallen into intermittent and sporadic use, be-

come abandoned or fallen into a state of disrepair. With the growing desire to

host a sustainable Games a clear need for more longitudinal research has been

identified. To address that need, this thesis examines architectural legacy, and

its urban contextual dimensions, in the post-War European Summer Olympic

Games cities of London (1948), Helsinki (1952), Rome (1960), Munich (1972),

Moscow (1980), Barcelona (1992), Athens (2004), and London (2012). With a

focus on four building types (Olympic Stadium, Aquatics Centre, Velodrome,

and Athlete Village) the thesis presents a 64 year journey, examining urban and

architectural legacy across these editions of the Games. A comparative case

study methodology is used to identify the aspects of urban and architectural

design that contribute to positive legacy in host cities. The overview of the

unfolding of legacy, and proto-legacy developments, across a range of Olympic

cities is a new contribution to knowledge in the field of Olympic Studies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Summer Olympic Games are the largest and most prestigious international

mega sporting event (MSE) in the world (International Olympic Committee

(IOC), 2012). They are a unique event (Roche, 2000) at the pinnacle of athletic

competition, with a legacy grounded in ancient Greek civilisation to facilitate

peace and unity between nations. The Olympic Games have historic and social

importance in contemporary society, providing an environment in which people

from across the world can come together to share common values. This is a

principle that is upheld in their modern context as an agent to promote positive

social change through the joy of effort, social responsibility, the educational

value of good example, moral values in lessons learned through sportsmanship,

and respect for universal fundamental ethical principles (International Olympic

Committee (IOC), 2018e).
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The Olympic Games have been held in a different city every four years since

their inception in 1896, with the exception of only three editions in 1916, 1940

and 1944, cancelled as a direct result of the First and Second World Wars.

Historic records demonstrate that there has been a steady increase in their

popularity throughout history, but over the course of the 20th century an ex-

ponential growth in their size and scope has been observed. In the first edition

of the Modern Olympic Games in 1896 there were 241 athletes competing in 43

events. By 2016, 120 years later, the number of athletes had risen by 4,563%,

to 11,238, and the number of events had risen to 307 (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2).

Historically, there have been two major factors influencing involvement at the

Olympic Games during their lifespan. First, on the international stage, the

Olympic Games influence, and are influenced by, social, political, economic

factors. Whilst the Games can be used to strengthen relations between coun-

tries and communities, they have also been used as a tool for propaganda and

political interest. Second, technological advancements during the 19th and

20th Centuries improved transport modes and networks and quickly became

instrumental to the organisation and globalisation of the Olympic Games. Be-

fore the Second World War, the majority of host cities were European (see

Figure 1.3) and participating athletes were mostly from the West. After St

Louis (1904) and Los Angeles (1936), Melbourne (1956) was only the third

Olympic Games to be staged outside of Europe, and the first Olympic Games

in which athletes travelled to compete by aeroplane. Whilst athlete numbers

were lower than in European editions of the Games, there was a demonstra-

ble increase in competitor numbers (3,314 athletes) compared to 1904 (651

athletes) and 1936 (1,334 athletes) (The Olympic Museum, 2013).

2



Figure 1.1: Number of athletes participating in the Summer Olympic Games
1896-2016. Source: The official reports of the Summer Olympic Games.

Figure 1.2: Number of events in the Summer Olympic Games 1896-2016.
Source: The official reports of the Summer Olympic Games.
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Technological advancements in the media also played a key role in the globali-

sation of the Olympic Games. Global broadcasting emerged as a platform for

host cities and nations to showcase their modernity, economic stabilisation and

social cohesion as a nation to a global audience via the medium of contempo-

rary architecture (The Olympic Museum Educational and Cultural Services,

2013). Host cities staging the events became not only a focal point for Olympic

festivities and sporting competition, but also for the celebrations that spread

beyond the confines of the stadium. Inherently expensive stadia, the accom-

panying elements of urban regeneration, and the necessary adaptations to the

infrastructure of the city resulted in a rise in the reported costs of hosting the

Games (see figure 1.4). Since the first reported expenditure in 1908 (the Official

Reports of 1896 and 1900 did not report final overall expenditure) to the last

reported expenditure in 2012 (the official report, and final costs, of the 2016

Summer Olympic Games have not yet been published as of January 2019)

the cost of hosting the Olympic Games, has risen from e2,500,000 (British

Olympic Association, 1908) to e3,250,000,000 (London Organising Commit-

tee of the Olympic Games and Paralympic Games Ltd, 2013)
1

with even higher

expenditures being reported in some editions of the Games. The highest ex-

penditure, reported in 1976, was equivalent to e6,250,000,000 in 2016 (Jeux

Olympiques d’été Comité d’Organisation 1976 Montréal, 1978), a percentage

increase of over 250,000%. Despite the escalating costs and economic pressures

associated with hosting the Games, the role of host city continues to hold pres-

tige, honour, and regeneration possibilities for cities (Hartman & Zandberg,

2015).

1
These figures have been calculated to the 2016 equivalent value, taking into account

historical inflation, and currency exchange rate in the year of reporting
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(Million)
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Trends: Expenditures of  Summer Olympic host cities (1896-2016)

Figure 1.4: Reported expenditures of the Summer Olympic Games, (Author,
2019). Source: Official Reports of the Summer Olympic Games.
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There are a range of perceived positive short, medium, and long term benefits

to hosting the Olympic Games, including: boosts in tourism and employment

during the Games that might generate sufficient returns to offset costs, and

in some cases generate a small surplus; stimulus to the construction industry;

enhancement to the economy and international standing; and repositioning on

the global tourist market (Gold & Gold, 2011). Whilst the Olympic Games

have the power to deliver long-lasting benefits which can considerably change

a community, its image and its infrastructure (International Olympic Com-

mittee (IOC), 2013b) the long term impacts of the Olympic Games in recent

decades have not always been perceived as positive to host cities and com-

munities. Whilst some of the buildings constructed for the Olympic Games

have prospered and attracted frequent use by the local community for many

years after the Games, others have suffered intermittent and sporadic use over

decades, become abandoned, or fallen into a state of disrepair. Although host

cities are supported by investment from the International Olympic Committee

(IOC) (2017d), who are entirely privately funded by revenue raised through

broadcast agreements and a sponsorship programme, it is expected that the

Government of the host city and country provide guarantees to ensure the

financing for all major capital infrastructure investments required to host the

Olympic Games, and to cover any potential economic shortfall of the Or-

ganising Committee of the Olympic Games (OCOG) (International Olympic

Committee (IOC), 2017b).
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It is outlined in the Olympic bidding process that the construction of sports

venues and other infrastructure offering long term benefit to the city should

be financed through public authority or private sector investment, and equally

those parties may finance temporary facilities (International Olympic Commit-

tee (IOC), 2004a). With public investment making an important contribution

to Olympic finances in host cities (Lenskyj & Wagg, 2012) there has been a

rise in public debate around the sustainability of the Games and the account-

ability of the IOC, the Organising Committee of the Olympic Games (OGOC),

and Governments (Horne, 2007). One of the major issues with Olympic fa-

cilities is that their size and specialised nature creates a major challenge for

post-Olympic use, and often Olympic venues continue to impose costs on host

cities beyond hosting the Games. As a result sustainability has risen on public

and political agendas (International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2016), gath-

ering debate around whether there should be a reformation of the event. De-

spite criticisms of the institution and the impacts of the Olympic Games, the

sport world remains supportive of the Olympic venture (Malfas, Theodoraki, &

Houlihan, 2004). In 2002 the Olympic Games Study Commission evaluated a

possible reduction in the number of events, participants, procedures and costs

for future Games. The key recommendations of the report were to minimise

costs and maximise use of venues rather than to substantially moderate the

scale or scope of events. With a view that the Olympic Games is likely to

continue for decades to come, there is a significant opportunity to better un-

derstand and optimise post Games use (Liao & Pitts, 2009). Key issues are

discussed in the following section.
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1.1 Background

The Modern Olympic Games were founded by French aristocrat Pierre de

Fredy (1863-1937), Baron de Coubertin, widely known as Pierre de Coubertin

(see Figure 1.5). As one of the most noteworthy theorists and promoters of

practising sport in Europe, de Coubertin devoted his life to the reform of

physical education in France. As a historian, writer, educator, and accom-

plished athlete practising boxing, fencing, riding, tennis and rowing, he played

an active role in the Frenchsports movement, acting as general secretary of

the Committee for the Dissemination of Physical Education and the Union of

French Societies of Athletics Sports (USFSA) (The Olympic Musuem Educa-

tional and Cultural Services, 2013).

Figure 1.5: Pierre de Coubertin: Image held in the collections of The Olympic
Museum, viewed in 2017.
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Pierre de Coubertin had a strong interest in the Games of the past. He de-

veloped the modern Olympic Games within a broader historical and cultural

sporting context as a revival of the ancient Greek Olympic Games, blend-

ing sports, culture and education (Traganou, 2012). In ancient civilisations,

dances, rituals and leisure practices between competitiveness and catharsis

had become physical activities manifested in the culture of society. In ancient

Greek culture care of the body and soul was embodied in education, and their

exercise at gymnasiums and on tracks was under the watch of trainers who,

in addition to physical preparation, were concerned with their moral educa-

tion (Museu Olimpic i de L’Esport Juan Antonio Samaranch, 2017). After

the Abolition of the ancient Olympic Games, physical activity remained sig-

nificant in society. In ancient Rome, communal bathing was an important

part of culture. In the middle ages, activities derived from defence, such as

jousting and knightly tournaments, were developed as physical activities and

traditional rural games in the West. In Eastern countries, spiritual practice

and the art of meditation were developed in temples as physical-spiritual ex-

ercise. In India, yoga techniques were connected to religious and philosophical

thought, and in Japan samurais developed ancient martial arts into combat

exercises. During the renaissance, new horizons for the recovery of the body

began to emerge as integral to individuals. Physical exercise and gymnastics

began to be introduced as a daily investment in health, hygiene and culture, as

doctors, humanists and philosophers advocated that the body needed to be ed-

ucated physically as well as the mind. Between the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, sport was defined as regulated physical activity (Museu Olimpic i

de L’Esport Juan Antonio Samaranch, 2017).
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1.2 Development of the Games

In 1896, the inception of the modern Olympic Games led to the definitive ex-

pansion and democratisation of sport throughout the world (Museu Olimpic

i de L’Esport Juan Antonio Samaranch, 2017). De Coubertin was passionate

about making the world a better place through sport (The Olympic Museum

Educational and Cultural Services, 2011, 2013) in the belief that sport up-

held a moral and social constitution for athletes and spectators (Traganou,

2012). He had developed a strong interest in the English education system,

which, unlike France, included sport in the school curriculum, and wanted to

make his contemporaries understand the benefits of sport for young people.

However, not all shared his views, and de Coubertins revival of the Olympic

Games played a part in his bid to develop a convincing argument to persuade

them of his theories (The Olympic Museum Educational and Cultural Ser-

vices, 2011). De Coubertin outlined his vision for the revival of the Modern

Olympic Games in a manuscript, now known as the Olympic Manifesto, in

1892 (International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2017c). On the 23rd June in

1894 the Olympic Movement and the International Olympic Committee (IOC)

were officially formed in Paris at the International Congress at the Sorbonne.

The philosophy of the movement, termed Olympism, is described as ‘a philoso-

phy of life, placing sport at the service of humanity based on the interaction of

the qualities of the body, will and mind’ (The Olympic Musuem Educational

and Cultural Services, 2013). The movement aims to contribute to building

a peaceful and better world, by educating youth through sport practised in

accordance with Olympism and its values.
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The first celebration of the modern Olympic Games in 1896 took place in

Athens, Greece, for its connection to the ancient Olympic Games. Attract-

ing athletes from 14 nations,the largest portion of delegates were from Greece,

Germany, France and Great Britain (International Olympic Committee (IOC),

1897). Many of the first editions of the Games, including Paris 1900, St Louis

1904, and London 1908, were a subsidiary attraction for programmes of in-

ternational expositions (Gold & Gold, 2011). In Paris, the Olympic status

of the competitions was under promoted to such an extent that many ath-

letes never knew that they had competed (International Olympic Committee

(IOC), 2017e). In 1912 the Olympic Games became recognised as an interna-

tional event when competitors from all five continents took place for the first

time. In 1920, 29 National Olympic Committee’s participated in the Games,

increasing to 44 by 1924, with over 1000 journalists present to report on the

events. The union of the five continents, activity of the Olympic movement,

and meeting of athletes from around the world, was represented for the first

time by the Olympic symbol in 1913. The symbol, consisting of five interlaced

rings of equal dimensions in blue, yellow, black, green and red on a white back-

ground in its full colour version, (see Figure 1.6) was debuted in Antwerp in

1920. It was first used in an Olympic poster at the Winter Games of St. Moritz

in 1928 and subsequently became a feature of the Olympic poster for the Sum-

mer Olympic Games from 1932 onwards (The Olympic Museum Educational

& Cultural Services, 2013).
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Figure 1.6: The Official Olympic Symbol. Source: International Olympic Com-
mittee (IOC) (2019g)
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Spanning over a century of Olympic history, the official posters of the Olympic

Games (see figure 1.7) not only show evolution of the event but also of art

and design from 1896 to present. Incorporating significant features of the

host city (such as public monuments, statues, flags, landscapes, or cityscapes),

or placing an accent on graphic elements or the emblem of the Games (a

design featuring the Olympic rings together with other distinctive elements of

the host city) (The Olympic Museum Educational & Cultural Services, 2013)

the posters ground each edition of the Games in the cultural context of its

host city. Throughout history the Games have been inextricably connected to

economic and political advancements in society, and as a result the Olympic

programme has continuously evolved. Over the 20th and 21st Centuries, the

Winter Olympic Games (1924) (Gold & Gold, 2011), the Paralympic Games

(1960), and the Youth Olympic Games (2010) were created in addition to

the Summer Olympic programme, aligned with the principles of the Olympic

movement to promote inclusivity. At the inception of the Games, de Coubertin

intended to blend sport with culture and education (International Olympic

Committee (IOC), 2017b, p.13), an idea emerging from Greek values of art

and athleticism as two parts of ideal achievement of the human body and

mind. This was first introduced into the Olympic programme in Stockholm

in 1912, when a holistic cultural programme of art, literature and music were

incorporated into the Olympic programme. The modern Olympic Games have

also developed non-Greek traditions, such as the torch relay, first undertaken

in 1936. Key developments in the history of the Olympic Games that have

shaped and influenced the Olympic movement as it is known and understood

today are outlined in the following section.
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Figure 1.7: Logos of the Summer Olympic Games 1896-2020.
Source: IOC (2017)
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Broadcasting and Media

Whilst hosting the Summer Olympic Games meant little more than assuming

responsibility for the provision of the necessary competition venues in the early

20th Century, the widespread televising of the Games generated opportunities

for host cities and nations to showcase their modernity, economic stabilisation

and social cohesion as a nation to a global audience (The Olympic Museum

Educational and Cultural Services, 2013). The Olympic Games were first

broadcast on television during the Berlin Olympics of 1936, when 25 viewing

rooms were set up in the greater Berlin area to allow local people to follow the

events free of charge. In 1948 the Olympic Games were broadcast on national

television within Great Britain, although few British people owned a television

at that time. The Melbourne Games of 1956 were similarly broadcast, but only

within Australia. The first time that the Games were televised live throughout

western Europe was in Rome in 1960, when they were broadcast to a total of 21

countries. In 1964, the Summer Olympic Games in Tokyo were broadcast by

satellite transmission live across the world for the first time (Zimbalist, 2015).

The advancement of broadcasting technology made the Olympic Games more

widely accessible to the public, increasing the breadth of their international

appeal and ultimately their popularity. As income from television rights began

to rise there was emerging conflict between the Organising Committees of the

Olympic Games and the International Sport Federations over how to apportion

the generated income.
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Amateur to Professional Status

When the modern Olympic Games were conceived, one of the basic princi-

ples was that the competitors should be amateurs (Zimbalist, 2015). Ama-

teurism was grounded in the ideology of good sportsmanship and fair play,

and the amateur status of the Games protected the vision of the revival of the

Games, although it was disadvantageous to the International Olympic Com-

mittee (IOC) and sports federations (IFs) for its rebuttal of commercialism

and profiteering (Llewellyn & Gleaves, 2016). Over the course of the 20th

Century, the Games began to shift away from amateurism toward professional

competition on the basis that excluding professional athletes actually made

the Olympic Games less competitive, less fair, and exclusive rather than in-

clusive. State sponsored, full time, amateur athletes began to emerge from

communist Eastern Bloc countries, such as Russia and East Germany, and

growth in corporate endorsement and sponsorship, blurred the classifications

between amateur athleticism and professionalism. Definitions of amateurism

varied between sports, and there was difficulty in deciphering whether profes-

sional athletes should compete in sports that were not their main discipline.

In 1971 the term amateur was eliminated from the Olympic charter and in

Seoul (1988) the IOC officially began allowing professional athletes to com-

pete in the Games, delegating regulations to the individual sports federations

and allowing each IF to decide whether they would permit professional athletes

to compete (Barney & Meier, 1994). With professional sports already being

broadcast internationally, the inclusion of professional and well known athletes

in the Games meant increased viewership, popularity, and revenue.
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Female Athletes

There were no female participants in the first modern Olympic Games in 1896.

Female athletes faced many prejudices which had to be overcome to allow their

gradual integration into the Olympic programme. In 1900 the International

Olympic Committee allowed women to compete in tennis and golf, and over

the course of the century, female athletes began to participate in more sports

and disciplines including: swimming in 1912, athletics in 1928, volleyball in

1964, rowing in 1976, cycling in 1984, and football in 1996. However, women

could not compete in all Olympic Sports until female boxing was introduced

to the Olympic programme at the London Games of 2012.

Year of Games

Number 

of Athletes

20161896
0

8000

Male Athletes Female Athletes

Figure 1.8: Number of male and female athletes competing in the Summer
Olympic Games 1986-2016, Author (2017). Source: The Official Reports of
the Summer Olympic Games 1896-2016.
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Winter Olympic Games

In 1924, the first Winter Olympic Games was staged in Chamonix in France

to feature snow and ice sports that were logistically impossible to hold dur-

ing the Summer Games, despite attempts to include figure skating into the

programme in 1908; and figure skating and ice hockey in 1920. Although it

was originally intended that the same country would host both the Summer

and Winter Olympics, this idea was quickly abandoned and the International

Olympic Committee (IOC) mandated that the Winter Games be celebrated

every four years in the same year as their summer counterpart, but in a dif-

ferent country. This tradition was upheld until 1992, after which, the Winter

Olympics were held every four years, two years after the Summer Olympics.

The five original Winter Olympic sports were bobsleigh, curling, ice hockey,

nordic skating (consisting of the disciplines military patrol, cross country ski-

ing, nordic combined, and ski jumping), and skating (consisting of the disci-

plines figure skating and speed skating). Like the Summer Games, the Winter

Games have evolved since their inception, observing the inclusion of new sports

and disciplines, (alpine skiing, luge, short track speed skating, freestyle skiing,

skeleton and snowboard), the discontinuation and subsequent reintroduction

of some sports (curling and bobsleigh), and the permanent discontinuation of

others (military patrol, although the winter biathlon is descended from it).

The Winter Games have been hosted on 3 continents by 11 countries, but no

city in the southern hemisphere has ever applied to host the Winter Games

(International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2019h).
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Paralympic Games

The first major sporting competition for wheelchair athletes, the Stoke Man-

deville Games, was organised up by Sir Ludwig Guttman in 1948 for World

War II veterans with spinal cord injuries in England (International Paralympic

Committee (IPC), 2019). In 1952, competitors from Holland joined the Games,

and the Paralympic movement was born. In 1960 the first Olympic type Games

for athletes with disabilities was organised, and in 1972 the idea of merging

together different disability groups for sports competitions emerged. The first

Paralympic Games took place in Sweden in 1976, after which the Paralympic

Games evolved as a parallel yet integrated festival of the Olympic Games. The

Paralympic Games challenge the core notion of the Olympics, established in

ancient Greece as a celebration of bodily perfection, but promote the ethos of

participation and competition outlined in the Olympic Charter (Bailey, 2008;

Gilbert & Schantz, 2009). Athletes competing in the Paralympic Games have

a wide range of disabilities. As a result a complex classifications system has

been developed by which to organise the events. In June 2001, the Interna-

tional Olympic Committee (IOC) and the International Paralympic Commit-

tee (IPC) signed an agreement aimed toward protecting the organisation of the

Paralympic Games. Securing the practice of ‘one bid, one city’, the agreement

implicitly integrated hosting the Paralympic Games into the bidding process

for the Olympic Games. This agreement came into effect in 2008 for the Sum-

mer Olympic Games in Beijing, and in 2010 for the Winter Olympic Games in

Vancouver, leading to lasting changes in host cities as they are obliged to meet

the access requirements of disability agendas, (Gold & Gold, 2011).
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1.3 Olympic Challenges

Environmental

As the environmental impact of human consumption and construction has

begun to generate global concern (International Olympic Committee (IOC),

2005) the organisations responsible for mega sporting events, such as the IOC,

have increasingly had to respond to concerns around the impacts of the Games

on the built and natural environment (Cantelon & Letters, 2000). The Olympic

Games have the potential to create major infrastructural change in host cities,

and the momentum to intervene in the host city’s short and long term develop-

ment activities. As the Games increased in size and scale over the 20th Century

the infrastructural requirements for hosting the Games increased, generating

the possibility and necessity to rearrange the urban fabric and built environ-

ment to win the bid and safeguard the success of Olympic events (Liao & Pitts,

2008). The possibility to host the competitions in existing or ephemeral venues

has become less practical and less desirable. Ambitious hosts utilise the Games

as an opportunity to regenerate urban areas at a much faster rate than would

normally be achievable (Horne, 2011), advancing long term plans, accelerating

the pace of change, pioneering the implementation of new planning concepts

for the betterment of the city (Gospadini, 2002), and contributing toward the

successful regeneration of deprived areas of cities. However the scale and time-

frame for construction causes disruption to existing inhabitants, and can also

result in run down or abandoned facilities to the detriment of the city (Agha,

Fairley, & Gibson, 2012; Hiller, 2006).
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Economic

The increase in size and scale of the Games has played a part in the increasing

costs to host cities as a shift away from ephemeral, temporary, and existing

venues toward permanent new construction has been observed. Many studies

related to the Olympic Games are focused around whether the Games present

a financially viable investment from the perspective of cost-benefit analysis.

However, the costs are difficult to determine, and the value is equally difficult

to quantify and compare (Flyvbjerg, Stewart, & Budzier, 2016). Venues and

infrastructure account for a large portion of Olympic expenditure, but the ex-

penditures reported in the official reports of the Olympic Games, often do not

incorporate costs incurred for the construction of venues, which are funded by

local and national governments and/or private investors. Many studies report-

ing on the cost of the Games focus on single case studies or specific Games,

making it difficult to draw comparisons because of inconsistencies between

methods of data collection. In addition, there are complexities in measuring

Olympic costs against development that would have taken place in the host

city anyway, had the city not been awarded the Games. Regardless of the

selection of data, trends demonstrate a growth in expenditures of the Olympic

Games in recent decades, and a consistent overrun of actual costs compared

to projected budgets. A study by Flyvbjerg and Stewart (2012) demonstrated

that the Olympic Games have consistently overspent by 179% to 324% since

1960. This sum must be absorbed by the host city and nation. Despite finan-

cial losses, the Games are generally perceived as worthwhile to host (Hartman

& Zandberg, 2015), for the positive benefits that they can bring to cities.
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Political

Assertion of political detachment is a clear objective of the International

Olympic Committee (IOC), and one of the first requirements of the host city

(Gillespie, 2002), yet the Olympic Games have been connected to political

events throughout history. The Olympic Charter states that sport should be

‘at the service of the harmonious development of man, with a view to en-

couraging the establishment of a peaceful society concerned with the preser-

vation of human dignity’ (International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2017b,

p.13), but as host nations began to capitalise on the worldwide attention fo-

cused on their country, the Olympic Games became the subject of political

manipulation. Affected by boycotts, terrorist attacks and cancellations, the

Olympic brand suffered in the wake of international political events. In Berlin

(1936) the Games served as a platform to present an acceptable perception

of the Third Reich’s political regime (Gold and Gold, 2011; see Figure 1.9).

In Mexico (1968) students protesting the domestic policies of the government,

and athletes protesting the treatment of black Americans, used the Games

as an opportunity to attract attention to their cause (Zimbalist, 2015; see

Figure 1.10). In Montreal (1976) the Games were marred by a boycott in-

volving 22 African countries to protest that the New Zealand rugby team had

toured apartheid South Africa. Moscow (1980) and Los Angeles (1984) were

both overlain with manifestations of late cold war superpower rivalries (Gold

& Gold, 2011), leading to limited participation in the events. And in Munich

(1972) a Palestinian terrorist group broke into the Olympic Village resulting

in 17 fatalities (Cottrell, 2002; see Figure 1.11).
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Figure 1.9: The Olympic torch enters the Stadium at the 1936 Olympic Games.
Source: Organisationskomitee Für die XI. Olympiade Berlin 1936 E.V. (1937)

Figure 1.10: Medallists stage a silent protest on the podium at the Mexico 1968
Olympic Games. Source: International Olympic Committee (IOC) (2013a)

Figure 1.11: Member of the ‘Black September’ terrorist group on the balcony
of an apartment in the Munich 1972 Olympic Village. Source: Strumpf (1972)
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Social

Social impact has been fundamental to the development of the Olympic Move-

ment since its inception in the late 19th century. The Olympic Games are by

nature a social construct acknowledged for their contribution to the develop-

ment of the International dimension of modern society (Roche, 2002) ‘without

discrimination of any kind and in the Olympic spirit, which requires mutual un-

derstanding with a spirit of friendship, solidarity and fair play’ (International

Olympic Committee (IOC), 2017b, p.13). Host cities have increasingly begun

to address social objectives in Olympic development by employing strategies

to improve low quality areas, provide better access to sports facilities, and in-

crease social integration (Chen, Qu, & Spaans, 2013). Social benefits include

enhancing confidence and self esteem, empowering disadvantaged groups with

employment, income and opportunities, increased community visibility, im-

proved community capacity (Long & Sanderson, 2001), civic pride (Mihalik,

2002), and sense of global unity (Roche, 2002). However, in preparation for the

Games there is often also some necessary urban clearance, resulting in social

dislocation of communities and jobs, and congestion, disruption and pollution

for remaining citizens (Zimbalist, 2015). Previous hosts have encountered high

levels of borrowing, particularly in recent years when developing economies be-

gan to enter into the bidding for the Games. As a result communities have

experienced a diversion of resources away from basic needs (Zimbalist, 2015),

and gentrification of the area after the Games (Chen et al., 2013), outpricing

the existing, or original, population.
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1.4 Legacy

Hosting the Games is a great responsibility and a unique opportunity to cel-

ebrate human spirit and showcase the culture and prowess of the host city

and nation. Each Olympic Games creates a unique set of sporting, social,

environmental, urban and economic legacies (International Olympic Commit-

tee (IOC), 2013b) that can alter a community, a region, and a nation forever

(Rogge, 2013). Acting as a catalyst for change in host cities, the Games have

the power to deliver lasting benefits which can considerably change a commu-

nity, its image and its infrastructure (International Olympic Committee (IOC),

2013b), some which can be experienced well before the opening ceremony, and

others that may not be observed until after the Games have ended. As a result,

legacy has become epicentral to the movement of the Olympic Games. In 2002,

an IOC symposium on legacy indicated that legacy was fundamental to the

Olympic mission (de Moragas, Kennett, & Puig, 2003). In 2004, an amend-

ment to the Olympic charter (Rule 2, Byelaw 14) outlined the promotion of

‘positive legacy from the Olympic Games to the host cities and host countries’

as a mission of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) (2004b). In 2005,

at the 117th Session of the International Olympic Committee (6th-9th July

2005) in Singapore, it was highlighted by Lord Sebastian Coe (2005) (Chair-

man of the London 2012 Organising Committee of the Olympic Games) that

‘legacy is nine tenths of what the process is about, not just sixteen days of

world class sport and celebration’.
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1.5 Scope of Study

With the growing desire to host a sustainable Games (Olympic Studies Cen-

tre, 2018b), a clear need for more longitudinal research (beginning before the

Games and lasting for a sustained period after) into all aspects of Olympic

legacy has been identified. In particular, the importance of comparative stud-

ies has been stressed, avoiding historical interpretations that draw only on a

limited number of experiences and forget others (de Moragas et al., 2003, p.4).

Olympic architecture has a great impact on the celebration of the Games and

on the host city. For better or worse, stadia and venues leave a lasting im-

print on the urban landscape (see Figures 1.12, 1.13), therefore the ability of

the venues and the Olympic Village to meet the host city’s needs after the

Games is central to their long-term function (Olympic Studies Centre, 2018a).

Architectural quality and urban design are an aspect of legacy that has been

frequently ignored in Olympic legacy research (Ahlfeld & Maennig, 2010). Al-

though recent attempts have been made to address the lack of longitudinal

research in this field, none to date have produced a comprehensive overview

or identified the aspects of urban and architectural design that promote posi-

tive legacy. Furthermore, this type of study would contribute to the Olympic

Games Knowledge Management (OGKM) Programme (set up as the Olympic

Games Transfer of Knowledge (TOK) Programme during the Sydney 2000

Summer Olympic Games and rebranded by the International Olympic Com-

mittee (IOC) in 2005) which aims to capture learning from an Olympic Games

and identify opportunities to enhance the next edition (International Olympic

Committee (IOC), 2014c).
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Figure 1.12: Stockholm (1912) Olympic Stadium in 2017. Source: Lopez (2017)

Figure 1.13: Rio de Janeiro (2016) Olympic Velodrome in 2017. Source: White
(2017)
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1.5.1 Research Question

With particular reference to architectural design and its contextual urban di-

mensions, how has legacy unfolded in post-War European Summer Olympic

host cities, and what are the characteristics of design that have contributed to

legacy?

1.5.2 Aim

The aim of this research is to explore the unfolding of legacy and proto-legacy

developments in European Summer Olympic Games host cities, with particular

reference to their architectural and contextual urban dimensions.

1.5.3 Objectives

To review the legacy plans outlined in the candidature files for each of the

post-War case study cities to establish whether there was a legacy strat-

egy in the documentation and evaluate consistency between documents.

To develop and implement a framework for analysis of architecture and

its urban context in the European Summer Olympic host cities.

To identify characteristics of urban and architectural design that have con-

tributed to legacy in post-War European Summer Olympic host cities.
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1.5.4 Outline of Methodology

A brief outline of the methodology used in this research is as follows. A more

detailed account is provided in Chapter 3, Methodology, where the criteria

for the selection of cities and buildings is also outlined. Two key activities

formulate the basis of the research methodology:

Archival Research

First, an examination of the candidature and official reports of the Sum-

mer Olympic Games undertaken at the Olympic Studies Centre in Lau-

sanne. The purpose is to establish the size and scope of each edition

of the post-War European Summer Olympic Games, and to compile a

comparative dataset of intended legacies and realised construction.

In situ research

Second, direct observations and semi-structured interviews with current

owner/operators of the venues are undertaken in the respective Olympic

cities to ascertain continued existence and current function. Four venue

types were evaluated: Olympic Stadium, Aquatics Centre, Velodrome,

Athletes Village.

The data is triangulated, thematically analysed and comparatively evaluated.

From this analysis, the features of urban and architectural design that make

a positive contribution to legacy in each of the respective Olympic host cities

are identified, and a series of design and development principles to promote

positive legacy in future Olympic host cities has been devised.
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1.6 Structure of the Thesis

Chapter 1, Introduction, is the present section and outlines the research

question and requirement for this research.

Chapter 2, Theoretical Perspectives, provides an overview of the key theo-

retical principles underpinning the research: City Form; Urban Interven-

tions; Olympic Interventions; and Legacy.

Chapter 3, Methodology, presents the underpinning ontological and episte-

mological standpoints that inform the selected research methods. A de-

tailed methodology is presented in this chapter.

Chapter 4, Findings, presents the case studies of each edition of the post-

War European Summer Olympic Games examined in this thesis: London

(1948), Helsinki (1952), Rome (1960), Munich (1972), Moscow (1980),

Barcelona (1992), Athens (2004), London (2012).

Chapter 5, Analysis, is a horizontal, comparative analysis of the data pre-

sented in the Findings
2
.

Chapter 6, Conclusion, provides an overview of the proposition, outlined in

chapter 7, and a discussion around emerging issues. It reflects on the

study and highlights areas for further development of the research.

Chapter 7, Proposition, outlines a series of urban and architectural design

principles derived from the data analysis, intended to promote positive

2
Moscow (1980), which was incorporated into the study after the viva voce examination

by means of desktop survey, is not incorporated in the analysis, as the legacy of this edition
of the Games requires validation.
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legacy in future Olympic host cities.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Perspectives

2.1 Introduction

In seeking to determine the aspects of urban and architectural design that

promote positive post-Games use of the venues and sites in host cities of the

Summer Olympic Games, there are two key theoretical concerns. First is that

of the existing urban fabric within which Olympic interventions are inserted,

and second, is the construct of legacy and their long term function. The exist-

ing urban form, with its layers of history, provides city specific constraints for

any new development that takes place for the Olympic Games. The adapta-

tions to the urban fabric that result from hosting the Olympic Games have a

lasting legacy as a new part of the city long after the event has ended. These

key theoretical concepts underpin the research for this study.
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2.2 Contemporary Urbanism

2.2.1 Introduction

The city is a construction in space perceived over long spans of time (Lynch,

1960), defined by Lynch (1981, p.47) as ‘the spatial pattern of large, inert, per-

manent, physical objects’. Cities are composed of a number of relatively un-

differentiated types of repetitive elements (Lozano, 1990): solids (built forms)

and voids (intersital spaces, squares, streets and parks), that collectively form

an urban pattern (Davies, 2011; Giddings, 1996). Distinguished by site and to-

pography (Alexander, 1966), economic and demographic development, and his-

torical patterns of modelling and remodelling, (Batty & Longley, 1994; Handy,

1996; Lefebvre, 2003), each city has its own unique properties. The ability of

a city to take on a particular form is guided by both natural (climate, to-

pography, available construction materials) and man-made (economy, politics,

religion, defence, aesthetic planning and functional regions) determinants. To-

gether, the natural and manmade determinants of the city influence both form

and growth as they impact upon the possible interventions that may take place

within an existing urban fabric. The static properties of a city at a given point

in time are described as urban form, whilst the dynamic processes that alter

city form are defined as urban growth (Schwarz, 2010). As a consequence of

urban growth, urban form is never finite (Frey, 1999). Instead it remains in a

state of continual transition, between its historical and future contexts.
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2.2.2 City Form

Cites can be planned or unplanned: evolving naturally or incrementally into

an organic form (Gosling & Maitland, 1984); emerging from the landscape and

daily life (Alexander, 1966), or from a structured and highly organised plan,

often as an emblem of political power or utopian idealism. Throughout history,

the continuous remodelling of cities has been driven by dominant forces of the

period (Gallion & Eisner, 1986), sometimes uniformly across the city, but often

incrementally at district, neighbourhood, street and building level, diversifying

pure urban typologies. The patterns within cities are usually indicative of the

organisational strategy by which they are formed. The historical context of

the city is relative to the way in which the city is used and understood by

its inhabitants (Lynch, 1960), and subsequently theoretical underpinning is

crucial to examining the post use of Olympic interventions in cities.

Beginning with a brief review of the typologies of city pattern and their forms,

the following section presents a taxonomy of city patterns and urban ideolo-

gies. The subsequent discourse on cities focuses on how interventions in cities,

of which the Olympic Games are a large scale exacerbation, are constrained,

to a greater or lesser extent, by the context of the existing urban fabric. The

international and historical development of cities predating the twentieth cen-

tury and beyond Europe are acknowledged for their contribution to the urban

forms that exist in ancient cities; but the focus of this research is centred

around the post-war period in Europe, during which an exponential growth in

the size and scale of Olympic interventions was observed.
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Unplanned City Forms

The unplanned city is presumed to have developed as a result of the passage

of time, lay of the land and the daily life of citizens, without the benefit of

design or masterplanning (Kostof & Tobias, 1991). Unplanned cities are also

referred to as grown, chance-grown, generated, spontaneous, and geomorphic:

descriptors underlining the evident determinants of its pattern. The resul-

tant pattern of the unplanned city consists of many non-geometric, irregular,

or organic forms created as the result of small, incremental decisions made

over a long period of time (Gosling & Maitland, 1984). The unplanned city

form has strong roots in the medieval period, when cities developed through

natural growth in response to decision-making. Cities often have an estab-

lished compact core and a non-uniform street pattern (Lozano, 1990), with

the aesthetic advantage of oblique angles and curved lines to reduce monotony

(Alberti, 1475; Lozano, 1990), creating a perspective that enlivens the street

scene (Norberg-Schulz, 1971). The plan of compact cities allows public spaces

to be created, often at locations where activities have naturally taken place

through the course of the city’s development. In historic European cities in

particular, the network of streets, squares, parks, yards, and private gardens

across the urban fabric tend to be clearly defined (Davies, 2011), and the in-

terconnected streets play a key role in connecting people and places. Emerging

from a period of time long before the invention of the automobile, this type of

city form is centred around pedestrian activity and human interaction, plac-

ing value on proximity and ease of contact between people (Force, 2003), for

diversity and longevity of the city (Frey, 1999).
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Planned City Forms

Planned cities, also referred to as designed or created cities, demonstrate a

pattern determined by an overseeing authority. Until the nineteenth Century,

this was invariably an orderly geometric diagram: a grid or a centrally planned

circular or polygonal scheme with radial streets issuing from the centre (Kostof

& Tobias, 1991), characteristic of the renaissance period.

The most frequently implemented planned urban form is the grid pattern

(Sitte, 1889), also known as the gridiron. The principle of the grid is ba-

sic, consisting of a series of intersecting streets crossing at right angles to form

identical, rectangular blocks. Because all plots exhibit the same formation, the

grid is quick and easy to design. As the simplest means of organising streets

for early civilisations, it was key in the proliferation of the Roman Empire

(French, 1983). The rectilinear grid can be extended in any direction but usu-

ally follows a north-south and east-west orientation, particularly in cities with

Roman colonial ancestry. Grid form cities have many advantages such as equal

accessibility to all parts of the city, and flexibility, subject to modifications

such as the omission of some blocks to create a place for public space or civic

buildings. However, they are also criticised for their geometrical monotony,

unclosed street pictures, and views that disappear into infinity, (Lynch, 1981;

Sitte, 1889). Critics of the gridiron system observe the irregular yet cohesive

patterns of development as containing older values of human scale and social

justice (Gosling & Maitland, 1984), where the city facilitates human exchange

rather than segregation through strategies of zoning (Newman, 2009).
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Adaptation to Urban Form

The growth and development of cities has historically been characterised by

episodic and irregular expansions and incorporations, profoundly affected by

power and politics (Roberts & Greed, 2001), resulting in pure, singular forms

becoming increasingly scarce over time (Alexander, 1966; Gosling & Maitland,

1984). Most historic European cities, and virtually all those of metropolitan

size, consist of an organic core (composite of several premeditated and sponta-

neous segments), surrounded by an array of more or less orderly new quarters,

and some more recent extemporaneous settlements along the city edge and

in unoccupied internal pockets of land. New additions to dense historic cores

of towns have been almost always regular, but whilst in some cities, planned

and unplanned areas have remained contiguous, in others they have converged,

creating new divergent city patterns (see Figure 2.1) (Kostof & Tobias, 1991).

During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries a period of rapid urbanisation

was experienced across Europe: a global phenomenon that brought about an

unparalleled increase in the outward expansion, building, demolition, and re-

building of cities, (Pendlebury, Erten, & Larkham, 2015) that took place at

a faster rate in come countries than in others. After the Second World War,

European cities underwent radical and dramatic changes. The urban context

changed more quickly during this period than at any other period in the history

of cities. Industrialisation and damage caused by war bombing had a lasting

and profound effect on city patterns and whilst new construction created mi-

nor adaptations to the underlying urban form in some cities, it changed others

almost completely.
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Figure 2.1: Patterns of planned and unplanned cities
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2.2.3 Taxonomy of Contemporary City Planning

City planning is historically categorised into five periods: before the industrial

revolution; from the industrial revolution to 1900; from 1900 to World War II;

World War II to the oil crisis in the early 1970’s; and from the early 1970’s to

the present (Taylor, 1998). As the focus of this thesis is around post Second

World War western European cities, it is the latter two historical periods of

planning that are addressed.

After the Second World War, cities in Europe were characterised by renewed

urban growth and regeneration (Buchanan, 1988; Shane, 2011), encompass-

ing the creation of new jobs, the construction of new buildings, community

support, and the restructuring of a city or a neighbourhood in physical and

cultural terms, (Greed & Roberts, 1998). During this era, the discussion of

planning in a general sense began to arise, with state intervention playing

a more active role in the management and planning of social and economic

affairs generally, as part of the changed political climate, (Taylor, 1998). Vi-

sionary plans and tabula rasa visions boomed, with the paternalistic notion of

improving war ravaged cities through urban planning as an orderly beginning

to better times ahead (Schubert, 2019). As a result of the damage inflicted

on the urban fabric by the war, significant interest toward the post-war ap-

pearance of urban areas was generated, and post-war building initiatives saw

new plans being drafted for major cities, addressing, for the first time, issues

of decentralisation.
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Following a period of post-War austerity, an economic boom and incessant

belief in growth triggered new scientific approaches to city planning. Studies

of the urban environment and economy led to more comprehensive, integrated

spatial plans. However, planning was often ineffective and unsuccessful, and

despite its visionary ambitions, and contributed little to the recovery and visual

enhancement of cities.

Residents, tenants and businesses began to show an interest in their surround-

ings and living environments and became active campaigners against the top-

down approach to planning. Thinking big by deductive reasoning, and the

principles of sorting out spatial function came under scrutiny (Schubert, 2019).

By the 1960’s and 1970’s modernist schemes lacking human scale, and creating

high crime rates and social problems, fell into decline, and planning began to

concentrate on individuality and diversity in society and the economy, under-

pinned by behavioural psychology. In the 1980’s new classical architecture and

sustainable construction began to emerge: promoting smart growth, walkabil-

ity, architectural tradition, and classical design; rather than short-lived, glob-

ally uniform architecture, solitary housing estates and urban sprawl (Congress

for the New Urbanism, 2001). However, critics claimed that the environmental

aspect of new urbanism focused too much on transport and excessive individ-

ual mobility. By the turn of the twenty first century, sustainable development,

a term first defined in 1987, emerged as a guiding theme for urban planning,

to promote ‘development that meets the needs of the present without com-

promising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (World

Commission on Environment and Development, 1987) .
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Urban Interventions

There are many constructs devised to describe urban transformation, but the

term intervention is used here because its broad and encompassing nature

best describes the multiple possibilities for adaptation within an existing built

fabric, without a specific preference toward one typology or another.

In its broadest sense, the term intervention encompasses a variety of per-

manent or temporary adaptations to the urban fabric, (Klanten, Ehmann,

Borges, & Feireiss, 2012); ranging from unsolicited or informal artistic prac-

tices in public spaces, (Klanten & Huber, 2010), that create awareness of social

issues or stimulate community involvement; to the regeneration of buildings

or smaller insertions within the existing built form; and beyond; to vast ter-

ritorial clearance or expansion (Gottmann, 1961) that results in an entirely

new or barely recognisable urban fabric to the original historical context of

the city, (Levy, 1999). Interventions are derived in essence from city form, a

construct characterised in the writings of Goethe and Mumford (1961), and

Cullen (1961), approaching the urban landscape as a product that has emerged

over a long period, through the accrual of successive generations of building

activity. The characteristic properties of an intervention are deeply embodied

within a multitude of architectural and planning constructs. Whilst each of

these components is synonymous with the notion of intervention, some demon-

strate greater specificity toward a particular aspect of the theoretical agenda

or idea.
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Klanten et al. (2012) describe intervention, as encompassing both built and

natural environment, ranging from small to large scale, ephemeral to perma-

nent, playful to formal, and from individual to collective actions, (Klanten

et al., 2012). The insertion of an intervention into the urban fabric consid-

ers both the physical and spatial components of the existing and proposed

urban structure at a range of different scales including plots, blocks, streets,

buildings and open spaces; all of which are considered part of the historical

and evolutionary process of development of city or or site, (Bentley & Butina,

1990). Urban intervention through expansion and renovation is categorised

by de Arce (2015) into three basic categories: urban growth by extension,

characterised by the urbanisation of new areas which are incorporated into a

town; growth by substitution, which involves demolition and construction and

occurs whenever new urban elements replace the existing ones; and growth by

additive transformation, in which an original nucleus is transformed by a sedi-

mentary and incremental process of addition of new parts. Gharib and Salama

(2014), on the other hand, categorise urban interventions into those of iconic

architectural change, where a building or territory is projected to impose a

visual and power statement; remanufacturing urban heritage, where an urban

intervention engages local knowledge with its technical and social meanings;

and iconic urban change, where an urban regeneration intervention integrates

tradition and modernity.
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Urban Regeneration Intervention

According to Hiller (2006) the characteristics that contribute to major urban

restructure include: globalisation; economic restructure, deindustrialisation, a

shift toward information technologies and service economy; leisure consump-

tion; polycentrism and decentralisation caused by the continual growth and

development of mega-cities; and the fortification of space, whereby surveil-

lance and security are becoming increasingly dominant issues in cities.

In recent decades, modern transportation, increased motorisation, infrastruc-

ture development, changes in land prices, and segregation of social groups

have combined to radically transform these traits. As urban areas experience

an increased population growth and resultantly spread in terms of land use,

they become more dispersed and develop different areas specialised in a small

number of functions. Such changes within the city often lead to segregation

and polarisation of the location of activities, amongst more topographical and

geographically specific alterations, (Nel.lo & Mele, 2016), which typically lead

to urban sprawl; industrial areas; commercial areas; open fields, parks, and

agricultural land covering entire regions; and new city typologies that begin

to arise as a result of global architectural styles and design of public space,

(Jenks, Kozak, & Takkanon, 2008). The traditional urban form associated

with the concept of the city, (compact, complex, and distinctive) not only

changes but dissolves, making the old distinction between urban and rural

areas increasingly obsolete, (Nel.lo & Mele, 2016).
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Iconic Architectural Change

In order to be regarded as a form of architecture, a building must embody

certain qualities, whether formal aesthetic, technological or conceptual (Pala,

2016). Throughout history, particular architectural styles have been noted as

characteristic of period, culture, and function, which has been a part of archi-

tecture (Peter, 1994) since the first written records of architectural design and

engineering from the time of Vitruvius. In the ‘Ten books of Architecture’,

Vitruvius outlines the qualities that define architecture as beauty, convenience

and durability (Vitruvius, 1960), of which convenience and durability are re-

lated to building function. Yet, many architects have gained renown for their

admired aesthetics rather than technological innovation or social values. The

first decade of the twenty first century produced some of the most dynamic

and dramatic buildings of any period: revolutionary in form, construction and

material use (Watkin, 2015). The Industrial Revolution had changed the way

that people thought about building, as new technologies brought about not

only new machinery and materials for construction (Peter, 1994), but also new

building typologies. Redefining function in the image of the age of the machine,

factories, plants offices and airports reinforced the concept with new, functional

buildings. From the advancements in the architectural design and construc-

tion of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries emerged concern around the

environment and sustainability, intensified by problems of global warming and

reliance on fossil fuels. This led to an increasing awareness around ‘sustain-

ability’ in architecture, which continues to shape design and the design process

in the present day.
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Sport and Cultural Mega Events

The transformation of cities in the western world over the course of the twenti-

eth century cannot be separated from the organisation of urban mega-events,

such as international exhibitions, world fairs and the Olympic Games, (Viehoff

& Poynter, 2015). The exponential growth of mega events over the course of

the twentieth century increasingly began to provide opportunities to develop

segments of the city, or location, in which the event is held (Gold & Gold,

2005). Mega event development began to emerge as a means for cities to raise

their global profile, attract media attention, stimulate tourism and generate

economic growth, utilising the specific qualities of the event to provide advan-

tages in the urban context (Richards, 2017).

Whilst mega events such as the Olympic Games once reflected national agendas

(Gold & Gold, 2017) cities increasingly began to pursue their own agendas

(Richards, 2017), and in recent decades, city managers have increasingly seen

post-event site conversion as a historic opportunity to redevelop event spaces,

or sites, and leverage funding to benefit the immediate neighbourhood and

the city beyond (Gold & Gold, 2018). However, the major increases in the

infrastructural requirements of mega events as they have risen in popularity

and scale in recent decades mean that hosting a mega event can place the host

city under extreme pressure during the relatively short period of the event

(Liao & Pitts, 2008), and although the event may leave a remarkable legacy

to the city, that may result in a positive or negative outcome.
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2.2.4 Olympic Interventions

As the scale of the Olympic Games increased over the course of the twentieth

century, the possibility to weave smaller interventions across the breadth of the

existing urban fabric or to utilise existing urban infrastructure became reduced

(Gold & Gold, 2007), and the drive toward creating a longstanding legacy

that promotes city function after the Games has ended, developed amongst

hosts (Davis & Thornley, 2010). The increased scale of the Olympic Games

encouraged a new typology of intervention whereby large scale construction,

or reconstruction, of the host city became increasingly implemented not only

to provide the infrastructure for the event itself but also to fulfil the political

urban agenda for the hosts: using influx of income generated from winning the

bid to become host city as a means to regenerate urban areas at a much faster

rate than would normally be achievable (Horne, 2011).

When considering urban impacts of the Olympic Games historically, Chalk-

ley and Essex (1999, p.374) offered a four-phase classification of the stages

of development: a steady evolution from minimal impact (1896-1904); devel-

opment that primarily involved purpose-built sports facilities (1908-1932); a

more focused and ambitious approach ushering in a period of symbolic flagship

projects (1936-1956); and, the use of the Games to trigger urban development

(1960 onwards). Since the millennium, a new phase has been incorporated

into this model (Essex, 2011) to capture the infusion of sustainable urban

development and legacy into the process (Gold & Gold, 2018).
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Olympic Parks & Principal Sites

The preferred solution to the problem of finding spaces for large-scale ambu-

lant events has long been to select sites with sufficient land for the assembly of

venues close enough to the heart of the city to fit into the mainstream of ur-

ban life. In the early stages of Olympic urban development, when demands for

space were relatively small, such central city locations were possible (Gold &

Gold, 2018), but as the demands of events increased, alternative models were

increasingly sought. The possibilities for event spaces have been categorised

by Liao and Pitts (2008) into six theoretical models: decentralised, inner-city

mono-clustering, inner-city polyclustering, periphery clustering, satellite clus-

tering, and joint clustering, (Figure 2.2). These models outline possibilities for

integrating event spaces into the existing fabric of the city but lack consider-

ation of the procurement of the site or the legacy intention. The theorisation

of event spaces has subsequently been furthered by Gold and Gold (2018) who

developed five categorisations that incorporate site procurement and legacy

intention: Temporary spatial hubs (Roche, 2002) that subsequently require

conversion for post-use; Procured land in the city centre for permanent reten-

tion, requiring large scale demolition of the existing urban fabric, and making

use of prominent locations to underline the significance of events as impor-

tant national projects; available parcels of land on the Urban Fringe, where

ease of construction and lack of restrictive ordinances make up for distance

from the urban core; the Reclamation of Space through dredging and infill;

and, Brownfield conversion, using land previously shunned from development

due to heavy industrial pollution, where the prospect of large-scale Olympic

investment essentially changes the cost consideration.
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Figure 2.2: Models of Olympic development, (Liao and Pitts, 2008)
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Olympic Architecture

Like the architecture of bridges, tunnels, floodgates, and industrial buildings,

the architecture of sports facilities has a particular history (Feiress, 2000). In

the early days of the Olympic Games, host cities provided small numbers of

simple venues without any formal setting to satisfy the basic requirements of

competition and temporary accommodation for delegates. The Games could

fit almost into one athletic stadium, the centrepiece of Olympic development,

which would be utilised in various ways: as turf for football; with fences

for equestrian; demountable podiums for boxing, gymnastics, wrestling and

weightlifting; and then excavated for a swimming pool; and ringed by a cy-

cling track. The concentration of sporting events within one single venue

resulted in increased competition time and functional interference between the

requirements of different sports. After the duration of the Olympic Games was

shortened to 16 days in 1932, it became increasingly difficult to accommodate

the emerging and often conflicting requirements of different sports into one

architectural solution, and it became apparent that the mono-stadium model

would no longer match Olympic demands.

After the Second World War, two trends emerged affecting the development

of Olympic competition venues: one being the shift away from natural, out-

door settings into artificial indoor environments in many sports, (encouraging

the development of more expensively constructed, energy intensive and op-

erationally complicated sports halls); the other was the separation of sports

facility types (Liao & Pitts, 2009).
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Whilst normal daily sports have an intimacy with the natural environment,

high level sporting competition is somewhat different: adverse weather condi-

tions result in low comfort levels for spectators and environmental conditions

inevitably affect athletic performance; and environments should enable fair

play and performance levels approaching physical thresholds. Thus, a trend

toward the enclosure of venues began to be observed in Olympic architecture,

enabling internal environmental control. At first, technology, resources and

cost limited the ability to construct large enough column free spaces, so the

shift was initially observed in sports that did not require a large performance

area or spectator capacity, and later in more complex sporting venues (Liao &

Pitts, 2009).

The Summer Olympic Games began to provide a unique and stimulating envi-

ronment where architects and engineers could find the perfect balance between

function and architectural representation (Cresciani, 2008). A stadium, more

than any other building typology, has the ability to shape a town or city, put a

community on the map, establish an identity and provide a focal point in the

landscape (International Olympic Committee: Culture and Heritage Depart-

ment, 2016). The iconic role of the stadium has cultural and symbolic meaning,

and has taken on aesthetic forms ranging from traditionalism and modernism

externalism and functionalism to localism and internationalism (Liao & Pitts,

2009).

Sports architecture, like sport itself, has become a global phenomenon, and

with its own distinctive typologies, engineering techniques and programmatic

requirements The construction of the stadium is interesting not only as a series
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of architectonic highlights, but as a reflection of cultural and social develop-

ment (Feiress, 2000): an architectural and engineering masterpiece; an aspect

of urban development; a stimulus for the revitalisation of the region; and,

an impulse for economic development. In its formative capacity for induc-

ing change and shaping the environment, the stadium is a means of shaping

global and national identities. Design for the Games offers the opportunity for

the identity of the city to be established or challenged (Tranganou, 2016) by

representative architectural design.

The Olympic Games have increasingly been awarded to cities bidding to pro-

mote their movement into an elite or political democratic circle, or cities that

already represented this power. As a result of this globalisation, recent decades

have seen an incredible increase in activity by world renowned architects work-

ing on sporting commissions. Olympic construction has become synonymous

with Laureates of the Pritzker Prize (Flowers, 2017), and RIBA Gold Medal-

ists, whose iconic and innovative buildings push the boundaries of material,

form and technology, to make a wider contribution to architecture and engi-

neering.
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2.3 Concepts of Legacy

2.3.1 Introduction

Legacy is a term with multiple meanings and understandings that is commonly

contested in literature (Agha et al., 2012). It is often used when referring to

money or objects bequeathed by ancestors, but can also describe a reflection,

or a contribution over time (Morin, 2015). According to Bosak (n.d.) the term

refers to life and living, learning from the past, living in the present, and build-

ing for the future. It is fundamental to what it is to be human, the enduring

influence of something on the people with which it interacts, and the exten-

sion of that thing beyond those bounds. Evolving from the interactions and

actions of human society, legacy pervades all aspects of life. It is conceived by

Breitbart and Poppito (2014) as a mode of transmission for vital spiritual and

cultural information and wisdom in an ever evolving continuum: something

created, and passed on from one generation to another, given and received;

measured by significance, impact and reach; and determined as ephemeral or

lasting by the quality of relationship from which it emerges (Kouzes & Pos-

ner, 2006). Conceptualised in many different ways, material and immaterial

(Lenskyj, 2006), legacy ultimately unfolds from the actions and interactions of

society: as humans evolve as a force of nature, a critical part of destiny and a

catalyst in the course of natural history. Legacy can be applied to a range of

different fields of study, aspects of life, and situations.
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2.3.2 Sport Mega Event & Olympic Legacies

Mega events, hallmark or special events, including major fairs, festivals, ex-

positions, and cultural or sporting events held on either a regular or one-off

basis (Hall, 1992), are widely understood as complex affairs originating from

specific sets of economic objectives, which can have a substantial social, eco-

nomic, political, environmental and cultural impact on the host region (Essex

& Chalkley, 1998; Hall & Hodges, 1998). Mega events are important ele-

ments in the orientation of nations to international or global society (Horne &

Manzenreiter, 2006), with political and social corollaries extending far beyond

the event itself (Cornelissen & Swart, 2006), widely known as event legacy.

The concept of legacy in the mega event context is an often researched area,

however, the legacies of sport mega events are multifold and perceived and con-

ceived in a multitude of ways (Chappelet, 2012). Resultantly, there is a lack of

agreement around concepts of legacy in the context of sport mega events, and

there are challenges in measuring legacy with accuracy or confidence (Preuss,

2007). Through the multitude of research articles, studies, journals and books

that have been compiled on mega event legacy, there has been a shift toward a

clearer and more definitive conceptualisation of its construct and measurement.

However, although advances have been made towards a better understanding

of the underpinning conceptual, theoretical and methodological approaches to

mega event legacy, it is suggested by Preuss (2019) that few papers on legacy

concepts make any substantial contribution to the literature, and that fur-

ther research is necessary to address these shortcomings (Preuss, 2019; Scheu,

Preuss, & Könecke, 2019).
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Legacy Definitions

Legacy is an elusive, problematic, and ambiguous term with multiple meanings

(Cashman, 2003). Throughout history there has been a lack of agreement on

the definition, conceptualisation and measurement of legacy in the sport mega

event context (Preuss, 2007; Scheu et al., 2019). There are many general

definitions of sport mega event legacy in literature that refer to ‘the political

and social consequences that extend beyond an event itself’ (Cornelissen &

Swart, 2006). Yet, whilst there is a general consensus that mega event legacy

describes the long-term changes that result from hosting an event (Getz, 1991,

2005; Hiller, 2000), the precise definition of the construct is a long-standing

matter of debate and controversy (Essex & Chalkley, 2003).

The most commonly accepted, and probably the most frequently cited (Grix,

Brannagan, Wood, & Wynne, 2017), definition of mega event legacy is: ‘all

planned and unplanned, positive and negative, tangible and intangible struc-

tures created for and by a sport event that remain longer than the event itself’,

(Preuss, 2007, p.211), but there remains a lack of consensus around the specific

attributes and dimensions (space, time, tangibility, positivity, and planning)

of the term (Preuss, 2007; Scheu et al., 2019), which differ according to the

perspective of the stakeholder (Chappelet, 2012). In an attempt to redefine

the inherently complex concept of mega event legacy in clearer terms, many

authors have created categorisations, rather than definitions, of the various

types of legacy that result from hosting a mega event (Chappelet, 2012).
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The first distinguished categorisations of mega event legacy in literature were

produced by J. R. Ritchie (1984), who classified the key typologies of legacy as:

economic, physical, psychological, sociocultural, and political (Kassens-Noor,

Wilson, Müller, Maharaj, & Huntoon, 2015). Over time, other research sup-

ported (Witt, 1988), added to, altered and expanded categorisations in litera-

ture, incorporating the following changes and creating new categorisations over

the next decades: accumulation of knowledge, experience, and skill of workers

(Travis & Croizé, 1987); economic benefits, built environment, information and

education, public life, politics and cultures, sport, memories and history (Cash-

man & Hughes, 1999); economic, physical infrastructure, education, public life,

politics, and culture (Cashman, 2003); tourism and economy, infrastructure,

sport facilities, urban and natural environment, and socio-cultural (Chappelet,

2003); built environment, economic development, memories and communities

(Hiller, 2003); infrastructure, knowledge, skill-development and education, im-

age, emotions, networks and culture (Gratton & Preuss, 2008).

As the categorisations of legacy evolved and changed over time, Preuss (2007)

and Leopkey and Parent (2012) identified the limitations of the existing cat-

egorisations of legacy and outlined the need for a broader perspective, in-

corporating more intangible legacies. Preuss (2015) went on to redefine the

typologies of legacy as economic, infrastructural, social, sporting, cultural, ur-

ban, community, image, information, political, psychological, environmental,

networks, education, symbols, trust funds, tourism, and health; with some

further sub-categorisations (see Table 2.1).
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Appeal •
Beautification •
Built Environment •
Community • •
Culture • • •
Economic • • • • • • • • •
Education • • • • •
Environmental • • • •
Health •
History •
Image •
Information • • •
Infrastructure • • •
Infrastructure- Physical •
Infrastructure- Sport •
Infrastructure- Transport •
Living Standards •
Memory • •
Natural Environment •
Networks •
Political • •
Psychological •
Public Life •
Social • • • • •
Sociocultural •
Sport • • • • •
Sports Facilities •
Symbols • •
Tourism • •
Urban • • • •

Table 2.1: Common categorisations of legacy
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Current Legacy Debates

To further the debate on legacy definitions, Chappelet (2012) highlighted the

continuous proposal of legacy categories as futile, due to the impossibility

of segmenting all that remains after a mega event into categories. Further-

more, the persistent disagreement between authors around the number and

description of categories of legacy in relation to sport mega events posed ma-

jor difficulties in the development of a more comprehensive review of legacy,

since different researchers use different descriptors for categorisations which

are inherently similar in nature, and a number of legacy categories inherently

demonstrate overlapping.

As a consequence of the necessity for a clearer definition of the concept of

legacy, the notion of the construct began to be developed beyond that of

categorisations. Chappelet (2012) and Preuss (2007, 2019) highlighted the

multifaceted nature of legacy, constructing a definition of, and framework for,

measuring legacy; formulated around the dimensions of space, time, tangible

and intangible, positive and negative, planned and unplanned (Preuss, 2007),

territorial and personal, global and local, and sport and non-sport Chappelet

(2012) aspects of the constructs, stressing that legacies are seen from the per-

spective of the stakeholder (Preuss, 2019).
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2.3.3 Taxonomy of Literature

Legacy has been used sporadically in academic writing and policy since the

mid-twentieth century, but in the 1990’s the notion of legacy in the mega

event context began to generate new interest. At the turn of the twenty-first

century legacy definitions became prevalent in academic writing (Thomson,

Schlenker, & Schulenkorf, 2013), and in the ensuing decades, a body of litera-

ture on legacy planning and management for mega events emerged (Cashman

& Horne, 2013; Mangan & Dyreson, 2013; Richie, 2000; C. Scott, 2014; Smith,

2014), which Kaplanidou (2012) suggests is a consequence of the integration

of legacy planning into the bidding process for ambulatory mega events (Gold

& Gold, 2018). Olympic legacies in particular have been associated with pol-

icy objectives aiming to change the lives of societies and individuals, and the

material conditions within which they live (Girginov, 2018). The first use of

the word legacy in Olympic policy dates back to the 1956 Olympic Games

in Melbourne, and since this time, the concept of legacy has become increas-

ingly prevalent. Although it was not until the 1990’s that legacy began to be

more explicitly discussed and described in the candidatures of bidding host

cities, long-term function and post-Games uses of sites and venues, began to

feature in candidatures. After the turn of the twenty-first century, legacy

became increasingly integral to Olympic bidding, emphasising the growing in-

terest around the concept in the context of mega events (Scheu et al., 2019).

The following section outlines, in greater detail, the development of legacy in

academic literature and policy.
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Timeline of Legacy in Academic Literature

Since 2005, academics have begun to develop a more complex view of the con-

struct of legacy, placing more emphasis on the social, environmental, and po-

litical legacies of mega events (Chappelet, 2012; Preuss, 2007; Silvestre, 2009),

but with a tendency to focus on specific pieces of legacy, a definition of the

phenomenon and its measurement (Kaplanidou, 2012), or an incomplete selec-

tion of legacies. Since 2008, there has been a significant increase in literature

dealing with legacy, and in the last decade, a number of literature reviews have

been published which contribute knowledge to the legacy debate.

• In 2010, McCartney et al. published a systematic review of 54 studies

examining the health and socioeconomic impacts of major multi-sport

events 1978-2008, concluding that the evidence and consensus across

research was insufficient to confirm or refute expectations regarding the

socioeconomic benefits of mega-events;

• In 2013, Mangan and Dyreson edited a comprehensive review of legacy

concepts, by a range of eminent authors, in relation to various aspects of

the Olympic Games; Thomson et al. published a comprehensive overview

of literature that sought to define legacy between 1991 and 2008; and Li

and Jago published an overview of key approaches used to assess the

economic impact of major events between 1990 and 2010;

• In 2015, Weed et al. published a systematic review of 1,778 resources on

physical activity to examine the influence of a demonstration effect on

sport participation engagement;
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• In 2017, Gaudette, Roult, and Lefebvre published a systematic review

presenting the current state of knowledge on the urban and tourism re-

lated impacts of the Winter Olympic Games (2000-2017); Koenigstorfer

et al. (2017) investigated 235 journal articles on impact factor concern-

ing sport events between 1997 and 2016; and Scheu and Preuss (2018)

undertook a systematic review of 204 studies on legacy, considering the

entire history of the Olympic games, which uncovered a lack of studies

investigating legacy more than five years after the games and a lack of

valid measurement methods and tools;

• In 2019 Scheu et al. published an overview of research on the legacy of

Olympic Games editions between 1908 and 2016 published between 1984

and 2017; and Preuss conducted a literature review on developments of

new approaches toward measuring mega sport event legacies, with the

aim to identify the long-term costs and benefits of staging the Olympic

Games and suggest possible methodologies for their measurement.

Although the concept of legacy in mega events is an often researched area,

there are few papers in the literature deemed to make a significant contribu-

tion (Preuss, 2019). Relatively few researchers have systematically reviewed

and synthesised the broader extent of sport event legacy research in order to

strategically reflect on existing academic knowledge (Weed, 2009; Weed et al.,

2015), and the number of reviews that comprehensively summarise the research

in the field remain limited (Scheu et al., 2019).
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Timeline of Legacy in Olympic Policy

It is indicated in the early writings of Pierre de Coubertin, who advised that

permanent stadia should not be constructed with the intention to host future

events when temporary buildings would satisfy Olympic demand (International

Olympic Committee, 2000), that legacy has been a consideration since the in-

ception of the Modern Olympic Games. Concerns around Olympic legacy

began to emerge in the mid 1950’s (Gold & Gold, 2007) as the growth in the

size and scale of the Olympic Games resulted in increasingly substantial infras-

tructural impacts on host cities. By the late 1970’s the Games were being used

as a catalyst for urban renewal (Burbank, Andranovich, & Heying, 2001; Gold

& Gold, 2007; International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2016). Although the

IOC had begun to introduce some concept of legacy into their policies in the

1960’s and 1970’s, the issue did not begin to emerge within sport management

discourse and literature until the 1990’s, (Chappelet, 2012). In 1991, Atlanta

Committee for the Olympic Games (1997) included the following goal in its

mission statement: ‘To leave a positive physical and spiritual legacy and an

indelible mark on Olympic history by staging the most memorable Olympic

Games ever’. In 1997, Athens 2004 Bid Committee (1997) entitled thier bid for

2004 ‘A legacy for Olympism’. The promoters of London 2012 adopted ‘legacy’

at both bidding and organising phases, a rhetoric later adopted by the British

Government, who established five ‘legacy’ commitments in a Legacy Action

Plan: to increase opportunities for Londoners to become involved in sport;

ensure Londoners benefit from new jobs, businesses and volunteering opportu-

nities; transform the heart of East London; deliver a sustainable Games and

develop sustainable communities; and showcase London as a diverse, creative
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and welcoming city (Department for Culture, Media and Sport, 2008). Legacy

began to be written more explicitly into policy documents (Chappelet, 2012),

and in 2001 the IOC Evaluation Commission, which was created to assess

candidatures for the 2008 Games, stated in its report: ‘It is the commission’s

belief that a Beijing games would leave a unique legacy to China and to sport’

(International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2005). In 2003, legacy was defined

in the Olympic bid criteria when it was outlined in Rule 2.14 of the Olympic

Charter that the role of the IOC is ‘to promote a positive legacy from the

Olympic Games to host cities and countries’ (International Olympic Commit-

tee (IOC), 2013b). The shift in policy change within the Olympic movement

was influenced by significant changes implemented in global policy at the time,

addressing broader environmental concerns worldwide. In 1992 at the UN Con-

ference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro, many

nations committed to pursuing economic development in ways that would pro-

tect the environment and non-renewable resources, adopting a global action

plan to fulfil this commitment, Agenda 21. Subsequently, all international,

regional and local organisations, both governmental and non-governmental,

were invited to prepare their own Agenda 21 based on the model adopted by

UNCED. At the time the Olympic model was becoming increasingly unsus-

tainable financially, socially and environmentally as a result of its growth and

development over the twentieth century, and legacy had become a major con-

cern for the IOC. In 1999 Agenda 21 was adopted and endorsed by the IOC

and the Olympic Movement (International Olympic Committee, 1999).
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Since the beginning of the twenty-first Century, the concept of legacy has been

firmly established as central to the Olympic movement, but it has become an

increasingly contested issue with growing economic, environmental, political,

and social concerns. One of the justifications of hosting the Games is that

the legacy left behind will benefit the host community and country (Gold &

Gold, 2008). The structures created for and by a sport event that remain

longer than the event itself, ‘irrespective of the time of production and space’

(Preuss, 2007, p.211), are one of the greatest impacts of hosting the Games,

whether positive or negative. Large investments to adapt and renew the urban,

architectural and transport infrastructure in cities as a result of mega sport

events are one of the most permanent and important changes to the fabric

of Olympic host cities and may remain an asset or a burden (Preuss, 2015).

There are many examples of venues built or refurbished for the Games which

have been used extensively once the Games have ended, but there are also ex-

amples of venues that have quickly become abandoned or disused. When the

International Olympic Committee (IOC) highlighted legacy as fundamental to

the Olympic mission (de Moragas et al., 2003), it was stated that Organis-

ing Committees should ensure that the permanent venues constructed for the

Olympic Games are functional, sustainable and adequate for their function

in legacy mode (International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2013b). However,

the notion of legacy is complex and multifaceted, and accompanied by pres-

sures and forces that amplify the difficulties in its implementation (Leopkey &

Parent, 2012).
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International Olympic Committee Symposia on Legacy

In 2001 the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the International

Union of Architects (IUA) hosted an international conference in Lausanne ‘The

Olympic Games and Architecture: The Future for Host Cities’ to address is-

sues of sustainability in Olympic Architecture. The conference concluded that

the IUA, IOC, bid and host cities, and public authorities should work more

closely together to improve guidelines and achieve: a better understanding

of requirements; more specific guidelines for city masterplans; better Games

concepts and venues; input from all stakeholders at the earliest stage; best

use of existing, new and temporary facilities; compatibility of architectural

quality and functionality; and maximum consideration of long and short term

needs of the city, thus enhancing and regenerating Olympic host cities (Isozaki,

2001). Although legacy had begun to emerge on Olympic agendas and be in-

troduced into policies, the lack of clarity around its meaning prompted another

international symposium on ‘The Legacy of the Olympic Games (1984-2000)’.

The focus of the symposium was around the fundamental role of legacy to

Olympism in society (de Moragas et al., 2003). The participants recognised

the importance of the concept of legacy in the organisation and evaluation

of the Olympic Games in host cities, but in their attempt to define legacy,

discovered that there were different meanings across different languages and

cultures, highlighting that other expressions may better express the histori-

cal roots and continuity of Olympic values of legacy. The legacies referred to

during the symposium were summarised by de Moragas et al. (2003, p.491)

as multidisciplinary and dynamic, changing over time, affected by local and

global factors: whilst legacy was ‘difficult to define, it was a local and global
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concept, existing within cities, regions and nations, as well as internationally,

directly related to the understanding of Olympism in Society’. From the cross

cultural experiences shared during the event, the idea emerged that the effects

of legacy have many different aspects and dimensions, including: architecture,

urban planning, city planning; production of ideas, cultural values, intercul-

tural and non-exclusionary experiences, popular memory, education, archives,

collective effort, volunteerism, new sport practitioners, notoriety on a global

scale, experiences, and know how. The symposium highlighted a number of

key areas of legacy in particular:

Economic

Cultural

Social

Political

The symposium also highlighted the value of Olympic education in achiev-

ing a model of sustainable development for the Olympic Games, calling for

more attention to be paid to research into the legacy of the Games, includ-

ing more longitudinal and comparative studies that considered historic and

Games-specific factors.

Despite this, the first real shift towards developing accountability for the legacy

promises made during the Olympic Games was in 2005, when the Sydney

Organising Committee for the Olympic Games of 2000 (SOCOG) launched

the Olympic Games Knowledge Management Programme (OGKM) to provide

a vehicle for host cities to learn from one another.
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The Olympic Games Global Impact Study

As a direct result of the Olympic Games Knowledge Management Programme

and the International Olympic Committee’s desire to develop an objective and

scientific analysis of the impact of each edition of the Games, the Olympic

Games Global Impact Study (OGI) was borne. The aim of the OGI was to

directly assess, manage, and monitor legacy in host cities and communities, to

enable the IOC to guide parties involved with, and affected by, the preparation

and hosting of the Olympic Games (International Olympic Committee, 2006).

In 2001, the IOC began working with a network of universities and advisors

in the United Kingdom, which would be the first Summer Olympic city to

participate in the OGI for its full duration, including: London East Research

Institute, the Sustainability Research Institute, the Institute for Health and

Human Development, the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC), and

the Thames Gateway Institute for Sustainability.

With the principal objective to measure the overall impact of the Olympic

Games, the OGI would assist bidding cities and future Olympic Games Or-

ganisers by means of transfer of strategic direction obtained from past and

present Olympic Games. The OGI aimed to identify potential legacies and

thereby maximise the benefits of the Olympic Games; creating a compara-

ble benchmark across all future Olympic Games hosts (International Olympic

Committee, 2006). Based on a set of 126 defined indicators spread across

three key areas (economic, sociocultural, and environmental) the OGI indica-

tors cover a vast range of activities; from those that are a direct result of the

staging the Olympic Games, such as the construction of competition venues or
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the Olympic Village, to others that are a more indirect consequence, such as

the evolution of hotel infrastructure or the change in the amount of open-air

leisure areas in the city.

To date, the OGI has been carried out in Sydney, Athens, Beijing, London and

Rio, but there are a number of issues:

- First, the indicators draw upon data over a maximum period of twelve years,

with the study commencing two years prior to the host city election

and continuing for three years after the Games have been staged. It is

recognised that longer term impact evaluations would be valuable but

the contractual limit on the OGI is three years post Games.

- Second, the study is dictated by the requirement to use accessible secondary

data, as no primary (survey) data collection is feasible because of the

long duration and the additional costs that it would incur. As result,

it became apparent that data for nine indicators would not be available

in a sufficiently consistent, complete or detailed form to report on their

impact. This included: food consumption during the Games; operating

and maintenance costs of facilities; transport impacts; energy consump-

tion; solid waste production; arts, designers and participants; complaints

of racism, discrimination and violence; sustainability and accessibility of

venues, catalyst effect of the Games; ratios specific to activities; and tax

revenues from Olympic activities.
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Olympic Agenda 2020 & The New Norm

At the 126th session of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) (2014b)

in Sochi, the President of the IOC tasked 14 Working Groups (WG) with a

major review of all aspects of the Olympic Games, from candidature to Games

delivery and legacy. Olympic Agenda 2020 was borne, a strategic plan for the

future of the Olympic Movement (International Olympic Committee (IOC),

2018d), and at the 127th session of the International Olympic Committee

(IOC) (2014a), the IOC gave unanimous support to its reforms. Olympic

Agenda 2020 detailed 40 recommendations that aim to create a ‘Games which

are more flexible, easier to operate and less expensive, whilst also unlocking

more value for host cities over the long term’ (Executive Steering Committee

for Olympic Games Delivery, 2018, p.3).

At the 132nd session of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) (2018c),

‘the New Norm’ was presented, a set of 118 ambitious reforms to reimagine the

delivery of the Games, with a focus on the recommdendations of the Olympic

Agenda 2020. The New Norm is a revised plan of services and requirements

to reshape the candidature process, transform how the Games are delivered,

and focus on long-term development plans before the host city announcement.

The proposal seeks to ensure that cities receive more support and assistance

from the International Olympic Committee (IOC) (2018b) before, during, and

after the event. It highlights the requirement to improve methods of knowledge

transfer between previous and future host cities to reduce costs and promote

positive legacy.
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To address these goals the International Olympic Committee (IOC) (2018c)

established three major initiatives:

- Redesigning the candidature Process an aspiration to provide techni-

cal experts to help cities and National Organising Committees (NOC’s)

with their candidature concept, providing specialist knowledge in ar-

eas such as sports, venues and infrastructure to encourage legacy bene-

fits that suit the long term development plans of the city (International

Olympic Committee (IOC), 2018a)

- The IOC Legacy Strategic Approach an aspiration to further encour-

age, support, monitor and promote legacy in partnership with IOC stake-

holders (International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2017a), by: embed-

ding legacy throughout the Olympic Games lifecycle; documenting, analysing,

and communicating the legacy of the Olympic Games on a regular basis;

and capturing and sharing the long-term benefits of past editions of the

Games.

- 7-year Journey Together an aspiration to reduce the cost of the hosting

the Games without compromising Olympic experience, including a re-

examination of the current models of the Olympic Village, transportation

and venues. The International Olympic Committee (IOC) (2018b) aim

to work with cities throughout the process to ensure that the Games are

affordable, beneficial and sustainable.
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2.3.4 Contemporary Issues in Legacy Debates

Ontological Issues

Finding universally accepted answers to the questions ‘what is legacy?’ and

‘what happens before and after the Games?’ has proven hugely problematic

in mega event literature (Girginov, 2018). Since the Olympic movement uses

two official languages, French and English, disagreements about the meaning

of legacy become apparent even by speaking of it (Girginov, 2018; Thomson

et al., 2013). Not simply linguistic differences, but rather, a reflection of the

different ontologies or world-views about the nature of reality and legacy in

particular. In the English interpretation of legacy, legacy analysis focuses on

the contribution of the present to the future, in the french version, which trans-

lates more literally as heritage, the importance of accumulated past, and its

relationship to the present and the future, is emphasized (Girginov, 2018). The

English-language interpretation of the concept is rooted in a positivist ontol-

ogy, because the focus is on outcomes. Chalip (2017) describes this as a ‘funda-

mental flaw in the legacy frameworks’ of Preuss (2015), despite this framework

being described by Girginov (2018) as the most comprehensive legacy frame-

work produced to date. The outcome view of legacy explicitly emphasises the

temporal dimensions of legacy and contends that, by definition, legacy only

transpires after an event, with everything that comes before considered as a

‘pregnancy effect’. This process is responsible for both framing legacy visions

by establishing what counts as ‘legacy knowledge’ and for positioning actors

in the field as well as determining their relationships.
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Legacy is ambiguous because it has several meanings in the English language.

It can allude to anything left over from an event, be that positive or negative.

In English, legacy has two meanings: a specific meaning relating to an individ-

ual bequest; and a more general meaning relating to anything that is left over

from an era or event (Cashman, 2003). Across cultures and countries legacy

is a complex term (International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2013b), with no

direct translation into European or non-European languages. Its translation

as heritage in French and inheritance in German, for example, imply a dif-

ferent meaning in English (Cashman, 2003). In the, often global, mega event

context, (Preuss, 2007; Thomson et al., 2013), particularly in the case of the

Olympic Games, this highlights a requirement for a better universal under-

standing (Preuss, 2007).

Legacy is frequently used interchangeably with terms such as sustainability,

(International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2017d; Smith, 2007) leveraging, im-

pact, (Li & McCabe, 2013; Preuss, 2015), outcome (Hiller, 2000), and struc-

ture (Gratton & Preuss, 2008; Preuss, 2007; Scheu et al., 2019; Thomson et

al., 2013). Although those terminologies are frequently defined differently to

the common understanding of legacy. For example, impact describes a short

term impulse that may or may not last or create a lasting opportunity for

action (Scheu et al., 2019), rather than a short, medium, or long-term change

or effect; and sustainability refers to the strategies and processes applied in

decision making rather than the outcomes of putting a vision into practice

(International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2017d).
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It is suggested by Chappelet (2008), Hiller (2000), Preuss (2007), and Gratton

and Preuss (2008) that legacy implies a positive effect or benefit, and instead

terms that are deemed more neutral, such as structure (Gratton & Preuss,

2008), outcome (Hiller, 2000), and impact (Chappelet, 2003) should be used,

although they equally could be regarded ambiguous. Furthermore, there is an

assumption that a legacy is bestowed and intended (Chalip, 2003; Essex &

Chalkley, 2003; Preuss, 2007), as the ‘benefits that are permanently bestowed

on a community or region by virtue of hosting an event’ (Getz, 1991, p.340).

In reality, the massive investment and construction of facilities may have long

term detrimental implications for the host city and surrounding communities

(Hodges & Hall, 1996; Roche, 1994; Searle, 2002). There is an extensive body

of literature documenting the detrimental effects of mega events (Lenskyj,

2006). Negative legacies, such as the inefficient use of sporting arenas, often

exist, although they were not intended to be left by will. The legacies left

to an Olympic Games host city or site in the form of sports and recreation

facilities, municipal infrastructure, and boosts in its recognition and image

world-wide (which hopefully translate into economic benefits) are best known

in the context of the Olympic Games (Barney, 2003), existing as public entities

rather than legacies that are owned. In the context of urban and infrastructural

developments for the Olympics, legacies are bestowed, but not necessarily as

the positive legacies expected or intended (Mangan, 2010; Tomlinson, 2016),

depending on how the event and its interface with the community are managed

(Deery & Jago, 2010). Furthermore, the positive or negative features of a

legacy can vary between stakeholders: the same legacy may be deemed positive

by one stakeholder and negative by another (Preuss, 2019).
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According to Ziakas (2014) the one-time temporal character of one-off mega

events inherently limits the potential possible benefits. In some cases, what

appears to be the legacy of a mega event may in fact be a normal change in the

city, or a ‘placebo’ legacy (Preuss, 2019), and there is a wide debate in literature

as to whether development created as part of the preparations for staging the

event is considered a legacy of the Games at all if there is a chance that the

development might have emerged in the fullness of time irrespective of the

event (Essex & Chalkley, 2003). In addition, legacy occurs over an undefined

period of time, and although Chappelet (2012) proposes a clear distinction

between short and medium term legacy (1-2 years after the event) and long-

term legacy (1-2 decades after the event), there is no common agreement or

distinction in literature around when a legacy becomes a legacy (Scheu et al.,

2019), or stops being a legacy. Gratton and Preuss (2008) suggest that it

takes fifteen to twenty years the measure the true legacy of a mega event such

as the Olympic Games (Mangan, 2010), whilst Preuss (2019) suggests that

legacies gain and lose power over time, and are activated only if environmental

changes offer opportunities. However, due to the difficulties in measuring

legacy over an extended period, as highlighted by the International Olympic

Committee (2006) and the Olympic Games Impact Study, longer-term legacies

are largely ignored in literature, despite the increasingly integrated aspect of

legacy planning into Olympic candidatures, borne of the necessity to harness

public support at an early stage in the process (Lenskyj, 2000, 2008).
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Epistemological Issues

The epistemological issues surrounding sport mega event legacy concern how

we study legacy and what the sources of our knowledge are. Science features

prominently in the framing of the concept of legacy as it provides theories of

analysis as well as the tools for measuring proclaimed legacy benefits (Girginov,

2018), but according to Chalip (2017) legacy is not something that we yet fully

comprehend how to pursue. To create a framework to assess legacy, Preuss

(2019) suggests that it is first necessary to adopt a definition, something which

has proven difficult this far in literature, to develop new methodologies for

measuring legacy, to identify the long-term costs and benefits of staging mega

sport events, and to add to the discourse on the effective evaluation of legacies

(Preuss, 2019). According to Girginov (2018), mega event legacies should

be considered a developmental project and measured accordingly, a task that

requires researchers to attend the myriad of legacy choices and to analyse their

consequences. As the fate of legacy lies in the hands of the decision makers, the

task of measuring legacy lies in the real choices of the choice makers, therefore,

the task of measuring legacy is to explain the consequences of those choices

rather than to condemn them (Pawson, 2013).

In research, some mega event legacies are more widely examined than others,

which Scheu et al. (2019) attribute to the following factors: some legacies are

more tangible than others and thus elicit more tangible, measurable evidence;

others are perceived as more important to society or a particular field or re-

search group; and, some have a greater, or longer-lasting impact on the host

city than other, more temporal legacies.
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Tangible legacies of the economy are reported to be most prevalent legacy

category in research (Burns, Hatch, & Mules, 1986; Hagn & Maennig, 2007;

Hotchkiss, Moore, & Zobay, 2001; Mules & Faulkner, 1996; Preuss, 2007;

B. Ritchie, 1996; J. R. Ritchie, 1984) because their outcomes are most nec-

essary for political justification of the investment of public resources into an

event, (Preuss, 2007), yet, the infrastructure to which studies of the economy

relate is largely neglected when it comes to legacy research, despite its tangi-

bility. In fact, according to Preuss (2007), there are relatively few studies that

focus on infrastructure and urban renewal (Evans, 1995; Hughes, 1993) mea-

sured prior to the event or immediately afterwards, and long term, post event

research has largely been ignored (Dickson, Benson, & Blackman, 2011). The

studies that do relate to the urban design or architecture of mega-events (An-

dranovich, Burbank, & Heying, 2001; Kasimati, 2003; Kissoudi, 2008), provide

either a single case study analysis, (Jasmand & Maennig, 2008; Kasimati &

Dawson, 2009), a comparison between cases, (Viehoff & Kretschmer, 2014),

or a broad overview, which often consists of a review of literature on several

editions as a means by which to draw comparisons (Chalkley & Essex, 1999;

Gratton & Preuss, 2008; Hiller, 2006). Legacy is the best argument with which

to illustrate the lasting benefits from mega events (Leopkey & Parent, 2012;

Miesner, Darcy, Legg, & Gilbert, 2013; Preuss, 2007, 2015; Reis, Vieira, & de

Sousa-Mast, 2016), the public perceptions of which are challenging for event

organisers (Preuss, 2019). Yet, it is not known how those visions might change

over time, or, the real cost of staging the Games seven years in advance, and

the heightened expectations of mega event projects frequently demonstrate

‘optimism bias’ (Flyvbjerg, 2014).
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2.3.5 ‘Legacy’ in this Research

The discourse on Olympic legacy has delivered two important, irreversible

outcomes that will largely determine how we think about the Olympics in the

future. First, the idea of legacy has provided the much needed heuristic device

for the Olympic Movement to demonstrate relevance to people, organisations

and societies. Second, legacy claim is promised in the deliberate visions of pol-

icy makers and promoters, and has been performing an interpellation function

(Girginov, 2018).

Despite debate in academic literature, the International Olympic Committee

(IOC) (2013b) have widely used the term legacy to refer to the long-term bene-

fits, or outcomes, of putting the Olympic Movement vision into practice (Inter-

national Olympic Committee (IOC), 2017d), as a concept rooted in the belief

of sport as an inherently good thing, although this ontological assumption

has been challenged by several commentators (Coalter, 2013; McFee, 2012).

Despite its controversial and ambiguous nature, legacy continues to appeal

because of its seeming ability to combine practice and policy with scientific

respectability (Girginov, 2018). Both the Olympic Movement and the Games

themselves aspire to introduce radical change in society by transforming its

structure and creating sustainable legacies as ‘a fundamental commitment of

the Olympic Movement’ (International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2013b).

The extent to which models of legacy in academic research reflect the de-

sires or needs of lead organisations such as the IOC is limited (Dickson et al.,

2011).
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Legacy has acquired a common understanding (Cashman, 2003; Preuss, 2007),

and whilst there is a valid argument to use a term other than legacy (Cashman,

2003), avoiding the use of the term legacy is problematic now considering the

wide usage and acceptance that the term established in both academia and

industry. Therefore, the term legacy has been adopted in this research rather

than any alternative term proposed in academic literature.

The focus of the thesis is on architectural legacy, and its urban contextual

dimensions, regarding this categorisation as being multifaceted, tangible and

intangible, and overlapping with other aspects of legacy, including the eco-

nomic, socio-cultural, political and environmental factors that influence, affect

and are affected by design, use and reuse. Tangible features of legacy are mea-

sured in this research to develop a wider picture of legacy that incorporates

intangible outcomes.

In this research, a positive interpretation of legacy is adopted. Although the

potential negative impacts of legacy are not to be disregarded here, the focus

of the thesis is to enhance positive legacies in future Olympic host cities, sites

and venues, therefore, a focus on the potentially positive, rather than negative,

outcomes of hosting an Olympic Games is deemed appropriate.

The study examines the legacies of venues throughout their lifecycle, with a

focus on long-term legacy that extends beyond the classification for the earliest

editions of the Games examined and is relatively in its infancy in the later

editions of the Games examined.
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2.4 Summary

In section 2.2, the concept of legacy has been addressed in its relationship to

society, sport mega events and the Olympic Games. Whilst the post Games

legacy of the Olympic Games is of clear importance, there is a lack of clarity

around determining the meaning of the concept of legacy in relation to sport

mega events and the Olympic Games. This is partly due to the fact that the

organisation of the Olympic Games is complex and widely varied, and there

are many different legacies that emerge from the events.

The focus of this study is architectural legacy, and its urban contextual dimen-

sions, which are broadly studied and one of the most tangible, longstanding

and important legacies of the Olympic Games. However there is no compar-

ative assessment of architectural design and planning legacies across Olympic

cities and sites, despite the reported requirement (International Olympic Com-

mittee, 2006). In addressing this gap in literature, it was essential to develop

and understanding of the possible types of Olympic intervention that may oc-

cur as a result of the Olympic Games, and how those interventions may affect

the existing fabric of the host city within which they are situated. This was

addressed in section 2.3.

The understanding of legacy, city spaces and urban segments, and Olympic

interventions, is essential to the development of the research methods that will

be applied in this research to achieve the aim. This is outlined in the following

chapter, the Methodology.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the research methodology selected

for this study. The study is a qualitative inquiry into urban and architectural

legacy in Olympic Games cities and embraces the interpretivist paradigm. The

chapter begins with an outline of the methodological landscape appropriate to

the discipline of architecture, the sphere in which this research is positioned,

which presents a broad overview of available research methods. The methods

that have been selected are the ones most appropriate to this study, to respond

to the aims and objectives outlined in Chapter 1, the Introduction. These

methods are subsequently discussed.
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3.2 Methodological Landscape

3.2.1 Paradigms

There are two main research paradigms, commonly known as positivist and in-

terpretivist. The positivist paradigm is most frequently associated with quan-

titative research, whilst interpretivism is most frequently associated with qual-

itative research (Hammersley, 2013). The two-paradigm model captures the

broad notion that there are different styles of research with different under-

lying assumptions, but may be considered too simplistic. For example, con-

structivism shares philosophies with interpretivism, and positivism and post-

positivism are each derived from the principal philosophies of realism.

Table 3.1 provides a summary of the characteristics of research paradigms. In

architectural research, which borders different disciplines a single study may

involve more than one paradigm (Sattrup, 2012).

Table 3.1: Research Paradigms. Sources: Creswell and Plano Clark (2018);
Groat and Wang (2013)

Paradigm Ontology Epistemology Approach

Positivist Single Reality Objectivist Deductive

Post-positivist Singular Reality Objectivist Deductive

Interpretivist Multiple Realities Subjectivist Inductive

Constructivist Multiple Realities Subjective Inductive

Pragmatist Singular & Multiple Practical Combining

Transformative Multi-faceted Collaborative Participatory

Naturalistic Multiple Realities Interactive Combining

Emancipatory Adaptive Participatory Combining
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3.2.2 Approaches

In conducting research there are three generally accepted approaches: quanti-

tative, qualitative and mixed methods (Creswell, 2003). Quantitative research

typically uses a kind of abstracted objectivity to gather irrefutable facts (Lu-

cas, 2016) whilst qualitative research produces a more holistic perspective of a

situation by drawing upon real world contexts (Creswell, 2007). The character-

istics of qualitative and quantitative research are outlined in Table 3.2.

The mixed methods approach draws upon both qualitative and quantitative

approaches (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018), viewing the research from mul-

tiple perspectives and selecting and combining methods useful to the specific

situation (Denscombe, 2017).

Table 3.2: Summary of Differences Between Qualitative and Quantitative Re-
search. Source: Denscombe (2017)

.

Qualitative Quantitative

Type of knowledge Subjective Objective

Aim Exploratory, Observational Testing, Generalising

Characteristics Flexible Fixed, Controlled
Contextual Variables
Dynamic, Continuous Pre/Post Assessment

Sampling Purposeful Random

Data collection Semi-/Un-Structured Structured

Nature Narrative Numeric
Descriptive Statistical
Unique Replicatable

Analysis Thematic Statistical
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3.2.3 Strategies

No single approach is correct or incorrect (Silverman, 2000), rather, each strat-

egy has advantages and disadvantages and selection depends on the type of

study, research aim and whether it has a setting.

Table 3.3 sets out one classification of research strategies while Table 3.4 out-

lines a number of key data collection methods and Table 3.5 outlines methods

of analysis.

Table 3.3: Research Strategies. Source: Denscombe (2017)

Strategy Purpose

Action Research Solve a practical problem
Produce best practice guidelines

Case studies Understand complex relationships within
a particular social setting

Ethnography Describe a culture/practice/tradition
Interpret social interactions within a community

Experiments Identify causality
Observe the effect of a specific factor

Grounded theory Clarify concepts/produce new theories
Explore new topics/provide new insights

Life Course Perspective Consider a specific timeframe in a persons life
Focus on age/stage of life

Mixed methods Evaluate the impact of a new policy
Compare alternative perspectives on a phenomenon
Combine aspects of other strategies

Phenomenology Describe specific types of experience
Develop understanding from another perspective

Surveys & Sampling Measure an aspect of a social phenomena/trend
Gather facts to test a theory

Systematic Reviews Produce an objective overview of evidence
Evaluate effectiveness of an intervention
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3.2.4 Methods

Table 3.4: Data Collection Methods. Adapted from: Denscombe (2017)

Method Type

Questionnaires Leading Question
Prioritisation
Likert Scale
Dichotomous
Bipolar
Rating Scale
Propensity questions

Interviews Structured
Semi-Structured
Unstructured
Focus Groups

Observations Systematic
• Structured
• Obtrusive
• Direct
• Participant
• Noticed
• Reactive
• Global
Unstructured
• Unstructured
• Non-Obtrusive
• Indirect
• Unnoticed
• Non-Reactive
• Specific

Documents Organisational documents
• Formal records, informal communications, public record
Individual documents
• Personal papers, everyday documents
Publications
• Academic, popular literature, guides, manuals
Secondary data
• Research data, externally funded research
Multimedia
• Photographs, videos, signs, models, sounds, online
Researcher generated
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3.2.5 Methods of Analysis

Table 3.5: Data Analysis. Adapted from: Creswell and Plano Clark (2018)

Step in Analysis Quantitative Data Qualitative Data

Preparation Assign numeric values Transcribe data
Check for errors Check accuracy
Recode Organise by type
Prepare descriptors Format data

Exploration Visually inspect trends Read through
Descriptive analyses Compose initial thoughts
Basic assessment Initial coding
Address missing data Prepare code descriptors

Analysis Select tests Select approach
Statistical analysis Qualitative analysis
Inferential testing Implement codes

Representation Summarise statistics Represent findings
Report results Visually present

Interpretation Summarise results Summarise findings
Compare/Interpret Interpret
Examine results Assess meaning
Identify limitations Identify limitations
Identify implications Identify implications

Validation External standards Internal standards
Establish reliability Check validity
Establish validity Validation strategies
Reduce validity threat Check accuracy
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3.3 Research Strategy for the Study

The literature review carried out in this work demonstrated that a case study

approach is an accepted strategy to examine a particular edition of the Olympic

Games, or compare one edition of the Games to another. The case study

approach allows complex relationships to be understood within a particular

social setting (Denscombe, 2017). In this instance, the infrastructure devel-

oped for the Olympic Games and the city and community within which it is

positioned.

The investigation examines the attributes of urban and architectural design

that promote positive legacy and post-Games use of Olympic buildings, which

are bounded by social, historical, political and other urban contexts (Creswell,

2003). The aim is to to explore the unfolding of legacy and proto legacy devel-

opments in the European Summer Olympic Games, with particular reference

to their architectural and contextual urban dimensions. A comparative case

study approach was selected as the most appropriate for this research because

the approach allows the complexities of post-Games legacy to be addressed in

a real world situation. As cases are generally complex and bounded to their

context (Tight, 2017), the use of multiple case studies allows a set of cross-case

conclusions to be drawn (Yin, 2014) increasing reliability and validity of the

research irrespective of the individual circumstances. The selection of cases of

the Games is outlined in the following section.
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3.3.1 Identification of Cases

Since their inception in 1896 there have been fifty-one occurrences of the

Olympic Games: 28 editions of the Summer Olympic Games and 23 editions of

the Winter Olympic Games. A further three editions of the Summer Olympic

Games and two editions of the Winter Olympic Games were planned but can-

celled due to the outbreak of the First and Second World Wars. Within the

remit of a PhD, it is not possible to examine legacy in all editions of the Games

due to the financial support and time available. Therefore, a sample of cases

were selected to be examined in this study. Investigative parameters were

applied in order to select the cases of the Olympic Games to be evaluated, in-

cluding type of Games, geographical location, and period of occurrence:

Type of Games

The Summer Olympic Games have been selected as a focus for this study

because of the greater infrastructural requirements that they impose on cities

in comparison to any other sport mega event. The Summer Olympic Games

have a greater scope in comparison to the Winter Olympic Games because

there are more participating athletes, sports, disciplines, and events during

a Summer Olympic Games than its winter counterpart (see Figures 3.2 and

3.3). The difference in size and scale between the Summer and Winter Olympic

Games is related to a number of factors, including those of terrain and climactic

conditions, which limit potential hosts of the Winter Olympic Games. Often,

Winter Olympic venues exist beyond the perimeters of urban settlement.
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Figure 3.1: Number of events in the Summer and Winter Olympic Games,
Author (2019). Source: Official Reports of the Olympic Games.

Figure 3.2: Number of athletes participating in the Summer and Winter
Olympic Games, Author (2019). Source: Official Reports of the Olympic
Games.
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Geographical Location

The European Olympic Games have been selected as the focus of this study.

The Olympic Games has been staged more times in Europe than on any other

continent: 15 editions of the Summer Olympic Games have taken place in

Europe, whilst there have been only 6 in North America, 1 in South America,

4 in Asia, and 2 in Australia (see Figure 3.3). Europe has a temperate to

mediterranean climate. The focus on Europe mitigates the broad spectrum

of climates experienced around the world, which affect the construction and

function of buildings. Europe is a developed region, thus the economy and

culture in host cities are more comparable. Europe is a politically stable and

democratic region, thus the political climate across hosts is more comparable.

European Economic Area

2 times host city

Rest of World

3 times host city

1 time host city

Geographical Landmass of Europe

European Economic Area

2 times host city

Rest of World

3 times host city

1 time host city

Geographical Landmass of Europe

Figure 3.3: Locations of the Summer Olympic Games
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Editions of the Games

The focus of this study is on post-Second World War editions of the Olympic

Games. The first edition of the Games to be hosted after the Second World

War was London 1948. Advancements in aviation during the war made it easier

for athletes and spectators to travel to the events. London 1948 was the first

Games to be broadcast on home television, instigating a major shift in scale and

development of the Games. As a result of broadening reach, the Games began

to attract sponsorship through advertising, athletes became professional rather

than amateur, and the Games began to generate more revenue. Hosts had the

opportunity to present an image of their city on a global stage, instigating a

trend towards the construction of larger, more spectacular stadia.

Selected Cases

The following instances of the Games are, therefore, included in this study:

London (1948), Helsinki (1952), Rome (1960), Munich (1972), Moscow (1980)
1
,

Barcelona (1992), Athens (2004), London (2012). These cities represent all of

the post-Second World War European editions of the Summer Olympic Games.

For each edition of the Games examined, there was a focus on four building

types: The Olympic Stadium, Aquatics Centre, Velodrome, and the Athlete’s

Village; the four principal building developments in any Olympic City, and the

most representative typologies of the Summer Olympic Games.

1
Moscow 1980 was initially excluded from the study for geographical, climactic and polit-

ical reasons, as Russia is a transcontinental country with landmass in both Europe and Asia,
beyond the central area of European governance. This edition of the Games was included
in the study after the Viva Voce Examination to provide a fuller picture of legacy across
European cities, since the city of Moscow lies in the European landmass of Russia.
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3.4 Research Methods

To assess the urban and architectural legacies of the selected cities and build-

ings, a mixed methods approach is proposed, including data collection through

archival documents, direct observations, and semi-structured interviews. To

assess legacy, three specific phases are suggested, to allow comparisons between

proposal and outcome, and pre- and post- bid, to be made:

Proposed Legacy, at the time of the Olympic bid.

Construction completed, at the time of the Games.

Post-Games Legacy, in 2018.

3.4.1 Archival Research

The selection of documents involves both primary and secondary data:

Primary Data The Official Candidatures produced by the Organising Com-

mittees of the Olympic Games (OCOG) for each of the cities are exam-

ined for references to urban and architectural legacy in their bids.

Secondary Data The Official Reports of the Summer Olympic Games for

each of the selected cities, are examined for references to: the develop-

ment of key sites; and, the architectural design and construction of key

venues, for each building type examined.
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3.4.2 In-Situ Research

To assess current legacy, on site data collection was arranged for each of the

selected cities and venues, where the following research activities are under-

taken
2
:

Photographic Survey During the primary data collection, a photographic

survey will be undertaken to document the existence and condition of

infrastructure and buildings.

Direct Observations A survey in each city is conducted to directly observe

legacy in each of the four building types previously outlined (Olympic

Stadium, Aquatics Centre, Velodrome, and Athlete’s Village).

Direct observations are made to evaluate legacy in two categories: urban

context (prominence, proximity, connections) and architectural design

(condition, form, function). Direct observations are coded, using a sliding

five-point numeric scale of 0-4, against each characteristic. A rating of

4 indicates most positive legacy in relation to the characteristic being

assessed and a rating of 0 indicates that there is no legacy in relation

to the characteristic being assessed. A description of each characteristic

being evaluated, and how the rating scale is applied for that particular

characteristic, is outlined on Pages 96 and 98. Scores are allocated to

each building in each city.

2
As Moscow was included in the study at the recommendation of the examiners after the

Viva Voce examination, it has been treated differently, due to time and financial constraints.
Although the information provided is, to the best of knowledge, accurate, this edition of the
Games requires further development and validation through the collection of in-situ data,
as identified in the further research section.
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Direct Observation: Characteristics of Urban Context

- Prominence is outlined as the perception of the building being prominent

in its urban context. The following are indicative of prominence: Physi-

cal presence, physical scale, reputation, and Olympic character. A rating

of zero (0) indicates that the building is no longer in existence and there-

fore is not prominent. A rating of four (4) indicates that the building is

prominent as an Olympic venue in the city.

- Proximity is outlined as the variety and number of natural and constructed

amenities within the immediate surroundings of the building. For the

purpose of this research, the area of urban context assessed is 1km from

the building in all directions. This equates to approximately 10-15 min-

utes walking distance. A rating of zero (0) indicates there are no ameni-

ties in the immediate area. A rating of four (4) indicates a variety of

amenities exists within the immediate area.

- Connection is outlined as the number of modes of transportation available

within the immediate context and distance to the city centre from the

site. For the purpose of this research, the area of urban context assessed

is 1km from the building in all directions. This equates to approximately

10-15 minutes walking distance. A rating of zero (0) indicates that there

are no public transport connections within the immediate context of the

building and/or the site is far from the centre. A rating of four (4)

indicates that there are four or more different modes of transportation

accessible and/or the site is close to the centre.
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The maximum possible score for each characteristic is four (4). The maximum

possible score in this category is twelve (12).
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Direct Observation: Architectural Characteristics

- Condition is outlined as the condition of the structure and building fabric.

A rating of zero (0) indicates that the building has been demolished,

therefore there is no structure remaining to assess. A rating of four (4)

indicates that the building remains in existence and that throughout the

building, the structure and fabric are in good condition.

- Function is outlined as the use of the building and is assessed by its program

of activity. Indicative of use are the seasons of opening, hours of opening,

variation of activities, and frequency of activities. For the purpose of this

research, activity over the last annum is used to indicate current function.

A rating of zero (0) indicates that the building is demolished or disused

and no longer has any function. A rating of four (4) indicates that the

building has a full programme of use.

- Form is outlined as the geometry and architectural layout of the building

that provide recognisability as an Olympic building. The following ar-

chitectural elements contribute to recognisability: facade, roof structure,

individual or specific activity features, and individual or specific design

features. A rating of zero (0) indicates the building no longer exists and

therefore there is no form to assess. A rating of four (4) indicates that

Olympic memory is demonstrable in the architecture.

The maximum possible score for each characteristic is four (4). The

maximum possible score in this category is twelve (12).
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Semi-Structured Interviews Semi-structured interviews are conducted with

representatives of the venue owner/operator. The objectives of the re-

search were sent to owners/operators who selected the appropriate re-

spondent. Potential participants were briefed about the nature of the

research in the initial contact email (Appendix A, Figure A.1). Emails

were sent in English, but also translated into the native language of the

country to which they are being sent. The semi-structured interviews are

conducted using a series of pre-determined questions to engage with par-

ticipants in specific fields but to also prompt open discussion, enabling

the researcher to explore particular themes or responses further. It is

identified that it would be necessary to produce a different set of ques-

tions for the management companies of residential buildings compared

to those of sports and events venues, as some questions would not be

applicable to both. Both questionnaires (Appendix A.2 and A.3) were

developed to make assessments of the function, type, and frequency of

use.

Interviews are recorded using a dictaphone application on an iPad once

permission had been obtained from the participant (Appendix A, Fig-

ure A.4). During the interviews, participants were asked to identify pub-

licly available documents related to those categories, which were later

gathered and analysed by the researcher.

Personal Conversations with relevant architects, archivists, and venue own-

ers/operators will be used to indirectly inform the research. Additional

relevant public data sources identified or provided will be consulted.
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3.5 Data Analysis

Candidatures In the thematic analysis of the candidature file, themes around

architectural legacy, and the urban contextual dimensions of key archi-

tectural infrastructures, were explicitly highlighted in the bid to host the

Olympic Games. Where legacy planning was implied but not explicitly

outlined, this is identified.

Official Reports The thematic analysis of the official reports is framed to

extract themes, in particular:

• The overall model of Olympic intervention implemented, with a focus

on the patterns and location of key developments within the context of

the city.

• The architectural interventions, with a focus on four principal venues

including: The Olympic Stadium, Aquatics Centre, Velodrome, and Ath-

lete’s Village.

• The urban contextual dimensions of those four buildings, with a focus

on site development and transport connections.

Direct Observations The scores were combined, and comparisons drawn (a)

for each building type, and (b) for each city. The analysis was framed to

extract themes in relation to each characteristic (prominence, proximity,

connection, condition, form, function).

Photographic Survey Images are used to support the analysis.
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Semi Structured Interviews The transcriptions of the semi-structured in-

terviews are thematically analysed to:

• Identify adaptations completed post-Olympic Games.

• Assess current use and function of buildings.

• Identify characteristics of urban and architectural design that con-

tribute to legacy.

Personal Conversations Conducted to identify and provide additional sources.

3.5.1 Evaluation of Data

Triangulation Data from all sources was triangulated to develop a compre-

hensive picture of architectural legacy, and its urban contextual dimen-

sions, in each respective Olympic host city, given the various methods of

data collection and retention across cultures, countries, and eras.

Cross-Case Comparisons were conducted to identify and evaluate themes

across building types and city contexts (see Figure 3.4)
3
:

- The overall legacy proposal was comparatively assessed against overall

legacy outcome across each edition of the Games.

- An evaluation of architectural legacy by building type was undertaken to

make a comparative assessment and identify emergent themes.

3
Moscow is not included in the cross-case analysis for coherency, due to the methodolog-

ical differences. This edition can be seen as a pilot study which could be developed in the
same way as the other case studies through further research.
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- An evaluation of urban contexts across cities was undertaken to make a

comparative assessment and identify emergent themes.
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Figure 3.4: Cross-case analysis of data
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3.6 Ethical Approval and Reduction of Risk

This study was granted ethical approval by the Faculty Research Ethics Com-

mittee (FREC) in the Faculty of Engineering and Environment at Northum-

bria University, Newcastle upon Tyne (reference number: RE-EE-14-141208-

5485711832d44).

Risk The study was assessed as medium risk overall because it involves human

participants, although many of the activities of data collection (analysis

of archival data and documents, direct observations of buildings) are low

risk activities. The study does not seek any commercially sensitive data

not already in the public domain, or involve vulnerable participants.

Consent At the initial contact, participants were briefed about the nature of

the research by email (Appendix A, Figure A.1). At the beginning of

the interview, participants were provided with a participant information

sheet outlining: their role in the research; the nature, purpose and possi-

ble consequences of participation; and the use and storage of data. Par-

ticipation in the research is opt-in (the participant was informed about

the research and after reflection, agreed to take part by completing a

consent form), voluntary (decided by the individual), informed (sufficient

information was provided to the participants), and indicated (in writing

and/or recording), (see Appendix A, Figure A.4). The participant was

provided with clear information on how to subsequently withdraw from

the study if they wished to do so, (see Appendix A, Figure A.5).
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As the researcher is independent from participants and the organisation

within which they operate, there is no financial, social or institutional

pressure for participants.

Management Informed consent forms obtained from the participants in-

volved are coded for confidentiality and stored in a secure location where

in hard copy, and on a locked device where in electronic form, in accor-

dance with the data protection act (1998) and Northumbria University

regulations.

3.7 Organisation & Presentation of Data

The data is organised thematically and presented as a series of case studies

in Chapter 4, Findings. The case studies are listed in chronological order as

follows:

London (1948), Helsinki (1952), Rome (1960), Munich (1972), Moscow (1980),

Barcelona (1992), Athens (2004), London (2012).

The analysis is organised thematically and presented in Chapter 5, Analysis,

by urban or architectural type in the following five sections:

Olympic Intervention, Olympic Stadia, Aquatics Centres, Velodromes, Olympic

Villages.
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Chapter 4

Findings

The following chapter outlines the findings from the study. It is divided into

seven sections, one for each edition of the Summer Olympic Games investi-

gated. Within each section there are four parts: The background to that

particular edition of the Summer Olympic Games; an overview of the type of

intervention implemented in each city; a summary of key features of the four

building types; and a detailed evaluation of the current legacy. Commenc-

ing with the first Post-War European edition of the Summer Olympic Games

(London 1948) and culminating with the Summer Olympic Games in London

(2012), a 64-year journey starting and ending in London is presented, capturing

post-Games legacy at a different phase of its lifecycle in each city. Figure 4.1

shows the locations of the six cities investigated: London (1948, 2012), Helsinki

(1952), Rome (1960), Munich (1972), Barcelona (1992), Athens (2004).
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4.1 London 1948

XIV Olympiad 

29th July - 14th August 1948

Candidate Cities

Lausanne

Host City

London, UK (Capital City)

51°30’26’’N, 0°7’39’’W

 

4.1.1 Introduction

The XIV Olympiad of 1948 was the first edition of the Summer Olympic Games

to take place after the XI Olympiad of 1936, held in Berlin, Germany, after a

12-year hiatus in events that resulted from the outbreak of the Second World

War. Britain was in a period of austerity in the late 1940’s as a result of the

War, with food rationing and strict controls over building work being imple-

mented. The budget for hosting the Games was limited, and it was deemed

imprudent to construct venues and accommodation to host an ambulatory

event when public funds were so desperately needed to rebuild the war dam-

aged fabric of London, so the Games were hosted in existing venues with,

mainly temporary, renovations to bring them to Olympic standard. London

1948 was dubbed ‘the austerity Games’, but it was also heralded a great success

(Barclay & Powell, 2007), and ‘a true victory over dark times’ (International

Olympic Committee (IOC), 2019d).
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Context: Proposals of the bid

London submitted applications to host both the XII Olympiad of 1940 and

the XIII Olympiad of 1944, but both editions of the Games were cancelled

due to the outbreak of the Second World War. It is unclear from archival

correspondence but there is speculation that London’s commitment to host

the Games in 1944 underpinned their application to host in 1948 (Baker, 1996;

Phillips, 2007), implying a connection between the two bids, therefore, both

candidature files were considered in the collection of data for this investigation.

However, there is little surviving or available archival material around either

bid. In relation to the candidature only letters of application, acceptance,

and vote ballots are available in the collection of the Olympic Studies Centre

(OSC) in Lausanne.

When London bid to host the XIV Olympiad of 1948, the uncertainty brought

about by the war meant that the procedure for host city selection (usually

spanning a 7-year period) was reduced. Formal applications to host the Games

of 1948 were not submitted until after the declaration of peace in Europe in

1945, leaving little over two years for the City of London to prepare venues

for the Games when their application was formally accepted in 1946. As a

result of the limited timescale and post-War measures of austerity, no entirely

new construction took place in preparation for the events. Although many

venues were renovated to bring them up to Olympic standard, renovations

were generally of a temporary nature (the only permanent works that took

place were for the construction of the grandstand at Herne Hill Velodrome),

therefore, the focus appears to have been around bolstering morale and public
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spirit after the war rather than leaving permanent architectural legacies.
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4.1.2 Olympic Intervention

Distribution of Venues

In preparation for the competitions of the London 1948 Olympic Games (see

Appendix B.1), a dispersed model (see Figure 4.2) was implemented across

the urban area of London. The majority of venues were located within 20km

of the city centre: with no venues in central London; 20 venues in the urban

area of London (see Appendix B.2); and 11 venues outside of London (see

Appendix B.3). Although venues were generally dispersed, there was a small

concentration of venues at Wembley, where the stadium, aquatics centre and

fencing venues were located, and 7 of the 25 Olympic sports were played.

10km

Outdoor Venues- Existing
Indoor Venues- Existing

City Centre

River Thames

Wembley

Central Area

Urban Area

Historic Core

Distance to Centre

Natural Resources

Athlete’s Accommodation- Existing

km

N

Olympic Stadium

Velodrome

Aquatics Centre

RAF Uxbridge

RAF West Drayton

RAF Richmond Park

5km

10km

15km

20km

Figure 4.2: Venues of the London 1948 Olympic Games, in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)
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The Games Concept: Olympic Sites

The concept for London 1948 was focused around reuse, and the available

resources that could be harnessed to support the staging of the Games in a

time of austerity. All of the venues used to stage the Games were already in

existence and athletes were housed in temporary accommodations such as army

barracks, schools, colleges and hotels. The only new construction that took

place in preparation for the Games was the construction of a new bandstand

at the velodrome (Organising Committee for the XIV Olympiad, 1951). As

a result, the venues of the competitions were dispersed across the capital.

However, there was a concentration of venues at Wembley Park, in North-West

London, as owner of the British Empire Exhibition site, Arthur Elvin, offered

the British Olympic Committee use of the venues and site free of charge to

host the competitions (International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2019c).

Wembley Park had been transformed in the early 1920’s (see Figures 4.3 and

4.4) for the British Empire Exhibition and further developed to host the Com-

monwealth Games in the 1930’s. The site comprised a large stadium and

Olympic size swimming pool, amongst other sport and entertainment venues

(Wembley History Society, 2019), and had become increasingly popular as

a suburban development for living. When the British Olympic Association

were given use of the site for the Games (see Figure 4.5), the Empire Sta-

dium, Empire Pool, and the Palace of Engineering all featured as competition

venues. Transport for London constructed a new entrance route to the site,

the Olympic Way, to improve access to the venues (Grant, 2017).
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Figure 4.3: View of Wembley Park, 1922. Source: Historic England (1922)

Figure 4.4: View of Wembley Park, 1927. Source: Historic England (1924)

Figure 4.5: View of Wembley Park, 1948. Source: Historic England (1948)
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Legacy of Wembley, in 2019

After the 1948 Olympic Games, Wembley became a prominent venue for foot-

ball (Wembley Stadium hosted a number of major sporting events) and en-

tertainment (the Empire Pool was subsequently redeveloped as an arena and

events venue). Since the beginning of the twenty-first century, a large scale re-

development has been ongoing at Wembley Park, heralded as the largest scale

redevelopment of the area since the 1920’s, when the site was tranformed for

the British Empire Exhibition. The project, which incorporates the construc-

tion of 7,000 new homes and a seven acre parkland, undertaken by developer

Quintain (2019), has a proposed completion date of 2027 (see Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6: Visualisation: Wembley, 2027. Source: Merge Visualisation (2017)
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4.1.3 London 1948 Olympic Stadium

Constructed: 1922-1923

Architectural Style: Eclectic (Classical, Utilitarian, New Dehli)

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete

Architect: Sir John Simpson & Maxwell Ayrton

Engineer: Sir Owen Williams

Olympic Function: Athletics; Football; Hockey; Equestrian

Capacity: 100,000 (in 1948); - (in 2018)

Figure 4.7: Crowds gathering at the Empire Stadium for the opening ceremony
of the 1948 London Olympic Games. Source: Historic Britain (1948)
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Background

The 1948 Olympic Stadium was constructed in the 1920’s as a sports pavil-

lion for the 1924-1925 British Empire Exhibition. The stadium attracted 4.5

million visitors during the exhibition, but there were no concrete plans for its

legacy, despite interest from the Football Association. The site was subse-

quently purchased by a developer and the stadium became an entertainment

venue, hosting profitable greyhound race meetings, the annual FA and Rugby

League Challenge Cup Finals, and motorcycle speedway, which quickly began

to attract large attendances. In the 1930’s the spectator capacity was in-

creased to 100,000 with improved seated concrete terraces for 45,000. In 1948

the stadium was loaned free of charge to the Organising Committee of the

1948 Summer Olympic Games (Clarke, 2012). After the Games, the Empire

Stadium continued to stage major sporting and musical events, international

football and concerts. Several upgrades were made over the years but by the

1990’s the stadium had become inadequate for hosting large events. In 1995

the Sports Council (now Sport England) secured lottery funding to construct

a new English national stadium, and in 1996, selected Wembley as the chosen

location. The Empire Stadium had been Grade II listed and it was expected

that at least the facade and iconic twin towers would be retained. However,

the footprint of the new stadium was much larger than that of the existing

one. Retaining the towers for sentimental reason would add considerable cost

to the project, and was deemed an ill-advised use of resources. Despite pub-

lic protests, Brent Council approved its demolition without objection from

English Heritage, and the stadium was demolished in 2002-2003 (Barclay &

Powell, 2007).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The 1948 Olympic Stadium is no longer present on the site 95

years after its construction and 70 years post-Games. It was demolished

in 2003 to make way for the construction of the New Wembley Stadium

(see Figure 4.8).

Heritage: The 38 metre high twin towers of the Empire Stadium, influenced

by Lutyens Vicero House in New Delhi, had become symbolic of Wemb-

ley. They were Grade II Listed and much loved by the public. The New

Wembley Stadium houses an exhibition at ground floor level detailing the

architecture and history its predecessor, including its Olympic History.

Figure 4.8: Aerial view of the New Wembley Stadium, on the site of the 1948
Olympic Stadium, in 2017. Source: Azevedo (2017)
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Legacy Assessment: London (1948) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

The 1948 Olympic Stadium in London was constructed in the 1920’s as a

temporary building for a World Fair. The stadium had no planned legacy

beyond the duration of the exhibition, but continued to be successfully used

for 80 years as a sport and entertainment events venue. The 1948 Olympic

Games played a major role in the stadiums legacy, and the provision of the

stadium to the Organising Committee of the 1948 Olympic Games, without

charge, played an important role in the success of the 1948 Olympic Games in

a period of austerity in post-War England. The stadium had become listed by

English Heritage and an icon of the Wembley area, to which the protests at the

time of its demolition are a testament. When the stadium was demolished, it

was for economic purposes. The stadium no longer adhered to regulations for

hosting large scale events. Updating was required but the costs to renovate,

rather than construct from new, were deemed too high. Although the Olympic

Stadium appeared to have had a positive legacy in its life, it’s subsequent

demolition means that its legacy has been discontinued (see Figure 4.1).

Table 4.1: Legacy Evaluation: London 1948 Olympic Stadium

Olympic Stadium (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence •

Proximity •
Connections •

Architectural Design Condition •
Form •
Function •

Legacy Assessment 0/24
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4.1.4 London 1948 Olympic Aquatics Centre

Constructed: 1933-1934

Architectural Style: Functionalist

Materiality: Cast-in-Situ Reinforced Concrete

Architect: Sir Owen Williams

Engineer: Sir Owen Williams

Olympic Function: Swimming; Boxing

Capacity: 12,500 (in 1948); 13,000 (in 2018)

Figure 4.9: Boxing events at the Empire Pool during the 1948 Olympic Games.
Source: Organising Committee for the XIV Olympiad (1951)
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Background

The Empire Pool and Sports Arena was constructed for the 1934 British Em-

pire Games (now the Commonwealth Games) by owner of the British Empire

Exhibition site, Arthur Elvin. Designed by the Engineer responsible for the

Empire Stadium a decade earlier, Sir Owen Williams, it was intended to be

used after the Empire Games as a flexible, multifunctional public sport, leisure

and entertainment venue. The venue design was pioneering. It was the largest

covered swimming pool in the world and boasted the largest concrete span

achieved of its time. The pool was capable of being decked over to create

an ice skating rink and tournament arena (Architects Journal, 2018; Royal

Institute of British Architects (RIBA), 2017). After the Empire Games, the

venue hosted a range of sport and entertainment events including: Professional

Tennis Championships and Grand Slam; boxing; 5-a-side; and ice hockey. In

1948, it became the principal venue for the swimming, diving, water polo, and

boxing competitions of the Summer Olympic Games (see Figure 4.9). This

was the last time that the venue was used as a swimming pool. After the

Games, the pool was drained and the false floor was made permanent. The

venue continued use as a sports, leisure and entertainment venue. In 1976 the

building was awarded Grade II listed status by Historic England (2018) for its

special architectural interest, technological innovation and virtuosity. In 1978,

the venue was renamed Wembley Arena (Royal Institute of British Architects

(RIBA), 2017) one of the best known music venues in the country. In 2005,

as part of the regeneration of the Wembley Park area, the arena underwent a

e49 million refurbishment (equivalent to e59 million in 2017).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The 1948 Olympic Swimming Pool remains present on the site 84

years after its construction and 70 years post-Games (see Figure 4.10).

Heritage: The Historic England (2018) Grade II listed building has been

subject to several name changes over the years. It was never widely

known by its Olympic name beyond the Games. In 2014, it took on

its current name, ‘SSE Arena’ when the company became the venues

headline sponsor.

Ownership & Operation: The venue is owned by a Private Limited Com-

pany and operated by a (different) Private Limited Company who are

the subsidiary of a larger group (Interview with representative of the op-

erator of the SSE Arena, 2017). The venue generates income through

hire of its facilities.

Figure 4.10: View of the Arena, in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Prominence: The SSE Arena is a civic building in Wembley, North-West

London (see image 4.10) designed and engineered by Sir Owen Williams

(a pioneer in concrete construction). The iconic building has retained key

original features of its design, in particular, the white concrete fins on

the facade. The building is low lying in comparison to the surrounding

buildings in Wembley Park, which is undergoing large scale development

works to regenerate the area.

Proximitiy: In the immediate vicinity of the venue is Brent Civic Centre and

the New Wembley Stadium, around the pedestrianised Arena Square.

London Designer Outlet (comprising around 70 discounted brand stores,

multi screen cinema, restaurants and bars) is 2 minutes on foot along

Wembley Park Road. There are several hotels located in the area. There

is a large multi-storey car park adjacent to Wembley Arena.

Connections: The SSE Arena is 12km from Trafalgar Square in the centre

of London. Wembley Stadium Station, for regional train services, can

be reached on foot in 10 minutes. Wembley Park Station, with con-

nections to the London Underground (Victoria & Metropolitan lines),

overground and regional rail services, can be reached on foot in 9 min-

utes (see Figure 4.11). Marylebone Station, near Regents Park in Central

London, can be reached in 20 minutes by train from Wembley Stadium

Station. London Kings Cross Station, for National Rail Connections,

and St. Pancras International, for European Eurostar services to Bel-

gium, France and the Netherlands, in Central Europe, via High Speed 1

and the Channel Tunnel, can be reached in 20 minutes from Wembley
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Park Station via the London Underground.
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Figure 4.11: Urban context: London 1948 Aquatics Centre, now the SSE
Arena, in 2018. Source: Author (2018)

Figure 4.12: Architectural design: Inside the main arena (formerly the main
pool hall) of the aquatic sport venue of the 1948 Olympic Games, in 2017.
Source: Author (2017)
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Condition: The SSE Arena appears well maintained with no visual signs of

structural deterioration (Direct Observation).

Form: The main part of the SSE arena is 128m x 73m, and the main perfor-

mance space within the building is 80 x 33m, located in the old swim-

ming pool hall (see Figure 4.12). Directly beneath the event space is the

61m x 18m swimming pool, now permanently decked over with concrete,

supported by a steel structure fixed into the old pool tank (Direct Ob-

servation). The building has a reinforced concrete frame comprising 3 x

72m hinged arches. The structure is expressed on both the interior and

exterior of the building. Although the building has been altered over the

years, it has retained the essence of its constructed and Olympic form.

Function: The SSE Arena currently functions as an events venue for music,

sport and entertainment. The maximum capacity of the venue is 13,000

but the capacity alters according to the event and the configuration of

the stage (Interview with representative of the operator of the SSE Arena,

2017). The main arena can be divided using drapes hanging from the

roof beams to create a more intimate 3,000 seat venue if suited to the

performance and ticket sales. The seating banks within the space are

retractable so that the arena can be configured in a variety of ways. In

the last 12 months, there has been approximately 90 event days at the

SSE (Anschultz Entertainment Group (AEG), 2018). The length of build

and deconstruction (of the stage), number and time of performances per

day vary according to the event.
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Legacy Assessment: London (1948) Aquatics Centre, in 2018

The London 1948 Olympic Aquatics Centre has demonstrated continuous use

since the 1948 Olympic Games, and its construction in 1934. From the outset,

the building was intended to be used as a multi-functional venue. Despite

its success as a swimming pool in the 1930’s, the last time it was used for

aquatic sport was during the 1948 Olympic Games. After the Games the

pool was drained and permanently covered. When the venue hosts events

such as Motorcross, the potential load and force on the arena floor must be

evaluated by a structural engineer and, if necessary, additional structure must

be erected in the pool tank. The arena does not host events every day, but

some events have more than one performance in a day, or take take a long

time to build and/or take down. This is accounted for in the venue hire fee.

Maintenance works are planned around the event schedule and carried out in

between uses to maximise use. The large plaza at the front of the building, and

its equidistant proximity to Wembley Park and Wembley Stadium Stations

enhance the ability of the venue to host large events. This all indicates a

positive legacy use for the building (see Table 4.2).

Table 4.2: Legacy Evaluation: London 1948 Olympic Aquatics Centre

Aquatics Venue (1948) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 3

Proximity • 3
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 3
Form • 3
Function • 3

Legacy Assessment 17/24
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4.1.5 London 1948 Olympic Velodrome

Constructed: 1890-1891; 2016-2017

Architectural Style: Industrial (1891); Contemporary (2017)

Materiality: Masonry, Timber, Cast Iron; Pre-Cast Concrete, Glulam

Architect: W.J.Peacock (1891); Hopkins Architects (2017)

Engineer: W.J.Peacock (1891); Ramboll & Heyne Tillett Steel (2017)

Olympic Function: Track Cycling

Capacity: 17,300 (in 1948); 1,000 (in 2018)
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Figure 4.13: Track cycling event at Herne Hill Velodrome during the 1948 Sum-
mer Olympic Games. Source: Organising Committee for the XIV Olympiad
(1951)
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Background

The track cycling of the 1948 Summer Olympic Games was hosted at London

County Cycling and Athletics Grounds (London County Grounds), an exist-

ing, outdoor venue 5 miles south-east of the centre of London (The Organising

Committee for the XIV Olympiad, 1947). London County Grounds was con-

structed in 1891 by a local building company, on land owned by the Dulwich

Estate (Hopkins Architects, 2015, 2017), a South London registered charity es-

tablished to invest income from its land and property to develop and support

the local community (Dulwich Estate, 2019). It comprised a 480m wooden

banked cycling track, a cinder athletics track, a rugby pitch and a pavillion.

It was a successful community sports venue for cycling, athletics, rugby and

football until it was relinquished by the military during the First and Second

World Wars. During the First World War, 1914-18, the venue was used as

the home ground for Crystal Palace Football Club. During the Second World

War, 1939-1945, it became a barrage balloon site and allotments. After the

war ended, in 1945, the track was resurfaced and reopened. In 1948 further

minor repairs were made and a permanent stand erected to bring the facilities

up to standard to host the track cycling competitions of the Summer Olympic

Games. These were the only works of a permanent nature undertaken by the

Organising Committee for the XIV Olympiad (1951). After the Games, the

venue continued to be used for community cycling. It became known as Herne

Hill Stadium. Due to lack of funding, the facilities at Herne Hill Stadium began

to decline in the 1990’s. Despite being remodelled in 1992 with funding se-

cured from the Sports Council (now Sport England) the Velodrome was closed

in 2005. A community run campaign to ‘save the velodrome’ was started, and
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the Velodrome was reopened later that year.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The 1948 Olympic Velodrome remains present on the site 127

years after its construction and 70 years post-Games (see Figure 4.14).

Heritage: The Velodrome became known as Herne Hill Velodrome in the

1990’s, post-refurbishment. It was never widely known as the Olympic

Velodrome beyond the time of the Olympic Games, although its Olympic

legacy played a major role in its reopening in 2005.

Ownership & Operation: The Velodrome is owned by a registered charity,

and operated by a British Cycling affiliated Racing Club and a charita-

ble trust, (Interview with a representative of the operator of Herne Hill

Velodrome, 2018). It generates income through venue hire, activity fees,

donations, and grants.
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Figure 4.14: Herne Hill Velodrome in 2017. Source: A. Scott (2017a)
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Prominence: Herne Hill Velodrome is a community cycling facility in the

residential area of Dulwich, South London (see image 4.14). The velo-

drome is an open air venue with no prominent constructed features. In

daylight, it is hidden from view from almost all surrounding streets. In

winter evenings its visibility is increased by virtue of the floodlighting

that illuminates the track.

Proximitiy: The velodrome is located in a relatively affluent residential area

in close proximity to Dulwich Village. The northern, southern and west-

ern borders of the site on which the Velodrome is situated are flanked

by privately owned residential properties with relatively large gardens.

To the east of the site is the Griffin Sports Ground, a multi-use outdoor

sports ground owned by Kings College, London. The venue has a sin-

gle point of entrance, along a single vehicle width track, accessed from

Burbage Road (see Figure 4.15).

Connections: Herne Hill Velodrome is 7km from Trafalgar Square in Central

London. From the venue, North Dulwich Station can be reached in 10

minutes on foot and Herne Hill Station can be reached in 15 minutes

on foot. From Herne Hill Station, Kings Cross Station (one of the UK’s

busiest national railway stations and the southern terminus of the East

Coast mainline) and St Pancras International (the terminal for Eurostar

continental services to Belgium, France and the Netherlands, in Central

Europe, via High Speed 1 and the Channel Tunnel) can be reached in

25 minutes by train. London Bridge can be reached from North Dulwich

Station by train in 15 minutes. There are several local bus services
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serving the area.
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Figure 4.15: Urban Context: London (1948) Olympic Velodrome in 2018.
Source: Author (2018)

Figure 4.16: Architectural Design: Inside the pavilion at Herne Hill Velodrome,
in 2017. Source: A. Scott (2017b)
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Condition: The track has been recently renovated, including resurfacing in

2011, demolition of the existing pavilion in 2015, and construction of a

new pavilion in 2016-17 (see Figure 4.16). The track and pavilion are

well maintained with no signs of deterioration (Direct Observation).

Form: Herne Hill Velodrome comprises a 450m outdoor, all weather tarmac

track with floodlighting (Conversation with Hopkins Architects , 2017),

warm up track and multi-use games area (MUGA) in the Velodrome

infield, (added in 2013), and, a new pavilion, designed by Hopkins Ar-

chitects with engineers Ramboll & Heyne Tillett Steel, constructed 2016-

2017. The new pavilion is situated on the site of the old pavilion, and

supports the function of the track. It houses toilets and changing facil-

ities, space for coaching staff, medical spaces, meeting room, cafe, and

a flexible space, which can be used for many different activities. The

pavilion reuses six of the original 1890s decorated cast iron columns to

support the grandstand roof, tying the velodromes now bright future to

its heritage-rich past (Herne Hill Velodrome Trust (HHVT), 2018).

Function: Herne Hill velodrome is open to the public daily and runs a regular

programme of activities for all ages and abilities. It has a regular pro-

gramme of sporting and non-sporting, local and national events. Crowds

of around 1000 (300 seated, 700 standing) are reached for approximately

2-4 events annually. The total number of recorded visits to the site in

2016 surpassed 60,000, and the overall utilisation of the site is consis-

tently over 70%, representing high levels of participation and interest

from the local community (Field Sullivan Limited, 2016).
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Legacy Assessment: London (1948) Olympic Velodrome, in 2018

Despite interruptions (during the First and Second World Wars, and in 2005

when it was temporarily closed by its owner) Herne Hill Velodrome has demon-

strated sustained use. Community support for the venue has had a major

impact, and this is demonstrated by the overturning of the decision to perma-

nently close the venue in 2005, which was driven by a community campaign.

The venue was not constructed for the 1948 Olympic Games, but its Olympic

history has been fundamental to its upkeep and renovation. The velodrome

is not a physically prominent venue, but the social media campaign and the

efforts of the Herne Hill Velodrome Trust (HHVT) to rally community sup-

port, fundraise, and refresh the venue, have been effective in raising the venues

profile. Notable patrons of HHVT include: Lord Sebastian Coe, James Nes-

bitt, Sir David Brailsford, Victoria Pendleton, Lee Dixon, Stephen Roche, Ben

Swift, Alistair Campbell, and formerly, Dame Tessa Jowell. The velodrome no

longer meets the sporting federation requirements to host major international

events, but has a regular programme of activities and events and is well used

by the community. All of this points to a positive legacy (see Table 4.3).

Table 4.3: Legacy Evaluation: London 1948 Olympic Velodrome

Velodrome (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 2

Proximity • 3
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 4
Function • 3

Legacy Assessment 18/24
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4.1.6 London 1948 Olympic Village

Constructed: 1938 (Richmond Park); 1918 (Uxbridge); 1924 (West Drayton)

Architectural Style: Wartime/British Military

Materiality: Timber

Architect: British Military

Engineer: British Military

Olympic Function: Athlete’s Village

Capacity: 1,600 (Richmond); 1,600 (Uxbridge); 700 (West Drayton), (in

1948);

- (in 2018)
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Figure 4.17: Hutments at the 1948 Olympic Village. Source: Organising Com-
mittee for the XIV Olympiad (1951)
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Background

Due to lack of funds athletes had to be housed in temporary accommodations

during the 1948 Olympic Games (see Appendix B, Table B.4), with the ma-

jority in Richmond Park, Uxbridge, and West Drayton Royal Air Force (RAF)

Camps:

Richmond Park was erected in 1938 to house military recruits during the

Second World War, after which it was vacated. In 1948 it was used

to house 1,600 athletes during the Olympics. After the Games, it had

intermittent use by the military and was dismantled in 1965. The land

was reintegrated into Richmond Park in 1966 (Davison, 2005).

Uxbridge was established as a RAF base in 1918 on estate owned by the

British Government. During the 1948 Olympic Games, RAF personnel

were moved out to RAF Stanmore Park and Uxbridge was temporarily

used as accommodation for 1,600 athletes. After the Games, the station

resumed military operations until it was closed in 2010 in favour of a

core site at RAF Northolt. After its closure the site was used for TV

filming until sold for redevelopment in 2012 (Historic England, 2015).

West Drayton served as the main centre for military air traffic control in the

UK from 1924. During the 1948 Games, the station was used to tem-

porarily house 700 athletes, after which military function was resumed.

Between 1994 and 2008 military functions at the base gradually began to

reduce, In 2008 military operations relocated entirely to RAF Northolt.

The site was demolished in 2010-2011 and redeveloped as Drayton Gar-
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den Village (Barrass, 2018; Greater London Authority, 2011).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: Richmond Park RAF base was dismantled in 1965, 27 years af-

ter its construction and 17 years post-Games (see Figure 4.18). RAF

Uxbridge was vacated in 2010, in favour of relocation of military opera-

tions to a core site at RAF Northolt, and demolished in 2012, 94 years

after its establishment and 64 years post-Games. RAF West Drayton

was vacated in 2008, in favour of relocation of military operations to a

core site at RAF Northolt, and demolished in 2011, 87 years after its

construction and 63 years post-Games.

Heritage: In the period of post-War austerity in which the 1948 Olympic

Games took place, the accommodation used for athletes during the Games

was not a traditional Olympic Village constructed for the Olympic Games,

and was not intended to have a permanent legacy as a result.

Figure 4.18: View of the former RAF site at Richmond Park, in 2018. Source:
Trafford (2018)
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Legacy Assessment: London (1948) Athletes Village(s), in 2018

Despite the Olympic cities of Los Angeles, in 1932, and Berlin, in 1936, having

designed and constructed Olympic Villages specifically for the accommodation

needs of the athletes, the Organising Committee for the XIV Olympiad (1951)

decided when planning the 1948 Olympic Games that ‘no such building pro-

gramme could possibly have been entertained in a country with the immediate

post-War housing and building problems of Great Britain in 1946 and 1947’.

The accommodations that were provided, like the venues, were more greatly

dispersed than in the traditional Olympic Village model. The military sites

acquired for the duration of the events at Richmond Park, West Drayton and

Uxbridge bore the most resemblance to Olympic Villages, albeit individually

of a smaller capacity. All of these accommodations had been military accom-

modation prior to the Games and this function was resumed again afterwards.

There was no planned legacy that would be influenced by the Olympic use of

these sites, or by the overlay of temporary hutments used to accommodate the

ancillary services necessary in an Olympic Village. All of these venues have

since been demolished, with no direct legacy (see Table 4.4).

Table 4.4: Legacy Evaluation: London 1942 Olympic Village

Buidling (DATE) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 0

Proximity • 0
Connections • 0

Architectural Design Form • 0
Condition • 0
Function • 0

Legacy Assessment 0/24
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4.1.7 Summary: Legacies of the 1948 Olympic Games

Architectural Legacies

Table 4.5: Summary: Legacies of the 1948 Olympic Venues

Stadium Swimming Velodrome Village

Construction
- Original 1922-1923 1933-1934 1890-1891 1938,1918,1924
- Olympic 1948 1948 1948 1948

Design
- Style Eclectic Functional Industrial Military
- Architect Native Native Native Native

(National) (National) (Local) (Local)

Location
- Stadium - 0.3km 17.5km 14,13,14km
- City 12km 12km 7km 14,24,23km

Durability
- Intended Permanent Permanent Permanent Temporary
- Existence (2018) Demolished In use In use Demolished

Function
- Olympic Athletics Swimming Cycling Residential
- Current (2018) - Entertainment Cycling -

Capacity
-Olympic 100,000 12,500 17,300 1600,1600,700
-Current - 12,500 1,000 -

Lifespan
- Built 78 84 127 28,94,87
- Useable 78 84 127 9,94,84

Evaluation
- Applied value 0 17 18 0
- Possible Total 24 24 24 24
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4.2 Helsinki 1952

XV Olympiad 

19th July - 3rd August 1952

Candidate Cities

Amsterdam, Los Angeles, Minneapolis

Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia

Host City

Helsinki, Finland (Capital City)

60°10’15’’N, 24°56’15’’E

 

4.2.1 Introduction

When Helsinki bid to host the 1952 Olympic Games, it has borne of a long-

standing desire to host an Olympic Games in Finland. The Olympic delegation

in Finland had invited the International Olympic Committee (IOC) to host

the Olympic Games in Finland in 1936, 1940, 1944, and 1948. The city of

Helsinki had been awarded the Games of the XII Olympiad (1940), at short

notice, when Tokyo relinquished the Games in 1938 due to the outbreak of

the Second Sino-Japanese War. By the time the 1940 Games were cancelled,

due to the outbreak of the Second World War, Helsinki had completed the

construction of the majority of competition venues for the Games, and the

Athlete’s Village. Helsinki used the venues to successfully host various other

events, and the Olympic Villlage at Käpylä was repurposed as family housing

to relieve a housing shortage in Finland.
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Context: Proposals of the bid

As Europe began to recover from the effects of the Second World War, and the

Olympic Games regained momentum and status after a 12-year hiatus, the

candidature procedure to host the 1952 Summer Olympic Games was char-

acterised by a greater formality than the Olympic Games of 1948, with each

candidate city making a 30 minute presentation to the International Olympic

Committee (IOC).

Much of Europe was, to some degree, still suffering a period of austerity, al-

though to a lesser extent than in London, in 1948. When Helsinki submitted

its candidature to host the Games of 1952 in 1947, the Organising Committee

for the Games of the XV Olympiad (1955, p.84) proposed a strategy pri-

marily of reuse, facilitated by new temporary or permanent construction of

venues where necessary, and the construction of a new Olympic Village (Tu-

lenheimo & Rydman, 1947), which was planned to fulfil the same long-term

legacy as the Olympic Village constructed in 1940. During 1939, Helsinki

had constructed a 63,000 capacity stadium, an Olympic Village for 3,500, ad-

ditional accommodation for female athletes, swimming pool, regatta course,

riding arena, cycling track, facilities for wrestling and boxing, shooting ranges,

football grounds, race courses, and a marathon course to host the 1940 Summer

Olympic Games. When the Games were subsequently cancelled, the venues

were successfully used for other events and the Olympic Village was allocated

as housing, without ever having fulfilled its Olympic function. Helsinki’s pro-

posal to host the Olympic Games of 1952 aimed to renovate and improve the

existing sports venues in Helsinki for its inhabitants.
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4.2.2 Olympic Intervention

Distribution of Venues

In preparation for the competitions of the Helsinki 1952 Olympic Games, (see

Appendix C.1), a model of mono-clustering was implemented within the central

area of Helsinki. The majority of venues were located within 5km of the city

centre: 16 venues were located within the capital area of Helsinki; 1 venue was

located in the urban area of Helsinki (see Appendix C.2); and 7 venues were

located elsewhere in Finland (see Appendix C.3).
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Figure 4.19: Venues of the Helsinki 1952 Olympic Games, in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)
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The Games Concept: Olympic Sites

When the city of Helsinki was awarded the 1952 Olympic Games, Helsinki

Olympic Park (see Figure 4.20) was already in existence. The urban park

was a popular public space and a venue for both winter and summer sports

activities. The site comprised the Olympic stadium (constructed in the 1930’s

to strengthen Helsinki’s potential as an Olympic host city), outdoor aquatics

centre (constructed for the 1940 Olympic Games) and indoor arenae. The park

was in close proximity to both the centre of Helsinki (1.5km), the velodrome

(2.5km), and the Athlete’s Village (2.5km), facilitating easy movement for ath-

letes and spectators, to, from, and between sites. The central location of the

park made it possible for the city to mainly utilise existing transport infras-

tructure without too many modifications to the system (Organising Committee

for the Games of the XV Olympiad, 1955, p.101).

Figure 4.20: View of Olympic Park, 1952. Source: International Olympic
Committee (IOC) (1952)
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Legacy of the Olympic Park, in 2019

After the Olympic Games, Helsinki Olympic Park was a popular urban park

for both summer and winter sports activities, however, after decades of use,

the site was in need of regeneration (ALA Architects, 2013). The works to

rejuvenate the site were masterplanned by K2S Architects (2013), the Finnish

Architectural practice responsible for the renovations of the Olympic Stadium

2016-2020. When the works are completed, the site (which comprises the

Olympic Stadium, Swimming Pool, Sports Hall, Athletics Field, Sonera Foot-

ball Stadium and Ice Hall) will accommodate a new multipurpose ice-hockey

arena, hotel, commercial premises and various sport facilities. The extensive

renovation of the Olympic Park, demonstrates that the site continues to hold

cultural, historical, and architectural significance; and the landscape remains

a popular location for sporting activity.
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Figure 4.21: Visualisation of Helsinki Olympic Park, in 2019. Source: K2S
Architects (2013)
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4.2.3 Helsinki 1952 Olympic Stadium

Constructed: 1934-1938; 2016-2019

Architectural Style: Functionalist

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Timber

Architect: Yrjö Lindegren & Toivo Jäntti (1938); K2S Architects in collabo-

ration with NRT Architects, White Architects & Wessel de Jonge (2012-

2020)

Engineer: Uuno Varjo (1938); Sweco (2012-2020)

Olympic Function: Opening & Closing Ceremonies; Athletics; Football (Fi-

nals); Equestrian

Capacity: 50,000 (in 1938); 70,000 (in 1952); 39,000 (in 2020)
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Figure 4.22: The Olympic Stadium of Helsinki in use during the 1952 Olympic
Games. Source: (Organising Committee for the Games of the XV Olympiad,
1955, p.44)
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Background

Plans to construct a Stadium that could potentially be used as an Olympic

venue had been in discussion in Helsinki since 1910, but it was not until 1927,

when the Stadium Foundation (a venture between the Ministry of Education,

the City of Helsinki, the Finnish Sports Federation, the Workers’ Sports Fed-

eration, the Finnish Football Association, and 9 other sports federations in

Finland) was founded, that the project was realised. The Stadium Foundation

held a design competition for a multi-stage plan to improve the city and its

central areas. The competition was won by Finnish Architects Yrjö Lindegren

and Toivo Jäntti, who decided the location and design of the stadium. In 1934

construction of the stadium commenced on site with the intention that the in-

frastructure would make Helsinki a more desirable host for the Olympic Games

(Kokkonen & The Stadium Foundation, 2016). The stadium was inaugurated

in 1938. When Helsinki was awarded the XII Olympiad at short notice, it was

planned that the stadium would serve as the Olympic Stadium and principal

venue of the Games, but due to the cancellation of the Games, this plan never

reached fruition. The stadium served the city as a sports events venue until

Helsinki was awarded the Games of the XV Olympiad (1952). By 1950 the

facilities had been in operation for 12 years. In preparation for the Games,

the Organising Committee for the Games of the XV Olympiad (1955) under-

took some small scale renovations and temporary works. Additional wooden

seating was constructed at the north and south ends of the stadium to accom-

modate an additional 20,000 spectators, bringing the total capacity to 70,000

(see Figure 4.22).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: Helsinki Olympic Stadium remains present on the site 80 years

after its construction and 66 years post-Games (see Figure 4.23).

Heritage: The Olympic Stadium continues to be known as the ‘OlympiaSta-

dion’, in memory of 1952. It is a protected by the Finnish Heritage Board

(Interview with representative of the Finnish Heritage Agency , 2017).

Ownership & Operation: The stadium is owned by the local Government

of the City of Helsinki and the Finnish State in a 50:50 partnership. It

operated by a Public-Private Joint Venture (Interview with representa-

tive of Helsinki Olympic Stadium’s renewal team, 2017). The stadium

generates income through the public entrance fees, venue hire, and phil-

anthropic donation (Stadium Foundation, 2018).

Figure 4.23: View of Helsinki Olympic Stadium, in 2017. Source: Author
(2017)
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Prominence: Helsinki Olympic Stadium is a civic and focal building, listed

by the Finnish Heritage Board for its architectural significance in Helsinki

and Finland (Interview with representative of the Finnish Heritage Agency ,

2017). The building is currently undergoing major renovations to make it

compliant with the regulations of the international sporting federations,

to support its function as a host venue for major sport competitions such

as football and athletics, but the building elevation has been retained as

it was during the 1952 Olympic Games (Interview with representative of

Helsinki Olympic Stadium’s renewal team, 2017).

Proximitiy: The stadium is located in a large urban park, Mäntymäki, in the

Töölö district of the city of Helsinki which has 100km of hiking trails,

jogging paths and winter ski trails. The city park is undergoing renova-

tions to become an established centre for Finnish Sports, masterplanned

by K2S Architects (2013). Surrounding the stadium are various sports

facilities, including (within a 500m radius), the Olympic swimming pool

and sports Hall, athletics field, football stadium; and Ice hall. A new

multipurpose ice-hockey arena, hotel, commercial premises and various

additional sport facilities are planned to be constructed in the area.

Connections: The stadium is 2km (10 minutes by bicycle, less than 15 min-

utes by car or public transport, and 30 minutes on foot) from Helsinki

City Centre (see Figure 4.24). From the Töölö Sports Hall tram and

bus stops on Mannerheimintie, (5 minutes on foot from the Stadium),

there are direct transport bus and tram connections to Helsinki Central

Station in the city (for local, regional and national rail connections).
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Figure 4.24: Urban context: Helsinki Olympic Stadium, in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)

Figure 4.25: Architectural design: visualisation of Helsinki Olympic Stadium
following the completion of renovation works 2016-2020. Source: K2S Archi-
tects (2012), Courtesy of the Stadium Foundation (2018)
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Condition: The major renovation works that are currently taking place at

Helsinki Stadium are intended to renew its fabric whilst preserving its

values (Stadium Foundation, 2018), modernising the stadium within its

historical framework. Works are due to be completed in 2020.

Form: With the Stadiums architectural heritage as a starting point, the mod-

ernist exterior will remain intact and the (award winning) K2S designed

canopy, incorporated in 2003, will be expanded to cover all of the specta-

tor stands (Bornold (2014, p.52), see Figure 4.25). Renovations include

a major refurbishment of all of the Stadiums event and community use

facilities, the tower and the premises of the Finnish Sports Museum. The

stadium will retain a seating capacity of 35,000-36,000.

Function: Prior to its closure for refurbishment, the Olympic Stadium had a

varied programme of use, drawing crowds of up to 55,000 on a monthly

basis. In its last year of opening in 2011, 318,765 participants and specta-

tors attended events, and a further 96,116 people participated in 11,536

hours of physical activity. Interior spaces were rented to over 50 business

tenants, there were 42,730 overnight stays in the Hostel, 25,517 visitors

to the Finnish Sports Museum, library and archives, and the stadium at-

tracted 22,938 tourist visitors (The Stadium Foundation, 2011). When

the stadium reopens in 2020, it will continue to host large scale events,

sport, leisure, culture, entertainment and tourism (see Figure 4.25). It

is estimated that the renovated Olympic Stadium will attract approxi-

mately 1 million visitors per annum (The Stadium Foundation, 2018).
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Legacy Assessment: Helsinki (1952) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

Throughout its lifespan, Helsinki Olympic Stadium has sustained continuous

community use and hosted regular local, national and international sporting,

cultural and entertainment events. The stadium was constructed in a bid

to host an Olympic Games in Helsinki prior to the award of any particular

Games to the city, therefore, community use of the venue was a significant

factor from the outset. The award of the 1952 Olympic Games to the city

played a major part in the stadium being recognised as architecturally and

culturally significant to the city. The stadium’s facade was adapted in the

build up to the Olympic Games in 1952, and has since been protected by the

Finnish Heritage Board, demonstrating its architectural significance. Prior to

its closure for renovation (undertaken to enable continued use of the venue),

the stadium demonstrated widely varied use across a series of multi-functional

spaces, despite limitations posed as a result of the ageing building fabric and

advancements in sport and safety regulations. The renovations will restore

the stadiums capacity to host major events and improve community function,

indicating a positive legacy as assessed in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Legacy Evaluation: Helsinki 1952 Olympic Stadium

Olympic Stadium (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 4

Proximity • 4
Connections • 4

Architectural Design Form • 4
Condition • 4
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 24/24
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4.2.4 Helsinki 1952 Olympic Aquatics Centre

Constructed: 1939-1947

Architectural Style: Functionalist

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Timber

Architect: Jorma Järvi (1947)

Engineer: Jorma Järvi (1947)

Olympic Function: Swimming; Diving; Water Polo

Capacity: 9,500 (in 1952); 3,500 (in 2018)

Figure 4.26: Helsinki Olympic Swimming Stadium during the 1952 Summer
Olympic Games. Source: Olympia-Kuva Oy (1952)
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Background

The desire to have a national swimming centre in Helsinki had been high-

lighted in the City of Helsinki’s urban plan for Helsinki Central Sports Park,

Eläintarha, but construction of the Swimming Stadium did not begin until

1939 when the city was awarded the 1940 Summer Olympic Games, after

Tokyo relinquished the event in 1938. The Swimming Stadium was designed

by Finnish architect Jorma Järvi as the principal venue for the aquatic sport

competitions of the 1940 Olympic Games including swimming, diving and wa-

ter polo (see Figure 4.26). Construction of the venue was brought to a halt

when the ship transporting the filtration and heating plant from Britain to

Finland was struck by a bomb and subsequently sank in the North Sea (In-

terview with representative of the Finnish Heritage Agency , 2017). The empty

pool tanks were used for storage during the Second World War. After the

war ended construction recommenced, and by 1947 the Swimming Stadium

was complete. The venue was designed not only with hosting the Games in

mind, but considering the longer term aspirations of the city. For the period

of the Olympic Games, two temporary timber stands with a capacity to seat

4,000 spectators and accommodate a further 2,000 standing (increasing the

overall capacity for the period of the Games to 9,500) were constructed, with

the plan that they would be demolished after the event to achieve a capacity

more appropriate for the venue in its long term use (Organising Committee

for the Games of the XV Olympiad, 1955).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The Olympic Aquatics Venue remains present on the site 71 years

after its construction and 66 years post-Games (see Figure 4.27).

Heritage: The Aquatics Centre has retained the name it was given when

it was constructed, ‘Uimastadion’ (‘Swimming Stadium’) and is pro-

tected by the Finnish Heritage Board (Interview with representative of

the Finnish Heritage Agency , 2017).

Ownership & Operation: The stadium is owned by local wthe City Council

and operated by its Sports Division. The stadium generates income

through the collection of entrance and venue hire fees. It is subsidised

with public funds (Interview with representative of the owner/operator

of Helsinki Swimming Stadium, 2017).

Figure 4.27: View of Helsinki Swimming Stadium in 2017. Source: Author
(2017)
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Prominence: Helsinki Swimming Stadium is a public building in Eläintarha,

the Eastern part of Helsinki City Park, in the Töölö district of Helsinki.

Situated within a mature stretch of wooded parkland, the building has

a comparatively low elevation with continuous horizontal elements and

slender vertical columns on the east facade (see Figure 4.27), and a collec-

tion of pools (organised along a north-south axis) open to the woodland

at the West.

Proximitiy: The Swimming Stadium is located in Mäntymäki/ Eläintarha, a

large urban park in the Töölö district of the city of Helsinki with 100km

of hiking trails, jogging paths and winter ski trails. The city park is un-

dergoing renovation to become an established centre for Finnish sports,

masterplanned by K2S Architects (2013). Surrounding the Swimming

Stadium are various sports facilities, including (within a 500m radius)

the (soon to be fully refurbished) Olympic Stadium and Sports Hall,

athletics field, football stadium, and ice hall. A new multipurpose ice-

hockey arena, hotel, commercial premises and various additional sport

facilities are planned to be constructed in the area.

Connections: The swimming stadium is 2km (10 minutes by bicycle, less

than 15 minutes by car or public transport, and 30 minutes on foot) from

Helsinki City centre (see Figure 4.28). From the Töölö Sports Hall tram

and bus stops on Mannerheimintie, 5 minutes on foot from the Stadium),

there are direct transport bus and tram connections to Helsinki Central

Station in the city (for local, regional and national rail connections).
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Figure 4.28: Urban context: Helsinki Olympic Aquatics Centre in 2018.
Source: Author (2018)

Figure 4.29: Architectural design: Helsinki Olympic Aquatics Centre in 2017.
Source: Author (2017)
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Condition: Helsinki Swimming Stadium is well maintained with no signs

of structural deterioration. The pools are outdoor and open on a sea-

sonal basis, May to September. Renovation and maintenance are con-

ducted during the winter closure (Interview with representative of the

owner/operator of Helsinki Swimming Stadium, 2017).

Form: The main building is embedded into the earth beneath the spectator

stands and houses changing rooms, saunas, weightlifting area, meeting

facilities, staff offices, and an entrance kiosk. The outdoor area incorpo-

rates an 8-lane, 50m swimming pool, diving pool with 2 x 1m and 1 x 3m

springboards, 1m, 3m, 5m, 7.5m, and 10m diving platforms, children’s

pool, wading pool, children’s play area, and waterslide (Direct Observa-

tion). During public use, the spectators seating areas and grass areas

are used as sun terraces for leisure and relaxation.

Function: The Swimming Stadium is a popular municipal swimming pool.

It is an outdoor venue operating a daily programme of use on a sea-

sonal basis from May to September each year. The primary function of

the venues is for swimming and aquatic sport, but some of the ancillary

spaces within the venue support other sport and leisure functions, includ-

ing table tennis, volleyball, basketball, and general fitness (gymnasium).

The Swimming Stadium has attracted an average of 5,000 swimmers per

day in recent seasons. It has the capacity to host events, but hire of the

pool for events is kept to a minimum (approximately 3-5 per annum) to

reduce disruption to the public programme (Interview with representative

of the owner/operator of Helsinki Swimming Stadium, 2017).
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Legacy Assessment: Helsinki (1952) Olympic Aquatics Centre, in

2018

Helsinki Swimming Stadium has demonstrated continuous function as a mu-

nicipal swimming pool since its completion in 1947. The Swimming Stadium

was designed and partially constructed for the (subsequently cancelled) 1940

Olympic Games, but with long term function at the forefront. For some years,

the venue was used by the military for storage, when the outbreak of war

interrupted the completion of its construction. After the war, the venue was

completed as a municipal swimming pool to be used by the local community.

When Helsinki was awarded the 1952 Olympic Games the Swimming Stadium

was converted into an Olympic venue with the addition of temporary stands to

provide additional spectator seating. As intended the temporary stands were

deconstructed after the Games and the venue reverted to community function,

its primary purpose. The venue has hosted a number of events. However,

events are kept to a minimum to avoid disruption to the public timetable. All

of which indicates a positive legacy (see Table 4.7).

Table 4.7: Legacy Evaluation: Helsinki 1952 Olympic Aquatics Centre

Olympic Aquatics Centre (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 3

Proximity • 3
Connections • 4

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 4
Function • 3

Legacy Assessment 20/24
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4.2.5 Helsinki 1952 Olympic Velodrome

Constructed: 1938-1946; 1997-2000

Architectural Style: Functionalist

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete

Architect: Hilding Ekelund

Engineer: Hilding Ekelund

Olympic Function: Track Cycling

Capacity: 7,000 (in 1952); 4,000 (in 2018)

Figure 4.30: View of Helsinki Olympic Velodrome in 1952. Source: Organising
Committee for the Games of the XV Olympiad (1955, p.50)
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Background

Helsinki Olympic Velodrome was constructed for the Summer Olympic Games

of 1940 after they were relinquished by Japan and awarded to Finland. Helsinki

was openly reluctant to construct a permanent velodrome for the Games due

to lack of funds and the lack of requirement for a velodrome in the long term

(Interview with representative of the Finnish Heritage Agency , 2017). How-

ever, Olympic regulations and sports leaders clearly stated that in order to

host the Olympic Games a cycling track was necessary (Högström, 1997). The

possibility of building a temporary track was considered, but due to the multi-

functional capabilities of a velodrome infield, it was determined that a perma-

nent building would be the best option (Makkonen, 2012). The Velodrome was

designed by Finnish architect Hilding Ekelund. Construction of the venue be-

gan in 1938, but was interrupted due to the outbreak of the Second World War

(Högström, 1997; Organising Committee for the Games of the XV Olympiad,

1955). After the war, and the cancellation of the XII Olympiad, construction

of the venue was completed and the venue was opened as a community cycling

track in 1946. As the first and only velodrome in Finland, when Helsinki was

awarded the XV Olympiad (1952), the velodrome was naturally designated

as the principal venue for the track cycling and field hockey but its accom-

modation fell short of the requirements for hosting the Games. Additional

temporary facilites were constructed to supplement the existing facilities, in-

cluding: 3 wooden barracks to provide dressing rooms for competitors; 3 tents

for storing cycles; and a temporary platform to accommodate an additional

2,000 standing spectators. All were deconstructed after the Games.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The Olympic Velodrome remains present on the site 72 years after

its construction and 66 years post-Games (see Figure 4.31).

Heritage: The velodrome has retained the name it was given when it was

constructed, ‘pyöräilystadion’, (‘Velodrome’). It never officially adopted

the title ’Olympic’ in its name. The building is protected by the Finnish

Heritage Board (Interview with representative of the Finnish Heritage

Agency , 2017).

Ownership & Operation: The velodrome is owned and operated by the

City Council and operated by its Sports Division. The velodrome gener-

ates income through the hire of its facilities (Interview with representative

of the owner/operator of Helsinki Velodrome, 2017).

Figure 4.31: View of Helsinki Olympic Velodrome in 2017. Source: Author
(2017)
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Prominence: Helsinki Velodrome is a public building with a low elevation

featuring a continuous horizontal element supported by slender vertical

columns (see Figure 4.31). It remains the first and only cycling track

in Finland. Heralded as an object of beauty, structural interest, and

memory, the building is listed by the Finnish Heritage Board as archi-

tecturally significant for its design and use during the 1952 Olympic

Games (Interview with representative of the Finnish Heritage Agency ,

2017).

Proximitiy: The Velodrome is located in the Käpylä district of the Helsinki

Capital Area. It is bordered on its East side by a dual carriageway,

Mäkelänkatu, connecting the districts of Käpylä and Vallila. North of the

venue is the Käpyla Sports Park, a sports complex with an ice rink and

outdoor American football, Finnish baseball, athletics, and field hockey

facilities. When the American football training pitch was opened in

2010, the area became an unofficial American football centre in Helsinki.

Finlands largest Expo and Convention Centre is located to the west of the

venue, and a mixture of residential and commercial property is located

at the south.

Connections: The velodrome is 3.5km (20 minutes by car or bicycle) from

Helsinki City centre (see Figure 4.32). From the Pyöräilystadion stop

on Mäkelänkatu (2 minutes on foot from the velodrome) there are direct

bus and tram connections to Helsinki Central Station in the city centre,

where local, regional and national rail connections, and connections to

Helsinki Vantaa airport can be found. The travel time to the city by
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public transport is approximately 15 minutes.
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Figure 4.32: Urban context: Helsinki Olympic Velodrome in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)

Figure 4.33: Architectural design: Helsinki Olympic Velodrome in 2017.
Source: Author (2017)
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Condition: There are some signs of cosmetic wear to the building fabric and

track surface, but there are no signs of structural deterioration (Di-

rect Observation, Interview with representative of the owner/operator

of Helsinki Velodrome, 2017), and the pitch (infield) is well maintained.

The Velodrome is an outdoor venue, and for safety reasons, the cycling

track is only open on a seasonal basis (April to October). The pitch on

the infield has a longer use but, due to the harsh Winters in Helsinki, is

not used all year round. Renovation works at the venue are conducted

during the winter months.

Form: The main building, housed beneath the west spectator stand, accom-

modates changing rooms, meeting facilities, and staff offices. There is an

underground tunnel from the changing facilities to the centre field, which

can be adapted to accommodate football, American football, hockey, and

lacrosse, amongst other field sports. Around the pitch there is a 400m

concrete cycling track. Both the east (uncovered) and west (covered)

grandstands can accommodate up to 2,000 seated spectators. The total

visitor capacity of the venue is 7,000, seated and standing.

Function: The velodrome has a seasonal daily programme of use from April

to October each year. The primary function of the venue is for American

football, lacrosse and field hockey, but it is also used by cycling clubs for

training and track events at local and national level, and for the start

and finish of annual cyclo-sportives and off road cycling races and events.

The velodrome is the home match field for most American football teams

in Helsinki, including the Helsinki Roosters and the Helsinki 69ers.
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Legacy Assessment: Helsinki (1952) Olympic Velodrome, in 2018

Helsinki Olympic Velodrome has demonstrated continued use as a public sports

venue since its construction. Although it continues to be used as a cycling

track, its main function since the Olympic Games has been for field sports,

primarily hockey, American football and more recently, lacrosse. Multifunc-

tional use of the velodrome infield was an important factor in its construction

as a permanent venue, as the a lack of requirement for a velodrome in Helsinki

was identified by Finnish stakeholders from the outset. The addition of nearby

training pitches created a hub for American football in the area, allowing Amer-

ican football teams to train and play home matches in close proximity. Some

track cycling events continue to take place at the velodrome, but tracks of

this surface type and length have become undesirable in elite competition.

Although it is possible to host international competitions in outdoor venues,

there is a risk that adverse weather may interrupt television broadcasting. The

velodrome remains the only track cycling venue in Finland, and has been listed

by the Finnish Heritage Board as architecturally and culturally significant to

the city and state, indicating to some extent a positive legacy.

Table 4.8: Legacy Evaluation: Helsinki 1952 Olympic Velodrome

Olympic Velodrome (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 2

Proximity • 3
Connections • 3

Architectural Design Condition • 2
Form • 3
Function • 2

Legacy Assessment 15/24
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4.2.6 Helsinki 1952 Olympic Village

Constructed: 1950-1952

Architectural Style: Functionalist

Materiality: Brick, Concrete

Architect: Pauli Salomaa

Engineer: Kalevi Laine

Olympic Function: Athlete’s Village

Capacity: 5,000 athletes (in 1952); 550 families (in 2018)

Figure 4.34: View of the Olympic Village in 1952. Source: Organising Com-
mittee for the Games of the XV Olympiad (1955, p.85)
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Background

Designed by Finnish Architects Martti Välikangas and Hilding Ekelund, the

1940 Olympic Village (Olympiakylä) was constructed in the Käpyla district

of the capital area of Helsinki. Helsinki’s award of the 1940 Olympic Games

coincided with a housing crisis in Finland, and it was planned that after the

Olympic Games, the Olympic Village would be converted and the apartments

individually sold to low income families. When the Games were cancelled due

to the outbreak of the Second World War, the apartments were privately sold

without having ever functioned as an Olympic Village, and the housing quickly

became integrated into the city as a new residential node.

The same model of development was used when Helsinki was awarded the

Olympic Games of XV Olympiad in 1947. The 1952 Olympic Village, Kisakylä,

was designed to accommodate athletes during the Olympic Games, and be

privately sold to low income families after the competitions had ended. The

site for its construction was adjacent to the 1940’s Olympic Village, south

of Koskelantie, the main route between Huopalahti, west of the Penninusula,

to Vanhakaupunki in the east. It became apparent, after the 1948 Olympic

Games in London, that the number of participating athletes was likely to be

much higher than was originally expected. Due to lack of space on the site and

certain practical reasons (adjacency to sub-sites, separation of male and female

athletes and the request by the Soviet Union team to be located in separate

accommodation) some additional accommodations were used (see Appendix C,

Table C.4) but Kisakylä remained the main Olympic Village, and housed the

majority of athletes for the period of the Games.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The Olympic Village remains present on the site 66 years after

its construction and post-Games (see Figure 4.35).

Heritage: The Olympic Village has retained the name it was given at the time

of its construction for the 1952 Olympic Games, ‘Kisakylä’, (the ‘Race

Village’)
1
. The buildings are protected by the Finnish Heritage Board

(Interview with representative of the Finnish Heritage Agency , 2017).

Ownership & Operation: The apartments are privately owned, but the

buildings are owned by the municipality and operated by a Housing

Company, which is a subsidiary of the City Council (Interview with rep-

resentative of the owner of the Olympic Village site in Helsinki , 2017).

The approximate average property value is currently e5,000 per sqm

(Etuovi Homes, 2018).

1
The name Olympiakylä (Olympic Village) had already been designated to the Olympic

Village constructed for the 1940 Olympic Games (which ‘Kisakylä’ was built adjacent to),
and the name had subsequently been retained.
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Figure 4.35: Arial view of the adjacent 1940 and 1952 Olympic Villages either
side of Koskelantie, in 2018. Source: City of Helsinki (2017)
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Prominence: Kisakylä is a residential node integrated into the Kapylä dis-

trict of Helsinki (see Figure 4.35). It’s architecture is in keeping with

local style and tradition.

Proximitiy: Kisakylä is a mixed use development of residential accommoda-

tion with some ground floor commercial units interspersed throughout

the site. In the immediate vicinity there are: 4 supermarkets; 3 nurs-

ery schools; 1 day care nursery; health centre; dentist; hospital; spa;

bike shop; 2 elementary schools; 2 middle schools; 2 high schools; and

4 sports grounds. The residential development lies mainly on the south

side of Koskelantie (a dual carriageway connecting east and west of the

peninsula), opposite the Olympic Village designed, but never used for,

the 1940 Olympic Games on the north side of the road. The two develop-

ments have become integrated as one residential area. To the south and

east are public gardens, parks and allotments. Kapylä Sports Ground is

situated at the western border of the site across Mäkelänkatu.

Connections: Kisakylä is 5km from the Helsinki City centre, less than 15

mins by car, or 25 minutes by bicycle. Bus stops located along Kosklantie

to the north, north-east and north-west of the village mean that there

is accessible public transport within 250m of all residential blocks (see

Figure 4.36). The tram is accessible from the junction of Koskelantie

and Mäkelänkatu. Helsinki Bus and Train Stations (for access to local,

and national bus and rail) in the centre of Helsinki can be reached in

15-20 minutes by bus or tram.
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Figure 4.36: Urban Context: Helsinki Olympic Village in 2018. Source: Au-
thor (2018)

Figure 4.37: Architectural Design: Helsinki Olympic Village, example apart-
ment interior. Source: Tuomi (2018)
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Condition: The blocks of the 1952 Athlete’s Village are in good condition

with no signs of structural deterioration. The external areas are main-

tained by the City Housing Company (Direct Observation, Interview

with representative of the owner of the Olympic Village site in Helsinki ,

2017).

Form: The Olympic Village contains 550 apartments organised across 13

blocks of 3-4 storey residential buildings with commercial spaces in some

blocks. Despite the unified appearance of the architecture, there are nu-

merous variants within the development. The size of apartment ranges

from 1 room studio apartments to 5 room apartments, with an average

apartment size of 65m². Many apartments have balconies, each building

has a common area and community facilities including a sauna, an im-

portant aspect of Finnish culture and living. Despite some of the changes

that have taken place over time, the area has remained in good condition.

All of the buildings are well preserved. Some apartments have retained

original kitchens and internal features (Helsinki City Planning Agency,

2015), see Figure 4.37.

Function: The buildings currently function as private residential accommo-

dation within a mixed use development. The Olympic Village is fully

occupied (Interview with representative of the Finnish Heritage Agency ,

2017), with only 2 apartments currently on the market for sale (Etuovi

Homes, 2018).
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Legacy Assessment: Helsinki (1952) Olympic Village, in 2018

After the 1952 Olympic Games, the Athletes Village was converted into apart-

ments to be sold privately as residential accommodation. The development

was named Kisakylä, ‘the Race Village’, because of the already established

Olympic Village of 1940, ‘Olympiakyla’. The 1952 Olympic Village was pri-

vately sold to low income families and has since demonstrated continuous use.

Further, and ongoing, developments have taken place in the surrounding area

of Kapylä since 1952. The area has developed as a residential node of the

city with a range of privately owned, privately rented, and social housing inte-

grated within the same neighbourhood. The Olympic Village had a range of

property styles and types within its confines to break up uniformity, but there

is a unification of architectural style, and a coherence with the architecture

of the surrounding area. The apartments accommodate important aspects of

Finnish culture and living, including connection to the outdoors (balconies)

and saunas in the buildings. The area is well connected to the city centre by

bus and tram and has local amenities within easy reach. All of which indicates

a positive legacy, as outlined in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9: Legacy Evaluation: Helsinki 1952 Olympic Village

Olympic Village (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 2

Proximity • 3
Connections • 3

Architectural Design Condition • 3
Form • 3
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 18/24
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4.2.7 Summary: Legacies of the 1952 Olympic Games

Architectural Legacies

Table 4.10: Summary: Legacies of the 1952 Olympic Venues

Stadium Swimming Velodrome Village
Construction
- Original 1932-1938 1939-1947 1938-1946 1950-1952
- Olympic 1952 1952 1952 1952

Design
- Style Functional Functional Functional Functional
- Architect Native Native Native Native

(National) (National) (National) (National)
Location
- Stadium - 0.3km 2km 3km
- City 2km 2km 3.5km 5km

Durability
- Intended Permanent Permanent Permanent Permanent
- Existence (2018) Renovation Seasonal Seasonal Occupied

Function
- Olympic Athletics Swimming Cycling Residential
- Current (2018) Multi-Use Leisure Sport Residential

Capacity
-Olympic 70,000 9,500 7,000 5,000
-Current 35,000 3,500 4,000 550

Lifespan
- Built 80 71 72 66
- Useable 73 71 72 66

Evaluation
- Applied value 24 20 15 20
- Possible Total 24 24 24 24
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4.3 Rome 1960

XVII Olympiad 

25th August - 11th September 1960

Candidate Cities

Lausanne, Detroit, Budapest

Host City

Rome, Italy (Capital City)

41°54’10’’N, 12°29’46’’E

 

4.3.1 Introduction

When Rome submitted a candidature to host the 1960 Summer Olympic

Games, it was borne of a long-term ambition to host an Olympic Games in the

city. The Olympic delegation in Rome had previously submitted bids to host

the Olympic Games of 1908, 1924, 1936, and 1944. Rome had been successful

in its candidature to host the 1908 Olympic Games, but the eruption of Mount

Vesuvius in 1906 meant that the Games were relinquished to London. When

Rome was awarded the XVII Olympiad, 54 years later, the city was finally

given the opportunity to host the event. Making the most of the heritage of

the locale, the city utilised significant architectural monuments and ancient

surroundings as the backdrop for the competitions, demonstrating the close

union between sport and culture in Rome (International Olympic Committee

(IOC), 1960).
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Context: Proposals of the bid

At the time of Rome’s application to host the Summer Olympic Games of

1960, all of the venues necessary to host the Games were either existing or in

progress, with the exception of the Olympic Village, which could not feasibly

be constructed until the Games had been awarded to the city. The proposed

Olympic Village was planned to be constructed within close proximity to the

Olympic Stadium, north of the city (Comitato Olimpico Nazionale Italiano

(CONI), 1954). The wider urban strategy proposed in the Roman candidature

to host the Summer Olympic Games of 1960 aimed to create functional venues

to be run at minimum cost, with the exception of the Palazzo dello Sport

because of the type of events to be held there and the location.

The Organising Committee of the Games of the XVII Olympiad (1963a, p.54)

recommended that the following principles be applied in the organisation and

construction of venues: high cost/luxury improvements and construction on

privately owned land should be avoided; subsidiary venues should be existing

where possible and easily adaptable; and future capacities should be taken into

consideration. The city of Rome had a rich sporting and cultural history, and

its landscape and architecture (the baths of Caracalla, the Arch of Constantine,

Stadio dei Marmi, and Lake Albano) provided an impressive backdrop for

the competitions of the 1960 Summer Olympic Games (International Olympic

Committee (IOC), 1960).
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4.3.2 Olympic Intervention

Distribution of Venues

In preparation for the Rome 1960 Olympic Games (see Appendix D.1), a model

of periphery clustering
2

was implemented in the urban area of Rome. The ma-

jority of venues were located within 10km of the city centre: 15 venues were lo-

cated in the capital area, and a further 2 in the urban area (see Appendix D.2);

7 venues were located elsewhere in Italy (see Appendix D.3).

2
Since the 1960 Olympic Games, the city of Rome has expanded. In 2019 EUR, Flaminio

and Foro Italico reside within the capital area of the city, in resemblance to the model of
inner city poly clustering (see Figure 4.38).
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Figure 4.38: Venues of the Rome 1960 Olympic Games, in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)
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The Games Concept: Olympic Sites

In Rome’s bid to host the 1960 Summer Olympic Games, the Comitato Olimpico

Nazionale Italiano (CONI) (1954) proposed two principal Olympic sites: Foro

Italico (formerly Foro Mussolini) to the north of the city, and the area of

the Esposizione Universale Roma (EUR) to the south; connected by a newly

constructed road, ‘The Olympic Way’, to ease congestion during the Games

(Organising Committee of the Games of the XVII Olympiad, 1963a).

Both sites were commissioned by Italian Prime Minister, Benito Mussolini:

Foro Italico in the late 1920’s as Foro Mussolini, a sports complex and train-

ing ground masterplanned by Italian architects Enrico del Debbio (Caporilli

& Simeoni, 1990) and Luigi Moretti, to demonstrate political power (through

the medium of fascist architecture) and attract the Olympic Games to the city

of Rome; and EUR for the 1941 World’s Fair (subsequently moved to 1942 to

coincide with the 20 year anniversary of fascism in Italy), masterplanned by

Italian architect Marcello Piacentini. Development around both sites halted at

the outbreak of the Second World war, and was resumed in the early 1950’s,

with a new outlook to reintegrate the sites into the surrounding city fabric

(Rudnyckyj, 2015). The Olympic Games presented the opportunity for Rome

to re-appropriate these two nodes of the city: providing new cultural and his-

torical meaning to the architecture, which had been designed and constructed

in the image of Italian fascism (Malone, 2017).
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Figure 4.39: Aerial View of Foro Italico, in 1938. Courtesy of: Luce Institute
(1938)

Figure 4.40: Aerial View of Foro Italico, in 1960. Source: Organising Com-
mittee of the Games of the XVII Olympiad (1963a, p.56)
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Figure 4.41: View of EUR, in 1942. Courtesy of: EUR S.p.A (1942)

Figure 4.42: View of EUR, in 1960. Source: Organising Committee of the
Games of the XVII Olympiad (1963a, p.56)
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The Legacies of Foro Italico and EUR, in 2019

The Foro Italico Complex (see Figure 4.43) continues to house the Olympic

Stadium and Aquatics Centre, amongst other venues, and has successfully

retained is function as a node for sport, leisure and recreation in Rome. The

Olympic Games assisted in the development of this area, providing the impetus

to construct new venues and spaces that had been outlined in the masterplan

but had never come to fruition. The Games have had a major impact on

the legacy success of the area, which has subsequently hosted several major

international competitions in addition to supporting community sport, leisure,

recreation and entertainment.

EUR (see Figure 4.44) is a residential and business district in Rome. It has

also been the cinematic backdrop for a number of national and international

films. The Olympic Games had a major impact on the EUR site, as the Games

provided the impetus for the construction of new iconic architectures such as

the Olympic Velodrome and Palazzo dello Sport, now the PalaLottomatica,

although the velodrome is no longer in existence.
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Figure 4.43: View of Foro Italico in 2016. Source: Roma Candidate City (2016,
p.5)

Figure 4.44: View of EUR in 2018. Source: Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana
(2018)
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4.3.3 Rome 1960 Olympic Stadium

Constructed: 1927-1932; 1950-1953; 1960; 1990; 2007-2008

Architectural Style: Italian Modernism

Materiality: Grass & Earth, Travertine; PTFE

Architect: Enrico del Debbio (in 1932); Luigi Moretti (in 1940); Cesare Valle

(1950-1951); Annibale Vitellozzi (1951-1953); Maurizio Clerici (in 1990)

Engineer: Carlo Rocatelli (1950-1951); Angelo Frisa (in 1960); Paolo Tereso

& Antonio Michetti (in 1990)

Olympic Function: Opening & Closing Ceremonies; Athletics; Equestrian

Capacity: 55,000 (in 1960); 73,500 (in 2018)

Figure 4.45: View of Stadio Olimpico in 1960. Source: Organising Committee
of the Games of the XVII Olympiad (1963b)
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Background

Rome Olympic Stadium was designed and constructed as Stadio dei Cipressi,

the centrepiece of the Foro Mussolini Sports Complex (Kolsloot, 2015). Con-

struction of the stadium was completed in two stages: A single grass terrace

(1928-1932); and an additional tier (1937-1940 and 1950-1953). Work on the

stadium halted at the outset of the Second World War and resumed in De-

cember 1950 under Italian engineer Carlo Rocatelli on the advice of architect

Cesare Valle (Organising Committee of the Games of the XVII Olympiad,

1963a). When Rocatelli died in 1951, the works were entrusted to Italian ar-

chitect Annibale Vitellozzi. On its completion, in 1953, the stadium had a

spectator capacity of 100,000, and was renamed Stadio dei Centomila. When

Rome was assigned the Games of the XVII Olympiad (1960), the stadium was

adapted to comply with requirements for hosting the Games. This included the

provision of spectator seating, rather than standing, which reduced the capac-

ity to 83,000. The stadium was renamed Stadio Olimpico (Olympic Stadium).

After the Games, the stadium demonstrated continued use as a venue for sport

and cultural events. It remained largely unchanged until it was selected to host

the European Championships in 1980. When Italy was awarded the Football

World Cup in 1990 it became clear that a much larger scale renovation would

be necessary. In a radical reconstruction the majority of the stadium was de-

molished and rebuilt, and a PTFE roof canopy was incorporated to cover all

spectator seating. In 2007-8 further renovations were undertaken to the inte-

rior of the stadium to make it compliant with UEFA rules. The capacity was

reduced from 83,000 to 73,500, (Claufortunato, 2017).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: Rome Olympic Stadium remains present on the site 86 years after

its construction and 56 years post-Games (see Figure 4.46)

Heritage: The stadium has retained the name it was given during the Summer

Olympic Games of 1960, ‘Stadio Olimpico’, the ‘Olympic Stadium’.

Ownership & Operation: The stadium remains under the ownership and

operations of the Italian National Olympic Committee, a non-economic

public body (Interview with representative of the owner/operator of Rome

Olympic Stadium, 2017). It is financed with public funds, but also gen-

erates income from venue hire.

Figure 4.46: View of Rome Olympic Stadium in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Prominence: Stadio Olimpico is a civic and focal building within the Foro

Italico complex. It has a relatively low elevation as a result of its situation

within a natural basin. Despite its significant capacity, its maximum

height extends little beyond that of the surrounding Cypress trees (see

image 4.46). The building has retained stature as the Olympic Stadium.

Proximitiy: Stadio Olimpico is situated in the northernmost part of the Foro

Italico Sports Complex, 5km from Rome Termini Station and the centre

of Rome. In its immediate context, the building is situated within a pub-

lic plaza, surrounded by venues for sport and recreation, including Stadio

dei Marmi (athletics), Stadio Nicola Pietrangeli and the Central Stadium

of Tennis (tennis), Complesso Natatorio del Foro Italico (swimming), and

the business headquarters of a number of sports federations such as the

Comitado Olimpico de Nazionale Italiano (CONI), the National Eques-

trian Tourism Federation, and the Regional Swimming Council of Lazio.

Connections: The stadium is connected to the surrounding buildings by

pedestrianised public space and footpaths. The stadium is connected

to the city and the wider area of Rome by road. There is an established

public bus network serving Foro Italico, which connects to the under-

ground transportation system in the west of the city. There are bus

and tram stops 500m to 1km from the venue, approximately a five to

ten minute walking distance (see Figure 4.47) which facilitate frequent

connections to other parts of the city.
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Figure 4.47: Urban Context: Rome Olympic Stadium in 2018. Source: Author
(2018)

Figure 4.48: Architectural Design: Rome Olympic Stadium, in 2017. Author
(2017)
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Condition: Stadio Olimpico is well maintained with no signs of structural

deterioration (Direct Observation, Interview with representative of the

owner/operator of Rome Olympic Stadium, 2017)

Form: Stadio Olimpico comprises: a 400m athletics track with 100m sprint

straight; space for athletic field events; and a 105m x 68m grass pitch

inside the track. The spectator seating capacity is 73,500, all covered by

a cantilvered, tension structure roof canopy (See Figure 4.48).

Function: Stadio Olimpico currently functions as a sport & entertainment

events venue. It is the home ground for both A.S. Roma and S.S. Lazio,

the two principal football teams in Rome. Average crowd attendance

at football matches is in the region of 55,000 spectators, although the

overlap between the two sets of fans has historically resulted in some

problems. A.S. Roma have commissioned construction of a new, purpose

built 52,000 seat stadium (Meis Architects, 2018), due to be completed in

2021 (A.S. Roma, 2018). Stadio Olimpico hosts somewhere in the region

of 80 sport Eevents (including national and European football matches,

and Six Nations International Rugby), 20 business events and 20 music

concerts per annum. It has the capacity to host 75,000 spectators during

end stage concerts and 78,000 during centre stage concerts. The last

major athletics championship held at the stadium was the 1987 World

Championships Diamond League (Interview with representative of the

owner/operator of Rome Olympic Stadium, 2017).
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Legacy Assessment: Rome (1960) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

Rome Olympic Stadium has achieved sustained continuous use throughout

its lifespan as a national and international sport, cultural and entertainment

events venue. Although the building was in existence prior to the Olympic

Games in 1960, the Games have played a major part in its subsequent legacy

and function. The building has changed somewhat dramatically since the

Olympic Games, after several periods of incremental and large scale reno-

vation to modernise the facilities. However, the building has retained its

Olympic stature. It remains under the ownership and operation of the Italian

Olympic Committee (CONI), responsible for the development and manage-

ment of sports activity in Italy. It integral to the sporting infrastructure and

culture in Rome. The stadium is central to the Foro Italico Sports Complex.

It is connected to the city by two modes of transportation. The stadium has a

regular function for sports entertainment and business events, but no general

community or tourist function due to its maintenance as an events venue. All

of this indicates a positive legacy, as assessed in Table 4.11.

Table 4.11: Legacy Evaluation: Rome 1960 Olympic Stadium

Olympic Stadium (1960) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 4

Proximity • 3
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 4
Function • 3

Legacy Assessment 20/24
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4.3.4 Rome 1960 Olympic Aquatics Centre

Constructed: 1957-1960; 1983; 1994

Architectural Style: Italian Modernism

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete

Architect: Annibale Vitellozzi and Enrico del Debbio (1960)

Engineer: Loy Dona and Brancaccio (1960)

Olympic Function: Swimming; Diving; Modern Pentathlon; Water Polo

Capacity: 20,000 (in 1960); 6,000 (in 2018)

Figure 4.49: View of the Rome Olympic Aquatics Centre during a nighttime
competition of the 1960 Summer Olympic Games. Source: Organising Com-
mittee of the Games of the XVII Olympiad (1963b)
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Background

Rome Olympic Aquatics Centre was designed by Italian architects Annibale

Vitellozzi and Enrico del Debbio, for the swimming, diving, waterpolo, and

modern pentathlon swimming competitions of the 1960 Summer Olympic Games.

The masterplan for Foro Mussolini by del Debbio in 1928 (Caporilli & Sime-

oni, 1990) and Luigi Moretti in 1939 (Greco & Santuccio, 1991) featured an

outdoor swimming pool on the site, but it did not become a reality until Rome

began preparations for the 1960 Olympic Games. The outdoor Olympic pool

was constructed in the immediate vicinity of an existing indoor pool designed

by Vittellozzi, del Debbio, and Malpeli in the 1930’s as part of the Foro Italico

Complex, to which it was connected by an underground tunnel. After the

Games, the spectator seating capacity of the Olympic Pool was reduced to

8,000. The Olympic pool became part of the Swimming Complex of the Foro

Italico, a community venue for swimming instruction, recreation and leisure.

The complex retained this function after the Olympic Games, but the addi-

tion of the outdoor Olympic Swimming Pool offered the capacity to also host

large scale events. The venue remained largely unchanged until 1983, when it

was awarded the European Aquatics Championships, and it became evident

that some restoration would be necessary to host the event. When Rome was

awarded the World Aquatics Championships for the second time in 1994 fur-

ther reconfiguration, refurbishment and expansion took place. An additional

outdoor water polo pool was constructed in 2000 when Rome was awarded the

World Swimming Championships (Societa Consulenza e Assistenza Impiantis-

tica Sportiva (SCAIS), 2018).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The Olympic Aquatics Centre remains present on the site 58 years

after its construction and the 1960 Olympic Games (See Figure 4.50).

Heritage: The swimming pool continues to be referred to as Stadio Olimpico

del Nuoto, (the ‘Olympic Swimming Pool’). It formulates part of the

Swimming Complex of the Foro Italico.

Ownership & Operation: The swimming pool is owned by the the Italian

National Olympic Committee (CONI), and operated by the Italian Swim-

ming Federation (Interview with representative of the owner of Rome

Olympic Aquatics Centre, 2017). The swimming pool generates income

through entrance fees, hire charges and sponsorship, but is primarily

subsidised by CONI.

Figure 4.50: View of Rome Olympic Swimming Pool, in 2017. Source: Author
(2017)
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Prominence: The Olympic Swimming Pool is part of the Swimming Complex

of the Foro Italico in Rome. The uncovered, outdoor pool, constructed

for the 1960 Olympic Games, is low lying, due to its position in a nat-

ural basin. It is open to the surrounding landscape (see Figure 4.50).

The 1930’s building to which it is connected by underground tunnel, is

a monumental, civic building at the eastern gateway of the Foro Italico

complex. The red/brown terranova plaster facade, chosen to evoke antiq-

uity, dominates the vista when crossing the River Tiber via Ponte Duca

D’Aosta. The building is exemplar of the architecture of the period.

Proximitiy: The venue is located approximately 4.5km from Rome Termini

Station and the centre of Rome. Its western facade connects to Foro

Italico. It is adjacent to the Italian Handball Federation, Stadio Nicola

Pietrangeli, the Central Stadium of Tennis, the Olympic Stadium, and

the University of Rome at Foro Italico.

Connections: The venue is lcocated off Lungotevere Maresciallo, one of the

main vehicular routes connecting the west of the city to the centre of

Rome across the Ponte della Musica and Ponte Duca D’Aosta bridges.

It is connected to the city and the wider area of Rome by a network

of existing roads and bridges, north and south of the swimming pool,

connecting the east and west sides of the Tiber (see Figure 4.51). There

is an established public bus network serving Foro Italico, with connects

to the underground system in the west of the city. There are several

bus and tram stops within 1km from the venue facilitating connection to

other locations within the city.
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Figure 4.51: Urban Context: Rome (1960) Olympic Swimming Pool in 2018.
Source: Author (2018)

Figure 4.52: Architectural Design: Inside the Olympic Swimming Pool in
Rome in 2017. Source: Dupont (2017)
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Condition: Stadio Olimpico del Nuoto is well maintained and in good struc-

tural condition (Direct Observations, Interview with representative of the

owner of Rome Olympic Aquatics Centre, 2017).

Form: The aquatics centre in its entirety comprises 5 training and competition

pools including: 2 indoor pools (1 x 50m x 25m and 1 x 25m x 12.5m); 3

outdoor pools (1 x 50m x 25m swimming pool, 1 x 33m x 25m waterpolo

pool, and 1 x 5m depth diving pool with 4 springboards and 5 diving

platforms at 1m, 3m, 5m, 7.5m, 10m); and 2 indoor children’s pools

(Direct Observation, 2017). The complex houses 3 gymnasiums. The

spectator seating capacity for the outdoor pools is 8,000. The seating

capacity for the indoor 50m pool is approximately 2,000 (Federazione

Italiana Nuoto (FIN), 2018). The interior of the pool hall is decorated

with 1930’s mosaics by some of the most famous artists of the Italian

fascist era, including Gino Severini and Angelo Canevari.

Function: The Foro Italico Swimming Complex is the main national aquatic

sport facility in Italy (Federazione Italiana Nuoto (FIN), 2018). It is

a national diving centre, and hosts regular national and regional swim-

ming activities and events including water polo, synchronised swimming,

diving and lifesaving. In addition, to the performance sport training pro-

gramme, there is a swimming school, public swimming, educational and

social activities. The outdoor swimming pool is closed in the winter sea-

son. The variety of different swimming pools and connection between

indoor and outdoor provides flexibility to host a programme of regular,

daily activity in addition to team training and events.
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Legacy Assessment: Rome (1960) Olympic Aquatics Centre, in 2018

Rome Olympic Aquatics Centre has achieved sustained continuous use through-

out its lifespan as a community swimming pool and national and regional

swimming and diving centre. It was designed to host the aquatic competitions

of the 1960 Summer Olympic Games, in close proximity, and connected to, an

existing indoor swimming pool in the Foro Italico Complex in Rome. Con-

struction of the outdoor venue had been outlined in the masterplan for Foro

Italico in 1928 and 1939, but it was not until Rome was awarded the 1960

Olympic Games that there was impetus to construct the venue. In legacy use,

the indoor and outdoor swimming pools are operated as a single complex. The

addition of the outdoor swimming pool increases function and capacity of the

existing indoor swimming pool to which it is connected, offering flexibility.

Under the sustained ownership of the Italian Olympic Committee (CONI) and

management of the Italian Swimming Federation (FIN) the venue has the ca-

pacity to host major events. In contrast to the monumental indoor pool, the

outdoor pool is low lying and connected to the landscape, but has retained the

essence of its Olympic design. All of this indicates a positive legacy.

Table 4.12: Legacy Evaluation: Rome (1960) Swimming Stadium

Swimming Stadium (1960) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 3

Proximity • 3
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 4
Function • 3

Legacy Assessment 19/24
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4.3.5 Rome 1960 Olympic Velodrome

Constructed: 1957-1960

Architectural Style: Italian Modernism

Materiality: Reinforced concrete

Architect: C. Ligini, D. Ortensi, S. Ricci (1960)

Engineer: Francesco Guidi, Alarico Palmieri (1960)

Olympic Function: Track Cycling

Capacity: 20,000 (in 1960), - (in 2018)

Figure 4.53: View of Rome Olympic Velodrome in 1960. Source: Comitato
Olimpico Nazionale Italiano (CONI) (1960)
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Background

The Olympic Velodrome in Rome was constructed for the 1960 Summer Olympic

Games as the principal venue for track cycling. The building was designed by a

team of Italian architects and engineers and the track was designed by German

track designer Herbert Schurmann. The track was constructed with Doussie

from the Cameroons, selected for its resistance to the elements and attacks

of fungus to ensure long term durability. The spectator seating was designed

to provide perfect visibility of the track from any part of the stand, although

this was difficult to realise due to the variation of the track and the gradient

on the curve. To facilitate long-term function the velodrome was constructed

with changing facilities, gymnasiums, and space to use rollers for warming up,

cooling down and indoor training. It could cater for 300 racers at full capac-

ity. After the 1960 Olympic Games, ‘Velodromo Olimpico’ was renamed the

‘Velodromo Fausto Coppi’, after the Italian road racer Angelo Fausto Coppi,

who died at a training camp in 1960 before the Olympic Games took place.

Soon after the Games, structural problems appeared at the Velodrome due to

subsidence of the foundations. Concrete was injected into the foundation, and

successfully stopped the movement for a period. The velodrome continued to

function for another 2 years as a track cycling and field hockey venue. When

the velodrome began to demonstrate issues of subsidence again, the decision

was made that further investment to secure the structure was not financially

viable. The last official event at the velodrome was in 1968. It continued

to be used as a training ground, but at the beginning of the 1970’s it was

permanently closed. In 2008, the velodrome was demolished.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The Olympic Velodrome is no longer present on the site (See Fig-

ure 4.54). It was demolished 48 years after its construction and the 1960

Olympic Games due to structural instability and the financial costs of

making the venue safe for use. After the Olympic Games, the velodrome

was used for only a decade, demonstrating 40 years of inactivity before

its demolition.

Heritage: The site, known as Area Ex-Velodromo, has not been developed

for any other use since the demolition of the Olympic Velodrome. The

memory of the Olympic Games is maintained in the surrounding area

as demonstrated by the street names (e.g.Viale della Tecnica, Viale del

Ciclismo) and public transport stops (e.g.Velodromo/Oceano Pacifico)

that make reference to what was the location of the Olympic venue.
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Figure 4.54: View of the entrance turnstiles of the Olympic Velodrome site in
Rome, in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Legacy Assessment: Rome (1960) Olympic Velodrome, in 2018

Rome Olympic Velodrome was constructed for the 1960 Olympic Games but

with legacy at the forefront of its design. The venue was constructed as an

outdoor venue. Doussie timber was selected for the construction of the track,

because of its properties of resilience, to promote long term function. The

innovative design, although difficult to achieve, attempted to provide perfect

visibility from any part of the stand. Additional facilities were incorporated

into the design to promote long term function, including gymnasiums, a warm-

up and cool-down area, and changing rooms. After the Olympic Games, the

velodrome was renamed after Fausto Coppi, an esteemed Italian road cyclist,

demonstrating the importance of sporting heritage to Rome. It continued to

be known as the Olympic Velodrome and retained architectural prominence

as an Olympic building. The velodrome suffered a shortened lifespan due to

subsidence in the foundation. Although attempts were made to save the velo-

drome, the financial costs were deemed too high. The subsequent demolition

of the velodrome means that its legacy has been discontinued, as reflected in

Table 4.13.

Table 4.13: Legacy Evaluation: Rome 1960 Olympic Velodrome

Olympic Velodrome (1960) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 0

Proximity • 0
Connections • 0

Architectural Design Form • 0
Condition • 0
Function • 0

Legacy Assessment 0/24
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4.3.6 Rome 1960 Olympic Village

Constructed: 1958-1960

Architectural Style: Italian Modernism

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Brick, Steel

Architect: Vittorio Cafiero, Adalberto Libera, Amadeo Nuccichenti, Vin-

cenzo Monaco, Luigi Moretti (1960)

Olympic Function: Athlete’s Village

Capacity: 8,000 athletes (in 1960); 1,350 apartments (in 2018)

Figure 4.55: Aerial view of the Rome 1960 Olympic Village, in 1960. Source:
Organising Committee of the Games of the XVII Olympiad (1963a)
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Background

Rome Olympic Village was designed by a collective of Italian architects un-

der the instruction of the the Comitato Olimpico Nazionale Italiano (CONI)

and the National Institute for the Houses of State Employees (INCIS) as the

main athlete’s village of the 1960 Olympic Games. CONI and INCIS used

the award of the Olympic Games to deliver an objective to regenerate a run

down neighbourhood, Campo Parioli in the north of the city, with an aim to

build a modern and permanent neighbourhood which could easily be turned

into a residential area for families after the Games. The development con-

sisted of 33 buildings of 2-5 storeys. For the period of the Games, temporary

overlay was constructed to house the welcome centre, restaurants, infirmary,

entertainment, post room, and other utilitarian functions. After the Games

the temporary overlay was removed and the village was converted into 1,350

apartments of 2-4 bedrooms (Organising Committee of the Games of the XVII

Olympiad, 1963a), which were assigned to the families of state employees in

the autumn of 1960. The Olympic Village became a popular and prosperous

residential area. It was recognised as one of the best public housing districts

in Rome, and in 1961, won a regional design award. In the 1970’s INCIS, who

maintained the village, disbanded. The village began to fall into decline, and

became a disreputable area. The construction of Renzo Piano’s Parco della

Musica auditorium in 2002 and Zaha Hadid’s MAXXI Museum in 2009 in the

immediate vicinity of the village triggered an unprogrammed process of revi-

talisation. Restoration of the public spaces resulted in beneficial gentrification,

increasing property values, and reactivating the sale of the housing.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The Olympic Village remains in existence in the Flaminio Quarter

of Rome 58 years after its construction and its use as the Athlete’s Village

for the 1960 Olympic Games (see Figure 4.56).

Heritage: The Olympic Village has retained the name it was given during the

Summer Olympic Games of 1960, ‘Villaggio Olimpico’. The streets are

named after the nations and teams accommodated in the blocks during

the Olympic Games.

Ownership & Operation: The apartments of the Olympic Village are pri-

vately owned. The average property value is e4,500 per m² east of the

viaduct and e6,000 per m² west of the viaduct.

Figure 4.56: View of Piazza Grecia in the Rome (1960) Olympic VIllage, in
2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Prominence: The buildings of the Olympic Village are low rise 2-4 storey

apartment blocks in the Flaminio Quarter of Rome, next to the River

Tiber. The blocks have clear, strong geometries, low elevations and

simple, regular facades (see Figure 4.56). The positioning of the buildings

on site is not highly regimented. There is more than one building form

within the development, but no outstanding differentiation between the

different blocks.

Proximitiy: The Olympic Village is within walking distance of the Foro Ital-

ico complex and facilities, via the Ponte Duca D’Aosta bridge. In the

immediate context of the village, there are venues for sports (Stadio

Flaminio, Palazzetto dello Sport, rock climbing), culture (Parco della

Musica, MAXXI National Museum of Art), and entertainment (ten-pin

bowling, amusements), a school, church, medical centre, pharmacy, and

several shops, supermarkets, restaurants and bars. Viale Tiziano, which

borders the western edge of the village, is a major commercial street and

site of an open air market (Direct Observation, 2017).

Connections: The Olympic Village is 4 km from Termini Station and the

Centre of Rome. Via Corso di Francia, the elevated viaduct cutting

directly through the site on a north-south axis, assists transportation to

and from the village. The village is connected to the city and the wider

area of Rome by bus and tram (see Figure 4.57). There are bus and

tram stops interspersed throughout the village, within walking distance

of the properties facilitating connections to other nodes of the city and

the centre.
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Figure 4.57: Urban Context: Rome Olympic Village in 2018. Source: Author
(2018)

Figure 4.58: Architectural Design: Example apartment interior in the Rome
(1960) Olympic Village, in 2016. Source: Volpi and Mollison (2016)
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Condition: The apartment blocks of the Olympic Village are in good struc-

tural condition. Due to the private ownership of apartments, renovations

to the interior (and to some extent also to the exterior: windows, bal-

conies, etc) have been incremental over the years. The planting in some

of the immediate and surrounding communal areas demonstrates over-

growth in places.

Form: The Olympic Village comprises 33 buildings containing 1,350 apart-

ments of 2-5 bedrooms. The 5 built typologies, designed (collabora-

tively) by 5 different architects, have a clear coherence in materiality

and construction. It is difficult to differently attribute the authorship

of a particular building to a particular designer. The buildings have in

common the characteristic of reinforced concrete pillars. The buildings

are not closely packed. Many of the apartments have balconies, and all

have generously proportioned windows (See Figure 4.58).

Function: The buildings of the Olympic Village currently function as residen-

tial accommodation with some commercial function at ground level. The

apartments are all currently under private ownership, although some are

currently for sale or private rental. Pillottis offer free and easy access to

the ground terraces. In some streets, the ground spaces are infilled with

retail or restaurants, promoting mixed use, local business, and commu-

nity integration. The housing appears to respond to place rather than

site, and the buildings are well integrated into their surroundings. The

apartment balconies promote indoor/outdoor connection, and window

proportions make the apartment interiors light and airy.
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Legacy Assessment: Rome (1960) Olympic Village, in 2018

The Olympic Village in Rome was developed by the Italian National Olympic

Committee (CONI) and a government housing company, INCIS, as athlete

accommodation during for the Summer Olympic Games of 1960. It was con-

structed with the intention that the housing would be adapted into a per-

manent, modern, family neighbourhood after the Games. The collaboration

between CONI and INCIS meant that long term development plans remained

at the forefront throughout the design and construction process. After the

Games, the Olympic Village was converted into apartments as planned and

sold to families of state employees. The Olympic Village received an award

for design excellence, but later fell into decline when the housing company

maintaining and managing the village disbanded. This had a detrimental ef-

fect for homeowners, but later, the construction of new cultural buildings by

international architects Renzo Piano and Zaha Hadid nearby brought about

unplanned revitalisation of the area. As a result, the village has become a

popular residential location again, with several sports, cultural and leisure

opportunities in close proximity, all of which indicates a positive legacy (see

Table 4.14).

Table 4.14: Legacy Evaluation: Rome 1960 Athlete’s Village

Athlete’s Village (1960) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 2

Proximity • 3
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Form • 3
Condition • 3
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 17/24
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4.3.7 Summary: Legacies of the 1960 Olympic Games

Architectural Legacies

Table 4.15: Summary: Legacies of the 1960 Olympic Venues

Stadium Swimming Velodrome Village

Construction
- Original 1927-1932 1957-1960 1957-1960 1958-1960
- Olympic Adaptations New New New

Design
- Style Modern Modern Modern Modern
- Architect Native Native Native Native

(National) (National) (National) (National)

Location
- Stadium - 0.5km 12 km 0.5km
- City 4km 4.5km 5km 4km

Durability
- Intended Permanent Permanent Permanent Permanent
- Existence (2018) In use In use Demolished Occupied

Function
- Olympic Athletics Swimming Cycling Residential
- Current (2018) Sport Sport - Reisdential

Capacity
-Olympic 83,000 20,000 20,000 6,500
-Current 73,500 8,000 0 1,350

Lifespan
- Built 86 58 48 58
- Useable 86 58 10 58

Evaluation
- Applied value 14 17 0 17
- Possible Total 24 24 24 24
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4.4 Munich 1972

XX Olympiad (1972)

26th August - 11th September

Candidate Cities

Detroit, Madrid, Montreal

Host City

Munich, Bavaria (Capital City), Germany

48°08’14’’N, 11°34’31’’E

 

4.4.1 Introduction

In 1965, when Munich submitted a bid to host the Summer Olympic Games of

1972, it was the first German city to make an application to host an Olympic

Games since Berlin (1936), which saw the Games exploited as a propaganda

tool and opportunity to promote the Nazi regime and its ideals of supremacy

and antisemitism. Before submitting its candidature, the German government

and National Olympic Committee (NOC) needed to verify whether global

trust in the Federal Republic of Germany had been adequately restored for

an Olympic Games to be held (Organising Committee for the Games of the

XXth Olympiad, 1974a). The West German Government hoped to present a

democratic and optimistic picture of Germany to the world, but the Games

were overshadowed by an act of terrorism in the Olympic Village on the 5th

of September, in which eleven members of the Isreali team were killed. The

Games were paused in light of the events, but after 34 hours, the competitions

were resumed in defiance of the terrorists (International Olympic Committee

(IOC), 2019f).
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Context: Proposals of the bid

In Munich’s candidature to host the Olympic Games of 1972, the Organising

Committee for the Games of the XXth Olympiad (1974a, p.23) stated that al-

though the International Olympic Committee had: ‘provided a comprehensive

information sheet’ for cities applying to stage the Olympic Games, it did not

define precisely or provide a common consensus as to what sort of character

the Olympic celebration should have. The West German Government hoped

to disassociate post-war Germany from the Nazi regime upheld in 1936 by

presenting a democratic and optimistic picture of Germany to the world. The

Organising Committee for the Games of the XXth Olympiad (1974a, p.25)

proposed that, should the Games of 1972 be awarded to Munich, they would

be planned on a ‘human level with a carefree atmosphere’, and that the city of

Munich would be remembered as ‘a good host’. Munich 1972 was as a result

dubbed ‘the happy Games’, a theme that was reflected in all aspects of its

organisation, from branding through to architecture.

Leaving a legacy for the residents of Munich was another key feature of the

bid: At the time Munich submitted its candidature, every tenth resident of

the city belonged to a sports club and every third was actively involved in at

least one type of sport activity. It was predicted that in 1972 more than two-

fifths of all Munichers would be under the age of thirty, and it was proposed

that the Olympic Games would leave a legacy that would be beneficial to the

population and community (Organising Committee for the Games of the XXth

Olympiad, 1974a).
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4.4.2 Olympic Intervention

Distribution of Venues

For the 1972 Olympic Games (see Appendix E.1), a model of mono clustering
3

was implemented on the periphery of the central area
4
. Most venues were

located within 10km of the city centre: 18 venues within Munich urban area

(see Appendix E.2; and 13 venues outside of Munich (see Appendix E.3).

3
Of the key sites in Munich, Oberwiesenfeld and Thereisenweise, the former was largely

newly constructed to contain the major venues; whilst the latter was existing and contained
subsidiary venues. The model, therefore, is defined as mono- rather than poly- clustering.

4
Since the 1972 Olympic Games, Munich has expanded. In 2019, Oberwiesenfeld resides

within the capital area of the city, in resemblance to the model of inner city mono-clustering
(see Figure 4.59).

N
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Figure 4.59: Venues of the Munich 1972 Olympic Games. Source: Author
(2018)
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The Games Concept: Olympic Sites

When Munich was awarded the 1972 Olympic Games, it was decided that the

Olympic intervention should be in the form of an Olympic Park. It was decided

that the park would be the principal site for the competitions, housing key

architectural infrastructures including the Olympic Stadium, Aquatics Centre,

Velodrome and Indoor Hall, with the Olympic Village in close proximity. The

Munich Olympic Games were heralded as ‘the Games of short walks’, reflecting

this notion that the major venues and the athletes’ accommodation were in

close proximity to one another, significantly reducing transportation needs for

both athletes and spectators (Organising Committee for the Games of the

XXth Olympiad, 1974b, p.33).

The key concept for the Games was to provide facilities that would support

a cheerful, relaxed atmosphere: an atmosphere that would prevail not only

for the period of the Games but in the long period of usage after the event.

This excluded every pretension to monumentality, instead seeking a ‘moulded,

architectural landscape’. The site selected for location of the Olympic Park

was Oberwiesenfeld, 4km west of the city centre, an abandoned airfield that

had become a dumping ground for rubble after the War. It was aligned the

the city development plan that this area would be regenerated (Organising

Committee for the Games of the XXth Olympiad, 1974b, p.34), and it was

the hope of the organisers that the Olympic Park would develop into an area

of Munich as significant to the heritage and culture of the city as the English

Garden or the Nymphenburg Park.
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Figure 4.60: View of Oberwiesenfeld, in 1945. Source: BR24 (1945)

Figure 4.61: View of Oberwiesenfeld, in 1963. Source: BR24 (1963)

Figure 4.62: View of Oberwiesenfeld, in 1972. Source: OCOG 1974b, p.32
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Legacy of the Olympic Park, in 2019

The Olympic Park in northern Munich is renowned beyond the borders of

the capital city (München-Betriebs GmbH & Co., 2019). The Olympic Park

remains in use as an urban park (see Figure 4.63), with a range of sport,

event, entertainment, recreational and leisure venues. Every year, a variety

of festivals, open air concerts, and sports events, trade fairs, congresses, and

exhibitions are held. There has been over 215 million registered visitors to the

park since the Olympic Games. In 2018 alone the park received 4.2 million

visitors: 2.7 million of which were visiting 399 events taking place; and 1.5

million of which were visiting the recreational facilities (Olympiapark München

GmbH, 2019).

Figure 4.63: View of Munich Olympic Park in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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4.4.3 Munich 1972 Olympic Stadium

Constructed: 1968-1972

Architectural Style: Modern (High Tech)

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Cast Steel, Cable Net Acrylic Glass

Architect: Benisch & Associates (1972)

Engineer: Rüping & Walter (1972)

Olympic Function: Opening & Closing Ceremonies; Track & Field; Modern

Pentathlon; Football; Equestrian.

Capacity: 80,000 (in 1972); 69,250 (in 2018)

Figure 4.64: View of Munich Olympic Stadium during the Munich Olympic
Games of 1972. Source: Zimmermann (1972)
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Background

Munich Olympic Stadium was designed by German architectural practice Benisch

& Associates as the main Olympic Stadium of the Munich 1972 Olympic

Games. In fitting with the overall design concept for the Olympic Park, mas-

terplanned by Benisch & Associates, the seating bowl was embedded into the

earth making the stadium appear as part of the landscape rather than as

structure (Krämer, 1970). Beneath the lightweight, tent structure, canopy

roof, designed by German Engineer Frei Otto, connecting the Olympic Sta-

dium to the swimming stadium and the indoor hall, the stadium was designed

to offer a good view from every seat and provide an adequate area of move-

ment for filling and emptying (Organising Committee for the Games of the

XXth Olympiad, 1974b). It was intended at the time of construction that the

stadium would serve a long term function as a venue for competition, training

and leisure. Since the Games, the stadium has hosted 1919 events, 50.7 million

spectators, and 13.4 million tourist visitors (Olympiapark München, 2016a).

The venue has hosted many major sports events, music concerts, and religious,

cultural and commercial events. After the Olympic Games, the stadium be-

came the home ground of FC Bayern Munich, and (during the 1990’s), TSV

1860 Munich. The two clubs co-existed in the stadium until 2005, when they

moved to the purpose built Allianz Arena (Olympiapark München, 2016a).

Since its construction and the 1972 Olympic Games, the Olympic Stadium

appears largely unchanged, although the seating capacity has been reduced to

improve access and egress, and adhere to new health and safety regulations for

hosting major events (Interview with representative of the owner/operator of

Munich Olympic Stadium, 2017).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: Munich Olympic Stadium remains present on the site 46 years

after its construction and the 1972 Olympic Games (see Figure 4.65).

Heritage: In 1998, the Oberweisenfeld area was listed as a site of historical

and architectural significance for its historic connection to the Olympic

Games. The stadium became an important part of the architectural

heritage of Munich (Interview with representative of the owner/operator

of Munich Olympic Stadium, 2017), thus all renovation work undertaken

is carried out in keeping with the original design.

Ownership & Operation: The stadium is owned by the city of Munich and

operated by a limited company set up to manage operations of the park.

The Stadium generates income from event hire, ticket sales and tourism

(Interview with representative of the owner/operator of Munich Olympic

Stadium, 2017).
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Figure 4.65: Munich Olympic Stadium in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Prominence: Munich Olympic Stadium is a civic and focal building within

Munich Olympic Park, a large urban park, north-west of Munich City

centre. The stadium structure has a relatively low elevation, but its roof

canopy, emblematic of the 1972 Olympic Games, is visible from other

locations within and beyond the perimeter of the park (see Figure 4.65).

Proximity: The stadium is within close proximity to other sport and enter-

tainment event and community use venues, such as the indoor hall and

swimming pool, also constructed for the 1972 Olympic Games. There

are several running and walking routes nearby, and a handful of cafes,

restaurants and bars. The man-made lake in the Olympic Park is used

for boating and water-sports, and is equipped with a small outdoor bar

and concert area. An annual summer festival is hosted on the broad

walkway and piazza external to the stadium.

Connections: The stadium is central to the Olympic Park, but four differ-

ent modes of public transportation are approximately equidistant and

accessible within 15 minutes walking distance of the venue. The near-

est S-Bahn Station, München Olympiastadion, is 800m north-west of

the stadium and the nearest U-Bahn station, Olympiazentrum, is 1km

to the east. The Olympic Stadium is 4km from Marienplatz in Munich

City centre, approximately a 12 minute journey by public transport from

nearby stations. Regional and national connections can be found at Mu-

nich Central Station, located in the centre of Munich, approximately 7

minutes by train from Westfriedhof, a 20 minute walk west from the

stadium (see Figure 4.66).
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Figure 4.66: Urban Context: Munich Olympic Stadium in 2018. Source: Au-
thor (2018)

Figure 4.67: Architectural Design: Munich Olympic Stadium in 2017. Source:
Author (2017)
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Condition: Munich Olympic Stadium is well maintained with no sign of

structural deterioration. Regular maintenance work is undertaken at

the stadium. Renovation works are overseen by architectural practice

Benisch Architekten, formerly Benisch & Partners, who conceived the

original design (Direct Observation, Interview with representative of the

owner/operator of Munich Olympic Stadium, 2017).

Form: Although several periods of modernisation have been undertaken over

the years, the character and visual appearance of the stadium have been

retained as constructed for the 1972 Olympic Games (see Figure 4.67).

The venue houses: a 400m running track with 8 lanes; long jump, triple

jump, high jump, and pole vault; discus, hammer, javelin, and shot put;

and a 105m x 68m playing field. It has a maximum spectator capacity of

69,250, with 57,500 seats, partially covered in the north and west stands

by the roof canopy. It is connected by a subterranean transit system to

the adjacent Werner von Linde Halle, used as a warm up space during

the 1972 Olympic Games.

Function: The stadium functions as a sport, entertainment and cultural event

venue, historic monument and tourist attraction. Over a 12 month pe-

riod the stadium hosts approximately 30 events per year, including 15 full

capacity events. The stadium is open on a daily basis for tourism, with

admission to the stands and exhibition covered by a small fee. Open-

ing hours vary according to the season. A tourist programme including

architecture talks, roof walks, zip wire and abseiling, runs on an hourly

basis during during opening hours, weather permitting.
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Legacy Assessment: Munich 1972 Olympic Stadium, in 2018

Munich Olympic Stadium was designed and constructed as the centrepiece of

the Munich 1972 Olympic Park. The stadium, and iconic tent roof canopy,

have historic and architectural significance in Munich that is fundamentally

connected to the memory of the 1972 Olympic Games. The lightweight archi-

tecture of the stadium is representative of 1972 as the ‘Happy Games’ (Organ-

ising Committee for the Games of the XXth Olympiad, 1974b), and a feat of

architectural design and engineering. Recognition of the heritage of the sta-

dium is evidenced by its touristic value and protection by the city as a building

of significance. Regular maintenance work ensures that the structure remains

in good condition. The stadium has been incrementally renovated to comply

with updates to health and safety regulations so that it remains functional as

a major event venue. However, key architectural features have always been

retained to maintain the essence of its Olympic appearance. The stadium

has been a frequent host to sport, cultural, business and entertainment events

throughout its lifespan, indicating a positive legacy (see Table 4.16).

Table 4.16: Legacy Evaluation: Munich 1972 Olympic Stadium

Olympic Stadium (1972) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 4

Proximity • 4
Connections • 4

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 4
Function • 3

Legacy Assessment 23/24
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4.4.4 Munich 1972 Olympic Aquatics Centre

Constructed: 1968-1972; 2006; 2016-2019

Architectural Style: Modern (High Tech)

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Glass, Plexiglass

Architect: Benisch & Associates (1972, 2006, 2018)

Engineer: Rüping, Walter & Höllerer (1972); Auer Weber & Schlaich Berg-

ermann Partner (sbp) (2006, 2018)

Olympic Function: Swimming; Diving; Water Polo; Modern Pentathlon

Capacity: 9,000 (in 1972); 2,000 (in 2018)

Figure 4.68: Interior of Munich Olympic Swimming Stadium during the 1972
Olympic Games. Source: Benisch & Partner (1972)
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Background

Munich Olympic Aquatics Centre was designed by German architectural prac-

tice Benisch & Associates and constructed as the principal swimming venue for

the Munich 1972 Olympic Games. The building was designed from the outset

to incorporate a stand that could be partially dismantled to reduce the capacity

after the Games. When the east stand was dismantled, the pool was enclosed

with a vertical wall of glass, aluminium and steel, expressing a flowing tran-

sition between architecture and landscape. After the Games, the swimming

pool demonstrated continued use as a venue for sport, leisure and community

participation. It also hosted aquatic sport events, although this was not its

primary function. Since 1972, the venue has hosted 17 major events, become a

public sport and leisure venue, and a training facility for schools, universities

and water sports clubs. Since July 1973, there have been more than 21 mil-

lion visitors to the swimming pool (Olympiapark München, 2016b). In 2006,

the suspended ceiling was renovated by Behnisch & Partner, Auer Weber and

Schlaich Bergermann Partner (sbp) (2006) to reconstitute the transparency of

the roof and recondition the flexible facade system to adhere to new building

standards. In 2016, major renovation works began to improve and modernise

the facilities (Interview with representative of the owner/operator of Munich

Olympic Park , 2017). In conducting the renovations in a phased manner, the

swimming pool maintained some use throughout the works (Interview with

representative of the owner/operator of Munich Olympic Swimming Stadium,

2018). The venue will resume a full programme of opening following comple-

tion of the renovations.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: Munich Olympic Aquatics Centre is present on the site 46 years

after its construction and the 1972 Olympic Games (see Figure 4.69).

Heritage: The swimming pool is one of a collection of iconic buildings within

Munich Olympic Park listed and protected in 1988 as a site of historical

and architectural significance for its connection to the 1972 Olympic

Games.

Ownership & Operation: The stadium is owned and operated by a sub-

sidiary company of the City of Munich which offers public services for

the city and region. It generates income from the collection of public en-

trance and lane hire fees, but is also subsidised by the operator (Interview

with representative of the owner/operator of Munich Olympic Swimming

Stadium, 2018).

Figure 4.69: View of Munich Aquatics Centre in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Prominence: Munich Olympic Aquatics Centre is a civic building within Mu-

nich Olympic Park, a large urban park, north-west of Munich City centre.

It was not conceived as a monumental architectural work in itself, but

rather, as an integral part of the total design concept of the main sports

arenas, covered by Frei Otto’s notable tent canopy roof structure. The

swimming pool, along with the indoor hall, forms the gateway to the cen-

tral part of the Olympic Park and Coubertinplatz from Olympiazentrum

underground station.

Proximitiy: The swimming pool is within close proximity to the sport and

entertainment and event venues of the Olympic Park, including: The

Olympic Ice Skating rink, Indoor Hall, and Olympic Stadium. The swim-

ming pool is connected by pedestrian routes leading elsewhere within

the park and there are several running and walking routes nearby. It is

situated on the banks of a man-made lake, used for boating and water-

sports, with a small outdoor bar and concert area. There are several

cafes, restaurants and bars nearby.

Connections: The nearest major transport connection is the U-Bahn station

Olympiazentrum 700m to the north east of the venue, but there are

several other stations, and connections to other modes of transportation

available at Peteulring, 1km East, and Olympiasee, 500m south-west.

The swimming pool is approximately 4km, and a 22 minute journey via

public transport to Marienplatz, in the centre of Munich. It is connected

the the city and the wider area of Munich by overground, underground,

tram and road networks (see Figure 4.70)
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Figure 4.70: Urban Context: Munich Olympic Swimming Pool in 2018.
Source: Author (2018)

Figure 4.71: Architectural Design: Munich Aquatics Centre, in 2016. Source:
Groh (2016)
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Condition: Munich Aquatics Centre is undergoing major renovation in 2018

to improve and modernise the facilities.

Form: After the Olympic Games, the seating capacity of the aquatics centre

was reduced and the pools were enclosed with a glazed curtain wall,

providing a connection to the landscape. Despite such a large scale

adaptation, the building retained key features of design that express

its Olympic conception. The venue comprises: 5 swimming pools, diving

tower, sauna, solarium, 3 exercise areas, 2 conditioning rooms, showers,

changing facilities, and cafeteria. During the summer, the building is

opened up the landscape and the lawns are used for sunbathing. There

are additional dry sport facilities, including a climbing wall, volleyball

court, trampolines, table tennis, and a children’s play area (Olympiapark

München, 2017; Stadtwerke München (SWM), 2018).

Function: The primary function of the venue is as a public swimming pool

and training facility for competitive and school sports. It is a base for the

Technical University of Munich (TUM), which provides sports teacher

training, and central university sports. TUM exclusively rents the train-

ing pool all year round. The remaining pools are open for public swim-

ming and hired by clubs as a base for swimming, synchronised swimming

and water polo training. The swimming pool operates a regular, daily

programme of opening, although this is reduced during the period of

renovation. Once the works are complete, the pool will revert to its

usual operations and a full programme of opening (Stadtwerke München

(SWM), 2018).
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Legacy Assessment: Munich 1972 Olympic Swimming Pool, in 2018

Munich Olympic Aquatics Centre was designed and constructed for the Munich

1972 Summer Olympic Games as the principal venue for aquatic sport. The

venue was designed with long term function and use in mind. After the Games,

the seating capacity was reduced, and the swimming pools were enclosed by a

glazed curtain wall. The connection to the landscape was an important concept

of the Games and emphasises the lightweight architecture of the building. The

venue itself was not conceived as a monumental architectural work but as an

integral part of the total design concept of the Olympic Park. The notable

Frei Otto tent canopy roof structure has become iconic of the Games of 1972,

and as one of the buildings beneath the canopy, the aquatics centre has also

attracted acclaim. The venue has demonstrated continuous and frequent use

by the community and has also hosted several major aquatic events, although

this is not its primary function. All of this signifies a positive legacy (see

Table 4.17).

Table 4.17: Legacy Evaluation: Munich 1972 Olympic Swimming Pool

Olympic Aquatics Centre (1972) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 4

Proximity • 3
Connections • 4

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 4
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 23/24
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4.4.5 Munich 1972 Olympic Velodrome

Constructed: 1970-1972

Architectural Style: Modern

Materiality: Concrete, Timber, Asbestos-Cement Slate

Architects: Beier, Dahms, Grube, Harden, Kaiser, Laskowski (1972)

Engineer: Beier, Dahms, Grube, Harden, Kaiser, Laskowski (1972)

Olympic Function: Track Cycling venue

Capacity: 5,000 (1972); - (2018)

Figure 4.72: Postcard produced for the 1972 Olympic Games depicting the
Velodrome (front right). Original production by The Organising Committee
for the Games of the XXth Olympiad (1972), now in private collection.
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Background

Munich Olympic Velodrome, was designed and engineered by a collective of

German architects and constructed as the principal track cycling venue for

the Munich 1972 Olympic Games. The track was designed by German track

designer Herbert Schürmann, and constructed of African Doussie, a durable

and resilient hardwood. It was intended that the velodrome would become a

sport adventure park after the Olympic Games, with four tennis courts in the

infield (Organising Committee for the Games of the XXth Olympiad, 1974b,

p.187). The velodrome was constructed as an outdoor venue, but the spectator

seating was covered with a tensile fabric roof. After the Games, the building

was enclosed with a roof canopy that extended over the infield (von Büren,

1985), and the tennis courts became the main feature. The velodrome was

rarely used for track cycling after the Games. Although the Olympic Park

hosted the six-day race from 1972-2009, it was held on a temporary track

constructed inside the Olympic Hall, not in the velodrome. In the 1980’s the

tennis courts were enclosed to separate them from the track. In the late 1990’s,

the velodrome was completely renovated and became an uncovered venue once

again, but due to lack of profitability it was enclosed again months later. The

building became an events venue and then a convention centre, but when

the structure needed further refurbishment to comply with updated fire and

security regulations, it was deemed too great an investment for the return. In

2014, it was announced that a new multifunctional hockey and basketball arena

would be constructed on the site, and in 2015, the velodrome was demolished

(Interview with representative of the owner/operator of Munich Olympic Park ,

2017).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: 46 years after its construction and the 1972 Olympic Games, the

Olympic Velodrome is no longer in existence (see Figure 4.73). It was

demolished 43 years post construction and the 1972 Olympic Games.

Heritage: Located on the outskirts of the Olympic Park, the velodrome

lacked a spatial-visual relationship with the major sports venues. It

underwent multiple changes of use and the final form bore little resem-

blance to the original concept. The site remains under the ownership of

the Olympic Park and there are plans to construct a new multifunctional

basketball/hockey arena on the site, financed and operated by a private

investor.

Figure 4.73: The site of the Velodrome in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Legacy Assessment: Munich (1972) Olympic Velodrome, in 2018

Munich Olympic Velodrome was designed as the principal track cycling venue

of the 1972 Olympic Games. It was intended that the Velodrome would become

a sports adventure park after the Games but in reality the venue demonstrated

infrequent and sporadic use. The venue was not used again as a track cycling

venue after the Games and despite various adaptations to support other uses,

none were particularly successful. The venue was located at the edge of the

Olympic Park and designed by local, and lesser known, architects than the

other Olympic venues. In the latter years of its life, closure of the velodrome

was discussed on several occasions, and in 2000, it was considered that the

site could be used to construct a new stadium for Bayern Munich (Interview

with representative of the owner/operator of Munich Olympic Park , 2017). In

2015, when it was deemed that the costs of renovation outweighed the benefits

of maintaining the structure. It was announced that a new multifunctional

hockey and basketball arena would be constructed on the site, and the velo-

drome was allowed to be demolished. As a result, the legacy of the building

has been discontinued (see Table 4.18).

Table 4.18: Legacy Evaluation: Munich 1972 Olympic Velodrome

Velodrome (1972) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 0

Proximity • 0
Connections • 0

Architectural Design Form • 0
Condition • 0
Function • 0

Legacy Assessment 0/24
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4.4.6 Munich 1972 Olympic Village

Constructed: 1969-1972

Architectural Style: Modern

Materiality: Concrete

Architect: Heinle, Wischner & Associates and Eckert Wirsing (1972)

Engineer: Alois Kargl (1972)

Olympic Function: Athlete’s accommodation

Capacity: 12,000 athletes (in 1972); 6,800 apartments (in 2018)

Figure 4.74: View of Munich Olympic Village in 1972. Source: (Organising
Committee for the Games of the XXth Olympiad, 1974b, p.100)
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Background

Munich Olympic Village was constructed as the main athlete’s village for the

1972 Olympic Games. The design of the village was entrusted to Heinle Wisher

Associates and Eckert Wirsing, who had been commissioned to construct 1,800

student apartments in Oberweisenfeld before Munich bid to host the Olympic

Games. Eckert Wirsing’s student village was constructed as planned and be-

came the women athlete’s village for the duration of the event. After the

Games, it became student accommodation owned by the state of Bavaria and

rented to students of the Technical University of Munich (TUM) and Ludwig

Maximillians Universitat (LMU). The remainder of the village was designed by

Heinle Wisher Associates and consisted of 5,000 apartments to be converted

and sold as private housing after the Games (Organising Committee for the

Games of the XXth Olympiad, 1974b, p.100). By the time the male athlete’s

village became available for sale the demand for the dwellings had decreased

due to high construction costs and the ‘Black September’ terror attack that

took place at 31 Connollystrasse on 5th September (Augstein, 1972). When the

Organising Committee for the Games of the XXth Olympiad (1974b) released

the official report in 1974, not all parts of the village had been sold.

The apartments did subsequently sell, however, and the village became a show-

case for modern residential construction and urban planning (Heinle, Wischer

& Partner, 2018). Major renovations have taken place to renovate buildings in

recent years, but all of work has been undertaken in keeping with the original

design and construction.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: Munich Olympic Village continues to exist on the site 46 years

after its construction and the 1972 Olympic Games (see Figure 4.75).

Heritage: In 1998, the Olympic Village was listed as a site of historical and ar-

chitectural significance for its historic connection to the Olympic Games.

Ownership & Operation: The apartments of the men’s village are privately

owned and managed by two separate, private, limited companies. Inter-

nal and external maintenance of communal areas is financed through a

service charge paid by residents. The women’s village is owned by the

state of Bavaria and managed by a public institution. It is rented to

students of two universities, the Technical University of Munich (TUM)

and Ludwig Maximillians Universitat (LMU).

Figure 4.75: View of the Olympic Village from the Tower in 2017. Source:
Author (2017)
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Prominence: Munich Olympic Village is a residential area surrounded by

greenery in Oberweisenfeld, on the outskirts of Munich city centre. The

development comprises both high and low rise buildings, incorporating

apartments, bungalows and low rise housing in the same development

(see Figure 4.77). The white facades of the high rise buildings are visible

from surrounding areas, but in keeping with the landscaping in Ober-

weisenfeld, interspersed with green space and planted balconies. There

are clear influences from and references to the 1972 Olympic Games

around the development.

Proximitiy: The Olympic Village is a mixed use development with a variety

of amenities within close proximity. The shopping precinct in the heart

of the village accommodates a range of commercial, retail, healthcare,

hospitality, and entertainment opportunities, and there are schools and

nurseries within walking distance of the residential area. The central

plaza is protected by the buildings, providing space for children to play.

The village is on the perimeter of the Olympic Park.

Connections: Olympiazentrum Underground Station is on the edge of the

Olympic Village, connecting the area directly to the main university

campus. By train, the university can be reached in less than 10 min-

utes, Marienplatz in the centre of Munich can be reached in less than

15 minutes, and Munich Central Station (for national and international

rail connections) can be reached in less than 20 minutes. Bus routes to

others parts of the city are also located within close proximity, and the

S-Bahn can be reached in less than 20 minutes on foot (see Figure 4.76).
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Figure 4.76: Urban Context: Munich Olympic Village in 2018. Source: Author
(2018)

Figure 4.77: Architectural Design: high and low rise buildings along Con-
nollystrasse, in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Condition: The buildings in the Olympic Village are in good condition and

demonstrate no signs of structural deterioration. Some of the buildings

on the site have been subject to major renovation works over the years,

but the listing of the area as a place of historical importance means that

their rejuvenation has been completed in keeping with the original design

(Direct Observation, Interview with representative of the management

company at Munich Olympic Village, 2017).

Form: Due to the heritage status of the area, no additional building in the

village is permitted, thus retaining the original character of the develop-

ment. The residences in the Olympic Village have balconies to provide

connection between inside and outside, affording all residents outside liv-

ing space and access to air and light. The high rise blocks are designed

to step back with each additional floor level to so that residents can ex-

perience sun, sky and nearby areas from the terraces (Heinle, Wischer &

Partner, 2018).

Function: The Olympic Village is a popular residential area housing over

3,000 residents. Many residences here are privately owned, but some are

owned by the state of Bavaria and rented to students. The Olympic Vil-

lage is an attractive place to live for students and families alike due to its

close proximity and rapid transport connections to the university cam-

pus and the city. The pedestrianisation of the centre of the village makes

it a safe place for children to play, and there are many amenities in the

immediate vicinity to support daily living (Interview with representative

of the management company at Munich Olympic Village, 2017).
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Legacy Assessment: Munich (1972) Olympic Village, in 2018

Despite inhabitation of the Olympic Village taking longer than expected after

the 1972 Olympic Games, the area has demonstrated a continuous and positive

post Games legacy. The village is currently at full capacity. Waiting lists are

in place for student accommodation (Interview with representative of the man-

agement company at Munich Olympic Village, 2017), and few apartments are

currently available for rent or resale on the private property market (Meyer,

2018). The heritage of the village has been key in many respects, but the pop-

ularity of the Olympic Village is not specifically due to its Olympic connection.

The design of the development, sense of place and community, maintenance of

the area and the connections to the city are a product of the sensibilities of the

designers, and the brief provided by the Munich 1972 Organising Committee

with the longevity of the village at the forefront of design. The village does

have heritage status, which inhibits new construction, but does not prevent

renovations taking place to existing buildings to ensure that existing buildings

are well maintained and functional as residential accommodation. All of this

indicates a positive legacy (see Table 4.19).

Table 4.19: Legacy Evaluation: Munich 1972 Olympic Village

Buidling (1972) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 4

Proximity • 4
Connections • 3

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 4
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 23/24
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4.4.7 Summary: Legacies of the 1972 Olympic Games

Architectural Legacies

Table 4.20: Summary: Legacies of the 1972 Olympic Venues

Stadium Swimming Velodrome Village
Construction
- Original 1972 1972 1972 1972
- Olympic New New New New

Design
- Style Modern Modern Modern Modern
- Architect Native Native Native Native

International International National National
Location
- Stadium - 400m 500m 800m
- City 4.5km 4.5km 4.5km 4.5km

Durability
- Intended Permanent Permanent Permanent Permanent
- Existence (2018) In use In use Demolished In use

Function
- Olympic Athletics Swimming Cycling Residential
- Current (2018) Entertainment Leisure - Residential

Capacity
-Olympic 77,000 9,000 5,000 12,000
-Current 69,000 2,000 - 6,800

Lifespan
- Built 46 46 43 46
- Useable 46 46 46 46

Evaluation
- Applied value 23 23 0 23
- Possible Total 24 24 24 24
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4.5 Moscow 1980

XXII Olympiad (19th July - 03rd August)

Candidate Cities

Los Angeles

Host City

Moscow

Russia, formerly USSR, (Capital City)

55° 45’ 4’’N, 37° 37’ 6’’E

 

4.5.1 Introduction

5
The XXII Olympiad in Moscow marked the first award of the Games to a so-

cialist country. Sixty-seven nations did not attend the Moscow Games, largely,

in support of a US-led protest against the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in

1979, resulting in the lowest participation rates at an Olympic Games since

1956. Some governments (such as Australia and Great Britain) supported

the boycott but allowed athletes freedom of choice, but others (including the

USA) prevented their athletes from competing, significantly depleting partici-

pant numbers. This led to the Soviet Union boycott of the subsequent Games

in Los Angeles in 1984 (International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2019e).

5
This section was included following the viva-voce examination and was completed by

means of a desktop survey. It was originally excluded to reduce climactic and political
disparity between editions of the Games (Russia is a transcontinental country not in the
European Economic Area). Its inclusion supports completeness of the thesis, which now
incorporates all post-War editions of the Summer Olympic Games taking place in cities
within the landmass of Europe. The data requires validation via site visit.
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Context: Proposals of the bid

At the time of the bid for the 1980 Summer Olympic Games, Moscow had

a long history of sporting practice in the city (Organising Committee of the

Games of the XXII Olympiad, 1981a, p.84), and a large number of existing

sports facilities (Promyslov, 1971), including: 69 stadiums, 1,500 sports halls,

and 26 swimming pools in central Moscow (a number of which were already in

keeping with the requirements of the International Federations and could be

used for Olympic contests); and 22 swimming pools, 110 football pitches, and

230 gyms within the urban area of Moscow (USSR Olympic Committee, 1974,

p.14). However, the city also committed in its bid for the Games to construct a

series of large new sports facilities in the event of the favourable decision of the

International Olympic Committee to select Moscow as host (Andrianov, 1971),

including new facilities for: swimming, diving, wrestling, boxing, basketball,

volleyball, fencing archery, and track cycling; and a new Olympic Village, in

the vicinity of an existing park, Izmailovo, with existing transport networks to

the centre of Moscow and the competition venues, (USSR Olympic Commit-

tee, 1974, p.27). The proposals for the Games were aligned to a masterplan

for the development of Moscow adopted in 1971, which proposed a consider-

able increase in the city’s sports facilities by 1990. The award of the 1980

Games accelerated the construction of sports complexes and installations al-

ready planned. Maximising existing facilities, new construction was carried out

with as great an economy of funds as possible, bearing in mind that efficient

utilisations of the installations after the Games should be ensured (Organising

Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad, 1981a, p.42).
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4.5.2 Olympic Intervention

Distribution of Venues

In preparation for the competitions of the Moscow 1980 Olympic Games (see

Appendix F.1), a model of poly-clustering (see Figure 4.78) was implemented

within the urban area of Moscow. The majority of venues were located within

15km of the city centre: 13 venues were located in the central area of Moscow

(see Appendix F.2); 10 in the urban area of Moscow (see Appendix F.3); 2

elsewhere in Russia, and 2 in bordering countries (see Appendix F.4). The

principal venues were located at Luzhniki, Olympiskiy, and Krylatskoye.
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Figure 4.78: Spread of the Venues of the Moscow 1980 Summer Olympic
Games.
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The Games Concept: Olympic Sites

The zoning of the Olympic construction in Moscow was dictated by the main

concept for the Games, which was for all the facilities to serve the health im-

provement and all-round development of the population in the post-Olympic

period, with long-term use both by the community and for public events

and entertainment. The Organising Committee of the Games of the XXII

Olympiad (1981a, p.43) pursued a policy of making the utmost use of existing

facilities, rather than trying to outdo predecessors by building huge structures,

by constructing ‘only essential installations that would not remain as monu-

ments of vanity, but be in constant use for the benefit of the soviet people

after the Games’. The USSR Architects Union, State Committee for Civil

Engineering and Architecture, the Chief Architectural and Planning Depart-

ment of Moscow, and the Organising Committee of the Games of the XXII

Olympiad (1981a, p.43), held a competition for the architectural design of

new Olympic facilities, renovation of existing facilities, and overall master-

plan for the main Olympic Complex and installations in late 1975, suggesting

that optimum structural, architectural, and engineering designs that met the

requirements of the Games, but were also economical and met modern archi-

tectural standards, would be favoured. The best works were awarded prizes

and served as the basis for Olympic projects, designed by a group of architects

led by Alexander Vlasov (Bachmaniva et al., 2016-2019), and coordinated and

monitored by the chief construction department of the Organising Committee

of the Games of the XXII Olympiad (1981a, p.44).
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Principal Site: Luzhniki Sports Complex

When Moscow was awarded the 1980 Olympic Games the main structures of

the Luzhniki (formerly Central Lenin) Complex site (the Grand Stadium, Mi-

nor Arena, Swimming Pool, and Palace of Sports) had been intensively used

for 20 years and required modification and renovation to make them suitable as

Olympic host venues. Originally constructed in 1956 as a result of the ambition

of the Soviet leadership to upgrade the country’s sport facilites after the Soviet

Union successes at the 1952 Olympic Games (The Stadium Guide, 2018), the

complex was constructed for the finals of the first USSR Summer Spartaki-

ade, and the modernisation project was conceived by the Moscow Research

and Design institute of Cultural, Recreational, Sports and Health Facilities,

(see Figure4.81) (Organising Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad,

1981b, p.46). Heavy marshland on the site necessitated the demolition of the

existing buildings (see Figure 4.79) in order to raise the foundations. The

complex was designed in 3 months, constructed in 450 days, and completed

in time for the 1980 Olympic Games. The complex (see Figure 4.80), subse-

quently renamed the Luzhniki Sports Complex, was integrated into its urban

surroundings, with the centrepiece of the complex, the Grand Sports Arena,

a continuation of the axis of Moscow State University, on the opposite bank

of the river, and the Small Sports Arena and Swimming Pool balancing the

length of the axis (Bachmaniva et al., 2016-2019). Over 70% of the complex

was designed to incorporate green space, providing a park landscape for Mus-

cuvites to enjoy. The 180 hectare site was well connected to other areas of the

capital by public transport. After its construction, and the Spartakiade, the

complex hosted many international and national competitions.
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Figure 4.79: View of Luzhniki Complex site in 1954. Source: Moskvy (1954)
In: Köhring (2010, p.254)

Figure 4.80: View of the Luzhniki Complex in 1956. Source: Moskvy (1956)
In: Köhring (2010, p.254)

Figure 4.81: View of the Luzhniki Complex as Moscow Olympic Park in 1980.
Source: Organising Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad (1981b,
p.65)
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Legacy of Luzhniki Sports Complex, in 2019

Since the 1980 Olympic Games, the Luzhniki Complex has developed as a hub

of mass and amateur sports, and one of the most popular places for outdoor

activities in the centre of Moscow. The uniform architectural ensemble em-

braces over 80 facilities including key venues such as the Small Sports Arena,

Palace of Sports, Swimming Pool, Druzhba Multipurpose Sports Facility, the

Sports Arena, and Luzhniki Stadium, the major sports arena. The complex has

continued to function as cultural and sporting node of the city of Moscow, host-

ing domestic and international sporting competitions and major concerts. The

park landscape continues to serve as a space for recreation, sports and health

for muscovites, with as many as 5,000 to 10,000 people visiting the Luzhniki

sports facilities, or participating in sports in the open air, daily (Luzhniki,

2019).

Figure 4.82: View of Moscow Olympic Park in 2019. Source: Luzhniki (2019)
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Legacy of Major Subsite: Olympiskiy

The Olympiskiy Complex was constructed for the XXII Olympiad in Moscow,

and inaugurated on 19th July 1980, for the opening of the Olympic Games (see

Figure 4.83). The site consists of two main buildings: a central arena seating

30,000 spectators with the dimensions of a standard football field and the

ability to be divided into two autonomous parts; and a centre for aquatic sport,

comprising a 50m competition pool, 50m training pool, and a 25m diving pool.

Located near to the metro station Prospekt Mira, in close proximity to the

historical centre of Moscow, the complex was, and remains, unique to Russia

and a landmark in the city of Moscow: The only sports and entertainment

complex of such scale in central Moscow. At the time of its opening, the

central arena was unequaled in Europe, and the swimming pool was the only

major 50m swimming pool in the city.

Since its construction and the Olympic Games, Olympiskiy has continued use

as a multifunctional sports and entertainment complex (see Figure 4.84), host-

ing: sports and fitness activities; sports and entertainment events; major shows

and concerts; exhibitions, fairs and corporate events. However, after over three

decades of continued use, the facilities had become outdated. Although the

venues were profitable, they no longer met international standards. Their re-

furbishment was estimated to cost 5 billion rubles. In 2014, a private company

purchased the 65% share of the complex owned by the city of Moscow for 4.67

billion rubles, the equivalent of approximately e100 million, at auction (The

Moscow Times, 2014). In July 2019, the complex was closed for refurbishment,

anticipated to be completed in 2022 (see Figure 4.85) (Olimpik.ru, 2019).
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Figure 4.83: View of Olympiskiy Sports Complex in 1980. Source: Organising
Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad (1981b, p.65)

Figure 4.84: View of Olympiskiy Sports Complex in 2018. Source: Moscow 24
(2018)

Figure 4.85: Proposed view of Olympiskiy Sports Complex in 2022, aftter the
renovation. Source: City of Moscow (2019a)
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4.5.3 Moscow 1980 Olympic Stadium

Constructed: 1955-1956; 1979; 1996-1997; 2001-2003; 2013-2017

Architectural Style: Soviet Neo-Classicism

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Polycarbonate

Architect: Alexander Vlasov (1956); SPEECH (2018)

Engineer: Metropolis (2018)

Olympic Function: Opening & Closing Ceremonies; Athletics, Football (Fi-

nals); Equestrian

Capacity: 103,000 (in 1956); 103,000 (in 1980); 78,000 (in 1996); 81,000 (in

2018)

Figure 4.86: View of Moscow Olympic Stadium in 1980. Source: Organising
Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad (1981b, p.46)
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Background

The Grand Arena at the Luzhniki Sports Complex was constructed in 1956 as

the centrepiece of the Central Lenin Stadium Complex, designed for the finals

of the USSR Summer Spartakiade but with a longer term plan that the stadium

would contribute to the city of Moscow’s sporting infrastructure. After the

Spartakiade, the stadium served as a training base for Olympic athletes and an

arena for large domestic and international competitions. In 1957, the Museum

of Soviet and Russian Sport was housed in one of the stands (Bachmaniva

et al., 2016-2019). When Moscow was awarded the 1980 Summer Olympic

Games, the stadium was renovated to be used as the Olympic Stadium, the

centrepiece of the Games. (Organising Committee of the Games of the XXII

Olympiad, 1981b, p.48). After the Games, the stadium continued to function

as an events venue. In 1996 the stadium, which had been renamed the Luzhniki

Stadium in 1992, was extensively renovated, including a refurbishment of the

stands that resulted in a decrease in capacity to 78,000, and the construction

of a new roof canopy. When Russia was awarded the 2018 FIFA World Cup,

it became apparent that the Luzhniki Stadium would become a host venue

and that major renovations would be necessary to make the venue suitable.

It was considered that the stadium would be demolished to make way for a

new stadium on the same site, but as it was deemed of architectural value,

the facade and self supporting canopy, incorporated in 1996, were retained.

The removal of the athletics track around the pitch resulted in an increase in

seating capacity to 81,000. The reconstruction was completed in 2017.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: Moscow Olympic Stadium remains present on the site 63 years

after its construction and 39 years post-Games (see Figure 4.87).

Heritage: When Luzhniki Stadium, the national stadium of Russia, under-

went a large scale renovation to host the 2018 FIFA World Cup, its

demolition (in order to make way for the construction of a new stadium)

was considered, but due to its architectural and historical significance,

the facade was retained. The interior was remodelled entirely, including

the removal of the athletics track (Mackay, 2012).

Ownership & Operation: The stadium is owned by the City of Moscow

and operated by a joint stock company. The stadium generates income

through business, concert, and sport event hire (Luzhniki, 2019).

Figure 4.87: View of Moscow Olympic Stadium in 2019. Source: Sultanova
(2019)
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Prominence: Luzhniki Stadium is a civic building and the centrepiece of

the Luhzniki Sports complex in Moscow. The stadium is situated on

a planning axis created by the 1930’s masterplan for Moscow and link-

ing key sites in the city such as the Kremlin, The Church of Christ the

Saviour, and Moscow State University. According to SPEECH Archi-

tects (2018), the Stadium is an icon of Russian sport expressed via the

medium of architecture. The historical facade and integrated roof struc-

ture have reached monumental status in the city, and the country, as

Russia’s leading football stadium (FIFA, 2018).

Proximitiy: Luzhniki Stadium is located in the Luzhniki Sports Complex, a

major sports node in Moscow which embraces over 80 sports facilities in

a uniform architectural ensemble including key venues such as the Small

Sports Arena, Palace of Sports, Swimming Pool, Druzhba Multipurpose

Sports Facility, and the Sports Arena. The complex also comprises green

space and public space, an aqua complex, chapel, circus, boxing club,

tennis school, outdoor track, museums, and cafes.

Connections: Luzhniki Sports Complex is 5.5km from central Moscow, and

can be reached in 34 minutes on public transport from the city centre.

The complex is 2km, and approximately 45 mins on public transport,

from Moscow State University. The metro line, to the north of the site,

intersects the site, connecting the complex to the city on the northwest

to southeast and northeast to southwest axes. There is transport bridge

across the Moskva River to the south of the site, and two vehicular and

pedestrian bridges to the southeast and northwest.
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Figure 4.88: Urban Context: Moscow Olympic Stadium in 2018. Source:
Author (2019)

Figure 4.89: Architectural Design: Moscow Olympic Stadium in 2018. Source:
Kagou (2018)
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Condition: Due to its recent renovation, the Luzhniki stadium appears to be

in good structural condition without signs of deterioration.

Form: Luzhniki Stadium has a spectator capacity of 81,000 achieved by the

removal of the athletics track and subsequent reconfiguration of the spec-

tator seating, for the 2018 FIFA World Cup (FIFA, 2018). This means

that football fans have an unimpeded view of the pitch from any point

in the stands. Before the reconstruction, 10% of the seats in the stadium

had limited views of play. The classical Soviet era colonnade girdling the

stadium, the inside wall, and sculptural roof form were retained in the

refurbishment of the venue and remain key features of the architectural

design. Behind the historic wall an internal street, with cascading stair-

cases which serve as the main way for spectators to move around the

venue, has been created (SPEECH Architects, 2018).

Function: Since the Olympic Games, Luzhniki Stadium has hosted a multi-

tude of major sporting and cultural events, including the World Cham-

pionships in ice hockey, athletics and rugby, and concerts featuring some

of the world’s greatest musicians. Football has played a special role at

the venues, with the stadium having hosted more than 3,000 matches.

It is used for selected matches of the Russian National Football Team,

and CSKA Moscow in the UEFA Champions league. Since its opening,

the stadium has hosted world and European level tournaments in various

sports, and has retained a mix of functions, including a large business

centre, fitness centre, universal sports hall and spa. The pitch can be

used for mass events of various kinds (SPEECH Architects, 2018).
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Legacy Assessment: Moscow (1980) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

When the Summer Olympic Games of 1980 were awarded to Moscow, Luzhniki

Stadium, which would become the main Olympic Stadium of the Games and

the host venue for the opening and closing ceremonies, track and field events

and the football finals, was already in existence. The stadium was constructed

in the 1950’s to host another major sporting event in Moscow, and in alignment

with the city’s plan to increase and enhance its sporting infrastructure for the

benefit of the community. The venue was renovated to host the 1980 Sum-

mer Olympic Games, and has been successfully used as a sports and cultural

events venue since. The stadium has been updated on a number of occasions

to adhere to the evolving requirements for stadia hosting large scale events,

but the external appearance has been largely preserved for its architectural

and cultural heritage. During the most recent period of modernisation at the

stadium, for the 2018 FIFA World Cup, the athletics track was removed to

make the stadium better suited to hosting major football events, but the fa-

cade and roof structure, incorporated in the 1990’s, were retained. All of this

suggests a positive legacy, however, the data needs to be validated by direct

observation.

Table 4.21: Legacy Evaluation: Moscow 1980 Olympic Stadium

Olympic Stadium (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 4

Proximity • 3
Connections • 3

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 4
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 22/24
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4.5.4 Moscow 1980 Olympic Aquatics Centre

The aquatic sports of the Moscow Olympic Games in 1980 were hosted across

two venues 9km apart: One at the Luzhniki Olympic Sports Complex, 6km

from the centre of Moscow; and the other at Olympiiski, 3km from the cen-

tre of Moscow. The existing open air pool at Luzhniki underwent a large

scale renovation to host the majority of the waterpolo competitions of the

Games. The remaining waterpolo events, swimming and diving were held in

the newly constructed indoor swimming pool at Olympiiskiy Sport Complex.

The legacy of the aquatic venues in Moscow is considered both separately and

collectively.

(a) Source: OCOG XXII (1981) (b) Source: OCOG XXII (1981)

Figure 4.90: Luzhniki (left) and Olympiskiy (right) Swimming Pools in
Moscow during the 1980 Olympic Games.
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Olympiiskiy Swimming Pool

Constructed: 1980; 2019-2022

Architectural Style: Soviet Neo-Classical

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete

Architect: Mosprojekt-2 (in 1980)

Engineer: V.I. Nadezhdin (in 1980)

Olympic Function: Swimming; Diving; Water Polo

Capacity: 13,000 (in 1980); 13,000 (in 2018)

Figure 4.91: View of Moscow Olympic Aquatics Centre in 1980. Source: Or-
ganising Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad (1981d)
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Luzhniki Swimming Pool

Constructed: 1955-1956; 1980; 2018-2019

Architectural Style: Soviet Neo-Classical

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete

Architect: Alexander Vlasov (1956); Mosprojekt-4 (1980); UNK (in 2019)

Engineer: Alexander Vlasov (1956); Mosprojekt-4 (1980); Mosinzhproekt (in

2019)

Olympic Function: Water Polo

Capacity: 10,500 (in 1980); 10,500 (in 2018)

Figure 4.92: View of Moscow Olympic Aquatics Centre in 1980. Source: Or-
ganising Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad (1981e)
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Background

Olympiskiy Swimming Pool was constructed as an indoor swimming venue for

the 1980 Summer Olympic Games in Moscow, and makes up the Olimpiysky

Sports Complex architectural ensemble together with the Olimpiysky Arena.

During the Games, the venue hosted the swimming, diving, and water polo

competitions, and the swimming component of the modern pentathlon event.

When the venue was constructed, the swimming and diving pools were sepa-

rated by a glass partition, making it possible, for the first time in the history

of the Games, to stage the two competitions at the same time. The venue

hosted 13,000 spectators in total: 8,000 at the swimming pool and 5,000 at

the diving pool (Organising Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad,

1981b).

Luzhniki Swimming Pool was constructed in 1956 as an outdoor venue for the

finals of the USSR Summer Spartakiade but with a longer term plan that the

venue would contribute to the city of Moscow’s sporting infrastructure. When

Moscow was awarded the 1980 Summer Olympic Games, it was decided that

Luzhniki Swimming Pool was be used as a host venue, supplementary to the

new venue constructed at the Olympiskiy Complex. The venue had two pools,

50m x 22m and 25m x 22m, but only one was of sufficient size for waterpolo.

As an additional pool was required to accommodate the athletes warming up,

the diving pool was extended to 33m x 25m to make it adequate, all 10,500

seats were replaced, and the roof of the rooms beneath the stands was wa-

terproofed. To improve long-term functionality, three additional wading pools

were constructed, although they were not used during the Games (Organising
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Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad, 1981b, p.56-57).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: Olympiskiy Swimming Pool continues to exist on the site 39 years

after its construction and the 1980 Summer Olympic Games.

Luzhniki Swimming Pool continues to exist on the site 63 years after its

construction and 39 years after the 1980 Summer Olympic Games.

Heritage: Olympiskiy Swimming pool was closed in 2019 to allow major ren-

ovation works to take place. The venue location and general form will

be retained but the external aesthetic appearance will be altered sig-

nificantly in the modernisation of the venue. The venue will retain its

aquatic function but with a focus on community leisure.

Luzhniki Swimming Pool was closed in 2018 to allow major renovation

works to take place. Aspects of its design, in particular, the colonnades

on the north and south walls, the north-eastern wall with bas-reliefs,

are recognised as historically and architecturally significant and will be

retained (ArchSovet, 2014). The venue will retain its aquatic function.

Ownership & Operation: Olympiiski Swimming Pool is owned by a closed

joint stock company. The venue is financed through facility hire and use

charges.

Luzhniki Swimming Pool is owned by the City of Moscow and operated

by a joint-stock company. Luzhniki Swimming Pool is financed through

facility hire and use charges.
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Figure 4.93: Architectural Design: Proposed Moscow Olympiskiy Aquatics
Centre in 2022, after the refurbishment. Source: City of Moscow (2019b)

Figure 4.94: Architectural Design: Proposed Moscow Luzhniki Aquatics Cen-
tre in 2019, after the refurbishment. Source: ArchSovet (2014)
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Prominence: Olympiskiy Swimming Pool is a civic building and a constituent

part of Olympiskiy Sports Complex. The stature of the venue is sub-

sidiary to that of the Olympiskiy Arena, the focal venue. This is reflected

in its architectural design, which reflects, but is secondary to, the arena.

Luzhniki Swimming Pool is a civic building and a constituent part of the

Luzhniki Sports Complex. The venue is prominent, but not the focal

venue of the complex, and this is reflected in its location perpendicular

to the main planning axis running through the site accommodating the

Luzhniki Stadium.

Proximitiy: Olympiskiy Swimming Pool is located within the Olympiskiy

Sports Complex, currently under reconstruction. Following the refur-

bishment, the complex will incorporate health and rehabilitation facili-

ties for use by the community including, swimming and diving pools, a

water park, an extreme sports centre, indoor ice rink, and tennis courts.

Luzhniki Swimming Pool is located within the Luzhniki Sports Complex,

a node for sports and culture, public parks and open space near the city

of Moscow, and Moscow State University.

Connections: Olympiiski Swimming Pool is 3km and approximately 25 min-

utes from the centre of Moscow. The venue is connected to the city by

bus, tram and underground.

Luzhniki Swimming Pool is 6km and approximately 35 minutes from the

centre of Moscow. The venue is connected to the city by bus, under-

ground and cableway.
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Figure 4.95: Urban Context: Moscow Olympiskiy Aquatics Centre in 2019.
Source: Author (2019)

Figure 4.96: Architectural Design: Olympiiski Olympic Aquatics Centre in
2019. Source: Pool SK Olympic (2019)
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Figure 4.97: Urban Context: Luzhniki Olympic Swimming Pool in 2018.
Source: Author (2019)

Figure 4.98: Architectural Design: Proposed interior of Luzhniki Olympic
Swimming Pool upon reopening in in 2019. Source: ArchSovet (2014)
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Condition: Olympiiski Swimming Pool is undergoing major refurbishment to

upgrade and modernise the facilities. The pool closed in July 2019 and

the renovations will be ongoing until 2022.

Luzhniki Swimming Pool is undergoing major refurbishment to upgrade

and modernise its facilities. Following its closure in 2018, completion of

the works is estimated in 2019.

Form: Olympiskiy Swimming Pool has a distinctive facade and roof structure

comprising two double hinged inclined arches, one against the other,

supporting a saddle shaped roof. Little published information exists on

the plans for the reconstruction of Olympiskiy, however, the owners have

committed to preserve the historical facade (Moscow Echo, 2019).

Luzhniki Swimming Pool is exemplar of Soviet classicism. The refur-

bishment of the venue, designed by Russian architectural practice UNK,

demonstrates a notable intention to reject stylistic contrast between the

design of the historic elements of the building and the exterior of the

newly created parts.

Function: Following its refurbishment, Olympiskiy will reopen as a swim-

ming pool and water park, with additional community sport and leisure

functions (ArchSovet, 2018).

Following its refurbishment, Luzhniki Swimming Pool will reopen as a

modern swimming centre able to host major sporting events and provide

leisure opporunities for the public (ArchSovet, 2014).
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Legacy Assessment: Moscow (1980) Olympic Aquatics Centre, in

2019

Two venues were used to host the aquatic sports of the 1980 Summer Olympic

Games in Moscow: The aquatics centre at Olympiskiy (see Table 4.22), which

was newly constructed for the Games and hosted the swimming, diving and

some waterpolo events; and Luzhniki Swimming Pool (see Table 4.23), which

was already in existence but extended to host the majority of the waterpolo

events taking place during the 1980 Summer Olympic Games, and to improve

the venue for future use by the community.

Table 4.22: Legacy Evaluation: Moscow 1980 Olympiskiy Olympic Aquatics
Centre

Olympic Aquatics Centre (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 2

Proximity • 3
Connections • 3

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 3
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 19/24

Table 4.23: Legacy Evaluation: Moscow 1980 Luzhniki Olympic Aquatics Cen-
tre

Olympic Aquatics Centre (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 3

Proximity • 2
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 3
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 18/24
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The construction of the Aquatics Centre at Olympiskiy fulfilled a city-wide

plan to further increase the sporting infrastructure of the city, as the Luzh-

niki Complex had done in the 1950’s. After the Games both Olympiskiy and

Luzhniki demonstrated successful reuse as aquatic sport venues, and remained

largely unchanged. However, in 2019 and 2018 respectively, the venues were

closed to the public to allow major refurbishments to take place to modernise,

upgrade and update the facilities. The venues will reopen in 2022 and 2019, re-

spectively, and will continue to function as aquatic sport venues, with a greater

focus on community sport at Olympiskiy and a mixed approach to community

and competitive sport at Luzhniki. Key building features are being preserved,

to some extent, in the refurbishment, however, the lesser significance of the

aquatics centre in comparison to the main and focal venues on the sites is

evident. Both individually and collectively (see Table 4.24), the two venues

appear to have demonstrated successful long term use since their construction

and the 1980 Summer Olympic Games. The current and ongoing refurbishment

demonstrates their cultural and, to some extent, architectural significance in

Moscow. All of which suggests a positive legacy, however the data needs to be

verified by direct observation.

Table 4.24: Legacy Evaluation: Moscow 1980 Olympic Aquatics Centre

Olympic Aquatics Centre (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 3

Proximity • 3
Connections • 3

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 3
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 20/24
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4.5.5 Moscow 1980 Olympic Velodrome

Constructed: 1977-1979

Architectural Style: Soviet Modernism

Materiality: Siberian Larch

Architect: N. I. Voronina & A. G. Ospennikov

Engineer: V.V. Khanji, Yu. S. Rodichenko, V.A. Borodin, I.V. Lisitsin, M.V.

Savitsky

Olympic Function: Track Cycling

Capacity: 6,000 (in 1980); 6,000 (in 2019)

Figure 4.99: View of Moscow Olympic Velodrome in 1980. Source: Organising
Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad (1981f)
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Background

Krylatskoye Olympic Velodrome is located in the Krylatskoye Sports Complex,

in western Moscow, on a natural slope in a floodplane of the Moskva River.

The velodrome was newly constructed for the 1980 Olympic Games, but the

surrounding sports complex, which also hosted the Olympic canoeing, rowing

and archery events, was already in existence. The first part of the complex

had been previously constructed for the European Rowing Championships in

1973, and the second part for the finals of the VII USSR Summer Spartaki-

ade in 1979, with a view to also providing competition space for the XXII

Olympiad. The natural gradient of the terrain made it possible to accommo-

date the entrance of competitors, spectators, and vehicles at different levels, to

better manage vehicular and pedestrian flow. The velodrome was constructed

as an indoor venue with a Siberian larch track 333.3 metres in length and 10m

in width, inclined to 11 degrees on the straights and 42 degrees on the turns

(Organising Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad, 1981b, p.98).

During the Olympic Games, the track proved to be one of the fastest in the

world (Pack & Hustwit, 2013), as 13 world records were broken (Borovik, 2019).

A synthetic surface, suitable for competitions in track and field alongside other

team sports, was incorporated on the track centre which would support long

term function. Although it was planned that the velodrome would maintain

a track cycling function after the Games, it would also accommmodate com-

petitions and training in other sports (Organising Committee of the Games of

the XXII Olympiad, 1981b, p.101).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: Krylatskoye Velodrome remains in existence on the site 39 years

after its construction and the Olympic Games (Borovik, 2019).

Heritage: At the time of its construction, Krylatskoye was heralded for its

aesthetic and technical excellence: “At the Olympics we undoubtedly

saw the best indoor track, aesthetically and technically, in the world...

Krylatskoye is undoubtedly the track of the future” (Pacciarelli, 1981).

The velodrome is architecturally and historically significant, and has

remained largely unchanged since the Games (Borovik, 2019).

Ownership & Operation: It has not been possible to obtain this informa-

tion by means of desktop survey.

Figure 4.100: View of Moscow Olympic Velodrome in 2019. Source:
Lavrinchuk (2019)
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Prominence: Krylatskoye Velodrome was designed by highly regarded Soviet

designers and, to this day, maintains architectural significance in Moscow

(Borovik, 2019). The key architectural feature of the building is its

double-hinged, saddle-shaped cantilevered roof structure, resembling a

butterfly (Organising Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad,

1981b, p.99). The iconic building is a prominent feature of Krylatskoye

Sports Complex, visible from around the site.

Proximitiy: The Krylatskoye Velodrome is located on the site of the Kry-

latskoye Sports Complex, and ecologically clean area of Moscow, almost

12km from the central part of Moscow. The venue connects to an open

air cycling circuit which extends out to the Krylatskoye Hills, making

the area a hub for multiple types of cycling. In the immediate proximity

of the venue is a tennis club, ice hall, and the Grebnoy Canal, a stretch

of water 2.3km in length and 75-125 metres wide, used for rowing and

canoeing (Borovik, 2019). Nearby there is also the International School

of Moscow and a some hotel accommodations.

Connections: The Krylaytskoye Velodrome is 12km and just approximately

1 hour to 90 minutes by public transport from central Moscow, depend-

ing on route and connections. The venue is connected to the centre of

Moscow by bus. There are four car parks available on site (Velotrek

Moscow, 2019). The venue is accessible from central Moscow by car in

approximately 35 mins.
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Figure 4.101: Urban Context: Moscow Olympic Velodrome in 2018. Source:
Author (2019)

Figure 4.102: Architectural Design: Moscow Olympic Velodrome in 2019.
Source: V.K.Maxim (2019)
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Condition: Krylatskoye Velodrome appears to be well mainted with no signs

of structural deterioration (see Figure 4.102).

Form: The iconic design of the velodrome is dominated by it ‘butterfly’ roof

structure, comprising two membrane saddle shaped shells of 4mm thick

steel on four inclined hingeless arches. The 3 x 2m steel arches are sup-

ported by reinforced concrete pillars extending to the foundation. The

outer arches outlining the roof rest on cantilevers (Organising Committee

of the Games of the XXII Olympiad, 1981b, p.99). A service unit of pre-

cast concrete was erected near the velodrome, housing four sports halls:

one 42 x 24m hall for gymnastics; one 36 x 18m hall for team sports; and

two 24 x 12m halls for body building and cycling practice; plus, locker

rooms, shower rooms, massage rooms, swimming pools, sauna and rest

area, cafe and hotel with 130 beds. Since the completion of the construc-

tion, the track surface has changed little, with the only innovation being

the modern infrastructure for the convenience of spectators and sport

fans (Borovik, 2019).

Function: The Krylatskoye Velodrome largely remains a cycling facility and

regularly hosts international races, including the Moscow Grand Prix

(Pack & Hustwit, 2013), many of which are free of charge. The velodrome

is also open to the public, and the synthetic surface inside the track

circuit can be used for a wide variety of sporting events, including tennis,

modern pentathlon, track and field, and more (Borovik, 2019).
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Legacy Assessment: Moscow (1980) Olympic Velodrome, in 2018

The Krylatskoye Velodrome was constructed to host the track cycling compe-

titions of the 1980 Summer Olympic Games in Moscow, in lieu of any existing

suitable track cycling venue in the city. The venue was constructed within

an existing sports park, comprising rowing and canoeing venues originally de-

signed in the 1970’s for the European Rowing Championships and the USSR

Summer Spartakiade, and with a view that Moscow may become a host venue

for the 1980 Summer Olympic Games. The velodrome was constructed as an

indoor cycling venue, with the intention that it would be used for community

track cycling after the Games. The velodrome has demonstrated successful

reuse as a track cycling venue since the Games and remains largely unchanged.

Although the venue is 13km from the centre of Moscow, it has developed as

a cycling hub for Muscovites, supported by its connection to a road cycling

circuit which extends into the Krylatskoye Hills. In addition to its mixed

community use, the venue continues to host major cycling events. All of this

suggests a positive legacy, however, the data needs to be validated by direct

observation.

Table 4.25: Legacy Evaluation: Moscow 1980 Olympic Velodrome

Olympic Velodrome (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 3

Proximity • 2
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 3
Form • 4
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 18/24
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4.5.6 Moscow 1980 Olympic Village

Constructed: 1978-1979

Architectural Style: Modern

Materiality: Concrete

Architect: Workshop 15 of the Mosproekt-1 Department

Engineer: Workshop 15 of the Mosproekt-1 Department

Olympic Function: Athlete’s Accommodation

Capacity: It has not been possible to obtain this information by means of

desktop survey.

Figure 4.103: View of Moscow Olympic Village in 1980. Source: Organising
Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad (1981c, p.134)
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Background

Moscow Olympic Village was constructed for the Summer Olympic Games of

1980 in Moscow, on a vacant 107 hectare plot of land in south-west Moscow,

crossed by the Samorodinka River. The village was situated along Michurin

Avenue, and constructed using prefabricated housing techniques, common for

the construction of residential building in Moscow at the time, which made it

possible to construct the village in a very short time, and to prepare it fully for

the Games. Made up of eighteen 16-storey apartment buildings, the Olympic

Village site hosted a number of other amenities, including a large sports com-

plex with three 42m x 24m gymnasiums, an indoor swimming pool, athletics

track and field, football training grounds, a cultural centre with an auditorium

seating for 1200 people, two cinema halls each with 250 seats, public catering

outlets, personal services, shops and an office block. Athletes were provided

with two and three bedroomed apartments with all necessary amenities, with

a view that after the Olympic Games the accommodation would become a new

residential area of Moscow. In the area surrounding the apartment blocks, the

natural features of the terrain were used to arrange a cascade of ponds with

delicate bridges and boat stations. Trees and walkways laid in different direc-

tions achieved a park-like environment (Organising Committee of the Games

of the XXII Olympiad, 1981b, p.135)
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The 1980 Olympic Village remains present on the site 39 years

after its construction and the Olympic Games (see Figure 4.104).

Heritage: After the Games, the development became a residential district for

approximately 15,000 muscovites.

Ownership & Operation: The apartments of the Moscow 1980 Olympic

Village are privately owned. The approximate average property value

is currently e4,500 per sqm (Avangard 77, 2019). Some apartments are

let as private holiday rentals, for a rate of approximately e40 to e60 per

night for a one-bed apartment (Booking.com, 2019; Gites, 2019)

Figure 4.104: View of Moscow Olympic Village in 2016. Source: Ryazantseva
(2016)
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Prominence: The Olympic Village constructed for the Summer Olympic

Games of Moscow 1980 is a residential development south-west of central

Moscow.

Proximitiy: In the immediate surroundings of the residential accommodation

blocks, in the north-easterly part of the site, is Park Olympiskoy Derevni,

an area of green space developed at the same time as the consruction

of the athlete’s accommodation in 1978-1979. In 2013, the area was

transformed into a sports park and major recreation area for the residents

of Moscow by British landscape architects LDA Design, who developed

the concept for the London Olympic Park, and the Russian practice,

Alphabet City (ZOLOTOGROUP, 2019).

Connections: The Olympic Village is 13 km south-west of Moscow and con-

nected to the central area of Moscow by bus and underground. The

Village is approximately 35 minutes by metro, 50 minute by bus, and 45

minutes by car to the central area of Moscow.
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Figure 4.105: Urban Context: Moscow Olympic Village in 2018. Source: Au-
thor (2019)

Figure 4.106: Architectural Design: Moscow Olympic Village in 2019. Source:
Moscow-Hotels.org (2019)
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Condition: The residential blocks are in good condition with no signs of

structural deterioration. Since its redevelopment the surrounding park

areas, which were previously overgrown (ZOLOTOGROUP, 2019), ap-

pear well maintained (Park Olympic Village, 2019).

Form: The external appearance of the residential blocks has changed little

since the 1980 Summer Olympic Games. Although there have been some

adaptations to the immediate environment to improve and enhance their

use, the primary function of the surrounding park areas has not changed,

although the facilities have been improved to encourage and promote its

sporting use (Park Olympic Village, 2019).

Function: The Olympic Village of the 1980 Summer Olympic Games in Moscow

became a residential district after the Olympic Games and is home to

approximately 15,000 Muscovites. The sixteen and eighteen floor pre-

fabricated apartment buildings are surrounded by an urban park with

cycle lanes and sports facilities. The former administration building,

constructed for the 1980 Summer Olympic Games, now houses the State

Museum of the Defense of Moscow, and the former cultural centre is now

a cinema and concert hall (Galkin & Denisenko, 2019).
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Legacy Assessment: Moscow (1980) Olympic Village, in 2018

The Olympic Village of the 1980 Summer Olympic Games in Moscow was con-

structed in 1979 to provide residential accommodation for the athletes com-

peting in the 1980 Summer Olympic Games, with a longer term view that the

blocks would be converted into apartments and develop as a new residential

node of Moscow after the Games. After the Games, the apartments became

privately owned and the area did develop as a residential node with a range

of amenities, including a cinema, concert hall, and sports facilities adapted

from the additional facilities provided for athletes. In the immediate vicinity

of the Olympic Village is the Olympic Village Park, a green space for sport

and leisure for Muscovites and the residents of the village. Since the Games,

the residential blocks have remained largely unchanged, but the Olympic Vil-

lage Park was renovated in 2013 to attract more people to use the sport and

leisure facilities located there. Metro links to the centre of Moscow are reason-

ably timely, meaning that villagers can enjoy the benefits of living away from

the hustle and bustle of the city, whilst enjoying relatively easy connections

there. Online resources indicate a positive legacy, although the data needs to

be validated by means of direct observation.

Table 4.26: Legacy Evaluation: Moscow 1980 Olympic Village

Olympic Village (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 2

Proximity • 2
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 3
Form • 2
Function • 3

Legacy Assessment 14/24
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4.5.7 Summary: Legacies of the 1980 Olympic Games

Architectural Legacies

Table 4.27: Summary: Legacies of the 1980 Olympic Venues

Stadium Swimming Velodrome Village
Construction
- Original 1956 1980, 1956 1979 1979
- Olympic 1980 1980 1980 1980

Design
- Style Soviet Classical Soviet Classical Modern Modern
- Architect Native Native Native Native

(National) (Local) (Local) (Local)
Location
- Stadium - 9km, 0.5km 9km 7.5km
- City 5.5km 3km, 6km 12km 13km

Durability
- Intended Permanent Permanent Permanent Permanent
- Existence (2019) Full use Refurbishment Full use Full use

Function
- Olympic Athletics Swimming Cycling Residential
- Current (2018) Football Aquatics Cycling Residential

Capacity
-Olympic 103,000 13,000, 10,500 6,000 15,000
-Current 81,000 13,000, 10,500 6,000 Unknown

Lifespan
- Built 63 39, 63 40 40
- Useable 57 39, 61 39 39

Evaluation
- Applied value 22 20 18 14
- Possible Total 24 24 24 24
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4.6 Barcelona 1992

XXV Olympiad (1992)

25th July - 9th August

Candidate Cities

Paris, Brisbane, Belgrade, Birmingham, Amsterdam

Host City

Barcelona, Catalonia (Capital), Spain 

41°23’25’’N, 2°9’14’’E

 

4.6.1 Introduction

Barcelona is a city with historic connections to Olympic antiquity and a no-

table sporting record, yet the city was unsuccessful in its attempts to secure

an Olympic Games (in 1924, 1936, 1940 and 1972), until the award of the 1992

Olympic Games (Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92 (COOB’92),

1992a, p.210). Barcelona 1992 afforded the city an opportunity to promote

its status as an international and democratic nation after the Franco regime

(1936-1975). The 1992 Olympic Games marked the last occasion that the

Summer and Winter Olympics would be staged in the same year, and the first

time that the Games had been boycott-free since 1972 (International Olympic

Committee (IOC), 2019b).
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Context: Proposals of the bid

In 1981, the Mayor of Barcelona, Narćıs Serra, publicly announced a desire to

host the Summer Olympic Games of 1992. Barcelona’s bid for the Games was

based around the idea that the Games were an opportunity for stimulus to the

city and a chance to project it into the world. The Games would be the focus

of global attention for 15 days, an instrument in political decision making, and

a means of making improvements to the city at an increased rate, encouraging

visitors, and boosting the practice of sport.

The bid was based around a specific project for the city which could be applied

and remain valid throughout the following decade, identifying areas requiring

development, outlining the intention to restore the balance of the city, and

to open up main thoroughfares. Although 27 of the 32 intended competition

venues were already in existence at the time of the bid, the Olympic project

would be an impetus to conduct a series of building works, which, without

the deadline of the Games, would likely never be completed (Comité Oĺımpico

Organizador Barcelona 92 (COOB’92), 1992a, 1993b).

The organisation of the Games permitted a complete change of scale of urban

generation in Barcelona. Before the Games, the infrastructural projects taking

place in the city were at square, street and garden level. After the successful bid

to host the Olympic Games of 1992 the city was able to realise new ring roads,

seaports and large scale residential areas (Acebillo, 1990; Ferrer, 1994).
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4.6.2 Olympic Intervention

Distribution of Venues

In preparation for the competitions of the Barcelona 1992 Olympic Games (see

Appendix G.1), a model of poly-clustering (see Figure 4.107) was implemented

in the central area of Barcelona. The majority of venues were located within

5km of the city centre: 21 venues were located in the central area of Barcelona

(see Appendix G.2); 15 venues were located elsewhere in Catalonia; and a

further 2 venues were located elsewhere in Spain (see Appendix G.3). The

principal venues were located in Montjuic and Val d’Hebron.

N

Vall d’Hebron

Diagonal

Parc de Mar

Montjuïc

Outdoor Venues- New

Outdoor Venues- Existing

Indoor Venues- New

Indoor Venues- Existing

Coastline

Historic Core
Urban Area

City Centre

Distance from Centre

Natural Resources

Athlete’s Accommodation- New

Athlete’s Accommodation- Existing

km

10km

5km

Velodrome

Olympic Stadium
Swimming Pool Diving Pool

Athlete’s Village

10km

15km

20km

Figure 4.107: Venues of the Barcelona 1992 Olympic Game, in 2018s. Source:
Author (2008)
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The Games Concept: Olympic Sites

During the 1992 Olympic Games, four Olympic sites were (re)developed in

Barcelona: Parc de Mar, in the central plain along the waterfront (1km from

the centre), comprising 4 venues and the Athlete’s Village; Montjuic, a hilly

region to the south-west (2.5km from the centre), comprising 10 venues (in-

cluding the Olympic Stadium and Swimming Pools); Diagonal, a University

Quarter at the western border of Barcelona along Avinguda Diagonal, one of

the main routes crossing the city (4.5km from the centre), comprising 4 venues;

and Val d’Hebron, north of the City at the foot of the Collserola Mountain

Range (5.5km from the centre), comprising 4 venues (including the Velodrome)

(Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92 (COOB’92), 1993b).

Of the four sites: Parc de Mar underwent the most change in the build up to the

Olympic Games, with the large scale redevelopment of more than 100 hectares

of industrial land for residential areas (the Athlete’s Village) and public (sport,

leisure and cultural) facilities; Montjuic, the largest park in Barcelona, with

many existing sport and leisure facilities before its redevelopment for the 1992

Olympic Games, became the main site for competitions; Vall d’Hebron, was

transformed from a large, isolated and unstructured area into an important

leisure and sports facility zone (see Figure 4.111); and, Diagonal, which pos-

sessed the most existing facilities was better connected to the remainder of the

city (Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92 (COOB’92), 1993b).

In addition major regeneration of the coast line, sewage network, railway, and

road networks, opened up the city once more to the sea.
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(a) Parc de Mar in 1988 (b) Parc de Mar in 1992

Figure 4.108: Source: (Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92
(COOB’92), 1993b, p.252)

(a) Montjuic in 1988 (b) Montjuic in 1992

Figure 4.109: Source: (Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92
(COOB’92), 1993b, p.154)
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(a) Diagonal in 1988 (b) Diagonal in 1992

Figure 4.110: Source: (Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92
(COOB’92), 1993b, p.208)

(a) Val d’Hebron in 1988 (b) Val d’Hebron in 1992

Figure 4.111: Source: (Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92
(COOB’92), 1993b, p.230)
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Legacy of the Olympic Sites, in 2019

The urban interventions that took place in Barcelona in the build up to the

XXV Olympiad are one of the main and most important legacy successes of

Barcelona 1992. The Olympic Games provided the impetus to make adap-

tations to the urban fabric of the city, aligned to an existing masterplan,

that benefitted the residents of Barcelona in the long-term after the Olympic

Games. The benefit and betterment of the city as a result of improved trans-

port connections, new and rejuvenated urban spaces, venues for sport, leisure,

recreation, and entertainment are well integrated into the city. The connec-

tion between the city and the coast, and the increased domestic and European

connections that have resulted from the expansion of the airport (which has

undergone further extensions and improvements since 1992) has had a positive

impact on increasing tourism in Barcelona, providing a continued economic

boost to the city (see Figure 4.112)

Figure 4.112: View of Barcelona, in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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4.6.3 Barcelona 1992 Olympic Stadium

Constructed: 1927-1929; 1986-1989; 2006-2008; 2010

Architectural Style: Neo-Classical

Materiality: Stone, Concrete, Steel

Architect: Pere Domẽnch i Roure (in 1929); Vittorio Gregotti, Frederico Cor-

rea, Alfons Milà, Joan Margarit and Carles Buxadé (in 1989); 2BMFG

(2010)

Engineer: Domẽnch i Roure (in 1929); Gregotti, Correa, Milà, Marhgarit and

Buxadé (in 1989); 2BMFG (2010)

Olympic Function: Opening & Closing Ceremonies; Athletics

Capacity: 57,000 (1929); 60,000 (1992); 60,000 (2018)

Figure 4.113: Barcelona Olympic Stadium following its renovation for the 1992
Olympic Games. Source: 2BMFG Arquitectes (2016)
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Background

Barcelona Olympic Stadium was designed by Catalan architect Pere Domènch

i Roura for the Barcelona International Exposition of 1929 and in the hope

that the city would secure the 1936 Olympic Games (subsequently awarded to

Berlin). At the time of its construction, the stadium was the largest in Europe

after Wembley, in London, UK. It was used for a number of large scale sport

events after the Exposition, but in the 1970’s fell into disuse and disrepair.

When the city announced its intention submit a candidature for the XXV

Olympiad in 1981, it began to take steps toward reconstructing the stadium.

The works were entrusted to Italian architect Vittorio Gregotti, and Catalan

architects Frederico Correa, Alfons Milà, Joan Margarit, and Carles Buxadé,

who preserved the original facade and entrances but completely demolished

and rebuilt the interior. The most significant works included lowering the

arena floor by 11m to increase the seating capacity to 60,000, construction of

new grandstands, relocation of services to the area beneath the stands, and the

construction of a 150m x 30m canopy over the west stand. The project aimed

to provide the highest standards of quality and convenience for all user groups.

(Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92 (COOB’92), 1993b, p.161-167).

The stadium was inaugurated in 1989 as Estadi Olimpic de Montjuic, and

served as a venue for a number of national, European and international Events,

including the 1992 Olympic Games, after which, it continued to function as

a sport and entertainment event venue. The stadium was remodelled in 2010

by 2BMFG Arquitectes (2016) to host the European Athletics Championships

(2010), but has largely retained its Olympic form.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: Barcelona Olympic Stadium remains present on the site 89 years

after its construction and 26 years after the 1992 Olympic Games (see

Figure 4.114).

Heritage: The Stadium is named the Olympic Stadium Llúıs Companys,

in memory of 1930’s Catalan President Lluis Companys and the 1992

Olympic Games. Although the Stadium has been renovated since the

Games, key features have been retained, promoting its Olympic status.

Ownership & Operation: The stadium is owned by the city of Barcelona,

a municipal organisation. It is operated by a subsidiary of the City

created in 2002 to unify provision of municipal services (Interview with

representative of Barcelona Olympic Foundation, 2017).

Figure 4.114: Barcelona Olympic Stadium, in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Prominence: Barcelona Olympic Stadium is a monumental civic building

within the Anella Oĺımpica de Montjuic Sports Complex in the city of

Barcelona (see image 4.114). It remains a key architectural feature of the

complex, and its original neoclassical facade, with 300mm wall thickness,

is a symbol of Barcelona’s Olympic Spirit in the build up to the 1992

Olympic Games (Barcelona Holding Oĺımpic SA (HOLSA), 1992, p.25).

Proximity: The stadium is located in the Anella Oĺımpica sports complex,

a plaza for sport, leisure, recreation, entertainment, public meetings

and tourism, adjacent to the 1992 Olympic Aquatics Centre and Indoor

Arena. Within the complex is a volleyball club, baseball field, university

building, the National Institute of Physical Education of Catalonia, and

the offices of some sport federations and facility operators. The Botani-

cal Gardens of Montjuic and Barcelona, the Sport History Museum, and

multiple running and walking routes are within close proximity.

Connections: The stadium is 3km, and approximately 30 minutes by public

transport, to the centre of Barcelona. Public transport connections to

the area are relatively frequent, but less so than in a major city centre lo-

cation (Interview with representative of Barcelona Olympic Foundation,

2017). Several bus routes make stops at locations immediately outside of

the Stadium, connecting Montjuic park to Barcelona. The funicular, the

incline railway connecting Montjuic to Paralel, is less than 800m from

the Stadium. The surrounding streets accommodate both vehicular and

pedestrian traffic. There is on road parking nearby.
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Figure 4.115: Urban Context: Barcelona Olympic Stadium in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)

Figure 4.116: Architectural Design: Barcelona Olympic Stadium in 2017.
Source: Author (2017)
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Condition: Barcelona Olympic Stadium is in good condition, with no signs of

structural deterioration (see Figure 4.116). Maintenance of the building

is funded and carried out by the municipality (Interview with respresen-

tative of the operator of Barcelona Olympic Stadium, 2017).

Form: Maintenance carried out at the stadium since the 1992 Olympic Games

has not resulted in any major change to the structure, form or facilities

at the venue, which remains, largely as it was in 1992. The stadium

accommodates a natural turf infield which can accommodate configura-

tions for a number of different sports. There is a 9-lane 400m athletics

track a 60m straight track beneath the stands for warming up, throwing

and jumping areas, and spectator seating for 60,000.

Function: The stadium currently functions as a sport and entertainment

events venue. Since the Games, the stadium has hosted a number of inter-

national and European sport events, including american football (1997),

EUFA qualifying matches (1999, 2007, 2008), World Police Games (2003),

rugby league (1993, 2009), rugby union (2011), and athletics (2010, 2012,

2017). RCD Espanyol became a tenant at the Stadium in 1997, but left

in 2009 after constructing a new facility. Barcelona Dragons American

Football Team have also periodically been tenants (1995-2002) but due

to lacking popularity of the sport in Barcelona, the tenancy has not been

sustained. The venue continues to host matches for the Catalonian Na-

tional Football Team. There have been 29 Music concerts since 1992,

including major artists. The stadium has daily public opening hours,

with no entrance fee.
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Legacy Assessment: Barcelona (1992) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

Barcelona Olympic Stadium was constructed as a permanent venue of the In-

ternational Exposition in Barcelona in the late 1920’s. After the exposition, it

demonstrated positive legacy as as major sport event venue but in the 1970’s,

fell into disrepair. When Barcelona bid to host the 1992 Olympic Games,

it provided the impetus to renovate the stadium, which became the centre-

piece of the 1992 Olympic Games. In the renovations for the Games, all but

the original facade was demolished and rebuilt. After the Games, the sta-

dium demonstrated continued use as a sport and entertainment event venue,

although the relocation of long term tenants RCD Espanyol to a newly con-

structed stadium, had an impact on the frequency of its use. The Olympic

Stadium is recognised for its historic and architectural importance to the city

and is well maintained by the municipality as a result. Renovations to the

stadium in recent years have been undertaken (2BMFG Arquitectes, 2016),

sympathetically to the architecture of Joan Margarit and Carles Buxadé, key

figures of the renovations for the 1992 Olympic Games. Although the stadium

could be used more to produce economic benefit, all of this indicates a positive

legacy, (see Table 4.28).

Table 4.28: Legacy Evaluation: Barcelona 1992 Olympic Stadium

Buidling (DATE) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 4

Proximity • 3
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 4
Function • 2

Legacy Assessment 19/24
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4.6.4 Barcelona 1992 Olympic Aquatics Centre

During the 1992 Olympic Games, the city of Barcelona hosted the events of

the Aquatic Sports competitions across two venues. Swimming, synchronised

swimming, the swimming component of the modern pentathlon, and the wa-

terpolo finals were held at the Piscines Bernat Picornell (see Figure 4.117a)

in the Montjuic Olympic Ring. The diving competitions and water polo pre-

liminaries were held at the Montjuic Swimming Pool, 1km north-east of the

Picornell Pools, in Montjuic Park (see Figure 4.117b). Municipal swimming

pools were already in existence on both sites. The Picornell Pools were reno-

vated for Games whilst the pool at Montjuic was almost entirely demolished

with the exception of a service building, which was used for administrative

purposes during the Games. The legacy of the aquatic venues is considered

both separately and collectively.

(a) Source: COOB’92 (1993b) (b) Source: (Barcelona Olimpica (1992)

Figure 4.117: Bernat Picornell (left) and Montjuic (right) Swimming Pools in
Barcelona during the 1992 Olympic Games.
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Bernat Picornell Swimming Pool

Constructed: 1970; 1991

Architectural Style: Modern

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete

Architect: Antoni Lozoya, Pere Ricart, Aleix Agullé (1970); Franc Fernández

and Moisès Gallego (1991)

Engineer: Lozoya, Ricart, Agullé (1970); Estudi Camp Engineering Consul-

tancy (1991)

Olympic Function: Swimming; Synchronised Swimming

Capacity: 10,000 (in 1992); 3,000 (in 2018)

Figure 4.118: Piscines Bernat Picornell during the 1992 Olympic Games.
Source: Fundació Barcelona Olimpica (1992)
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Montjuic Swimming Pool

Constructed: 1990-1992

Architectural Style: Modern

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete

Architect: Antoni de Moragqas (1992)

Engineer: Barning Engineering Consultancy (1992)

Olympic Function: Diving; Waterpolo

Capacity: 6,500 (in 1992); 4,000 (in 2018)

Figure 4.119: View of the diving competitions of the 1992 Olympic Games
at Montjuic Olympic Diving Pool. Source: Olympic Foundation of Barcelona
Municipal Archives (1992)
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Background

Bernat Picornell Swimming Pool was originally constructed in 1970 for the 7th

European Swimming Championships. It was designed by municipal Catalan

architects Antoni Lozoya, Pere Ricart, and Aleix Agullé who used advanced

construction techniques that positioned the pools amongst the fastest racing

pools in the world at the time. The pool was renovated by Catalan architects

Franc Fernández and Moisès Gallego in preparation for the Summer Olympic

Games of 1992. Renovations were financed by the Comité Oĺımpico Orga-

nizador Barcelona 92 (COOB’92) (1993b) and included the construction of

2 Olympic sized pools (1 indoor, 1 outdoor) an open air diving pool, and

2 service and administration buildings. To provide adequate seating for the

Olympic Games, the permanent stands, accommodating 3,000 spectators, were

extended and an additional bank of seating was constructed over the diving

pool.

Montjuic Swimming Pool was constructed in 1929 for the Barcelona Exposition

and subsequently enlarged for the Mediterranean Games in 1955. It was largely

demolished in February 1990 to make way for the construction of the 1992

Olympic diving and water polo venue designed by Catalan architect Antoni

de Moragas. Construction of the open air venue began in March 1990 and

incorporated a 25m x 25m x 5m pool for Diving and a 33m x 25m x 2.10m for

Water Polo. A temporary stand with 2,400 seats was erected to supplement

the 4,100 capacity permanent stand. The pool offered spectacular views across

the city and as a background for the diving (Comité Oĺımpico Organizador

Barcelona 92 (COOB’92), 1993b).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: Bernat Picornell and Montjuic Aquatic Sport Venues remain present

on their respective sites 48 & 26 years after their construction and 26

years post-Games (see Figure 4.120).

Heritage: Although the temporary stands and additional seating, intended

to be demounted after the Games, have been removed, both venues have

retained the key elements of design that contribute to Olympic memory.

Both pools are enjoyed by the community and have frequent use.

Ownership & Operation: Both venues are owned by the municipality, the

city of Barcelona, and operated by a joint stock company (Interview with

representative of the operator of Barcelona Olympic Swimming Pools ,

2017). The swimming pools generate income from ticket sales, member-

ships, and facility hire.
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Figure 4.120: Locations of Bernat Picornell and Montjuic Olympic Aquatic
Venues, in 2019. Source: Author (2019). Satellite image data source: Google
Inst. Geogr. Nacional (2019)
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Prominence: The Bernat Picornell Swimming Pool is a public building lo-

cated on Avinguda de l’Estadi, at the edge of the Olympic Ring in

Barcelona. It is a low lying building, in keeping with the architecture of

its immediate surrounding. The Municipal Swimming Pool at Montjuic,

also located on Avinguda de l’Estadi, is built into the hillside. From the

avenue, the building is conceived as a continuous concrete facade broken

only by the entrance to the complex. which opens up to views across the

city of Barcelona.

Proximitiy: In the immediate vicinity of Bernat Picornell are the sport,

leisure, entertainment, tourism, and education facilities of the Anella

Olimpica, the Olympic Stadium, Baseball Field, Palau Sant Jordi, Uni-

versity of Barcelona, and Open Air Museum. Also in close proximity, are

the Olympic Museum and Botanical Gardens of Barcelona. One kilome-

tre away, Montjuic Municipal Pool is on the Northern edge of the Jardins

de Joan Brossa and Montjuic Park, a public park and gardens with some

restaurant amenities and views over the city of Barcelona.

Connections: Bernat Picornell is 3km and 35 minutes by public transport

from the centre of Barcelona. It is connected to the centre and other parts

of the city by bus, underground and train (see Figure 4.121). Several

bus routes make stops at locations immediately outside of the swimming

pool, connecting Montjuic Park to the centre of Barcelona. Montjuic

Municipal Pool is 2km and 26 minutes from the centre of Barcelona. It

is connected to the centre and other parts of the city by bus, and the fu-

nicular incline railway, which is adjacent to the venue (see Figure 4.123).
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Figure 4.121: Urban Context: Bernat Picornell Olympic Swimming Pool,
Barcelona, in 2018. Source: Author (2018)

Figure 4.122: Architectural Design: Bernat Picornell Olympic Swimming Pool,
Barcelona, in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Figure 4.124: Architectural Design: Montjuic Olympic Diving Pool, Barcelona,
in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Condition: Bernat Picornell Aquatics Centre in good condition, with no

signs of deterioration. Montjuic Municipal Pool is in good condition,

although, being an outdoor venue, it is seasonally closed in the winter

months, during which the facade has gathered some graffiti. The pools

are cleaned and maintained annually prior to the spring reopening of the

building (Direct observation, Interview with representative of the opera-

tor of Barcelona Olympic Swimming Pools), 2017).

Form: Both venues have been repurposed to some extent since the Olympic

Games, but have, in essence, retained the key features and design char-

acteristics of their image during the 1992 Olympic Games. The larger

of the two venues, Bernat Picornell, accommodates 2 x 50m swimming

pools (1 indoor, 1 outdoor), and an open air diving pool, which was cov-

ered by temporary spectator seating during the Games. The Montjuic

venue comprises a 25m x 25m x 5m diving pool and a 33m x 25m x 2.10m

swimming pool. The architecture is embedded into the hillside, making

the focal point the view of the city, rather than the building.

Function: Both venues are operated as public swimming pools, which gen-

erate revenue from entrance fees and facility hire for sport competitions

and events. Bernat Picornell, is open daily throughout the year, with a

daily programme of activities. Montjuic is open seasonally between June

and September. During these months, it has daily public opening hours.

In addition it hosts local, national and international diving events, and is

used as a backdrop in films and advertisements because of its spectacu-

lar city views (Interview with representative of the operator of Barcelona
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Olympic Swimming Pools , 2017).
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Legacy Assessment: Barcelona (1992) Olympic Aquatics Centre, in

2018

The legacies of the venues used to host the aquatic competitions of the 1992

Summer Olympic Games are evaluated individually, due to the physical sepa-

ration of the venues, and collectively, because they are operated by the same

company and support each other functionally and economically.

When Barcelona bid to host the 1992 Olympic Games, Bernat Picornell and

Montjuic were already in existence as municipal swimming pools. Montjuic

had been constructed for the Barcelona Exposition of 1929 and Bernat Picor-

nell to host the European championships in 1970. Since their construction,

both venues had been successful community swimming pools and had hosted

major events. When it was established that Bernat Picornell and Montjuic

would become the principal aquatic competition venues of the 1992 Olympic

Games, it was identified that both venues required major renovation to ad-

here to Olympic standards. Bernat Picornell, which housed two Olympic sized

swimming pools and a diving pool, had adequate capacity to host all of the

events, but the use of the Pool at Montjuic provided a spectacular backdrop

for the diving competitions, to better showcase the city on the world stage.

The strategy of dispersing events across two venues provided the impetus to

restore and renovate two venues rather than one, with the potential to create

greater benefit for the community in the long term. Since the Games, both

pools have demonstrated continuous use, primarily as community venues, but

also for local, national, and international events. The two venues, located

within 1km one each other, work synergistically. The are both owned by the
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City Council and operated by a joint stock company. Their close proximity

and overarching operational structure affords flexibility in operations, but the

separation of their facilities reduces the potential for overcapacity at a single

venue in legacy use. Bernat Picornell has both indoor and outdoor swimming

facilities and is open daily throughout the year, whilst Montjuic has outdoor

facilities only, and thus has seasonal opening hours. The outdoor facilities

have retained the capacity to host major events, whilst the indoor facilities

can provide uninterrupted service to the public throughout the year. All of

which indicates a positive legacy (see Tables 4.29, and 4.30).

Table 4.29: Legacy Evaluation: Bernat Picornell Olympic Pools, Barcelona
1992

Bernat Picornell Pools (1992) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 3

Proximity • 3
Connections • 3

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 3
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 20/24

Table 4.30: Legacy Evaluation: Montjuic Olympic Pools, Barcelona 1992

Montjuic Swimming Pools (1992) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total

Urban Context Prominence • 4
Proximity • 3
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 3
Form • 4
Function • 3

Legacy Assessment 18/24
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4.6.5 Barcelona 1992 Olympic Velodrome

Constructed: 1983-1984

Architectural Style: Modern

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Doussie Timber

Architect: Esteve Bonell & Francesc Rius, Herbert Schurman (1984)

Engineer: Pere Rius & Enric Rego (1984)

Olympic Function: Track Cycling

Capacity: 3,800 (in 1984, 1992, 2018)

Figure 4.125: Barcelona Olympic Velodrome in Use During the 1992 Olympic
Games. Source: Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92 (COOB’92)
(1992b, p.163)
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Background

The Olympic Velodrome in Barcelona was designed by Catalan architects Es-

teve Bonell & Francesc Rius. It was the first venue built by the city with a

view to obtaining nomination to host the Games. The venue was inaugurated

in 1984, as the host venue for the World Cycling Championships. It was the

first velodrome to be built according to the new rules of the International

Amateur Cycling Federation (FIAC), who authorised change of the regulation

track length from 333m to 250m on the condition that the track be surfaced

with wood. This was a milestone in the world of track cycling.

The circular building was designed to have a continuous facade that did not

break with the urban environment, and a subtly ordered interior space that

sought to attain harmony between public, access and service areas, and the

track. Spectator seating was in an ellipse around the perimeter of the track,

concentrating the spectators into the zone that provided the best views. The

track itself was designed by Herbert Schurmann. When Barcelona was awarded

the 1992 Olympic Games some permanent alterations to the venue were nec-

essary to accommodate the event, including conversion of a space under the

stands into a cyclists rest area, the construction of a sound control room at

grandstand level, and sealing of gaps in the northern and southern ends of

the facade (Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92 (COOB’92), 1993b,

p.237). Since the Games, there have been no major structural adaptations to

the building.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The Velodrome remains present on the site 34 years after its con-

struction and 26 years post-Games (see Figure 4.126).

Heritage: The Olympic Velodrome is now known as the Velodrom Municipal

d’Horta Miquel Poblet, in honour of the great mythical Catalan cyclist.

Ownership & Operation: The Velodrome is owned by the municipality and

operated by a sporting federation: a private entity of public and social

interest. It generates income by collecting entrance and facility hire fees,

but is also subsidised by the City (Interview with representative of the

operator of Barcelona Olympic Velodrome, 2017).

Figure 4.126: Barcelona Olympic Velodrome in 2018. Source: Ordanance Sur-
vey (2018)
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Prominence: The Olympic Velodrome is situated in the Hebron Valley at

the base of the Collserola mountain range. The building is circular in

plan with a simple, continuous facade (see Figure: 4.126). Low lying

and embedded in the landscape, the building does not detract from the

beauty of its surrounds. The velodrome is uncovered and its circular

plan is visible from the vantage points of nearby mountains.

Proximitiy: The grounds of the velodrome contain a BMX cycling circuit

and a track with obstacles for motorcross enthusiasts. Around the Velo-

drome is a 1,000m track for bicycling, rollerskating, walking, training,

and sports events for children. The velodrome connects to several road

and mountain bike cycling trails in the Collserolla Mountains. In the

nearby vicinity is the Mundet Campus of the University of Barcelona,

d’Horta Park and Labyrinth, an 18th Century neo-classical style park

and labyrinth, TARR Catalonia Football Academy, and a number of

hotels and residences.

Connections: The velodrome is connected to the city by the ring road con-

structed for the 1992 Olympic Games and there is substantial car park-

ing, to accommodate 1,000 vehicles at maximum capacity, in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the venue. There are two modes of public transportation,

bus and underground, accessible from the venue. The Velodrome is 6km

and approximately 32 minutes by public transport to central Barcelona

where local and regional travel connections can be found. Local buses

also connect the venue to the nearby neighbourhood of Sant Genis. There

are several nearby cycle routes through the mountains and the valley.
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Figure 4.127: Urban Context: Barcelona Olympic Velodrome in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)

Figure 4.128: Architectural Design: Barcelona Olympic Velodrome in 2017.
Source: Author (2017)
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Condition: The building is in good condition, with no signs of structural

deterioration (Direct Observation, Interview with representative of the

operator of Barcelona Olympic Velodrome, 2017).

Form: The Velodrome accommodates an outdoor cycling track 250m in length

and 6m in width constructed of hardwearing and weather resistant Doussie-

Afzelia wood. Inside the track, is a rectangular sports pitch. The track

and pitch are floodlit to support evening use and TV transmission. The

spectator capacity in the permanent stand is 3,800. Above the fixed

stands is a platform where additional rows of setting can be installed to

accommodate an overflow of spectators for popular events. The services

are accommodated in the lower floor, beneath the track, including 8 x

33m²changing rooms, 8 x 12m²changing rooms, a meeting room, gym-

nasium, store rooms, bicycle workshops, administrative areas, medical

services, bar, and cafe.

Function: The building currently functions as a venue for sport participation

and competitive events, particularly in cycling disciplines, but also in

field sports (football, american football, hockey). The building is able to

accommodate 120 athletes at a time across the different sport areas. It

has a regular programme of use and regular daily opening hours. Over a

12 month period the velodrome hosts approximately 8 events. In 2016 it

hosted 3 national BMX races, 4 national track races, and 1 international

track race. There are approximately 800 visitors to the venue annu-

ally (Interview with representative of the operator of Barcelona Olympic

Velodrome, 2017).
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Legacy Assessment: Barcelona (1992) Olympic Velodrome, in 2018

The Olympic Velodrome in Barcelona was the first building constructed by

the city in the bid to be awarded the 1992 Olympic Games, and therefore

was developed with community and national need at the forefront of design.

The velodrome is not a particularly architecturally prominent building, rather,

it makes use of the natural landscape. Despite the perception that the velo-

drome is not particularly well used, it has demonstrated a continuous use since

the 1992 Olympic Games (Interview with representative of Barcelona Olympic

Foundation, 2017). The use of the infield as a pitch for field sports has in-

creased the use potential of the venue, although it is primarily a venue for

cycling, including not only on the track but also on the outdoor BMX loop

and as a base or competition start/finish for road and mountain biking. The

outdoor nature of the venue reduces its capacity for track cycling in the winter

months, despite the hardwearing Doussie surface, due to lack of control over

the external conditions. However, the additional facilities at the venue ensure

that the velodrome demonstrates continuous use throughout the year. All of

this indicates a positive legacy (see Table 4.31).

Table 4.31: Legacy Evaluation: Barcelona 1992 Velodrome

Olympic Velodrome (1992) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 2

Proximity • 3
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 3
Function • 3

Legacy Assessment 17/24
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4.6.6 Barcelona 1992 Olympic Village

Constructed: 1985-1992

Architectural Style: Modern

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Brick

Architect: Oriol Bohigas, Josep Martorell, David Mackay, Albert Puigdomènech

Engineer: Joan R. Clasaca (1992)

Olympic Function: Athlete’s Village

Capacity: 14,000 athletes (in 1992); 2500 apartments (in 2018)

Figure 4.129: Barcelona Olympic Village for the 1992 Olympic Games. Source:
MBM Architectes (2018)
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Background

The Athlete’s Village for the 1992 Olympic Games was was a 14,000 capac-

ity development on the seafront in the Poblenou area of Barcelona. Until

Barcelona bid to host the Games, Poblenou was a declining industrial area in

need of redevelopment. The award of the Olympic Games provided the city

with the impetus and ability to rejuvenate the urban fabric at this site, aligned

to the wider city plan. The Olympic Village was designed by Catalan architects

Josep Martorell, David Mackay, Albert Puigdomènech, and Oriol Bohigas, also

Head of Urban Planning (1980-1984) and Councillor of Culture (1991-1994)

at Barcelona City Council. Bohigas made a major contribution to master-

planning the area, with a proposal that 79 hectares of residential accommoda-

tion, comprising 2,500 dwellings, would be constructed as accommodation for

athletes during the Olympic Games and privately sold afterwards. Bohigas’

masterplan also outlined transformation of the seafront, including 107,200m²

of parks and 13,000m² for the Olympic Port. The budget for construction

was was 40% public funding and 60% private investment. The Olympic Vil-

lage was divided into two zones, the Residential Zone and the International

Zone where the shopping centre, beaches, marine parade, Olympic Harbour

Jetty and most of the common services were (Comité Oĺımpico Organizador

Barcelona 92 (COOB’92), 1993a, p.186). After the Games, it was intended

that that the International Zone would fulfil the same commercial functions

for residents of the apartments. After the Games, the apartments were recon-

figured as dwellings and privately sold. The village became integrated into the

city as a new mixed use residential node.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The Olympic Village remains present on the site 26 years after

its construction and post-Games (see Figure 4.130).

Heritage: As a result of the development induced by the Olympic Games,

Barcelona became the first city, rather than person, to be awarded the

Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) Gold Medal, in 1999 (2019).

Ownership & Management: The apartments are privately owned (Inter-

view with representative of Barcelona Olympic Foundation, 2017). Cur-

rent property values in this area in this area are e4,000-7,000 per square

metre (Idealista, 2018).

Figure 4.130: Apartment Blocks and Urban Space at the Vila Olimpica de
Poblenou, in 2018. Source: Author (2017)
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Prominence: The residential buildings of the Olympic Village in Barcelona

were designed to follow the existing urban patterns of the historic Eixam-

ple district of Barcelona with chamfered corners and heights in keeping

with the existing residential blocks. There are notable architectural de-

signs and sculptures within the neighbourhood, such as the Frank Gehry

designed Fish Sculpture, constructed during the redevelopment.

Proximitiy: The Olympic Village is a coastal area of Barcelona adjacent to

Eixample, the historic core of the city, with all of the conveniences and

the architectural heritage that exists within this area. The Olympic

Village supports the activities of daily living by accommodating many

necessary and desirable amenities within its confines, including those

for retail, education, and leisure. There are several parks, green spaces

and public spaces interspersed throughout the area. On the south-east

border of the Olympic Village is the Olympic Harbour and coastline with

its beaches and watersports.

Connections: The Olympic Village is 2km, and 25 minutes by public trans-

port or 33 minutes on foot, from the centre of Barcelona, where regional

and national rail connections are found. There are three different multi-

ple modes of public transportation accessible from the village, including,

bus, tram and underground (see Figure 4.131). There is easy access

to the coastal ring road, constructed for the 1992 Olympic Games, from

the village, although the road passes underground where it runs adjacent

to the residences to reduce pollution and and segregation of the urban

fabric.
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Figure 4.131: Urban Context: Barcelona Olympic Village in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)

Figure 4.132: Architectural Design: Example Interior, Vila Olimpica de Poble-
nou. Source: Idealista (2018)
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Condition: Barcelona Olympic Village is in good condition, with no signs of

structural deterioration. The buildings have been maintained in keeping

with original design for the 1992 Olympic Games, although the apart-

ments are privately owned, so some alterations have taken place in indi-

vidual apartments (Interview with representative of Barcelona Olympic

Foundation, 2017).

Form: The line of the perimeter of the residential buildings of the Athlete’s

Village follows the traditional form of the city. It is legible, easily read

by the people who live in it and use it, but distinctly memorable as an

image by tourists and those who observed Barcelona as a backdrop for

the 1992 Olympic Games (Drew, 1993, p.25). The buildings are aligned

to the street whilst leaving room for greater autonomy in the articulation

of interior spaces, permitting uses not found in the historic city centre

(Bohigas, Buchanan, & Lampugnani, 1990).

Function: The Olympic Village is a mixed use development, in close prox-

imity to the centre of Barcelona, with the majority of buildings demon-

strating commercial use at ground level and residential use on the upper

floors. The apartments are currently privately owned residential prop-

erties (although some are subsequently rented). The development is a

popular area of the city, with many green spaces, and excellent transport

links and amenities (Direct Observation, 2017).
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Legacy Assessment: Barcelona (1992) Olympic Village, in 2018

The Olympic Village in Barcelona was constructed to accommodate athletes

during the 1992 Olympic Games, but with a plan for the accommodation to be

converted into residential accommodation and privately sold after the Olympic

Games. The development of the village was aligned to a longer-term plan for

the city, and a masterplan produced with the aim to regenerate a run-down

and industrialised area. The Olympic Village was funded partly with public

funds and partly with private investment. The apartments were privately sold

after the Games, and the Olympic Village has since demonstrated a continu-

ous and positive legacy. The village has successfully become integrated into

the existing city fabric as a residential node. The apartments are currently

occupied, although a number are available to purchase or rent on the private

property market. The historic and architectural significance of Poblenou is

implicitly connected to the Olympic Games of 1992, which facilitated the im-

plementation of the regeneration project in this previously declining area of

the city. All of which indicates a positive legacy (see Table 4.32).

Table 4.32: Legacy Evaluation: Barcelona 1992 Olympic Village

Olympic Village (1992) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 3

Proximity • 4
Connections • 3

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 4
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 22/24
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4.6.7 Summary: Legacies of the 1992 Olympic Games

Architectural Legacies

Table 4.33: Summary: Legacies of the 1992 Olympic Venues

Stadium Swimming Velodrome Village
Construction
- Original 1929 1970/1992 1984 1992
- Olympic 1989 1992 1992 1992

Design
- Style Neo-Classical Modern Modern Modern
- Architect Native & Native Native Native &

International (Local) (National) International
Location
- Stadium - 0.5/1km 6km 4.5km
- City 3km 3/2km 8km 2km

Durability
- Intended Permanent Permanent Permanent Permanent
- Existence (2018) In use In use In use In use

Function
- Olympic Athletics Swimming Cycling Residential
- Current (2018) Entertainment Leisure Sport Residential

Capacity
-Olympic 65,000 10,000/6,500 4,000 14,000
-Current 60,000 3,000/4,000 4,000 2,500

Lifespan
- Built 89 48/26 34 26
- Useable 79 48/26 34 26

Evaluation
- Applied value 18 19 19 22
- Possible Total 24 24 24 24
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4.7 Athens 2004

XXVIII Olympiad 

13 - 29th August 2004

Candidate Cities

Rome, Cape Town, Stockholm, Buenos Aires

Host City

Athens

Greece (Capital City)

37°58’46’’N, 23°42’58’’E

 

4.7.1 Introduction

When the city of Athens bid to host the XXVIII Olympiad, it was aligned

to a dream of returning the Games to the country in which they were born.

In 1976 the Greek Prime Minister had proposed to the International Olympic

Committee (IOC) that the Games should permanently occur in Greece, but the

notion was declined, as its acceptance would change the international character

of the event and eliminate the opportunity for host nations to improve their

infrastructure and the general living conditions for their citizens.

When Athens was awarded the Olympic Games of 2004, the popularity of the

events soared: The programme of 301 events was larger than ever before; and

a record number of 3.9 billion people had access to television coverage globally

(International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2019a).
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Context: Proposals of the bid

Prior to their bid to host the 2004 Olympic Games, the city of Athens had

demonstrated a clear desire to host the Olympic Games. When Athens bid to

host the Games of 1996, on the 100 year anniversary of their revival, the Na-

tional Olympic Committee adopted the slogan ‘the Games of the past should

take place in the city where they began’ (Athens 2004 Organising Committee

for the Olympic Games S.A. (ATHOC), 2005). Athens were a strong candidate,

but a series of political changes preceding the selection created a climate of

instability, and the Games were awarded instead to Atlanta. Greece proceeded

to implement major works to improve Athens and complete its sports infras-

tructure between 1990 and 1995, and Athens successfully hosted the Mediter-

ranean Games in 1991. In 1995, Greece sought an honorary award of the 2008

Olympic Games from the IOC, but awarding the Games to a city in such a way

was a contravention to the Olympic Charter, and the proposal was rejected.

In 1996, Athens submitted a bid to host the Games of 2004, five days before

the candidature deadline, against a strong group of candidates in which Italy

was the forerunner. Athens’ successful bid for 2004 was aligned to a long term

masterplan to revitalise the city first laid out in 1996, using the impetus of the

Games to undertake 300+ small and large scale projects already in progress

in the city (Athens 2004 Bid Committee, 1996).
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4.7.2 Olympic Intervention

Distribution of Venues

In preparation for the competitions of the Athens 2004 Olympic Games (see

Appendix H.1), a model of poly-clustering (see Figure 4.133) was implemented

within the urban area of Athens. The majority of venues were located more

than 5km but less than 15km from the city centre: 5 venues were located

in the central area of Athens; 18 venues were located in the urban area of

Athens (see Appendix H.2); 13 venues were located elsewhere in Greece (see

Appendix H.3).
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Figure 4.133: Venues of the Athens 2004 Olympic Games. Source: Author
(2018)
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The Games Concept: Olympic Sites

The main Olympic site, the OAKA Complex, north east of Athens, comprised

all of the key venues, including the Olympic Stadium, Aquatics Centre, Velo-

drome, and Indoor Arenae, within a single complex. The OAKA was an exist-

ing site with a number of existing sports facilities, that would be renovated for

the Games by International Architect, Santiago Calatrava (see Figures 4.134

and 4.135). Two further sites were identified for development: Faliro, on the

south-west coast of Athens; and Helleniko, the site of the airport, which be-

came available for redevelopment when the New Athens International Airport

was constructed 30km south-east of Athens.

When Athens was awarded the 2004 Olympic Games the city was experiencing

problems with heavy traffic, high congestion in the road network connecting

sites, and insufficient and low quality public transport services as a result of the

ongoing infrastructural projects in the city, which had been subject to complex

technical problems (including earthworks, water drainage, and archaeological

findings that needed to be assessed and protected). The award of the Games to

the city provided the impetus and opportunity to complete works to improve

the transport connections within the city which included: modernisation of

the rail networks; improvements to the motorways and inter-urban networks;

improvements to maritime transport including the revitalisation of Pireus port

8km from Athens; new tramway networks; completion of the ring road; and

a network of new arterial road axes assuring traffic connections (Athens 2004

Organising Committee for the Olympic Games S.A. (ATHOC), 2005; Interna-

tional Olympic Committee (IOC), 1997).
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Figure 4.134: Arial view of the OAKA Complex before the Santiago Calatrava
renovation. Source: D. Kalopisis, in: Official Report of the XXVIII Olympiad,
Volume 1 (2005, p.158)

Figure 4.135: Arial view of the OAKA Complex after the Santiago Calatrava
renovation. Source: P. Saitas, in: Official Report of the XXVIII Olympiad,
Volume 1 (2005a, p.158)
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Legacy of the Olympic Sites, in 2019

Improvements to the infrastructure in Athens completed in the build up to the

2004 Olympic Games resulted in a positive legacy, (Athens 2004 Organising

Committee for the Olympic Games S.A. (ATHOC), 2005, p.172) as a result of

wider reaching new road, tramway, and underground connections which serve

the olympic sites. Of the Olympic sites, there is broad perception they have

since the Games fallen into a pattern of dereliction and disuse. Although this is

not an accurate depiction, there is insufficient available evidence to determine

the true extent of the use of sites.

Figure 4.136: View of the OAKA Complex, in 2016. Source: Kechagias and
Lykoudi (2016)
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4.7.3 Athens 2004 Olympic Stadium

Constructed: 1979-1982; 2002-2004

Architectural Style: Contemporary

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Laminated Glass, Steel

Architect: Weidleplan (1982); Santiago Calatrava (2004)

Engineer: Armando Cimolai (2004)

Olympic Function: Opening & Closing Ceremonies; Athletics; Football (Fi-

nal)

Capacity: 80,000 (in 1982); 71,000 (in 2004)

Figure 4.137: OAKA Olympic Stadium, Athens, during the 2004 Olympic
Games. Source: (Athens 2004 Organising Committee for the Olympic Games
S.A. (ATHOC), 2005, p.159)
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Background

The OAKA Stadium was designed in 1979 by German architects Weidleplan.

It was constructed in a bid to improve the sporting infrastructure in Athens,

with a desire to host sport mega events in mind, although Athens had not been

designated an Olympic Games at this time. The stadium was inaugurated in

1982, and hosted several large scale events during the 1980’s and 1990’s, includ-

ing the 1982 European Championships, 1983 European Cup, 1987 European

Cup Winners Cup Final, 1991 Mediterranean Games, 1994 UEFA Champions

League Final, and the 1997 Athletics World Championships. It was also the

home ground to Greek football teams AEK Athens (1985-1987), Olympiakos

(1984-1989, 1997-2002), and Panathinaikos (1984-2000).

When Athens bid to host the 2004 Olympic Games, it was proposed that the

OAKA Stadium would become the main Olympic Stadium. Some renovations

were undertaken to make the venue suitable for hosting an Olympic Games,

including the addition of a new roof designed by Spanish architect Santiago

Calatrava which would unify the venues of the OAKA complex and identify the

OAKA as the premier venue for athletic events in Athens after the Olympic

Games (International Olympic Committee (IOC), 1997). It was constructed

off site in 2003/4 and completed 2 weeks before the 2004 Olympic Games began

amidst concerns over its timely completion.
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Legacy Assessment: Athens Olympic Stadium in 2018

Existence: Athens Olympic Stadium remains present on the site 26 years

after its construction and 14 years post-Games (see Figure 4.138).

Heritage: The stadium has retained the name ‘OAKA (Olympic Athletic

Centre of Athens) Olympic Stadium’, as it was known during the Summer

Olympic Games of 2004.

Ownership & Operation: The stadium is under the ownership of the Hel-

lenic Olympic Committe (HOC). It is operated by a public limited com-

pany.

Figure 4.138: View of the OAKA Olympic Stadium in 2018. Source: Frantzolas
(2018)
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Prominence: The OAKA Stadium is a civic building within the Athens

Olympic Sports Complex (OAKA) in the Maroussi region of Athens.

The elevation of the facade (the original part of the building constructed

in 1982) is low lying in relation to the buildings and trees that surround

the complex. The Santiago Calatrava designed roof structure (added

in 2004), composed of a pair of bent ‘leaves’, representative of human

movement as explored by Calatrava’s drawn and sculptural works (Tzo-

nis, 2005), and symbolic of Greek Olympic History, is the dominating

feature of the stadium, visible from around the site and in keeping with

the structures of the other venues, also adapted by Calatrava for the

2004 Olympic Games.

Proximitiy: In the immediate vicinity of the Olympic Stadium are the ameni-

ties of the OAKA Complex, including: Aquatics Centre, Indoor Arena,

Tennis Centre, and Velodrome. The public space surrounding the build-

ing is largely paved and pedestrianised. The Agora and Wall of Na-

tions, designed by Calatrava as features of the Olympic Park for the

2004 Olympic Games remain present in the area.

Connections: The OAKA Complex is situated 8km the from the centre of

Athens and can be reached in approximately 60 minutes by metro, 50

minutes by bus or 30 minutes by car. The closet metro stations are St.

Eirinis and Neratziotissa, 1km from the stadium. Local bus connections

can be found within less than 500m of the stadium (see Figure 4.139).
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Figure 4.139: Urban Context: Athens Olympic Stadium in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)

Figure 4.140: Architectural Design: Athens Olympic Stadium in 2015. Source:
Author (2015)
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Condition: The OAKA Stadium appears to be in reasonable condition with

no major structural issues, some discolouration was observed on the

structure across some of the (originally white) elements of the exterior of

the building. The pitch, athletics track and seating inside the stadium

appear to be in good condition and well maintained (see Figure 4.140).

Form: The Olympic Stadium comprises: 105 x 68m football field, 9 lane 400m

track, 4 pole vault beds, 4 circles for shot put, 2 lanes for javelin, 2 circles

for discus throw (one of which is equipped with a safety net which can

be transformed into a hammer circle), 6 lanes for long jump and triple

jump, 2 mattresses for high jump, and, 2 electronic scoreboards.

Function: After the 2004 Games, the OAKA Olympic Stadium hosted the

2007 UEFA Champions League Final and a handful of music concerts. It,

again, became the home fixture ground for AEK Athens (2003-present)

(AEKFC, 2018) and Panathinaikos (2005-2013, 2018-present) and the

Greek National Football Team. There is no publicly available list of

events for 2015, 2016, 2017 or 2018 (Olympic Athletic Center of Athens

‘Spiros Louis’ (OAKA), 2014, 2017). This suggests intermittent use.
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Legacy Assessment: Athens (2004) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

There is a broad perception that the OAKA complex lies derelict and unused,

although this is not an accurate depiction of the legacy of the complex. The

Olympic Stadium seems to have had regular use as a home ground for AEK

Athens (Football) since the 2004 Olympic Games, and has hosted some large

scale events such as concerts, (although there are no records available providing

specific figures to quantify this). The athletics track and football pitch inside

the stadium appear well maintained (Direct Observation, 2015), and there are

no signs of structural deterioration to the building, although there is some evi-

dence of rusting/discolouration to its components. The stadium roof, designed

by Santiago Calatrava, attracted international levels of acclaim, although this

was dampened by overruns in the construction timeframe and cost. Evidence

suggests that this may have reduced legacy function, (see Table 4.34).

Table 4.34: Legacy Evaluation: Athens 2004 Olympic Stadium

Olympic Stadium (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 4

Proximity • 1
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 2
Form • 4
Function • 2

Legacy Assessment 15/24
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4.7.4 Athens 2004 Olympic Aquatics Centre

Constructed: 1991; 2003-2004

Architectural Style: Industrial

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete; Steel

Architect: Unreported (1991); Unreported (2004)

Engineer: Unreported (1991); Unreported (2004)

Olympic Function: Swimming; Diving; Water Polo; Synchronised Swim-

ming

Capacity: 14,500 (in 2004); 14,500 (in 2018)

Figure 4.141: OAKA Olympic Swimming Pool, Athens, during the 2004
Olympic Games. Source: (Athens 2004 Organising Committee for the Olympic
Games S.A. (ATHOC), 2005, p.159)
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Background

The OAKA Aquatics Centre was constructed with ‘two modern aquatic com-

plexes, one outdoor and one indoor’ for the Mediterranean Games held in

Athens in 1991. OAKA S.A. (2014a) suggest that the Aquatic Centre was

‘complete’ after its construction in 1991, yet the International Olympic Com-

mittee (IOC) (1997) reported that adaptations were necessary at the venue

to host the Olympic Games, although it is not explicit in the Official Re-

port what adaptations were made (Athens 2004 Organising Committee for the

Olympic Games S.A. (ATHOC), 2005). It is, however, clear in the examina-

tion of pre- and post- renovation images of the OAKA complex (Athens 2004

Organising Committee for the Olympic Games S.A. (ATHOC), 2005, p.158)

that an additional outdoor pool and spectator seating around the competition

pool were constructed for the Games. The existing outdoor diving pool was

covered with another additional bank of temporary seating during the Games,

and the diving competitions took place indoor. Work at the venue may have

been overseen by Santiago Calatrava, who carried out adaptations at the other

venues and the masterplanned of the complex, but it is not explicitly stated.

During the Games the outdoor pools were used to host swimming, synchro-

nised swimming and the water polo finals. The indoor pools were used to host

the water polo preliminaries and diving competitions. It was intended that af-

ter the events had finished, the aquatics centre would be the main permanent

facility in Athens for national and international events, and also a training

centre (International Olympic Committee (IOC), 1997).
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Legacy Assessment: Athens Olympic Swimming Pool in 2018

Existence: The Aquatics Centre remains present on the site 27 years after

its construction and 14 years post-Games (see Figure 4.142).

Heritage: The Stadium has retained the name it was given during the Sum-

mer Olympic Games of 2004, ‘OAKA Olympic Aquatic Centre’.

Ownership & Operation: The Stadium is owned by the Hellenic Olympic

Committe (HOC) and operated by a public limited company. The Sta-

dium generates income from admission and hire fees.

(a) OAKA, indoor pools in 2015 (b) OAKA, outdoor pools in 2015

Figure 4.142: The Indoor and Outdoor Swimming Pools at the OAKA complex
in 2015. Source: Author (2015)
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Prominence: The OAKA Aquatics Centre is located within the Athens Olympic

Sports Complex (OAKA) in the Maroussi region of Athens. The eleva-

tion of facade is relatively low lying in relation to the buildings and trees

that surround the complex. The Aquatics Centre is in keeping with the

architecture of the nearby venues in terms of materiality and height,

but it is not the architectural centrepiece of the complex. The Aquat-

ics Centre has a different architectural style to the other venues of the

complex.

Proximitiy: In the immediate vicinity of the Aquatics Centre are the ameni-

ties of the OAKA Complex, including the Indoor Arena, Olympic Sta-

dium, Tennis Centre, and Velodrome. The public space surrounding the

building is largely paved and pedestrianised. The Agora and Wall of

Nations, designed by Calatrava as features of the Olympic Park for the

2004 Olympic Games remain present in the area.

Connections: The OAKA Complex is situated 8km the from the centre of

Athens and can be reached in approximately 60 minutes by metro, 50

minutes by bus or 30 minutes by car. The closet metro stations are St.

Eirinis and Neratziotissa, 500m and 1km from the aquatics centre. Local

bus connections can be found within less than 500m of the venue (see

Figure 4.143).
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Figure 4.143: Urban Context: OAKA Olympic Aquatics Centre in 2018.
Source: Author (2018)

Figure 4.144: Architectural Design: The Competition Pool of OAKA Olympic
Aquatics Centre in 2018. Source: Malamas (2018)
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Condition: Some rusting/discolouration of elements of the structure was ob-

served. The additional spectator seating covering the outdoor diving

pool during the 2004 Olympic Games had been removed, but the pool

had been drained, with some cracks to the tiling (see Figure 4.144). A

comparison of photographs in the years since the Olympic Games suggest

that this pool may not have been in use since 2004. Some of the specta-

tor seating around the outdoor warm up pool was in poor condition or

missing. Some of the stands around the outdoor competition pool were

in a poor state of repair, with evident deterioration to the boards.

Form: The building has a 108m span space frame roof supported by four

columns, a dominating feature of the design. The structure and services

of the building are exposed on the interior and exterior of the skin, giving

the building an industrial appearance. The Aquatics Centre has nine

swimming pools, including 3 x 50m pools (1 indoor, 2 outdoor), 2 x 25m

diving pools of 5m depth (1 indoor, 1 outdoor), 1 x 25m training pool

(indoor), 1 x polygonal pool (indoor), 1 x 33m synchro pool (outdoor),

and 1 x 10m variable depth learning pool (outdoor).

Function: After the 2004 Olympic Games, the OAKA Aquatics Centre has

demonstrated some use as a community sports centre. It has retained

the capacity to host major events, although there is no publicly available

list of events to quantify whether its legacy as an events venue has come

to fruition (Olympic Athletic Center of Athens ‘Spiros Louis’ (OAKA),

2014, 2017). The outdoor diving pool remains unused since the Games,

and other pools at the complex have intermittently not been maintained.
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Legacy Assessment: Athens (2004) Olympic Aquatics Centre, in

2018

There is very little information available about the original construction of the

OAKA Aquatics Centre, and it is lesser renowned than other buildings within

the OAKA complex. It is often implied that the pools are derelict and unused,

but this is not an entirely accurate depiction. The aquatics centre appears to

have had regular use as a public swimming pool, and has hosted some events,

although specific use figures have not been provided to quantify either number

of events or regularity of use. One of the main legacy issues appears to be the

overcapacity of the complex, which has nine swimming pools, including 3 x 50m

pools and 2 x diving pools. Given the costs required to sustain a swimming

pool, some areas of the building are beginning show signs that renovation

is required: there is rust on some components of the building, some of the

outdoor stands are unsafe to walk or sit on, some of the spectator seating is

missing and has not been replaced; and some of the pools have been drained or

indicate disuse. Evidence suggests that these factors have reduced the legacy

(see Table 4.35).

Table 4.35: Legacy Evaluation: Athens 2004 Aquatics Centre

Aquatics Centre (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 2

Proximity • 2
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Form • 1
Condition • 1
Function • 2

Legacy Assessment 10/24
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4.7.5 Athens 2004 Olympic Velodrome

Constructed: 1991; 2004

Architectural Style: Contemporary

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Laminated Glass, Steel, Azaelia Hard-

wood

Architect: Unreported (1991); Santiago Calatrava (2004)

Engineer: Unreported (1991); Santiago Calatrava (2004)

Olympic Function: Track Cycling

Capacity: 5,000 (in 2004); 5,000 (in 2018)

Figure 4.145: The OAKA Velodrome, after the Santiago Calatrava renovation
for the 2004 Olympic Games. Source: Karchmer (2004) in Jodinio (2015,
p.437)
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Background

The OAKA Velodrome was constructed in 1991 as an open air venue for the

Mediterranean Games in Athens. It continued to function as a velodrome until

2003, hosting the World Junior Championships in 1992 & 1999, the Cycling

Track World Cup in 1995, 1996 and 1997, and the Balkan Struggles in 2000

(OAKA S.A., 2014b).

In 2004 the Velodrome was renovated when Spanish architect Santiago Cala-

trava was invited by the Athens 2004 Organising Committee for the Olympic

Games S.A. (ATHOC) (2005, p.157) to architecturally upgrade the OAKA

Complex for the Olympic Games. Calatrava designed an iconic roof covering

for the Velodrome that aligned to his plan to unify the venues of the complex.

The roof was clad with metal on the exterior and wood on the interior (to

improve acousitics), with a central area of laminated glass to provide natural

light, whilst reflecting direct sun (Tzonis, 2005). During the 2004 Olympic

Games, the velodrome was the principal venue for the track cycling competi-

tions. At the time of its renovation, it was planned that the venue would be

used to host national and international cycling events after the Games.

The velodrome remained open sided until 2006, when it was fully enclosed

with a glazed facade over a period of 40 days.
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Legacy Assessment: Athens Olympic Velodrome in 2018

Existence: Athens Olympic Velodrome remains present on the site 27 years

after its construction and 14 years post-Games (see Figure 4.146).

Heritage: The velodrome has retained the name it was given during the Sum-

mer Olympic Games of 2004, ‘OAKA Olympic Velodrome’.

Ownership & Operation: The velodrome is owned by the Hellenic Olympic

Committe (HOC) and operated by a public limited company.

Figure 4.146: View of the OAKA Olympic Velodrome in 2015. Source: Author
(2015)
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Prominence: The OAKA Velodrome is a civic building within the OAKA

Olympic Sports Complex in the Maroussi region of Athens. The original

part of the building, constructed in 1991, is low lying. The distinctive

Santiago Calatrava designed twin roof structure, added in 2004, is the

dominating feature of the building, designed to give an impression of

dynamism and modernity (Jodinio, 2015). The velodrome roof is visible

from around the site and in keeping with the structures of the other

venues, also adapted by Calatrava for the 2004 Olympic Games (see

Figure 4.146).

Proximitiy: In the immediate vicinity of the Olympic Velodrome are the

amenities of the OAKA Complex, including the Aquatics Centre, Indoor

Arena, Olympic Stadium and Tennis Centre. The public space surround-

ing the building is largely paved and pedestrianised. The Agora and Wall

of Nations, designed by Calatrava as features of the Olympic Park for the

2004 Olympic Games remain present in the area. There are 250 parking

spaces in close proximity to the venue.

Connections: The OAKA Complex is situated 8km the from the centre of

Athens and can be reached in approximately 60 minutes by metro, 50

minutes by bus or 30 minutes by car. The closet metro stations are St.

Eirinis and Neratziotissa, 500m and 1km from the velodrome. Local bus

connections can be found within less than 500m of the velodrome (see

Figure 4.147).
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Figure 4.147: Urban Context: Athens Olympic Velodrome in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)

(a) Karaoulanis (2016) (b) Triantafyllou (2015)

Figure 4.148: Architectural Design: post-Games function of the OAKA
Olympic Veldorome. Source: Triantafyllou (2015, a); Karaoulanis (2016, b)
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Condition: The overall structure of the velodrome is in good condition, al-

though some rusting/discolouration is present on the tubular steel ele-

ments that indicates lack of maintenance on the external elements of the

building. The velodrome track and spectator seating are in reasonably

good condition and reasonably well maintained.

Form: The Olympic Velodrome comprises: 250m (length) x 7.2m (width)

Azaelia hardwood track with a banking of 42 degrees on the bends and

12 degrees on the straights and an infield space with no specifically des-

ignated function.

Function: Since the 2004 Olympic Games, the OAKA velodrome has contin-

ued to host some sport and business events and cycle training (see Fig-

ure 4.148), however, there is no publicly available list of events (Olympic

Athletic Center of Athens (OAKA) Spiros Louis, 2014, 2014) to quan-

tify this. The velodrome was closed during the period of data collection.

Evidence suggests that the venue may have diminished use.
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Legacy Assessment: Athens (2004) Olympic Velodrome, in 2018

There is little information available about the original construction of the

OAKA Velodrome. The venue is often portrayed as derelict and unused,

although this is not an entirely accurate depiction. Evidence suggests that

the venue may have hosted some events and track training subsequent to the

Olympic Games, but there is no publicly available data to definitively as-

sess the current use of the venue. The building itself appears to be in fair

condition, although there is some evidence of rust beginning to form on the

structure. The velodrome has been enclosed since the Olympic Games (Direct

Observation (2015), and evaluation of archival images), although the reason

for this adaptation has not been discovered in literature or reports. The velo-

drome roof, designed by Santiago Calatrava, attracted international acclaim,

although this has been dampened by cost and construction overruns in the

build up to the Games. Evidence suggests that this has reduced the legacy

(see Table 4.36).

Table 4.36: Legacy Evaluation: Athens 2004 Velodrome

Olympic Veldorome (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 3

Proximity • 2
Connections • 2

Architectural Design Condition • 2
Form • 3
Function • 1

Legacy Assessment 13/24
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4.7.6 Athens 2004 Olympic Village

Constructed: 2000 - 2003

Architectural Style: Modern

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete

Architect: Architecture-Studio & AAE (2003)

Engineer: Proodeftiki S.A., Attikat S.A. (2003)

Olympic Function: Athlete’s Village

Capacity: 15,000 athletes (in 2004); 2,292 apartments (in 2018)

Figure 4.149: Athens 2004 Olympic Village, in 2004. Source: P. Saitas, in:
Official Report of the XXVIII Olympiad, Volume 1 (2005b, p.160)
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Background

The Olympic Village in Athens was constructed to accommodate 17,500 ath-

letes participating in the 2004 Olympic Games, with a long term plan that

the units would become a new urban quarter for around 10,000 inhabitants

after the Games. In a competition organised by the Athens 2004 Organising

Committee for the Olympic Games S.A. (ATHOC) (2005), the design of the

Olympic Village was awarded to French architecture practice Architecture-

Studio in collaboration with Greek practice AAE. The proposed site for the

Village was at the foot of the Parnitha Mountains, north of Athens. The design

envisaged an energy efficient village made of clusters of houses around small

squares, along an axis between the Parnitha Mountains and the Acropolis in

the historic centre. However, due to the existence of forestland, location of

air force installations, and high voltage aerial power lines, the site had to be

moved further south. Further complications arose when Olympic Village S.A

(a subsidiary company of the Workers Housing Association OEK, who had al-

ready expressed an interest in developing social housing in this area) invested

in the project, resulting in changes to the proposals. After the Games the 2,292

apartments underwent some modifications to make them suitable as residences.

Afterwards, they were distributed (Athens 2004 Organising Committee for the

Olympic Games S.A. (ATHOC), 2005, p.161) by lottery: 78% were allocated

to beneficiaries of the OEK, 10% to inhabitants of the municipality of Achar-

nai, and 12% were distributed to special social groups, (Alexandra Zamani

& Lalenis, 2011) who had the opportunity to purchase the properties at low

rates.
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Legacy Assessment: Athens Olympic Village in 2018

Existence: The Olympic Village remains present on the site 15 years after

its construction and 14 years post-Games (see Figure 4.150).

Heritage: The Olympic Village has retained the name it was given during

the Summer Olympic Games of 2004, ‘Olympia Chorio’, (the ‘Olympic

Village’).

Ownership: The apartments are under private ownership. The properties

were managed by the Workers Housing Association until they disbanded

in 2012 as a result of austerity measures in Greece. The maintenance

of external areas is now within the remit of the municipality and resi-

dents. The current average property value is e1250 per square metre

(Spitogatos Greece, 2018).

(a) View of the Village (2018) (b) Overgrown playground (2018)

Figure 4.150: Views of the Olympic Village in 2018. Source: Nea Genia (The
New Generation of Olympiakos Village) (2018)
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Prominence: The character of the village is in keeping with the residential

architecture of the city. The residential blocks consist of 2, 3 and 4 storey

buildings with balconies, an important feature of apartment living in

Athens. There are 19 different typologies of block within the development

to avoid uniformity. The streets, designed to accommodate the influx of

athletes during the 2004 Olympic Games, are much wider than would

usually be observed in a housing development in Athens.

Proximitiy: The Olympic Village is located 14km North of the centre of

Athens. It is bordered by military land to the east, the residential areas

of Acharnes to the south and west, and the residential area of Thrako-

makedones to the north. The east side of the development is bordered

by a fence, separating the development from the military airfield, and

the west side of the development is bordered by a road. The village was

designed as a mixed use development, with 27 commercial units amongst

the residential properties, but many of the commercial units appear to

have subsequently closed down.

Connections: Connections to the Olympic Village were improved by the con-

struction of the ring road completed in the build up to the 2004 Olympic

Games. The village is connected by local bus to Acharnes, where it is

possible to take a connection to Athens by bus or train. There are bus

stops interspersed throughout the central section of the village, but the

nearest train station is 1.5km away, and the nearest underground station

is 4 km away. The journey to the centre of Athens takes approximately

1 hour by public transport or 25 minutes by car.
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Figure 4.151: Urban Context: Athens Olympic Village in 2018. Source: Au-
thor (2018)

Figure 4.152: Architectural Design: 2004 Athlete’s Village in 2018. Source:
Spitogatos Greece (2018)
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Condition: The residential buildings show no signs of structural degrada-

tion. The apartments appear reasonably well maintained, although they

are under private ownership so levels of maintenance differ from one to

another. The public spaces in the village appear less well maintained,

there is evidence of graffiti, overgrown planting, incomplete and unoccu-

pied public spaces whose planned legacy was never fulfilled.

Form: The village is divided into 4 zones: the Green Zone through the centre

along a north-south axis, the Residential Zone, east and west of the

Green Zone; the Urban Zone to the south; and the Athletic Zone to

the north. The buildings are low rise across all areas. There are 366

apartment complexes containing 2,292 residential units. The residential

buildings have simple facades, with small openings, and large balconies

with awnings. There are 19 typologies of block across the development

to break uniformity, but the buildings can be read cohesively.

Function: Since the Workers Housing Company has disbanded since the Games,

there is no publicly available information to quantify the number of

apartments occupied in the development. However, there are signs of

occupation at many of the properties. The Olympic Village continues

to function as a residential area, although after the Games, the facilities

that were planned to be constructed or adapted never came to fruition.

Of the 29 commercial units scattered throughout the development, less

than 5 reportedly remain open for business. The Sports complex at the

north of the site appears disused.
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Legacy Assessment: Athens (2004) Olympic Village, in 2018

The Olympic Village in Athens is often perceived to be derelict and unin-

habited, but this is not an entirely accurate depiction. There is evidence of

occupation in many of the apartments of the Olympic village, but due to lack

of available, definitive data it is not possible to accurately confirm what per-

centage of the properties are owned and inhabited. The Olympic Village has

generally demonstrated an undesired legacy, since the utopian proposal for this

area as a new residential node of Athens was was never truly realised. As a

result of the post-Games economic climate in Greece, public spaces were not

well maintained, facilities such as the sports complex (which was intended to

generate income to sustain and maintain the public spaces) were closed down,

and planned new construction of nurseries and schools did not come to fruition.

Rents for retail outlets reportedly increased so much that they became finan-

cially inviable, and many were closed. Evidence suggests that there has been

a community effort to make improvements to the Olympic Village, but other

factors have reduced the legacy, (see Table 4.37).

Table 4.37: Legacy Evaluation: Athens 2004 Olympic Village

Olympic Village (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 2

Proximity • 1
Connections • 1

Architectural Design Form • 2
Condition • 1
Function • 1

Legacy Assessment 8/24
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4.7.7 Summary: Legacies of the 2004 Olympic Games

Architectural Legacies

Table 4.38: Summary: Legacies of the 2004 Olympic Venues

Stadium Swimming Velodrome Village
Construction
- Original 1982 1991 1991 2003
- Olympic 2002-2004 2003-2004 2004 2001-2003

Design
- Style Contemporary Industrial Contemporary Modern
- Architect Native & Unknown Native & Native &

International International International
Location
- Stadium - 0.5km 0.7km 8.5km
- City 8km 8km 8km 14km

Durability
- Intended Permanent Permanent Permanent Permanent
- Existence (2018) In use Partial use In use Partial use

Function
- Olympic Athletics Swimming Cycling Residential
- Current (2018) Sport Sport Sport Residential

Capacity
-Olympic 80,000 14,500 5,000 17,500
-Current 80,000 14,500 5,000 10,000

Lifespan
- Built 26 27 27 15
- Useable 26 27 27 14

Evaluation 15 10 13 8
Possible Total 24 24 24 24
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4.8 London 2012

XXX Olympiad 

27th July - 12th August 2012

Candidate Cities

Paris, New York, Moscow, Madrid

Leipzig, Istanbul, Havana, Rio de Janiero

Host City

London, Great Britain (Capital City)

51°30’35’’N, 0°7’5’’E

 

4.8.1 Introduction

Prior to 2012, London had successfully hosted the 1908 and 1948 Olympic

Games, both of which had been awarded to the city at short notice due

to natural disasters and political events: after the catastrophic eruption of

Mount Vesuvius in 1906 prevented Rome, the first elected host city of the

1908 Olympic Games, from hosting the event; and in aftermath of the Second

World War. Since 1948, the British Olympic Committee (BOA) submitted

three unsuccessful applications to host Summer Olympic Games, in Birming-

ham in 1992 (awarded to Barcelona), and in Manchester in 1996 and 2000

(awarded to Atlanta and Sydney, respectively). London had appealed to the

BOA on all occasions to be considered for the bid, but to no avail. When Lon-

don submitted a candidature to host the 2012 Olympic Games, it proposed to

act as a catalyst for the redevelopment of East London, providing long-term

benefits for the inhabitants of the city.
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Context: Proposals of the bid

After submitting three unsuccessful bids to host the Olympic Games in the

1980’s and 1990’s, Manchester, Great Britain’s second largest city, was eventu-

ally awarded the 2002 Commonwealth Games, bolstering the UK’s credibility

to host a mega sport event. However, this was damaged when London lost

the 2005 World Athletics Championship to Helsinki over the decision not to

incorporate an athletics track into the design for the New Wembley Stadium,

and the inability to find an otherwise suitable location.

When London bid to host the 2012 Olympic Games, the candidature proposed

that the Games would act as a catalyst for the redevelopment of Lower Lea

Valley, a 200-hectare rehabilitation and regeneration project in East London.

Along with major new public infrastructure, the redevelopment would provide

long-term benefits for the residents of London, including employment, housing,

educational, and recreational opportunities. The bid propsed that hosting

the Games would significantly improve the availability of sports facilities of

an international standard in London (London Organising Committee of the

Olympic Games (LOCOG) and Paralympic Games (LOCOP) Limited, 2005).

The city planned for the redevelopment to take place irrespective of the bid,

but the award of the Games would accelerate the process and ensure that

sport would be a major part of the project (London Organising Committee

of the Olympic Games (LOCOG) and Paralympic Games (LOCOP) Limited,

2012).
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4.8.2 Olympic Intervention

Distribution of Venues

In preparation for the competitions of the London 2012 Olympic Games (see

Appendix I.1), a model of mono-clustering
6

was implemented within the urban

area of London (see Figure 4.153). The majority of venues were located within

15km of the city centre: 4 venues were located in central London; 17 venues

were located in the London urban area (see Appendix I.2); 10 venues were lo-

cated elsewhere in England and the United Kingdom (see Appendix I.3).

6
There were three key sites in London: The Olympic Park, Central Zone, and River

Zone. The former contained all key venues, all of new construction; The Central Zone
contained largely temporary, subsidiary, venues; and the latter contained a mix of new and
existing subsidiary venues, some of which used existing natural resources. Therefore, the
model is defined as mono- rather than poly- clustering, because of the concentration of new
construction, and the major venues, were all located in and around the Olympic Park
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Figure 4.153: Venues of the London 2012 Olympic Games. Source: Author
(2018)
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The Games Concept: Olympic Sites

Despite post-War regeneration initiatives, the east end of London was in a state

of deprivation compared to other areas of the capital when London bid to host

the 2012 Olympic Games. Lee Valley was bleak and neglected after decades of

heavy duty industry and gravel extraction (New London Architecture, 2017).

Stratford, in particular, had one of the highest unemployment rates in the

country, and real issues with crime (Oakley, 2013). The site selected to house

the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park straddles the boundaries of four London

boroughs: Newham, Tower Hamlets, Hackney, and Waltham Forest, and was

previously a mix of brownfield and greenfield land (see Figure 4.154), including

parts of Hackney Marsh, that necessitated soil washing to make it a suitable

site for construction (Interview with representative of the owner/operator of

London Olympic Park , 2017a). The Olympic Park model, designed and de-

veloped by the EDAW consortium, including EDAW, Allies and Morrison,

and Buro Happold in collaboration with HOK Sport and Atkins for the 2012

Olympic Games, meant that the key venues would be inclose proximity to one

another, creating a framework for the regeneration of the Lower Lea Valley

(BD Online, 2006) which was aligned to a wider planning strategy set out in

the London Plan (a strategic plan setting out an integrated social, economic,

and environmental framework for the future development of the city) to re-

generate East London (Mayor of London, 2004). The park (see Figure 4.155)

was described by Mayor of London, at the time, Ken Livingstone as ‘critical

in helping to shape the long-term legacy of the London Games’ (BD Online,

2006).
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Figure 4.154: Aerial View of the Olympic Park site, before redevelopment for
the 2012 Olympic Games. Source: Charlton (2005)

Figure 4.155: Aerial View of the Olympic Park site, after redevelopment for the
2012 Olympic Games. Source: Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA) (2012a)
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Legacy of the Olympic Park, in 2019

The Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park (QEOP) area began its transformation

into a new node of the city, including a 500 acre park, new homes, and ex-

tensive community facilities, immediately after the Games, (see Figure 4.156).

Transformed over the subsequent 18-month period, the the park reopened as

a public park in 2014, with double the amount of green space created for the

Olympics. The park, which houses the iconic architecture of the Olympic

Games, gardens, waterways, playgrounds, fountains, and cafes, attracts over

5 million visitors per year (New London Architecture, 2017). Construction at

the Park is ongoing in 2018, with the development of additional new housing,

schools, businesses and higher education establishments. The area is served

by 10 different rail routes which benefit commuters to the city.

Figure 4.156: Aerial view of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, in 2017.
Source: Fox (2017)
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4.8.3 London 2012 Olympic Stadium

Constructed: 2008-2011; 2012-2015

Architectural Style: Contemporary

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Steel, Fabric

Architect: Populous (2011, 2015)

Engineer: Buro Happold (2011, 2015)

Olympic Function: Opening & Closing Ceremonies; Athletics

Capacity: 80,000 (in 2012); 60,000 (in 2018)

Figure 4.157: View of London Olympic Stadium in 2012. Source: Olympic
Delivery Authority (ODA) in: Knight and Ruscoe (2012, p.8)
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Background

London Olympic Stadium was designed by international, British based, archi-

tectural practice Populous for the 2012 Olympic Games. The stadium was

designed with an ethos of ‘embracing the temporary’, in the knowledge that

the function of the stadium would change post-Games, and the structure would

need to adapt. The venue was planned to become a multi-use venue for sport,

cultural and community events, including being a new national centre for ath-

letics and the venue for the 2017 IAAF World Championships. The stadium

was designed with a lower tier seating capacity of 25,000 and an upper tier

seating capacity of 55,000. After the Olympic Games, parts of the structure

were deconstructed and reconfigured, reducing the number of seats to 60,000

(Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA), 2012b). A flexible seating system was

created with a retractable lower tier to provide the best possible seating config-

urations for a range of events, including Athletics (60,000), Concerts (80,000),

Premier League Football and International Rugby (54,000). Spectator facil-

ities were organised in a halo around the building, and new hospitality was

incorporated into the West stand. The largest gravity supported cantilever

roof in the world was installed, covering every seat in the Stadium. The 14

iconic lighting towers that stood above the stadium during the Games were

reintegrated into the design to inspire memories of Olympic glory. Between

2012 and 2015, the stadium won 11 international and 1 regional awards for

architecture and engineering. Designated as an IAAF category 1 and UEFA

Category 4 Stadium, the venue became a national competition centre for UK

Athletics. and home ground to West Ham United (Populous, 2018).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: London Olympic Stadium remains present on the site 7 years after

its construction and 6 years post-Games (see Figure 4.158).

Heritage: After the 2012 Olympic Games, the stadium was reconfigured and

became known as London Stadium.

Ownership & Operation: The stadium is owned by a special purpose ve-

hicle between a Mayoral Development Corporation and the Borough of

Newham, and operated by a subsidiary of a Private Limited Company

(Interview with representative of the owner/operator of London Olympic

Park , 2017b), subsequently purchased by the stadium owner in 2019.

The Stadium generates income through venue hire and entrance fees.

Figure 4.158: View of London Olympic Stadium in 2017. Source: Author
(2017)
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Prominence: London Stadium is a civic building and the centrepiece of the

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in Stratford, East London. In its legacy

form, the stadium has a light, elegant structure, with a white tubular

steel roof (see image 4.158). Although the building has been adapted

since the Games, it has retained a presence on the site evocative of 2012.

Proximitiy: The stadium is situated on an island site bordered by City Mill

River to the east and the River Lea to the west, the two of which conflux

200m north and 500m south of the stadium. The Loop Road passes

between the Stadium and the convergent rivers at the south border of the

venue, creating a vehicular access route between the island site, the east

side of City Mill River and west side of the Lea. There are 2 pedestrian

walkways across City Mill River, and 2 across the Lea. Adjacent to the

stadium, a floodlit 400m 6-lane (8 on the straights) community athletics

track has been constructed.

Connections: London Stadium is 8.5km from Trafalgar Square in the centre

of London. There are no transport connections on the island site, but sev-

eral modes of transport can be easily reached by foot (see Figure 4.159),

or the bookable Park Mobility Service. Stratford International, Strat-

ford Regional and Stratford Underground can be reached in 12 minutes

on foot from the Stadium. From Stratford Regional and Underground,

Liverpool Street Station can be reached by train in 10 minutes. From

Stratford International, St Pancras International, the terminal for Eu-

rostar continental services to Belgium, France and the Netherlands, in

mainland Europe, via High Speed 1 and the Channel Tunnel, can be
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reached in 6 minutes.
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Figure 4.159: Urban Context: London Olympic Stadium in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)

Figure 4.160: Architectural Design: London Olympic Stadium in 2016. Source:
Author (2016)
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Condition: London Olympic Stadium is well maintained with no signs of

structural deterioration (Direct Observation, Interview with representa-

tive of the owner/operator of London Olympic Park , 2017).

Form: The main arena at London Stadium incorporates: a 105m x 68m sports

pitch and 9-lane 400m athletics track. It can be configured to host a

variety of sport and entertainment events The spectator seating has re-

configurable lower-tier seating to bring football fans closer to the action

while providing the flexibility to reveal additional floor space for concerts

and athletics. All spectator seating is covered by the 45,000m² 3,900

tonne cantilevered roof, which contains 5,423 pieces of steel. Within

the building there are more than 700 rooms to support the function of

the building, including a 60m warm up track, 8 changing rooms, 4 prayer

rooms, 16 executive boxes, meeting rooms, catering facilities, and offices.

Function: London Stadium is a municipal stadium used as a sports and en-

tertainment venue. It has been hosting large scale events since 2015,

and has been the home ground for West Ham United Premier League

Football Team, who have a 99 year lease, since 2016. Between the

summers of 2017 and 2018 the stadium hosted Diamond League Athlet-

ics (Muller Anniversary Games), Athletics World Cup, IAAF Athletics

World Championships, World ParaAthletics Championships, music con-

certs (Foo Fighters, Beyonce & Jay Z, Rolling Stones, Robbie Williams,

Guns & Roses, Depeche Mode), Premiership Rugby Union, and legends

tours (London Stadium 185 (LS185), 2018). It also runs a daily tourist

programme.
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Legacy Assessment: London (2012) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

Since its reconfiguration post-2012, the Olympic Stadium has demonstrated

continued use as a municipal stadium. It is the home ground to a Premier

League Football Club. This affords the venue stability and security with regard

to its long term function, but increases the complexities of venue management

and operation due to the number of stakeholders. The venue has a daily tourist

programme and a varied programme of sport and entertainment events, which

has demonstrated a year on year increase since 2015. There is no regular

community use, but it does support community events (such as running event

starts/finishes) to broaden the reach of its Olympic legacy beyond that of

ticketed use. This is enhanced by the provision of the community track in the

immediate vicinity of the stadium, which supports community engagement.

This all indicates a positive legacy (see Table 4.42), however, in a period of

only 6 years after the Olympic Games, the legacy is still in its infancy. A

continued, longitudinal study of this venue is recommended to evaluate the

long term operation of the venue and assess whether its flexible design can

continue to successfully support multi-functionality.

Table 4.39: Legacy Evaluation: London 2012 Olympic Stadium

Olympic Stadium (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 3

Proximity • 4
Connections • 4

Architectural Design Condition • 4
Form • 3
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 22/24
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4.8.4 London 2012 Olympic Aquatics Centre

During the 2012 Olympic Games, the city of London hosted the events of the

aquatic sports competitions in two adjacent venues. Swimming, synchronised

swimming, diving and the swimming component of the modern pentathlon

were held at London Aquatics Centre (see Figure 4.161, right). The water polo

competitions were held at the adjacent Water Polo Arena (see Figure 4.161,

left). Both venues were constructed for the 2012 Olympic Games, but with the

intention that the Aquatics Centre would remain on the site after the event.

The Water Polo Arena was constructed as a temporary building to support

the function of the Games, but prevent overcapacity of the aquatics centre in

the long term. For this reason, the water polo venue is treated as an extension

of the permanent aquatics centre. The focus is on the legacy of the permanent

venue.
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Figure 4.161: View of the Olympic Aquatics Centre and Water Polo Arena
in 2012. Source: EG Focus & London Organising Committee of the Olympic
Games (LOCOG) (2012a)
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London 2012 Aquatics Centre

Constructed: 2008-2011; 2012-2014

Architectural Style: Contemporary

Materiality: Concrete, Steel, Timber

Architect: Zaha Hadid (2011, 2014)

Engineer: Ove Arup & Partners (2011, 2014)

Olympic Function: Diving; Swimming; Synchronised Swimming; Modern

Pentathlon

Capacity: 17,500 (in 2012); 2,800 (in 2018)

Figure 4.162: The Olympic Aquatics Centre in 2011. Source: Crow and Hufton
(2011)
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London 2012 Water Polo Arena

Constructed: 2011-2012

Architectural Style: Contemporary

Materiality: Steel, Recyclable PVC

Architect: David Morley (2012)

Engineer: Buro Happold (2012)

Olympic Function: Water Polo

Capacity: 5,000 (in 2012); - (in 2018)

Figure 4.163: The Olympic Water Polo Arena in 2012. Source: David Morley
Architects (2012)
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Background

Iraqi-British Architect Zaha Hadid was commissioned to design London Aquat-

ics Centre before London submitted their bid for the 2012 Olympic Games to

make the city more attractive as a prospective host. The venue would have

been constructed regardless of the outcome, but when the city was awarded the

Games it meant that the design must be adapted to facilitate the events before

it became the community swimming venue initially proposed. The concept for

the building was inspired by the fluid geometry of water in motion, creating

spaces and a surrounding environment in sympathy with the river landscape

of the Olympic Park, and with the sport for which it was designed. The venue

was constructed with temporary seating wings for the period of the Games,

to ensure that an adequate spectator capacity could be achieved for the com-

petitions, but that the venue could be converted to its optimum capacity for

legacy use. After the Games, the temporary wings were removed and the pools

were permanently enclosed with glazing (Zaha Hadid Architects, 2018).

The Water Polo Arena, designed by London architectural practice David Mor-

ley Architects was designed as a temporary venue to supplement the facilities

of the permanent Aquatics Centre during the Olympic Games, without creat-

ing overcapacity for long term use. It was the first dedicated water polo venue

to be constructed for an Olympic Games. The inflatable sloping roof was de-

signed to provide uninterrupted views of the pool from the spectator seating.

Some parts of the venue, such as the spectator seats, were hired and returned

after the Games. Others, such as the PVC skin, were recycled, dismantled and

repurposed (Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA), 2012b).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: London Aquatics Centre remains present on the site 7 years after

its construction and 6 years after the 2012 Olympic Games. The Water

Polo Arena was deconstructed between 2012 and 2013, as planned, for

re-use and recycling. The site of the Water Polo Arena is currently used

to host events of a temporary nature, such as fairs (see Figure 4.164).

Heritage: The Olympic Aquatics Centre closed after the Paralympic Games

in 2012 and reopened as London Aquatics Centre in 2014.

Ownership & Operation: The Aquatics Centre is owned by a Mayoral De-

velopment Corporation, and operated by a Charitable Social Enterprise.

(Interview with representative of the owner of London Aquatics Centre,

2017).

Figure 4.164: View of London Aquatics Centre and the adjacent former Water
Polo Arena site in 2018. Source: Ashabi (2018)
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Prominence: London Aquatics Centre is a civic and focal building on the

south-easterly edge of London Olympic Park. Its design addresses the

public realm space, the east-west connection of Stratford City Bridge,

and the continuation of the Olympic Park space alongside the canal. It

is an iconic building, visible from around the site. The building was

nominated for the Stirling Prize in 2014, and contributed to the body of

work for which architect Zaha Hadid was awarded the RIBA Gold Medal

in 2016.

Proximitiy: The Aquatics Centre is situated at the Gateway of the Queen

Elizabeth Olympic Park, on the main access route between Stratford In-

ternational (via Westfield Shopping Centre) and London Stadium (see

image 4.164). The Aquatics Centre is bordered by the Waterworks River

on its west Side, Pool Street to the south, and Carpenters Road to the

east. The first floor entrance (used for major events) opens onto Strat-

ford Walk, a pedestrian public plaza, Santander Cycle Hub, and the

footbridge crossing Carpenters Road and the river, connecting the sta-

dium island site to the Westfield access route over the 50m training pool.

Connections: London Aquatics Centre is 9km from Trafalgar Square in the

centre of London. Stratford International, Stratford Regional and Strat-

ford Underground can be reached in 9 minutes on foot from the venue

(see Figure 4.165). From Stratford Regional and Underground, Liver-

pool Street Station can be reached by train in 10 minutes. From Strat-

ford International, St Pancras International, the terminal for Eurostar

continental services to Belgium, France and the Netherlands, in central
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Europe, via High Speed 1 and the Channel Tunnel, can be reached in 6

minutes.
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Figure 4.165: Urban Context: London Olympic Aquatics Centre in 2018.
Source: Author (2018)

Figure 4.166: Architectural Design: London Aquatics Centre in 2017. Source:
Author (2017)
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Condition: London Aquatics Centre appears to be maintained with no signs

of structural deterioration (Direct Observation, Interview with represen-

tative of the owner of London Aquatics Centre, 2017).

Form: The main hall of London Aquatics Centre incorporates a 50m x 25m

x 3m competition pool (with moveable floor and boom to transform

it into 2 x 25m pools), 25m x 21m x 5m diving pool, 4 x 1m spring

boards, 3 x 3m spring boards, and 3m, 5m, 7.5m, and 10m diving boards.

There is permanent spectator seating for 2,800 with the flexibility to

expand to 3,800. Across the centre corridor, beneath Stratford Walk

Bridge, there is a 50m x 21m x 2m training pool with moveable floor and

boom to transform it into 2 x 25m pools. Within the building there are

other facilities to support the function of the building, including changing

rooms, dry diving facility, 50 station gymnasium, creche, and cafe. The

3,000 tonne wave like steel roof (see Figure 4.166) enclosing the pools

spans 160m x 80m and rests on two concrete supports to the north and

on a supporting wall to the south.

Function: The main function of the venue is for community, sport, leisure

and recreation, but it also supports training for elite athletes and hosts

some competitions and events. The venue has an elite performance

programme, regular training sessions for local and university clubs and

squads, and a school swimming programme for over 2,000 local school

children per week. In February 2017 there had been over 2.5 million

visits to the centre since its opening, an average of 14,200 visits per week

(London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC), 2017).
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Legacy Assessment: London (2012) Aquatics Centre and Water Polo

Arena, in 2018

As it was proposed in the bid and masterplan for the Olympic Park and the

2012 Olympic Games, the Olympic Aquatics Centre was adapted and reopened

after the Games, whilst the Water Polo Arena was deconstructed and removed.

The Water Polo Arena has no tangible built legacy (see Table 4.40), but as part

of the longer term strategy for the Aquatics Centre and the Olympic Park, the

temporary nature of this venue facilitated a successful Games without resulting

in overcapacity for the long-term use of the Aquatics Centre.

The legacy of the Water Polo Arena is considered because it functioned as a

separate venue during the 2012 Olympic Games. However, due to its planned

impermanence, its proximity to the Aquatics Centre, and its function (to sup-

plement the function of the Aquatics Centre for the competitions of the Games

without creating an overcapacity for long term use), the buildings are consid-

ered as one entity for the purpose of the final legacy evaluation, because this

is how the legacy is perceived.

Table 4.40: Legacy Evaluation: London 2012 Water Polo Arena

Water Polo Arena (2012) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence •

Proximity •
Connections •

Architectural Design Form •
Condition •
Function •

Legacy Assessment 0/24
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The London (2012) Aquatics Centre was commissioned before London submit-

ted its bid to host the 2012 Olympic Games, on the premise that an iconic

venue designed by an International architect would make the city more at-

tractive as a potential host. Because the venue would be constructed in some

form regardless of whether or not London was awarded the Games, it was con-

ceived with legacy at the forefront of design. When London was awarded the

Games, some adaptations had to be made to the design to make it a suitable

Olympic venue. This was in the form of temporary features that could be de-

constructed after the Games to provide additional capacity. This secured the

legacy of the venue, as its long term function remained at the fore throughout

the construction. Since the Games, the venue has offered a varied programme

of sport, leisure and recreational activities for a range of ages and abilities. It

also hosts some events. The flexibility of the venue, which has moveable floors

and booms, supports and widens its function. This all indicates a positive

legacy (see Table 4.42) however, in a period of only 6 years after the Olympic

Games, the legacy is still relatively in its infancy. A continued, longitudinal

study of this venue is recommended to evaluate the long term operation of the

venue.

Table 4.41: Legacy Evaluation: London 2012 Aquatics Centre

Aquatics Centre (2012) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence •

Proximity •
Connections •

Architectural Design Form •
Condition •
Function •

Legacy Assessment 24/24
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4.8.5 London 2012 Olympic Velodrome

Constructed: 2009-2011; 2012-2014

Architectural Style: Contemporary

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete, Steel, Timber

Architect: Hopkins Architects (2011, 2014)

Engineer: Expedition Engineering Consultancy (2011, 2014)

Olympic Function: Track cycling

Capacity: 6,000 (in 2012); 6,000 (in 2018)

Figure 4.167: View of London Olympic Velodrome in 2012. Source: Cawley
(2012)
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Background

London Olympic Velodrome was designed by the London office of international

architectural practice Hopkins Architects to host the track cycling competi-

tions of 2012 Olympic Games. Conceived during an open design competition, it

was designed as a permanent venue of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. The

form of the building was inspired by cycling and the bicycle as an ‘ingenious

ergonomic object that is honed to unrivalled efficiency’ (Hopkins Architects

Partnership LLP, 2018). This concept was worked into every aspect of the

design. The design team worked with GB cyclist Sir Chris Hoy to ensure

best possible conditions for athletes, including spectator seating around the

perimeter of the track, rather than only along the straights, to create a ‘wall

of sound’, and environmental controls that allowed the track temperature to be

set at 28 degrees during the Games to optimise performance (Olympic Delivery

Authority (ODA), 2012b)). The velodrome was designed with legacy at the

forefront, with the Olympic Games as ‘a housewarming party for the building’

(Pallister, 2011). The post-Games operator for the venue was known from the

outset, which meant that initial design could incorporate a known long term

use for community participation and elite performance and training. After the

Olympic Games, the velodrome underwent some minor adaptations to remove

Olympic overlay and prepare the venue for its long term function. The venue

was designed to accommodate 6,000 spectators in both Olympic and legacy

mode, citing the false economy of the construction and demolition of temporary

structure (Conversation with Hopkins Architects , 2017). The main structure

appeared largely unaltered when the building reopened in 2014.
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The Olympic Velodrome remains present on the site 7 years after

its construction and 6 years post-Games (see Figure 4.168).

Heritage: When the building reopened its doors in 2014, it became known as

Lee Valley Velodrome, part of Lee Valley Velopark, which incorporates

the Olympic BMX Circuit (adapted for community use) and the Eastway

Cycle Circuit (which existed on the site prior to the Olympic Games).

Ownership & Operation: The velodrome is owned by a statutory body,

and operated by a Leisure Trust set up by the statutory body. The

building is partially funded by levy in London Council Tax but also

generates income through entrance fees and venue hire (Interview with

representative of the operator of London Olympic Velodrome, 2017).

Figure 4.168: View of Lee Valley Velodrome in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Prominence: Lee Valley Velodrome is a civic building at the northern part of

the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park (QEOP) in Stratford, East London

(see image 4.168). The building was awarded the people’s choice award

for the Stirling Prize in 2011.

Proximitiy: Lee Valley Velodrome is immediately adjacent to the 2012 Olympic

BMX Track (East of the Velodrome building), and a 1-mile cycle circuit

which circles the BMX track and wraps around the Velodrome to the

north and west. Together they form Lee Valley Velopark, a complex

which caters for all modes of cycling. In addition to being within the

Olympic Park, the Velodrome is located on land that is part of the Lee

Valley Regional Park, a 26-mile stretch of urban green space that extends

from the River Thames in East London to Ware in Hertfordshire (Lee

Valley Regional Park Authority (LVRPA), 2018).

Connections: Lee Valley Velodrome is 9km from Trafalgar Square in the

Centre of London. Four different modes of public transportation can

be accessed from the venue (see Figure 4.169). Stratford International,

Stratford Regional and Stratford Underground can be reached in 12 min-

utes on foot from the velodrome. From Stratford Regional and Under-

ground, Liverpool Street Station can be reached by train in 10 minutes.

From Stratford International, St Pancras International, the terminal for

Eurostar continental services to Belgium, France and the Netherlands,

in central Europe, via High Speed 1 and the Channel Tunnel, can be

reached in 6 minutes.
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Figure 4.169: Urban Context: London Olympic Velodrome in 2018. Source:
Author (2018)

Figure 4.170: Architectural Design: Lee Valley Velodrome in 2017. Source:
Cym (2017)
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Condition: Lee Valley Velodrome is well maintained with no signs of struc-

tural deterioration (Direct Observation, Interview with representative of

the operator of London Olympic Velodrome, 2017).

Form: The concept of design was simplicity and efficiency, expressed in the

form of the building. The main space in the velodrome incorporates

7m x 250m Siberian Pine track, designed by Ron Webb, which is 42°on

the curve and 12°on the straights, an infield, 3m below ground level,

spectator seating for 6,000 in a continuous band around the track, split

into two tiers, and a concourse level with cafe space offering views across

London. The ground floor ancilliary spaces house 4 x changing rooms,

a dedicated bike workshop, bike hire facilities, multi-purpose rooms for

meetings and seminars, conference facilities, and indoor cycling studios.

Function: The velodrome functions as a community, sport, leisure and recre-

ation venue, that also supports training for elite athletes and hosts some

competitions and events. Between the Summers of 2017 and 2018, the

Velodrome has hosted several major events, including the Good Friday

Race, British Indoor Rowing Championships, Revolution Series, and the

Six Day Series. In addition, the venue has hosted smaller scale commu-

nity events, such as aerobics & yoga, Cycletopia (a fundraising event),

ride in movies (in the studio), and bike and bake events. The general

programme of activities includes kids sessions, taster sessions, fitness

sessions, schools sessions, veteran sessions, and club training. In Febru-

ary 2017 there had been almost 2.3 million visits to the venue (London

Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC), 2017)
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Legacy Assessment: London (2012) Olympic Velodrome, in 2018

Since the 2012 Olympic Games, the Velodrome has demonstrated continuous

use as a track cycling venue. The track is part of Lee Valley Velopark, a cy-

cling venue that caters for all four modes of cycling (BMX, mountain, road,

and track) for all ages and abilities. The building is most regularly used in

a community capacity, delivering a Sport England (who invested in the Velo-

drome) target to increase cycling participation. It was decided at the outset

that the infield would be maintained to support cycling at the venue and not

reconfigured. This appears to work for the venue, and provides flexibility to

host cycling, other sport, (e.g. British Rowing Championships), and corporate

events. The full spectator capacity (6,000) is not achieved on a daily basis,

but the spectator areas are frequently used, by parents, teachers etc. Reten-

tion of this capacity provides flexibility to host large events. The track has a

programme of daily activities and regular opening hours. This all indicates a

positive legacy (see Table 4.42) however, in a period of only 6 years after the

Games, the legacy is still in its infancy. A continued, longitudinal study of

the venue is recommended to evaluate the long term operation of the venue.

Table 4.42: Legacy Evaluation: London 2012 Olympic Velodrome

Velodrome (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 4

Proximity • 4
Connections • 4

Architectural Design Form • 4
Condition • 4
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 24/24
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4.8.6 London 2012 Olympic Village

Constructed: 2008-2012; 2012-2013

Architectural Style: Contemporary

Materiality: Reinforced Concrete

Architect: Fletcher Priest (2012, 2013), see also Appendix I, Table I.4

Engineer: ARUP (2012, 2013)

Olympic Function: Athlete’s Village

Capacity: 16,000 athletes (in 2012); 2,818 apartments (in 2018)

Figure 4.171: Aerial view of the Athlete’s Village in 2012. Source: EG Focus
& London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games (LOCOG) (2012b)
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Background

The main Olympic Village for athletes competing in the 2012 Olympic Games

was located in Stratford adjacent to the Olympic Park and the major compe-

tition venues, with short travel times to sub-sites around greater London. The

masterplan for the village was developed by Swiss landscape architects Vogt

Landschaft Architektenin and the London office of international architecture

practice Fletcher Priest, who had been involved in the masterplan proposal for

Stratford City and in Londons bid to host the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic

Games. The proposal for development in Stratford, would serve as a cata-

lyst to the Mayor of London’s plan to deliver sustainable communities, high

quality, mixed use, affordable housing, and transform East London (London

2012 Ltd, 2004, p.197). It was largest planning application ever to be sub-

mitted in London, and one of the largest in Europe. It consisted of a major

new employment district, the largest urban retail centre in Europe, new public

open spaces, and a new mixed-tenure residential neighbourhood complete with

infrastructure and 4,500 homes (Fletcher Priest Architects, 2018). The 2012

Athlete’s Village made a contribution of 2,818 homes to this overall proposal.

The residential blocks were designed by 16 different architects (see Appendix I,

Table I.4) selected from 434 applicants to an open international design compe-

tition managed by the Architecture Foundation (2007). During the Games, the

Village accommodated 16,000 athletes. Afterwards, it was transformed into

2,818 new homes for sale and rent, including 1,379 affordable homes (Olympic

Delivery Authority (ODA), 2012b).
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Legacy (2018)

Existence: The 2012 Olympic Village remains present on the site 6 years

after its construction and the Olympic Games (see Figure 4.172).

Heritage: After the Games, the development was transformed into 2,900

apartments and townhouses arranged over 11 plots. The development

became known as East Village.

Ownership & Operation: In 2011, the Athlete’s Village was purchased by

private investors who own, and are involved in the long term management

of the village in partnership with two charitable housing associations, a

Limited Liability Company and a Private Limited Company (Interview

with representative of the management companies of the London 2012

Olympic Village, 2017). The approximate average property value is cur-

rently e7,800-8,300 per sqm (Zoopla, 2018).

Figure 4.172: View of East Village in 2017. Source: Author (2017)
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Prominence: East Village is a mixed use residential quarter (see image 4.172)

adjacent to the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in Stratford, East Lon-

don. In 2014, the development won two regional awards: ‘The Mayors

Award for Planning Excellence’ and ‘The Best New Place to Live’.

Proximitiy: East Village is a mixed use development, with 30 commercial

units, including: 5 restaurants, 3 cafes, 3 grocery stores, 2 delis/bakeries,

2 bars, bike shop, gym, spa, dental practice, hair salon, dry cleaners, and

a parcel delivery service. Community events take place frequently within

the village. Chobham Academy, at the east side of the village offers 1,800

school places for 4-19 years olds and learning facilities for adults. The

village is adjacent to the Olympic Park and all of its amenities. From

the village, the velodrome, aquatics centre, and stadium can be reached

in 10, 15, and 20 minutes respectively on foot. The village is set in 27

acres of parkland, with more than 10 hectares of mature parklands, new

parks, and open space.

Connections: East Village is 9km from Trafalgar Square and Central Lon-

don, and one of the best connected neighbourhoods in the capital (Get

Living London, 2018b). Stratford International, Stratford Regional and

Stratford Underground are 4 minutes on foot from East Village (see Fig-

ure 4.173). From Stratford Regional and Underground, Liverpool Street

Station can be reached by train in 10 minutes. From Stratford Interna-

tional, St Pancras International, the terminal for Eurostar continental

services to Belgium, France and the Netherlands, in central Europe, via

High Speed 1 and the Channel Tunnel, can be reached in 6 minutes.
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Figure 4.173: Urban Context: London Olympic Village in 2018. Source: Au-
thor (2018)

Figure 4.174: Architectural Design: London Olympic Village, example apart-
ment interior in 2018. Source: Get Living London (2018a)
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Condition: The blocks of the Athlete’s Villages are in good condition with

no signs of structural deterioration. The external areas are well main-

tained (Direct Observation, Interview with representative of the manage-

ment companies of the London 2012 Olympic Village, 2017) by a private

company limited by guarantee without share capital, subsidiary of an

established London based property management company.

Form: The former Athlete’s Village contains 2,818 apartments organised across

67 blocks, which contribute to a much wider development of 10,000 prop-

erties in the area. The properties in the village include studio apart-

ments, 1, 2, 3, & 4 bedroomed apartments, and 5 bed townhouses town-

houses, split over 3 floors. Each plot has its own architectural identity,

however, there are commonalities and standard details across the differ-

ent buildings. All reflect the overarching principles of the masterplan,

which is based on the idea of a city block with buildings around private

courtyards, to reference the classical architecture of John Nash in London

(Fletcher Priest Architects, 2018). This offers a hierarchy of spaces from

open and public to intimate and personal, with each elevation responsive

to the space it faces. At ground level commercial units offer street level

activities, with clearly marked entrances easily distinguished from the

apartments.

Function: The buildings currently function as residential accommodation

within a mixed use development, including: privately owned, privately

rented, shared equity, and, social housing. The properties are fully oc-

cupied. (Interview with representative of the management companies of
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the London 2012 Olympic Village, 2017)
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Legacy Assessment: London (2012) Olympic Village, in 2018

Since the 2012 Olympic Games, and the adaptations to convert the Olympic

Village into residential units, there has been continued development in the

East Village area, which will benefit the residents of East Village in the long

term. The homes began being rented and sold in 2013 and have proven popu-

lar. All of the apartments are sold or rented, with only 3 available for rent on

the Triathlon Homes (2018) website. The management companies have con-

tributed to a project of placemaking in East Village to enhance and develop

sense of community. There is a strong online presence to advertise community

events, groups, etc. and bring people together. The apartments in the village

are relatively spacious and provide every resident with outdoor space. The

monotony of the block is broken by differences in design, but the specified

modularity improves ease of maintenance and repair. Connections to the city

are quick and convenient for professionals and commuters. This indicates a

positive legacy (see Table 4.43) however, in a period of only 6 years after the

Games, the legacy is still in its infancy. A continued, longitudinal study of the

venue is recommended to evaluate its long term function.

Table 4.43: Legacy Evaluation: London 2012 Olympic Village

Olympic Village (2018) Category 0 1 2 3 4 Total
Urban Context Prominence • 4

Proximity • 4
Connections • 4

Architectural Design Form • 4
Condition • 4
Function • 4

Legacy Assessment 24/24
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4.8.7 Summary: Legacies of the 2012 Olympic Games

Architectural Legacies

Table 4.44: Summary: Legacies of the 2012 Olympic Venues

Stadium Swimming Velodrome Village
Construction
- Original 2011 2011 2011 2012
- Olympic 2012 2012 2012 2012

Design
- Style Contemporary Contemporary Contemporary Contemporary
- Architect Native Native Native Native &

(International) (International) (International) International
Location
- Stadium - 0.5km 1.5km 1km
- City 8.5km 9km 9km 9.5km

Durability
- Intended Permanent Permanent Permanent Permanent
- Existence (2018) Full use Full use Full use Full use

Function
- Olympic Athletics Swimming Cycling Residential
- Current (2018) Entertainment Sport + Sport + Residential

Recreation Recreation

Capacity
-Olympic 80,000 17,500 6,000 16,000
-Current 60,000 2,800 6,000 2,818

Lifespan
- Built 7 7 7 6
- Useable 3 4 4 5

Evaluation
- Applied value 22 24 24 24
- Possible Total 24 24 24 24
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Chapter 5

Analysis

This chapter presents a horizontal comparative analysis of the data collected

in each of six European Summer Olympic host cities and seven editions of

the Games: London (1948); Helsinki (1952); Rome (1960); Munich (1972);

Barcelona (1992); Athens (2004); and London (2012)
1
. Beginning with a brief

overview of venue and site location & strategy and approach (from the candi-

datures and official reports of the Summer Olympic Games 1948-2012), (Sec-

tion 5.1); a cross case analysis of architectural legacy, and urban context, based

on all aspects of data collection, is presented (Section 5.2).

1
Moscow, which was included in the thesis after the viva voce examination on the rec-

ommendation of the examiners, has not been included in the cross-case analysis because the
case study was developed by means of a desktop survey for logistical and financial reasons
(as outlined in Chapter 3, the Methodology). Whilst the data from the official reports and
candidatures can be incorporated in the same way across all cases with confidence (see Sec-
tion 5.1, Legacy Proposals & Planning) to evaluate different strategies and approaches to
legacy planning, the assessment of legacy outcomes in Moscow remains to be validated by
the process of in-situ data collection and direct observation. This is a fundamental part of
the thesis for validating the legacies of Olympic venues and sites, therefore, for coherency,
Moscow is not included in the analysis at the level of the architectural and site analysis (see
Section 5.2, Architectural Interventions). The case study on Moscow in the Findings can be
treated as a pilot study to be incorporated into the analysis through future research.
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Case Studies: European Summer Olympic Games Cities 1948-2012

Olympiad Year Candidates Host City Country Games
XIV 1948 Lausanne London UK 29 Jul - 14 Aug
XV 1952 Amsterdam Helsinki Finland 29 Jul - 03 Aug

Los Angeles
Mineapolis

Chicago
Detroit

Philadelphia
XVII 1960 Lausanne Rome Italy 25 Aug - 11 Sep

Detroit
Budapest

XX 1972 Madrid Munich Germany 26 Aug - 11 Sep
Montreal

XXII 1980 Los Angeles Moscow Russia 19 Jul - 03 Aug
XXV 1992 Paris Barcelona Spain 25 Jul - 09 Aug

Brisbane
Belgrade

Birmingham
Amsterdam

XXVIII 2004 Rome Athens Greece 13 Aug - 29 Aug
Cape Town
Stockholm

Buenos Aires
XXX 2012 Paris London UK 27 Jul - 12 Aug

New York
Moscow
Madrid
Leipzig
Istanbul
Havana

Rio de Janeiro
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5.1 Legacy Proposals & Planning

The following is an outline of the key features of the strategy for locating venues

and sites in each city, and the underlying reasons that particular strategy was

selected:

London 1948: Post-War Austerity; Reuse of the existing with little perma-

nent adaptation; No new construction.

Helsinki 1952: Post War Austerity (to a lesser degree than in 1948); New

construction only where long term benefit perceived.

Rome 1960: Re-use and re-interpretation of the existing; New construction

where necessary to benefit the city after the event.

Munich 1972: Re-invention of the reputation of the country in the post-War

period; Creation of new sports facilities in the city.

Moscow 1980: Improvement of existing and creation of new sports facilities;

Aligned to existing city planning.

Barcelona 1992: Major renovation to the urban fabric; Creation of new and

upgrade of existing sports facilities; Aligned to existing city planning.

Athens 2004: Major renovation to the urban fabric; Improvement of existing

and creation of new sports facilities; Global repositioning of the city.

London 2012: Major renovation of East London; Permanent construction

only where long term benefit perceived; Aligned to existing city planning.
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5.1.1 Olympic Interventions

The following section examines models of Olympic development (see Fig-

ure 5.1) and locations of sites and venues. The model of of intervention imple-

mented is evaluated in relation to its impact on the growth and development

of the city, and its long term legacy. It should be noted that there may be an

issue with time scale: In cities where more time has passed since the interven-

tion, there may be more opportunity for legacy. However, the evidence does

not necessarily support this notion. The models of intervention implemented

in each city are described on Page 419 and shown in Figure 5.2.

Decentralised Inner City Mono-Cluster Periphery Cluster 

Satellite Cluster Inner City Poly-Cluster Joint-Cluster 

Figure 5.1: Models of Olympic Development, Author (2017), from: Liao and
Pitts (2009)
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In London (1948) a decentralised intervention was implemented. Due to the

use of existing venues, venues were mostly located in the urban (but not

central) area of the city. In this respect London (1948) is an anomaly.

In Helsinki (1952) venues were mostly located within the urban area of the

city. A high proportion of venues were located in the central area, or-

ganised according to an inner-city mono-clustering model.

In Rome (1960) many venues were located in the central area of the city,

organised according to a model of poly-clustering.

In Munich (1972) venues were mostly located in the urban area of the city,

in a model of mono-clustering. Temporary, existing, and minor venues

were located elsewhere in the central or urban area.

In Moscow (1980) venues were mostly located in the urban area of the city,

organised according to a model of poly-clustering.

In Barcelona (1992) half of the venues were located in the urban area of

the city with nearly all of those in the central area of the city spread

across four groups of venues in a model of inner-city poly-clustering.

In Athens (2004) the majority of venues were located in the urban area of

the city, outside of the central area. Most of the venues were organised in

a periphery clustering structure, with some even beyond the urban area.

In London (2012) key new construction was implemented in a mono-clustering

structure within the urban area. Temporary, existing, and minor venues

were located at subsites in the central or urban area.
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In Figure 5.1 the models of intervention in each city are shown at a comparable

scale. It is observed that in these eight edition of the Games, only four models

of intervention have been implemented:

Decentralised: London (1948)

Inner-city mono-clustering: Helsinki (1952), Munich (1972), London (2012)

Inner-city poly-clustering: Rome (1960), Moscow (1980), Barcelona (1992)

Periphery clustering: Athens (2004)

The most popular models of intervention to be implemented are those of inner-

city mono- and poly- clustering (see Table 5.1), where key sites of development

are implemented within the urban or central area of the city. It has been ob-

served in some cities that the location of sites at the periphery of the central

area have promoted the expansion of the central area of the city (Rome, Mu-

nich), but it should be noted that it may be too early to see whether Olympic

developments have had this effect in more recent Olympic hosts cities, buecause

the long term effects of the development may not yet have unfolded.

Table 5.1: Summary of intervention strategy in post-War European Summer
Olympic Cities (1948-2012) in 2019

1948 1952 1960 1972 1980 1992 2004 2012

Location
- Urban Area • • • • • •
- Periphery •
Model
- Mono-cluster • •
- Poly-cluster • • • • •
- Decentralised •
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The patterns of balancing new construction with the adaptation and reuse of

existing are outlined in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3, which demonstrate a cyclical

relationship between new and existing construction. When little intervention

takes place in the city, infrastructural legacy is limited, and many interventions

take place, there are associated costs to that construction and the subsequent

long term maintenance or demolition of facilities. In this respect, there may

be value to investing in a balanced portfolio of existing and new buildings.

Table 5.2: New and existing venue use in the urban areas of cities for the
European Summer Olympic Games 1948-2012

London Helsinki Rome Munich Moscow Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1980 1992 2004 2012

Existing 20 16 9 7 9 13 8 10
- Natural 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 2
- Outdoor 15 9 8 2 4 7 3 4
- Indoor 5 4 1 5 5 5 4 4
New 0 1 6 11 14 8 15 11
- Outdoor 0 1 4 5 5 3 9 5
- Indoor 0 0 2 6 9 5 6 6

1948

10

20

30

1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Existing Venues

New Venues

TotalVenues

Figure 5.3: Number of new, existing venues in the urban areas of host cities
during the Summer Olympic Games in Europe 1948-2012
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Summary

To summarise, a decentralised model was implemented in London (1948) de-

spite the requirement in the city for new construction in the post-War pe-

riod. Helsinki (1952) and Rome (1960) already had good civic infrastructure.

Helsinki had implemented its sports facilities to support the model of the

Olympic Park, central to the city and walkable. Rome had developed sport

facilities in two central nodes, and worked to improve the legacy of those areas.

Munich (1972) implemented a model of inner city mono-clustering. Moscow

(1980) implemented a model of inner city poly-clustering to develop the sport-

ing infrastructure in five areas of the city, aligned to wider planning strategies.

Barcelona (1992) implemented a model of inner city poly-clustering to rejuve-

nate four areas within the central area of the city, aligned to a wider city plan.

In Athens (2004) a model of poly clustering was implemented, and in London

(2012), a model of mono-clustering was implemented, to rejuvenate areas of

decline within the city, as in Munich and Barcelona.

The legacy proposals and intervention strategies will be considered when ex-

amining the urban contextual dimensions of the venues examined in this thesis

in terms of their legacy outcomes, in Section 5.2, Architectural Analysis. In

particular, the overall legacy intentions and the strategies implemented will

inform analysis of the key sites of Olympic development and the connections

between individual venues and the city.
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5.2 Architectural Analysis

The following section details the analysis of the architectural interventions

that that took place in the six post-War European Summer Olympic Games

cities (London 1948, Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992,

Athens 2004, and London 2012), based on the findings of this research
2
.

The buildings evaluated are:

• The Olympic Stadium

• The Aquatics Centre

• The Velodrome

• The Athlete’s Village

These four building types illustrate a variety of Olympic venues. They are

the most representative buildings of the Games, and are present in all of the

post-War Olympic cities.

The architectural analysis is in three areas:

Background - Lifespan, Construction, Operation

Urban Context - Prominence, Proximity, Connection

Architectural Design - Condition, Form, Function

2
From this point forward, Moscow 1980 is not included in the cross-case analysis because

the evaluation of architectural legacy, and its urban contextual dimensions, in this section
is largely reliant on methods of in-situ data collection. The development and validation of
the case study of Moscow 1980 has been identified as a potential area for further research.
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5.2.1 Olympic Stadia

Seven Olympic Stadia were used to host the opening and closing ceremonies

and athletic competitions (amongst some other sports and events) in the seven

post War European editions of the Summer Olympic Games.

Existence Of the seven Olympic Stadia of the post-War European Sum-

mer Olympic Games (1948-2012) six remain in existence (Helsinki 1952,

Rome 1960, Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992, Athens 2004, London 2012)

in 2018 (see Figures 5.4 and 5.5).

Of the six remaining venues, five have undergone adaptations since the

Games (Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992, Lon-

don 2012), but all have retained the essence of their Olympic Character

to a greater (Helsinki 1952, Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992, London 2012)

or lesser (Rome 1960) degree.

Heritage The importance of the Olympic Stadia as part of the architectural

heritage of the city is largely demonstrated by the listing or protection of

the buildings by Regional or National Heritage Boards (see Table 5.6).

This recognition appears to be an important feature of the legacy.
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Rome (1960) Olympic Stadium, in 1960

Source: OCOG (1963)

Rome (1960) Olympic Stadium, in 2017

Source: Author (2017)

London (1948) Olympic Stadium, in 1948

Source: Historic Britain (1948)

London (1948) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

Source: Author (2018)

Demolished

Helsinki (1952) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

Source: K2S (2013) , Visualisation

Helsinki (1952) Olympic Stadium, in 1952

Source: OCOG (1955)

Munich (1972) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

Source: Author (2017)

Munich (1972) Olympic Stadium, in 1972

Source: OCOG (1974) 

Figure 5.4: Olympic Stadia 1948-2012, during the Games and in 2018
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Barcelona (1992) Olympic Stadium, in 1992

Source: OCOG (1992)

Barcelona (1992) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

Source: Author (2017)

Athens (2004) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

 Source: Frantzolas (2018)

Athens (2004) Olympic Stadium, in 2004

Source: ATHOC (2005)

London (2012) Olympic Stadium, in 2012

Source: ODA (2012)

London (2012) Olympic Stadium, in 2018

Source: Author (2017)

Figure 5.5: Olympic Stadia 1948-2012, during the Games and in 2018, contin-
ued.
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Venue Construction Five of the seven stadia (London 1948, Helsinki 1952,

Rome 1960, Barcelona 1992, Athens 2004) pre-date their Olympic Games

(see Table 5.3), and two (Munich 1972, London 2012) were newly con-

structed to deliver their respective Games (see Table 5.4).

The reasons for their development are complex, but evidence is that those

constructed to respond to an established national need have demon-

strated the best legacy potential. Those constructed to attract mega

events have mixed success.

Post Games Adaptation Six of the seven stadia have been adapted since

hosting the Olympic games, including: London (1948), Helsinki (1952),

Rome (1960), Munich (1972), Barcelona (1992) and London (2012).

Adaptations to the Stadia were undertaken principally to repurpose the

venues. Evidence suggests that adaptations after the Games to make the

venue suitable for its long term function correlate with positive legacy

(see Table 5.5).

Despite the adaptations, the iconic image of the Stadia remains undi-

minished. The architectural features of the stadia that appear the same

today as they did during the Games.
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Table 5.3: Age of the Summer European Olympic Stadia (1948-2012) in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Years since:
- Built 95 80 86 46 89 36 6
- Games 70 66 58 46 26 14 6

Table 5.4: Construction of the Summer European Olympic Stadia (1948-2012)

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Existing • • • • •
New • •

Table 5.5: Adaptations to the Summer European Olympic Stadia (1948-2012)
post-Games

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Demolished •
Adapted • • • •
Remaining • •

Table 5.6: Summer European Olympic Stadia (1948-2012) protected or listed
by Regional or National Heritage Boards

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Listing • • • •
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Ownership & Operations Five of the six remaining Stadia (Helsinki 1952,

Rome 1960, Munich 1970, Barcelona 1992, Athens 2004) are under public

ownership (Local Government, State, or National Olympic Committee).

The sixth (London 2012) is owned by a joint public-private entity (see

Table 5.7). The stadium in Rome (1960) is operated by the owner. The

stadia in Munich (1972), Barcelona (1992) and Athens (2004) are op-

erated by subsidiaries of the owner. The stadium in Helsinki (1952) is

operated by a subsidiary of the owner in partnership with a private en-

tity. The stadium in London (2012) was operated by a private company

independent of the owner, but this company has subsequently been pur-

chased by the owner. The evidence is that simpler operational structure,

closer relationship between operator and major users; and the concept

of owner-operator, all assist legacy.

Prominence The prominence of Olympic Stadia is derived from the acclaim

and physical stature of the buildings. Six of the seven post-War Euro-

pean Summer Olympic Stadia (London 1948, Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960,

Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992, and London 2012) were designed and con-

structed by architects and engineers native to the country in which the

stadium is located (see Table 5.8). In Athens (2004), the original struc-

ture was conceived by a German architectural practice and the new roof

structure constructed for the Olympic Games was designed by an inter-

national Spanish architectural practice. This is the only example (in this

sample of stadia) where the design has not been conceived with local or

national influence. The data indicates that national design correlates

with positive legacy.
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Table 5.7: Ownership and Operations of the Summer European Olympic Sta-
dia (1948-2012) in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Owner
- Public • • • • •
- Private
- Joint •
Operator
- Public • •
- Private • •
- Joint • •
Relationship
Same •
Subsidiary • • • • •
Different

Table 5.8: Architectural Prominence of the European Summer Olympic Stadia
(1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

National • • • • • •
International • • •

Table 5.9: Amenities within a 500m radius of the European Summer Olympic
Games Stadia (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Natural
Lakes • •
Rivers • •
Woodland •
Parks • •
Plazas • • • • • • •
Built
Sport/Leisure • • • • • •
Residential • • • •
Commercial •
Educational • • •
Retail • • • •
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Proximity Two Stadia (Munich 1972, London 2012) continue to be located

in Olympic Parks. Since the Games, these urban parks have supported

sport, leisure and cultural activity. Two stadia (Helsinki 1952, Rome

1952) are located on Olympic sites that have since been developed as a

cultural and sporting nodes. Two further stadia (Barcelona 1992, Athens

2004) are located on Olympic sites that are maintained as Olympic sites

where the infrastructure continues to be intermittently used for sport,

leisure and culture. The site in London (1948) has undergone major

development since the Olympic Games as a national football stadium.

Table 5.9 lists the features of the natural and built environment in the

immediate vicinity of the Summer European Olympic Stadia (1948-2012)

in 2018. The stadia to which the highest legacy values are attributed have

the widest variety of mixed use development in the immediate vicinity

of the venue. In terms of legacy, this suggests that more variation in the

surrounding built and natural environment promotes positive legacy.

Connections The highest values for urban legacy were attributed to Helsinki

(1952), and this suggests that its central location is a contributing factor

(see Table 5.10). Although the evidence suggest that increased distance

from the centre of the city may have a negative impact on long term

legacy, London (2012) does not seem to follow this pattern. However, this

factor may be considered in conjunction with the availability and speed of

transport connections between the venue and the city (see Figures 5.6,

5.7, and Table 5.11). In London (2012), The High Speed rail service

covers this distance in 7 minutes, whereas in Athens, the underground

travels the distance between the stadium and the city in 33 minutes.
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1948

London
1952

Helsinki

1992

Barcelona

2004

Athens

Demolished

Figure 5.6: Comparison of urban contexts within a 1km radius of the Summer
European Olympic Stadia of 1948-2012, in 2018. Source: Author (2018)

Table 5.10: Distance from the city centre, European Summer Olympic Stadia
(1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Distance from:
City Centre (km) 8.5 2 4 4.5 3 8 8.5
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1960

Rome
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Munich

2012

London

Roads 
Tram line

Underground line

Bus Stop
Tram Stop

Underground Stop

Olympic Stadium
Nearby Venues

Green Space
500m

Paths

Train line (High Speed)

Train Station
Funicular Stop

Funicular Line

N

Overground line

Overground Station

Connective Structure

Legend

Watercourse

Figure 5.7: Comparison of urban contexts within a 1km radius of the Summer
European Olympic Stadia of 1948-2012, in 2018, continued. Source: Author
(2018)

Table 5.11: Number and Time of Transport Connections of the European
Summer Olympic Stadia (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Transport Modes
(500m Radius) - 2 2 4 2 2 4
Travel Time
City Centre (min) 22 10 47 34 31 33 7
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Condition The oldest of the stadia was constructed in 1922 (Barcelona, 1992)

and the newest in 2011 (London, 2012). The Helsinki 1952 Olympic Sta-

dium is the most recently renovated, and many of the other stadia have

undergone several periods of large and small scale adaptation since their

original construction. Upon visual inspection, all of the stadia appear to

be in good structural condition, although there are some signs of dete-

rioration at some venues, while others are very well maintained. There

is some visible rusting on the structure of the 2004 Olympic Stadium

in Athens, whilst the regular and ongoing maintenance of the stadium

bowl and canopy in Munich is evident. Good maintenance and sound

appearance are important to attractiveness for prospective users.

Form The built form and representative features of the Olympic Games that

are incorporated into the design of Olympic Stadia evoke memory. This

is perhaps part of the reason that the key design features have been

maintained in all six of the remaining stadia, and in London (1948)

before its demolition. In Helsinki (1952) the functionalist tower and

timber clad facade; in Rome (1960) and London (2012) simple, light and

low lying structures; in Munich (1972) the lightweight tent roof canopy;

in Barcelona (1992) the monumental neoclassical facade; and in Athens

(2004) the steel arch of the roof structure are still evident. Although it

was demolished, the twin towers of the 1948 Olympic Stadium in London

were clearly identifiable. In terms of legacy, distinctive architectural form

and key design features assist in the evolution of these buildings into

iconic status, which supports the concept of legacy.
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Function All of the stadia have, at some time in their lifecycle been utilised

as a venue for:

• Major Sport Events

• As the home ground league Football or National Football

• Music Concerts

• Tourism

However, not all of these uses have been sustained in all stadia. Ta-

ble 5.12, shows the currrent major and minor functions.

The function for which the venue was constructed, and the subsequent

adaptations to the venue (before and after the Games) have an impact

on legacy use, because the built form dictates functional possibilities.

Table 5.12: Legacy function of the Summer European Olympic Stadia (1948-
2012) in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Opening
- Daily • • •
- frequent • • •
- Seasonal
- Infrequent
Frequency
- High • •
- Medium • •
- Low • •
- None -
Function
- Sport - • • ° • •
- Leisure - •
- Culture - • • • • ° •
- Tourism - • • ° •
- Commercial - • °
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All of the Stadia have maintained both athletics track and pitch because the

track and field are one of the key features of an Olympic Stadium, and this

evokes Olympic memory. Maintenance of both track and field increases oppor-

tunity to host a range of events, but has resulted in varying degrees of success as

home ground for football teams. Neither Munich (1972) nor Barcelona (1992)

currently act as the home ground for any football club, and clubs at other

venues have reportedly considered options to build their own stadia (Rome

1960, Athens 2004).

The most multifunctional of all stadia is the Helsinki (1952) Olympic Stadium,

which beyond the functions already outlined, had cultural (Museum), accom-

modation (Hostel), and business (unit rental) functions before its closure for

renovation in 2011. When it reopens in 2019 it is intended that the venue will

retain its multi-functionality. Munich (1972) has the widest tourist programme

of all of the stadia, operating a range of regular tours which generate regular

income. All of the stadia play host to music concerts, but by nature, these

are not permanent or consistently regular at any venue, as they depend on

artist tours and range of nearby concert venues. It is therefore suggested that

for these reasons, adaptation to attract multiple functions after the Olympic

Games leads to an increase in legacy outcome. League football may generate

the highest income, but their supporters tend to favour particular configura-

tions, and therefore the nature of Olympic Stadia can limit legacy in terms of

this use.
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Analysis of the Legacies of Olympic Stadia

Based on the analysis of the findings, it is suggested that the following prin-

ciples are aligned to promoting positive legacy in European Summer Olympic

Stadia:

• Both existing stadia repurposed for the Games and new stadia constructed

for the Games can demonstrate positive long term legacy.

• Refurbishment of the Olympic Stadium after the Olympic Games can pro-

mote long term use.

• In adapting the Olympic Stadium after the Games, the retention of key

architectural features of the design encourages Olympic legacy in cities, but

not all aspects of the original form necessarily need to be retained to evoke

memory of the Games.

• Protection or listing of the building as architecturally and culturally impor-

tant to the city can help to protect legacy.

• A balance should be struck between retaining Olympic memory and sup-

porting long-term function.

• Stadia that are owned and operated by the same organisation can be more

easily adapted and operated to suit the business needs and long term legacy.
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Urban Context

• For stadia located within an Olympic Park, positive legacy correlates with

maintenance of the Olympic Park as an urban park.

• Variation of natural environment in the immediate context of the stadium

correlates with positive legacy

• Variation of amenities in the immediate context of the stadium correlates

with positive legacy

• Close proximity to the centre of the city correlates with positive legacy

• Short travel times to the centre of the city correlate with positive legacy

• Frequency and variation in the number of modes of transport to the centre

of the city correlate with positive legacy

Architectural Design

• In an Olympic Park where all of the venues are of inherent or varied inter-

national styles, or in cities where contemporary style is already part of the

architecture, international design can produce positive legacy.

• Regional characteristics integrated into the design can help to induce positive

legacy where the stadia is to become integrated into the existing fabric of the

city.

• Multifunctional use promotes positive post-Games legacy.
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5.2.2 Olympic Aquatic Centres

Eight aquatics centres were used to host the aquatic competitions of the Eu-

ropean Summer Olympic Games in the seven post-war host cities. In London

(1948), Helsinki (1952), Rome (1960), and Athens (2004), a single swimming

pool complex was used. In Barcelona (1992) two venues, 1km apart, were

used to host the competitions. In London (2012) the aquatics centre consisted

of two adjacent buildings on the same site (one permanent, one temporary).

They are considered here as part of the same complex.

Existence All eight aquatics venues remain in existence in 2018 (see Fig-

ures 5.8 and 5.9, although seven of the venues have undergone adapta-

tions since the Games (London 1948, Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Munich

1972, Barcelona 1992, London 2012).

Heritage The importance of the aquatics centre as part of the architectural

and cultural heritage of the city is largely demonstrated by continued

existence and listing by Regional or National Heritage Boards (see Ta-

ble 5.16). This recognition appears to be an important feature of legacy.
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Rome (1960) Aquatics Centre, in 1960

Source: OCOG (1963)

Rome (1960) Aquatics Centre, in 2017

Source: Author (2017)

London (1948) Aquatics Centre, in 1948

Source: LOCOG (1951)

London (1948) Aquatics Centre, in 2017

Source: Author (2017)

Helsinki (1952) Aquatics Centre, in 1952

Source: Olympia-Kuva Oy (1952)

Helsinki (1952) Aquatics Centre, in 2017

Source: Author (2017)

Munich (1972) Aquatics Centre, in 1972

Source: Benisch & Partner (1972)

Munich (1972) Aquatics Centre, in 2016

Source: Groh (2016)

Figure 5.8: Aquatics Centres 1948-2012, during the Games and in 2018
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Athens (2004) Aquatics Centre, in 2004

Source: ATHOC (2005)

Athens (2004) Aquatics Centre, in 2018

Source: Malamas (2018)

Barcelona (1992) Aquatics Centre (Bernat 

Picornell), in 1992. Source FBO (1992)

Barcelona (1992) Aquatics Centre (Bernat 

Picornell), in 2017. Source: Author (2017)

Barcelona (1992) Aquatics Centre (Montjuic), in 

1992. Source: Barcelona Olimpica (1992)

Barcelona (1992) Aquatics Centre (Montjuic), in 

2017. Source: Author (2017)

London (2012) Aquatics Centre, in 2012

Source: EG Focus & LOCOG (2012)

London (2012) Aquatics Centre, in 2018

Source: Ashabi (2018)

Figure 5.9: Aquatics Centres 1948-2012, during the Games and in 2018, cont.
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Venue Construction Four of the eight aquatic centres (London 1948, Helsinki

1952, Barcelona (Bernat Picornell) 1992, Athens 2004) pre-date their

Olympic Games (see Table 5.13), and four (Rome 1960, Munich 1972,

Barcelona (Montjuic) 1992, and London 2012) were newly constructed

to deliver their respective Games (see Table 5.14). Seven venues were

constructed for the purpose of hosting an Olympics (Helsinki 1952, Rome

1960, Munich 1972, Barcelona (Montjuic) 1992, and London 2012), or

another mega-event (London 1948, Barcelona (Bernat Picornell) 1992).

Only one was constructed to improve the sports infrastructure of the

city (Athens 2004). The evidence is that those constructed to host an

Olympic Games with the long term interests of the city at the forefront

have demonstrated the best legacy potential. Those constructed for a

mega event without a long term plan for community integration have

demonstrated limited success.

Post Games Adaptation Six of the eight aquatics centres have been adapted

since hosting the Olympic games, including: London 1948, Helsinki 1952,

Rome 1960, Munich 1972, Barcelona (Bernat Picornell) 1992, London

2012. Adaptations to the Aquatics Centres were undertaken principally

to reduce the capacity of spectator seating (Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960,

Munich, Barcelona (Bernat Picornell) 1992, London 2012). Evidence

suggests that adaptations after the Games to make the venue suitable for

its long term function correlate with positive legacy (see Table 5.15). De-

spite adaptations, the image of the aquatics centres has remained largely

unchanged. The architectural features of the aquatics centre appear the

same today as they did during the Games (Figure 5.8).
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Table 5.13: Age of the Summer European Olympic Aquatics Centres (1948-
2012) in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

BP M
Years since:
- Built 84 71 58 46 48 26 14 7
- Games 70 66 58 46 26 26 14 6

Table 5.14: Construction of the Summer European Olympic Aquatics Centres
(1948-2012)

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

BP M

Existing • • . • •
New • • • •

Table 5.15: Adaptations to the Summer European Olympic Aquatics Centres
(1948-2012) post-Games

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

BP M

Demolished

Adapted • • • • • • •
Unchanged •

Table 5.16: Summer European Olympic Aquatics Centres (1948-2012) pro-
tected or listed by Regional or National Heritage Boards

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

BP M

Listing • • •
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Ownership & Operations Seven of the eight remaining aquatics centres

(Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992 (Bernat Picor-

nell & Montjuic), Athens 2004, London 2012) are under public ownership

(Local Government, State, or National Olympic Committee). One (Lon-

don, 1948) is owned by a private company (see Table 5.17). The aquatics

centres in Helsinki (1952) and Munich (1972) are operated by the owner,

and those in Rome (1960), Barcelona (1992), Athens (2004) and London

(2012) are operated by subsidiaries of the owner. The aquatics centre

in London (1948) is operated by a private company independent of the

owner. The evidence is that public ownership and operations by the

same organisation or by a public-private entity (where the owner invests

interest in the operations of the venue) encourages long-term community

use of the venue.

Prominence The prominence of the Olympic Aquatics Centre is derived from

the acclaim of the buildings. Seven of the eight post-war European Sum-

mer Olympic Aquatics Centres (London 1948, Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960,

Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992, London 2012) were designed and con-

structed by architects and engineers native to the country in which the

venue is located (see Table 5.18). In Athens (2004), the architect and

engineer are unreported. London (1948), Munich (1972), and London

(2012) are indoor venues with clear architectural features. The other

venues are outdoors and low-lying. The data indicates that a notable

designer and national design correlate with positive legacy. As do no-

table architecture and/or connection to/views of the landscape and/or

city.
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Table 5.17: Ownership and Operations of the Summer European Olympic
Aquatics Centres (1948-2012) in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

BP M
Owner
- Public • • • • • • •
- Private •
- Joint
Operator
- Public • • • •
- Private •
- Joint • • •
Relationship
Same • •
Subsidiary • • • • •
Different •

Table 5.18: Architectural Prominence of the European Summer Olympic
Aquatics Centres (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

BP M
National • • • • • • •
International

Table 5.19: Amenities within a 500m radius of the European Summer Olympic
Games Aquatic Centres (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

BP M
Natural
Watercourse • • • •
Greenspace • • • • • •
Park • • •
Plaza • • • • • • •
Built
Sport/Leisure • • • • • • • •
Residential • • • •
Commercial • • • • •
Educational • •
Retail • • •
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Proximity Two of the Olympic Aquatics Centres (Munich 1972, London

2012) continue to be located in Olympic Parks supporting sport, leisure

and cultural activity. Two (Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960) are located on

Olympic sites that have since been developed as cultural or sporting

nodes, and a further two (Barcelona 1992 (Bernat Picornell), Athens

2004) are located on Olympic sites that are maintained as Olympic sites

where the infrastructure continues to be intermittently used for sport,

leisure and culture. Monjuic Swimming Pool in Barcelona (1992) is inte-

grated at the perimeter of the city. The features of the natural and built

environment in the immediate vicinity of the post-war Summer European

Olympic Aquatics Centres (1948-2012) are listed in Table 5.19. All of the

venues have retained use since the Olympic Games, although the Lon-

don (1948) Aquatics Centre no longer has community use as a swimming

pool. Of the other seven venues, evidence suggests that aquatic centres

are likely to retain some community use regardless of its surrounding,

but that the more successful venues have multifunctional developments

in close proximity.

Connections The aquatics centres in London (1948, 2012) offer the most

varied access to transportation, (see Figures 5.10 and 5.11), but evidence

suggests that this factor should be considered in conjunction with that of

proximal amenities (see Table 5.19), distance (see Table 5.20), and time

to the city (see Table 5.21).
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Condition The oldest of the post-war European Summer Olympic Aquatics

Centres was constructed in 1934 (London, 1948) and the newest in 2011

(London, 2012). Seven of the eight aquatics ccentres have undergone pe-

riods of large and small scale adaptation since their original construction

and the Olympic Games, with Munich (1972) being the most recently

renovated. Four of the aquatics centres are outdoor venues (Helsinki

1952, Rome 1960, Barcelona (Montjuic) 1992, and Athens (2004), reno-

vated during the winter season. Upon visual inspection, seven of the eight

aquatic centres appear to be in good structural condition, although there

is some deterioration of the spectator seating in Athens (2004) which

has not been downsized since the Olympic Games. Montjuic Swimming

Pool in Barcelona has been subject to graffiti during its winter closure.

Evidence suggests that good maintenance and sound appearance are im-

portant to attractiveness for prospective users.

Form Five of the aquatics centres are outdoor venues (Helsinki 1952, Rome

1960, Barcelona (Montjuic) 1992, Athens 2004). They have low lying

structures that make a connection to the landscape (Helsinki 1952, Rome

1960) or provide spectacular views of the city (Barcelona 1992, Athens

2004). Three of the aquatics centres (London 1948, Munich 1972, Lon-

don 2012) are enclosed buildings with architectural features that evoke

memory and are representative of the Olympic Games. This is perhaps

part of the reason that the key design features such as the exposed con-

crete structure in London (1948), lightweight tent roof canopy in Munich

(1972), and wave like roof structure in London (2012), have been main-

tained.
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1948
London

1952
Helsinki

Picornell
1992

Barcelona
Montjuic

1992

Barcelona

Figure 5.10: Comparison of urban contexts within a 1km radius of the Summer
European Olympic Aquatics Centres of 1948-2012, in 2018. Source: Author
(2018)

Table 5.20: Distance from the city centre, European Summer Olympic Aquat-
ics Centres (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

BP M
Distance to:
City centre (km) 10 2 8.5 4 3 2 7.5 9
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1960

Rome

1972

Munich

2004

Athens
2012

London

Figure 5.11: Comparison of urban contexts within a 1km radius of the Summer
European Olympic Aquatics Centres of 1948-2012, in 2018, cont. Source:
Author (2018)

Table 5.21: Number and Time of Transport Connections of the European
Summer Olympic Aquatics Centres (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

BP M
Transport Modes
(500m Radius) 4 2 2 2 3 2 2 4
Travel Time:
City Centre (min) 40 15 43 28 32 38 54 15
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Function Seven of the eight post-war European Aquatics Centres have re-

tained use as aquatic sport venues since their respective Olympic Games.

Table 5.22, shows the current major and minor functions of the venues.

The London (1948) Aquatics Centre became an event venue for music

sport and entertainment after the Olympic Games. Of the seven other

aquatics centres all have demonstrated one or more of the following con-

tinued uses since hosting the Olympic games:

• Community leisure

• Community fitness

• Aquatic sport training

• Aquatic sport events

Table 5.22: Legacy use of the Summer European Olympic Aquatics Centres
(1948-2012) in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

BP M
Opening
- Daily • • • •
- Frequent •
- Seasonal • • •
- Occasional
Frequency
- High • • •
- Medium • • • • •
- Low
- None
Function
- Leisure • ° • • • • •
- Sport Training • • • • •
- Sport Events • • ° ° ° ° •
- Entertainment • °
- Commercial ° •
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Community use after the Olympic Games appears to be one of the most valu-

able functions of the aquatics centre in legacy mode. All seven venues (Helsinki

1952, Rome 1960, Munich 1972, Barcelona (Bernat Picornell, Montjuic) 1992,

Athens 2004, and London 2012) support community fitness and leisure ac-

tivities, but not all of the venues host events, because closure of the pool

for the preparation and duration of an event displaces community users. In

cities where there are multiple swimming pools at the complex (Rome 1960,

Barcelona (Bernat Pricornell) 1992, Athens 2004), London 2012) or across two

complexes within close proximity under the same ownership and operation

(Barcelona 1992, Montjuic) events can be hosted without displacing commu-

nity users. Seating capacity and enclosure of the pool, also play an important

role in legacy. Of the seven remaining swimming pools, five (Helsinki 1952,

Rome 1960, Barcelona (Bernat Picornell, Montjuic), Athens 2004) are out-

door and have seasonal opening hours. The aquatics centres in Rome (1960),

Barcelona (1992, Bernat Picornell), and Athens (2004) continue to function

during the winter months because there are indoor pools within the complex

(constructed before the Olympic Games). The seating capacity has been re-

duced at six of the venues post-Games (Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Munich

1972, Barcelona (Bernat Picornell, Montjuic) 1992, London 2012). Reduction

in seating capacity correlates with increase in legacy outcome (by reducing the

burden of maintenance and better suiting space to function). Indoor venues

promote year-round community use. Outdoor venues are also popular with

local communities, but are seasonal. The maintenance of multiple pools (par-

ticularly one indoor, one outdoor) increases use potential, but maintaining

more pools than is necessary results in overcapacity.
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Analysis of the Legacies of Olympic Aquatics Centres

Based on the analysis of the findings, it is suggested that the following prin-

ciples are aligned to promoting positive legacy in European Summer Olympic

Aquatic Centres:

• The aquatic typology has demonstrated continued long term function in all

of the post-War European Summer Olympic Games (1948-2012) therefore is

an essential component of the legacy of all Summer Olympic Games.

• Consideration of the long term use of the venue at the initial planning phase,

and thus making the venue adaptable from the outset, correlates with positive

legacy outcome.

• Swimming is a popular public sport and leisure pursuit for all ages and abili-

ties, thus the aquatic typology readily takes on the role of long term community

swimming pool and/or national swimming centre in its legacy use.

• Both indoor and outdoor venues have proven successful in legacy terms, but

enclosure of the building has implications for long term use: outdoor venues

tend to become seasonal, but retain capacity to extend spectator seating to

host future mega events; indoor venues have year long use, but the spectator

seating limit is set upon enclosure of the building.

• Protection or listing of the building as architecturally and culturally impor-

tant to the city can help to protect legacy.

• When ownership and operations reflect long term function (eg. public own-

ership, public swimming venue) it correlates with positive legacy.
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Urban Context

• There is a correlation between prominent architectural design and positive

legacy in indoor venues.

• There is a correlation between connection to the landscape and positive

legacy in outdoor venues.

• Close proximity to other sport and leisure venues, residential areas, educa-

tional establishments, workplaces and parks correlates with positive legacy.

• Short travel times to the city correlate with positive legacy, but must be

considered in conjunction with frequency and availability of transportation,

and local amenities.

Architectural Design

• Regional characteristics integrated into the design, and nationally known

designers, can help to induce positive legacy.

• The retention of multiple pools enhances use possibilities, but the inclusion

of too many results in sense of overcapacity. For legacy use 2 x 50m (or

equivalent) and 1 x 25m swimming pools (plus some smaller leisure pools)

within one complex appear to be adequate provision.

• Reduction of the spectator seating capacity after the Olympic Games can

promote long term use of the aquatics centre, particularly in indoor venues,

by reducing maintenance burden and running costs.
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5.2.3 Olympic Velodromes

Seven Olympic Velodromes were used were used to host the track cycling

competitions of the post-War European Summer Olympic Games in the seven

post-War Olympic host cities (London 1948, Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Munich

1972, Barcelona 1992, Athens 2004, London 2012).

Existence Of the seven Olympic Velodromes of the post-War European Sum-

mer Olympic Games (1948-2012) five remain in existence in 2018 (see

Figures 5.12 and 5.13). Of the five remaining venues, all have undergone

adaptations since the Games (London 1948, Helsinki 1952, Barcelona

1992, Athens 2004, London 2012).

Heritage Listing or protection of Olympic Velodromes by Regional or Na-

tional Heritage Boards is less frquent in this typology of building than

in, for example, Olympia Stadia (see Table 5.26) which demonstrates

that this typology is not as representative of the Games, and thus is

considered less important in terms of legacy.
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Rome (1960) Olympic Velodrome, in 

1960. Source: CONI (1960)

Rome (1960) Olympic Stadium, in 2017

Source: Author (2017)

London (1948) Olympic Velodrome, in 

1948. Source: LOCOG (1951)

London (1948) Olympic Velodrome, in 

2018. Source: Scott (2018)

Helsinki (1952) Olympic Velodrome, in 

2017. Source: Author (2017)

Helsinki (1952) Olympic Velodrome, in 

1952. Source: OCOG (1955)

Munich (1972) Olympic Velodrome, in 2017

Source: Author (2017)

Munich (1972) Olympic Velodrome, in 1972

Source: OCOG (1972) 

Figure 5.12: Olympic Velodromes 1948-2012, during the Games and in 2018
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Barcelona (1992) Olympic Velodrome, in 

1992. Source: COOB’92 (1992b)

Barcelona (1992) Olympic Velodrome, in 

2017. Source: Author (2017)

Athens (2004) Olympic Velodrome, in 2015

Source: Author (2015)

Athens (2004) Olympic Velodrome, in 2004

Source: Domingues (2004)

London (2012) Olympic Velodrome, in 

2012. Source: Page (2012)

London (2012) Olympic Velodrome, in 

2018. Source: Cym (2017)

Figure 5.13: Olympic Velodromes 1948-2012, during the Games and in 2018,
continued.
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Venue Construction Four of the seven velodromes (London 1948, Helsinki

1952, Barcelona 1992, Athens 2004) pre-date their Olympic Games (see

Table 5.23). and three (Rome 1960, Munich 1972, London 2012) were

newly constructed to deliver their respective Games (see Table 5.24).

The reasons for development include: creation of new community sports

and recreation facilities (London 1948), to make the city more attractive

as a potential Olympic host (Barcelona 1992); to host a major sports

event in the city other than the Olympic Games (Athens 2004), and in

preparation to host an Olympic Games after the award has been made

to the city (Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Munich 1972). Evidence is that

those constructed to respond to an established national need have demon-

strated amore positive legacy. Those constructed to attract mega events

have had varied success.

Post Games Adaptation All seven Velodromes were (to some extent) adapted

after the Olympic Games, including the venues in Rome (1960) and

Munich (1972) before their demolition. In some cities, the adaptations

have been minor: To remove additional or temporary infrastructure con-

structed for the period of the Games (Helsinki 1952, Barcelona 1992,

London 2012). In others the adaptations have been at a greater scale

(London 1948, Munich 1972, Athens 2012) to improve the facilities for

long term use, or in an attempt to rectify a major structural issue (Rome

1960). Evidence suggests that small scale adaptations to the venues pro-

duce the best legacy (see Table 5.25), meaning that the key architectural

features of the velodrome remain as they were during the Games.
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Table 5.23: Age of the Summer European Olympic Velodromes (1948-2012) in
2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Years since:
- Built 127 72 58 46 34 27 7
- Games 70 66 58 46 26 14 6

Table 5.24: Construction of the Summer European Olympic Velodromes at
the time of their respective Olympic Games (1948-2012)

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Existing • • •
New • • • •

Table 5.25: Adaptations to the Summer European Olympic Velodrome (1948-
2012) post-Games

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Demolished • •
Adapted • ° ° • °
Remaining • • • • •

Table 5.26: Summer European Olympic Velodromes (1948-2012) protected or
listed by Regional or National Heritage Boards

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Listing •
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Ownership & Operations All of the five remaining velodromes (London

1948, Helsinki 1952, Barcelona 1992, Athens 2004, London 2012) are un-

der public ownership of local government, state, or National Olympic

Committee, (see Table 5.27). In Helsinki (1952), and Athens (2004) the

venues are also operated by the owner. The velodrome in London (2012)

is operated by a subsidiary of the owner. The velodromes in London

(1948) and Barcelona (1992) are operated by cycling clubs. Evidence

suggests that operation by a cycling club or federation is a successful

model by which to secure long term function of the venue as a track cy-

cling centre. Venues under public ownership and operation have demon-

strated mixed legacies: Helsinki (1952) and Athens (2004) have demon-

strated continued use but with a reliance on the multi-functionality of

the infield space. An exception is London (2012), which has been suc-

cessfully maintained as a track cycling venue due a more complex model

of investment and involvement with British Cycling and Sport England.

Prominence The prominence of Olympic Velodrome is derived from acclaim

and stature. With the possible exception of Athens (2004), where the

original designer is unreported and adaptations for the Games were

completed by an internationally acclaimed Spanish architect, all seven

post-War European Summer Olympic Velodrome were designed and con-

structed by architects and engineers native to the country in which the

Velodrome is located (see Table 5.28). In the most successful venues,

the design has attracted international acclaim. This suggests that al-

though national design influence is important, international acclaim is

also important in securing legacy in this typology.
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Table 5.27: Ownership and Operations of the Summer European Olympic
Velodromes (1948-2012) in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Owner
- Public • • • • •
- Private
- Joint
Operator
- Public • • •
- Private •
- Joint •
Relationship
Same •
Subsidiary • •
Different • •

Table 5.28: Architectural Prominence of the European Summer Olympic Velo-
dromes (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

National • • • • • •
International •

Table 5.29: Amenities within a 500m radius of the European Summer Olympic
Games Velodromes (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Natural
Watercourse
Mountains •
Greenspace • • • •
Park • •
Plaza • •
Built
Sport/Leisure • • • • •
Residential • • • •
Commercial • • •
Educational • • •
Retail •
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Proximity The London 2012 Olympic Velodrome continues to be located in

an Olympic Parks, which now supports sport, leisure and cultural ac-

tivity. The Velodrome in Athens (2004) continues to be located at an

Olympic site maintained as and Olympic site, with some community

sport and leisure and event function, but there has since been little ur-

ban development around this area. The Velodromes in London (1948)

Helsinki (1952), and Barcelona (1992) are integrated into the urban area,

towards the outskirts of the city. Table 5.29 lists the features of the nat-

ural and built environment in the immediate vicinity of the Summer

European Olympic Velodromes (1948-2012) in 2018. Evidence suggests

that the most successful venues in terms of legacy (supporting both sport

events and community use) are in well developed areas, but if the venue

is intended to be used only for community use, then its integration into

the community is important. Adjacency to green space, cycle tracks etc

is also important because it sustains and supports cycling use of the

venue.

Connections Although evidence suggests that increased distance from the

centre of the city may have a negative impact on long term legacy, London

(2012) does not seem to follow this pattern. This demonstrate that this

factor must be considered in conjunction with amenities in the immediate

context (see Table 5.29), and the availability and speed of transport

connections between the venue and the city (see Figures 5.14 and 5.15,

and Table 5.31). In London (2012), on High Speed Rail, this distance can

be travelled in 18 minutes, whereas in Athens (2004), the underground

connection between the velodrome and the city takes 57 minutes.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of urban contexts within a 1km radius of the Summer
European Olympic Velodromes of 1948-2012, in 2018. Source: Author (2018)

Table 5.30: Distance from the city centre, European Summer Olympic Velo-
dromes (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Distance to:
City Centre (km) 7 3.5 - - 3.5 8 9
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of urban contexts within a 1km radius of the Summer
European Olympic Aquatics Centres of 1948-2012, in 2018, continued. Source:
Author (2018)

Table 5.31: Number and Time of Transport Connections of the European
Summer Olympic Velodromes (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Transport Modes
(500m Radius) 2 3 - - 2 2 4
Travel Time:
City Centre (min) 26 18 - - 26 57 18
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Condition The oldest of the velodromes was constructed in 1891 (London,

1948) and the newest in 2011 (London, 2012). The London (1948)

Olympic Velodrome is the most recently renovated, in 2017, and all of

remaining velodromes have undergone several periods of large and small

scale adaptation since their original construction. Upon visual inspec-

tion, all of velodromes appear to be in good structural condition. Good

maintenance and sound appearance are important to attractiveness for

prospective users.

Form The built form and representative features of the Olympic Games that

are incorporated into the design of velodromes evoke memory in long

term function. Of those buildings that have been adapted, Helsinki

(1952) Barcelona (1992) and London (2012) have retained all key de-

sign features. Although they were all adapted after the Olympic Games,

the adaptations removed temporary and additional overlay that was in-

corporated to support the function of the Games (additional storage

and changing in Helsinki, additional spectator seating in Barcelona) or

formed new partitions in spaces deliberately left open during the Games,

to be adapted for long term function. The Athens (2004) Olympic Velo-

drome has maintained the iconic roof structure that was added for the

Olympic games, but since the Games the venue (which was open sided

in 2004) has been enclosed. The London (1948) pavilion has been de-

molished and rebuilt, but the position on the site has been retained, and

some of the original features have been incorporated into the design. Evi-

dence suggests that indoor venues have a wider use when cycling function

can be assured, but indoor venues have demonstrated mixed legacies.
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Function All of the velodromes have, since the Olympic Games, been used

as track cycling venues to a greater or lesser degree of frequency. In

London (1948, 2012) and Barcelona (1992) track cycling is the main

sport and principal function of the venue. In Helsinki (1952) and Athens

(2004) track cycling is undertaken at the venue but the multi-use function

of the infield is key to the long term legacy as it supports alternative

functionality, which is more frequently undertaken than track cycling.

The velodromes in London (1948) and Barcelona (1992) also have multi-

use Games facilities in the infield, but the infield space in London (2012)

was intentionally retained for cycling (warm up/cool down and events)

function, although the venue has subsequently hosted some non-cycling

events in this space. Table 5.32, shows the current major and minor

functions.

Table 5.32: Legacy function of the Summer European Olympic Velodromes
(1948-2012) in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Opening
- Daily • •
- Frequent
- Seasonal • •
- Infrequent - •
Frequency
- High • • •
- Medium •
- Low •
- None
Function
- Leisure ° ° •
- Sport Training • • • ° •
- Sport Events • • • ° •
- Entertainment ° °
- Commercial ° ° °
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All of the velodromes have maintained the cycling track because it is at the

heart of the building and evokes Olympic memory, although as established

earlier, the architectural heritage appears to be less important in this typology

of building than the Olympic Stadium. Maintenance of the track maintains

the ability to host track cycling training and events, but there have been

varying degrees of success in maintaining this function. The velodrome in

Munich (1972) has been demolished because it was unsustainable as a cycling

venue, and despite major adaptations (to promote other functions within and

around the cycling track) no other function was successful in the long term. In

three of the venues, outdoor bike trails, BMX (Barcelona 1992, London 2012),

road (Barcelona 1992, London 2012), mountain bike (London 1948, 2012), and

cyclocross trails (London 1948) on the site have helped the venue to become

established as a hub for sport cycling. The outdoor nature of some of the

venues has led to seasonal opening hours in some cities (Helsinki 1952), whilst

in others the track remains in use throughout the year unless conditions are

hazardous (London 1948, Barcelona 1992). The velodromes in London (1948,

2012) seem to have been very successful in developing a wide programme of

participation in addition to training and events, promoting cycling for all ages

and abilities.

Evidence suggests that track cycling is the best use of the velodrome, but there

seems to be some difficulty in securing this use in the long term in many cities.

When track cycling can be integrated with other sport cycling opportunities

(on the site, or in the landscape), it promotes positive legacy, establishing the

velodrome as a cycling hub.
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Analysis of the Legacies of Olympic Velodromes

Based on the analysis of the findings, it is suggested that the following prin-

ciples are aligned to promoting positive legacy in European Summer Olympic

Velodromes:

• Existing velodromes repurposed for the Games have typically demonstrated

a positive long term legacy, whilst new venues constructed for the Games have

demonstrated mixed legacies long term.

• Venues largely appropriate for long term function at the time of the Olympic

Games demonstrate improved long term legacy success.

• In adapting the velodrome after the Games, retention of key architectural

features of the design encourages positive legacy.

• In legacy use, the operation of the venue by a cycling club or federation

promotes long term cycling function, and therefor positive legacy.

• Promotion of community use, in addition to training and events, promotes

highest use frequency of use in legacy mode.
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Urban Context

• Mixed development in the immediate context of the velodrome correlates

with positive legacy.

• Frequency and variation in the number of modes of transport to the venue

from the city correlate with positive legacy.

• Green space in the immediate urban context promotes legacy.

• Incorporation of cycling trails in the immediate vicinity of the building pro-

motes legacy.

Architectural Design

• Regional, but distinctive, characteristics integrated into the design can help

to induce positive legacy.

• A multifunctional infield supports event and community use in legacy mode.

However, reliance on the infield alone is not a practical solution for the build-

ing.

• In newly constructed, indoor velodromes, leaving open undercroft spaces

within the building (to be developed when necessary in legacy-mode) is a

good strategy for promoting legacy function.
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5.2.4 Olympic Villages

Eleven Olympic Villages were used to provide accommodation for athletes

participating in the European Summer Olympic Games between 1948 and

2012, in the seven post-War host cities. In cities where multiple villages were

used due to post-War austerity and necessity to use existing accommodation

(London, 1948), or the requirement to provide separate villages for political or

cultural reasons (Helsinki, 1952) the largest, and principal athletes village is

assessed, for which there is one in each city.

Existence Of the seven Olympic Villages assessed, six remain in existence in

2018 (see Figure 5.16 and 5.17).

Heritage The importance of the Olympic Village as part of the architectural

heritage of the Games is largely demonstrated by their continued exis-

tence and integration into the city, and in some cases, their listing or

protection by Regional or National Heritage Boards (see Table 5.36).
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Rome (1960) Olympic Village, in 1960. 

Source: OCOG (1963)

Rome (1960) Olympic Village, in 2017

Source: Author (2017)

London (1948) Olympic Village, in 1948. 

Source: LOCOG (1951)

London (1948) Olympic Village, in 2018. 

Source: Trafford (2018)

Helsinki (1952) Olympic Village, in 

2017. Source: Author (2017)

Helsinki (1952) Olympic Village, in 

1952. Source: OCOG (1955) ( ( ( )))))

Munich (1972) Olympic Village, in 2017

Source: Author (2017)

Munich (1972) Olympic Village, in 1972

Source: OCOG (1974b) 

Figure 5.16: Olympic Villages 1948-2012, during the Games and in 2018
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Barcelona (1992) Olympic Village, in 1992. 

Source: MBM Architectes (2018)

Barcelona (1992) Olympic Village, in 2017. 

Source: Author (2017)

Athens (2004) Olympic Village, in 2018

Source: New Genia (20158)

Athens (2004) Olympic Village, in 2004

Source: Saitas (2005b)

London (2012) Olympic Village, in 2012. 

Source: EG Focus & LOCOG (2012b)

London (2012) Olympic Velodrome, in 

2018. Source: Author (2018)

Figure 5.17: Olympic Villages 1948-2012, during the Games and in 2018, con-
tinued
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Venue Construction Only one of the seven Olympic Villages (London, 1948)

pre-dates the Olympic Games (see Table 5.33). This is a unique case,

in a period of post War austerity, where it was necessary to use existing

accommodation (schools and army barracks) to house competitors dur-

ing the Games). All six of the other seven Olympic Villages (Helsinki

1952, Rome 1960, Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992, Athens 2004, London

2012) were newly constructed to deliver their respective Games (see Ta-

ble 5.34). The reason for their development was to accommodate athletes

during the Olympic Games, but with the intention that the accommo-

dation would be converted after the Games for the benefit of the citizens

of each respective city: for low income families (Helsinki 1952); state

employees (Rome 1960); students (Munich 1972); disadvantaged social

groups (Athens 2004); or for private sale or rent (Barcelona 1992, Athens

2004, London 2012).

Post Games Adaptation The Olympic Village in London (1948) returned

to its military function after the Games, with little adaptation other

than the removal of temporary overlay, and was subsequently demolished

when military operations relocated to another site. Of the six newly

constructed athlete villages, all were adapted immediately post-Games in

order to make them suitable for their long term function (see Table 5.35).

Despite the adaptations, the image of the village remains the same as it

did during the Olympic Games in all of the cities.
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Table 5.33: Age of the Summer European Olympic Villages (1948-2012) in
2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Years since:
- Built 80 66 58 46 26 15 6
- Games 70 66 58 46 26 14 6

Table 5.34: Construction of the Summer European Olympic Villages (1948-
2012)

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Existing •
New • • • • • •

Table 5.35: Adaptations to the Summer European Olympic Villages (1948-
2012) post-Games

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Demolished •
Adapted ° ° ° ° ° °
Remaining • • • • • •

Table 5.36: Summer European Olympic Villages (1948-2012) protected or
listed by Regional or National Heritage Boards

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Listing • • •
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Ownership & Operations Of the six remaining Olympic Villages, the build-

ing freehold is under public ownership (local government, city or state) in

four cities (Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Munich 1972, Athens 2004), and

ownership of a private investors in two (Barcelona, London 2012). The

management and maintenance of communal areas is undertaken by city

run housing companies in Helsinki (1952) and Rome (1960), and by pri-

vate property management companies in Munich (1972) and Barcelona

(1992). In Athens (2004) the city led housing company managing main-

tenance of the Village disbanded. Maintenance is undertaken by the city

and a resident led group. In London (2012) the management of the village

takes the form of a partnership between private management companies

and charitable (city-led) housing companies. In five cities (Helsinki 1952,

Rome 1960, Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992, Athens 2004) the apartments

are largely privately owned, although in some cases apartments are sub-

sequently rented out by their owners (Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992). In

London (2012) there is a mixture of private ownership, and private and

social rents (see Table 5.37).

Prominence All six of the remaining post-War European Summer Olympic

Villages were designed and constructed by architects and engineers native

to the country in which the village is located (see Table 5.38). The data

indicates that national design correlates with positive legacy in housing

typologies.
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Table 5.37: Ownership and Management of the Summer European Olympic
Villages (1948-2012) in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Investors
- Public - • • • •
- Private • •
Apartments
- Private Ownership - • • • • • •
- Social Rent • •
Management
Public - • •
Private • • • •

Table 5.38: Architectural Prominence of the European Summer Olympic Vil-
lages (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

National • • • • • •
International

Table 5.39: Amenities within a 500m radius of the European Summer Olympic
Villages (1948-2012), in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Natural
River • •
Coast •
Greenspace • ° • ° •
Plazas • ° •
Built
Sport/Leisure ° • • • •
Commodities • ° ° °
Commercial ° •
Education ° ° • ° •
Health ° ° ° ° ° •
Hospitality ° ° ° ° •
Entertainment • •
Retail ° ° •
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Proximity Two of the Olympic Villages (Munich 1972, London 2012) con-

tinue to be located on the fringe of an urban park (formerly the Olympic

Park), with a multitude of sport, leisure, and cultural opportunities. One

(Rome, 1960) is located in close proximity to an Olympic site that has

developed since the Olympic Games as node of the city invested in sports,

entertainment and culture. Two (Helsinki 1952, Barcelona 1992) were,

and remain, integrated into residential areas on the outskirts of the cen-

tral area of the city. One was developed in an area outside of the urban

area of the city. Table 5.39 lists the features of the natural and built en-

vironment in the immediate vicinity of the Summer European Olympic

Villages (1948-2012) in 2018. Evidence suggests that variation and max-

imisation of amenities in the surrounding built and natural environment

promotes positive legacy.

Connections The evidence suggests that central location, availability and

speed of transport connections are contributory to long term legacy (see

Table 5.40), but should also be considered in relation to the number,

variety, type and availability of amenities in the immediate surroundings

of the Olympic Village also (see Figures 5.18 and 5.19, and Table 5.41).

Although evidence suggests that increased distance from the centre of

the city may have a negative impact on long term legacy, London (2012)

does not seem to follow this pattern, and this could be attributed to

the development in the area since the Olympic Games and the rapid

transport connections to the city.
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Condition Of those Olympic Villages constructed for the Olympic Games

(Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992, Athens 2004,

London 2012) the oldest was built in 1952 (Helsinki 1952) and the newest

in 2012 (London, 2012). In four of the remaining Olympic Villages

(Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Barcelona 1992, Athens 2004) all of the

apartments are privately owned, and in the other two (Munich 1972,

London 2012) many of the apartments are privately owned, but a por-

tion are owned by the city and rented to disadvantaged social groups

and students. Where the apartments are owned by individuals, internal

renovations to individual apartments have been incremental. In the city

of Munich (1972) where certain blocks are owned by the city and rented

out, larger scale renovations have taken place, but the renovations have

been in keeping with the original design and the rest of the complex.

Upon visual inspection, all of the Olympic Villages appear to be in good

structural condition (although there is some variation internally due to

individual ownership) and the extent of maintenance in communal areas

varies from city to city. Evidence suggests that good maintenance and

sound appearance are important to attractiveness for prospective users.

Form Evidence suggests that Olympic memory in architectural form is less

important to legacy in the Olympic Village than in the venues (for exam-

ple, the Olympic Stadia). In all of the villages, architectural features of

design could be applied to any housing development beyond the Olympic

context, and the long term future of the Olympic Village as private or

social residential accommodation (as is evident in all of the post-War

European Summer Olympic cities to date) is perhaps testament to this.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of urban contexts within a 1km radius of the Summer
European Olympic Villages of 1948-2012, in 2018. Source: Author (2018)

Table 5.40: Distance from the city centre, European Summer Olympic Villages
(1948-2012), in 2018

1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012
Distance to:
City Centre (km) - 4.5 4 5.5 2.5 14.5 9.5
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of urban contexts within a 1km radius of the Summer
European Olympic Villages of 1948-2012, in 2018, cont. Source: Author (2018)

Table 5.41: Number and Time of Transport Connections of the European
Summer Olympic Villages (1948-2012), in 2018

1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012
Transport Modes
(500m Radius) - 2 2 3 3 1 4
Travel Time:
City Centre - 19 45 30 20 43 11
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Function All of the remaining post-War European Summer Olympic Villages

(Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Munich 1972, Barcelona 1992, Athens 2004,

London 2012) were sold or rented as private residential accommodation

after the Olympic Games in their respective host cities. The Olympic

Village of the 1948 Olympic Games was temporary (RAF accommoda-

tion), and returned to its original function after the Games until it’s later

demolition. Of the remaining Olympic Villages, all currently function

as residential accommodation within a complex of mixed use develop-

ment. Table 5.42, highlights variations in the typology of building and

apartment found within each of the remaining Olympic Villages. All

of the Villages are mixed use developments, with both residential and

commercial function, including hotels, restaurants, bars, grocers, nurs-

eries, schools, sport and leisure facilities, and religious buildings, to a

greater or lesser degree. In all of the cities, there are commercial units at

the ground level of buildings, but in two cities (Barcelona 1992, Athens

2004) the commercial and residential areas are strategically zoned. Fur-

thermore, there is variation in the building typology and style to break

up uniformity and support wider appeal.

Table 5.42: Features of the Summer European Olympic Villages (1948-2012)
in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Development
- Mixed Use • • • • • •
Buildings
- No. Storeys - 3-4 2-5 2- 19 7 2-4 8-12
Apartments
- No. Rooms 1-5 2-4 1-3 2-4 3 1-5
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Evidence suggests that variation within the development supports legacy, but

that other factors including coherence of overall aesthetic and cohesion with

the architecture of the city are also important factors. Whilst the buildings

are not listed in the same way that the venues are in many cities, the heritage

of the Olympic Village holds clear importance. In Helsinki (1952), Rome

(1960) and Munich (1972) and maintenance, adaptation or development must

be conducted in a manner that retains the heritage of the Olympic Village.

Five of the six remaining Olympic Villages (Helsinki 1952, Rome 1960, Munich

1972, Barcelona 1992, and London 2012) are largely at full capacity for both

residential and commercial units. In Athens (2004) many of the residential

properties are occupied but a large portion of the commercial/retail units

are unoccupied (see Table 5.43). This appears to be a result of the lack of

conversion post-Games, and the lack of subsequent maintenance. This has an

impact on availability and variation of amenities for residents and thus has an

impact on legacy.

Table 5.43: Legacy function of the Summer European Olympic Villages (1948-
2012) in 2018

London Helsinki Rome Munich Barcelona Athens London
1948 1952 1960 1972 1992 2004 2012

Capacity (No.)
- Buildings 13 33 110 53 336 67
- Apartments - 550 1,350 6,800 2,500 2,292 2,818
Occupancy
- Apartments - • • • • ° •
- Commercial - • • • • ° •
Value (Average)
- Resale (per m²) - e5,000 e5,500 7,600 e5,500 e1,250 e8,000
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Analysis of the Legacies of Olympic Villages

Based on the analysis of the findings, it is suggested that the following prin-

ciples are aligned to promoting positive legacy in European Summer Olympic

Villages:

• New construction of the Olympic Village is the best model from which to

produce a positive legacy, but it is a large scale development, and many factors

must be considered in its design.

• Refurbishment of the Olympic Village after the Olympic Games is essential

to repurpose the accommodation for its long term function, but the extent of

necessary refurishment can be kept to a minimum with appropriate planning

from the outset.

• Retention of key architectural features of design promotes positive legacy in

the long term function of the Olympic Village.

• Protection or listing of the building as architecturally and culturally impor-

tant to the city can help to protect legacy.

• A balance should be struck between retaining Olympic memory and sup-

porting long-term function.

• Investment in the project at an early stage (by the long-term management

companies and owners) helps to promote positive legacy.
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Urban Context

• Close proximity to the city correlates with positive legacy.

• Short travel times to the city correlate with positive legacy.

• Frequency and variation in the number of modes of transport to the city

correlate with positive legacy

• A mixed use development is essential to promote legacy. Greater variation

in amenities within the village helps to promote positive legacy.

• Variation of natural environment in the immediate context of the Olympic

Village correlates with positive legacy, in particular, green space.

Architectural Design

• Variation between blocks encourages positive legacy by breaking up monotony.

• Regional characteristics integrated into the design can help to induce positive

legacy, in particular, an understanding of the features that support daily living

in that culture and society.

• Variation in apartment type promote positive legacy by widening appeal.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This chapter concludes the thesis with reflections on the study and recommen-

dations for further research. Following a brief overview of the research and

the thesis in its entirety, a summary of the major findings of the research is

presented. The contribution to knowledge, to the field of Olympic Studies, is

outlined, followed by discussion in relation to the timeliness, scope and impact

of the research, and its potential application in academia, policy and practice.

The chapter also outlines how the aims and objectives of the study have been

addressed and suggests proposals for further research.

Finally, Summer Olympic Games Design and Development Guidance for Legacy,

has been included: A document produced as a result of this research, which

proposes a series of guidelines for designers to support the promotion of posi-

tive legacy in future Olympic host cities.
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6.1 Overview

Chapter 1, the Introduction, provides the background to the study. Outlining

the development of the Modern Olympic Games since their inception, and

the requirement for more longitudinal research to improve legacy outcomes in

Olympic host cities, the research proposal seeks to bridge an existing gap in

knowledge. Chapter 1 outlines the scope and strategy for this study, which is

focused around architectural legacy, and its urban contextual dimensions, in

post-War European Olympic host cities.

Chapter 2, Theoretical Perspectives, provides an overview of the key theoretical

principles underpinning the research: patterns of development in urban form;

and the multifacated concept of legacy. In the urban section, contemporary

urbanism is explored, and the effects of inserting an Olympic intervention into

the existing city fabric are discussed. In the legacy section, the current state

of the art in legacy debates is explored and legacy is defined as it is used in

the thesis.

Chapter 3, the Methodology, sets out the research strategy selected to achieve

the aims and objectives. A comparative cross-case analysis of the Summer

European Olympic Games is presented, with a focus on four types of building

and their urban contextual dimensions. The research uses a mixed methods

approach collecting both archival (candidature files and official reports) and in

situ data (direct observations and semi structured interviews) to capture three

phases of the Olympic timeline, in order to measure architectural legacy: the

time of the olympic bid, the time of the Games, and the legacy in 2018.
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Chapter 4, Findings, provides an overview of the findings of the study. The

data collected is organised thematically and presented as a series of eight case

studies, one for each edition of the Olympic Games examined in the study:

London (1948), Helsinki (1952), Rome (1960), Munich (1972), Moscow (1980)
1
,

Barcelona (1992), Athens (2004), London (2012).

Chapter 5, Analysis, presents a comparative cross case analysis of the data.

The analysis is organised thematically and comprises two categories: Olympic

interventions; and architectural analysis, with particular reference to the Olympic

Stadia, Aquatics Centres, Velodromes, and Olympic Villages.

Chapter 6, the Conclusion, is the present chapter, which concludes the major

findings of the study and proposes recommendations for further research, re-

flecting on how the study addresses the aims and makes a new contribution

to knowledge. Finally, a series of design principles have emerged from this re-

search, and these are incorporated as a ‘pull-out’ document; Summer Olympic

Games Design and Development Guidance for Legacy. This document is in-

tended to support architects, designers, and legacy operators in the design

and operation of Olympic infrastructure to promote positive legacies in the

future.

1
The case study of Moscow 1980 was included after the viva voce examination, at the

suggestion of the examiners. This case study has been conducted by means of a desktop
survey and the legacy evaluation requires in situ validation.
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6.2 Key Findings

A number of findings emerged through the course of this research, in relation

to specific venues and sites, but also, in relation to the general design and

operation of Olympic venues and sites. The key findings are presented in the

following section, in relation to three key aspects: Olympic sites; Olympic

architectural design; and the legacy operations of Olympic venues.

Olympic Sites: This section outlines the key principles of contemporary Olympic

urbanism that support long term legacy in Summer Olympic host cities,

with a specific focus on sites of Olympic development, and their location

and connections. General characteristics of urban context that seem to

promote positive legacy in cities are identified.

Olympic Architectural Design: This section outlines the key principles of

architectural design that support long term legacy in Summer Olympic

host cities, with a specific focus on Olympic Stadia, Aquatics Centres,

Velodromes and Athlete’s Villages. General principles of design that

seem to promote positive legacies in Olympic venues are identified.

Legacy Operations: This section outlines key principles for the transfer of

Olympic venues from ‘Olympic mode’ to ‘legacy mode’, highlighting prin-

ciples that promote the long-term sustainable operation of venues.

The outcome of these key findings, the Summer Olympic Games De-

sign and Development Guidance for Legacy document, is included on

page 505.
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6.2.1 Key Findings: Olympic Sites

This section outlines key principles of design and development in relation to

the urban contextual dimensions of architecture, with particular reference to

Olympic sites, or event spaces, that support long term legacy in Summer

Olympic host cities.

• Cities displaying patterns of incremental growth provide the best oppor-

tunities for sites of Olympic development, as tightly regulated city forms, in

particular grid patterns, do not easily permit Olympic scale development. In

cities with highly regimented forms in the central area, Olympic development

may occur more easily on the periphery of the central area, where the pattern

is more relaxed.

• The long term legacy of Olympic sites is most positively sustained in cities

where long term development needs are identified in the city in advance of a

bid to host the Games, and the bid to host the Games satisfies the long term

development needs of the city.

• In selecting the number and location of sites, the inner-city mono-clustering

and inner-city poly-clustering models of development offer optimum condi-

tions for legacy in cities. In expanding cities, periphery clustering can assist

in growth and development of the city, provided that the development is sup-

ported by infrastructure to accommodate a minimum of two different modes

of transportation.

• Close proximity of Olympic sites to the central area of the city promotes

economic activity post-Games.
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• Sites of development located within the urban area of the city tend to re-

tain successful long term function provided there is infrastructure in place to

support a minimum of 2 modes of transport connection.

• Selection of a site with two or more natural features, in particular, access to

green space or parkland, and a watercourse, promotes positive legacy.

• The Olympic Park model of development promotes positive legacy when the

Olympic Park is maintained as an urban park after the Games.

• Mixed use development around an Olympic site assists in securing positive

legacy. A minimum of two different types of use encourages post-Games use. In

particular, the following functions seem to support legacy: residential, sport,

leisure, entertainment, education, retail.

• If new sites are not supported by transport infrastructure, they are unlikely

to have long term success.

• Travel time of less than 45 minutes supports positive legacy, but travel times

of 15-30 minutes provide optimum conditions.

• To promote positive legacy, a minimum of 2 modes of transport should

connect the site to the city if the site is less than 5km from the centre. A

minimum of 3 modes of transport should connect site to the city if the site is

more than 5km from the centre. At least one mode should be a rapid transport

connection if the site is more than 8km from the centre.

• If an Olympic site or venue is 8 or more kilometres from the city, a high

speed rail connection promotes positive legacy.
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6.2.2 Key Findings: Olympic Venues

This section outlines key principles of architectural design that support positive

legacy of venues in Summer Olympic host cities. Both general principles of

design that promote positive legacy in venues generally, and specific principles

of design that seem to promote positive legacy in Olympic Stadia, Aquatics

Centres, Velodromes and Athlete’s Villages, are identified:

• In cities where there is sufficient infrastructure to host an Olympic Games, a

successful legacy can be achieved by adapting and developing existing venues.

• Achieving a 1:1 ratio of new to existing venues (+/- a maximum of 5 venues)

provides optimum conditions for positive legacy.

• Regional characteristics integrated into the design of venues and accommo-

dation can help to induce positive legacy where the buildings are to become

integrated into the existing fabric of the city after the Games.

• In an Olympic Park where all of the venues are of inherent or varied in-

ternational styles, or in cities where international design is already present,

international architecture can produce positive legacy.

• Iconic features of design present during the Games correlate with positive

long-term legacy of venues after the Games when the key design features are

retained in the building.

• Features of adaptability that allow the building to respond to: changing

user demands; changing sporting regulations; and changing health and safety

regulations; can help to promote positive legacy in venues.
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Venue specific design principles: Olympic Stadia

•Adaptable features, to attract multiple functions after the Olympic Games,

leads to an increase in legacy outcome.

• In the reconfiguration of the stadium for legacy use, establishing long term

function is a higher priority than generating Olympic memory on the agenda,

as after hosting an Olympic Games the stadium will continue to be remembered

as the Olympic Stadium regardless of its reason for development.

• Stadia constructed to respond to an established national need demonstrate

the best legacy potential because the long term legacy of the building is at the

forefront of the design. Stadia constructed to attract mega events have mixed

success.

Venue Specific Design Principles: Olympic Aquatics Centres

• Reduction in seating capacity, to 3,000-4,000 seats in legacy mode, correlates

with increase in legacy outcome.

• Both indoor and outdoor venues have proven successful in legacy terms, thus

enclosure of the building should be determined by climate and culture. A good

model for legacy use seems to be 1-2 indoor pools and 1-2 outdoor pools within

the same complex.

• For legacy use 2 x 50m (l) x 25m (w) variable depth swimming pools and 1

x 25m (l) x 25m (w) x 5m (d) swimming pools within one complex appears to

enhance legacy. There may also be 1-2 additional children’s play or paddling

pools incorporated to enhance family leisure opportunities.
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Venue specific design principles: Olympic Velodromes

• A multifunctional infield in the design supports long term event use (e.g.

Indoor rowing, track cycling), and long term community use at local level for

field sports (e.g. hockey, American football).

• When track cycling can be integrated with outdoor features for other types

of cycling (e.g. road, mountain, BMX) on the site or in the surrounding

landscape, it promotes positive legacy.

• Indoor velodromes promote year round use, sustaining both community and

event activity. Outdoor venues can demonstrate positive legacy, but their use

is limited by climate. Outdoor venues are sustainable for community use, but

unlikely to attract large scale events due to lack of environmental control.

Venue specific design principles: Olympic Villages

• New construction of the Olympic Village is the best model from which to

produce a positive legacy. Refurbishment after the Games is essential but the

extent of necessary refurbishment can be minimised if the long term internal

layouts are determined at the outset.

• Variety in internal size and layout (1-5 bedrooms) supports legacy by widen-

ing appeal to a larger group of people. Variation in building facade encourages

positive legacy by reducing monotony of external appearance, but a limited

number of variations is necessary to support long-term maintenance.

• Mixed use developments, with residential and commercial function support

long term legacy of the village as a residential node.
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6.2.3 Key Findings: Legacy Operations of Venues

This section outlines key principles for the transfer of Olympic venues from

Olympic to Legacy mode and highlights the principles that promote long-term

sustainable operations of venues in Olympic host cities.

Planning: Involvement of the long term owner and operator, or management

company, at an early stage of the Olympic planning process helps to

promote positive legacy. Consideration of the long term use of the venue

at the initial planning phase results in an easier transition of the venue

into legacy mode.

Recognition: Protection or listing of the building as architecturally and

culturally important to the city can help to protect legacy. Retaining

key elements of the structure to evoke Olympic memory promotes legacy,

but the preservation of the structure should not be to the detriment of

making the building useable in the long-term.

Operations: Simple operational structure, where the owner is the operator or

there is a close relationship between the operator and major users, helps

to promote positive legacy as maintenance, adaptation and operation of

the venue can be coordinated with the activity that it supports.

Maintenance: Good maintenance and sound appearance are important for

attractiveness to prospective users.
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Venue specific principles

Olympic Stadia: Stadia owned by the same organisation pre- and post-

Games can be more easily adapted to suit the business needs and long

term legacy. Adaptation to attract multiple functions after the Olympic

Games leads to an increase in legacy outcome.

Olympic Aquatics Centres: Public ownership and operation by the same

organisation or by a public-private entity, where the owner invests in

the operations of the venue, encourages long-term community use of the

venue. This promotes positive legacy because owner and operator share

a common goal (eg. public ownership, public swimming venue) and the

local community benefit directly from the Games.

Olympic Velodromes: Operation by an organisation with a sport specific

remit, such as a cycling federation or cycling club, is a successful model to

secure long term use of the venue as a track cycling centre. Promotion

of community use, in addition to sport training and events, promotes

highest use frequency in legacy mode, and cycling clubs have a pre-

existing client base of potential users.

Olympic Villages: A successful model for the post-Games management of

the Olympic Village is the formation of a public-private partnership: Pri-

vate investment supports construction and long term management; the

construction supports the housing needs of the city; and an established

management company deal with daily operations and maintenance.
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6.3 Contribution to Knowledge

This study makes a new contribution to knowledge in presenting a 64-year

journey of legacy in Olympic host cities, starting with London 1948, ending

with London 2012, and considering all of the European Summer Olympic cities

in between. The study uses both reported data and generated data to com-

pare how legacy proposals have manifested in the real world context. The

study provides a rigorous, comparative analysis of architecture and its urban

contextual dimensions across a range of Olympic host cities at various stages

of legacy. This is a significant contribution to mega sport event (MSE) and

Olympic studies, and makes a new contribution to academic literature in terms

of research methodology, application and results. The significance and novelty

of this study is based on the horizontal comparative analysis of architectural

legacy, and its urban contextual dimensions, in eight editions of the Summer

Olympic Games and seven Olympic cities. Although previous research has

broadly compared overall urban interventions as reported by the Organising

Committee’s for the Olympic Games, and there have been several individual

or dual-comparison case studies examining the architectural design of specific

buildings or cities, no comparative cross case analysis of architectural legacy

and the urban contextual dimensions of architecture across a range of Olympic

host cities existed prior to this study. Furthermore, the research has an appli-

cation beyond the academic context, as an important tool for the International

Olympic Committee, to validate legacy in previous Olympic host cities; and

for the architects and designers of future Olympic venues.
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6.4 Timeliness

Concerns that hosting the Olympic Games pose huge costs to cities and nations

for an event that lasts for a very short time have grown in recent decades. In

the past, the Games helped cities and nations to promote their country on a

global scale, but the risks that have the potential to outweigh the benefits have

been demonstrated in cities such as Montreal, Athens and more recently Rio.

In many countries, the bid is positioned at a time of buoyant economy, but with

the seven year period of planning and construction that precedes the Games,

the economy can be in a much reduced situation once the Games are over and

the venues are ready to take on their long term function. The increasing costs

of hosting the Games and the uncertainty of long-term legacy are limiting the

number countries able to stage the Games to those with stronger economies.

This research is presented at a time when such issues are beginning to generate

debate. In particular, it is necessary to know whether the investment required

to host the Games is delivering sufficient legacy. In future, the principle is to

reduce expenditure and enhance legacy, and a variety of different strategies are

proposed, including the use of temporary structures. An issue with temporary

structures is that, the costs to host the Games remain high, but once the

structure is removed it no longer exists to provide a benefit to the community.

Whilst an outcome of this research is that reduction of capacity can promote

long term function, entirely temporary interventions are not a viable option.

This research proposes that a better understanding of how to promote positive

legacy in cities, based on evidence collected from previous hosts, can support

advancement in this area and promote better legacies in the future.
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6.5 Impact

The key findings of the research have resulted in the production of a series of

case studies that have been produced using a rigorous methodological approach

including the use of archival and in-situ data. The case studies presented in

Chapter 4, the Findings, may be of interest to the following:

Academia: This new insight into the unfolding of legacy in previous Olympic

host cities provides a new reference resource of academics, in particular,

those in the field of Olympic studies and architecture.

International Olympic Committee (IOC): As a validation of legacy in

the seven editions of the Games examined in the first round of the study,

via the means of an in-situ data collection; and as a pilot study, to be

further developed and validated, in the case of Moscow
2
.

The Design and Development Guidance for Legacy, presented at the end of

the thesis, on page 505, developed as a result of the cross case analysis of sites

and venues may be of particular interest to the following:

Architects and Designers: In the conceptual and developmental stages of

the design of Olympic venues.

Legacy Operators: To inform strategies for the adaptation and reuse of

Olympic venues, and to provide data on the unfolding of legacy in pre-

vious Olympic host cities in response to different strategies.

2
Moscow 1980 was completed after the viva as a desktop study, therefore requires in-

situ validation. This is discussed in greater detail in the ‘Further Research’ section of this
chapter.
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6.6 Reflection

Research Aim. To explore the unfolding of legacy and proto-legacy develop-

ments in European Summer Olympic Games, with particular reference to their

architectural and contextual urban dimensions.

Architectural legacy, and its urban contextual dimensions, in eight post-War

European Summer Olympic cities was investigated. The unfolding of legacy

and proto-legacy developments was explored: in terms of historical develop-

ment, through the collection of archival and historic data; and in terms of

current legacy, through the collection of in-situ data.

Objective 1. To review the legacy plans outlined in the candidature files for each

of the post-War case study cities to establish whether there was a legacy strategy

in the documentation and evaluate consistency between documents.

The candidature files for each of the eight editions of the Olympic Games

were located in the archives of the Olympic Studies Centre, Lausanne. A the-

matic analysis of candidatures was undertaken. Over the years, technological

advancements have changed the way that data is captured and stored thus,

earlier candidatures contain less information than the latter. The process of

applying to host an Olympic Games has evolved, and bid city requirements

have changed. Legacy was much more strongly directed in latter bids for the

Games, although it was often implied in earlier cases. In cities where legacy was

considered in advance the venue is more likely to have a positive legacy.
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Objective 2. To develop and implement a framework for the analysis of archi-

tecture and its urban context in European Summer Olympic host cities.

A framework was devised to rigorously collect and analyse: the legacy pro-

posals outlined in the bid; the construction of infrastructure for the Games;

and, the infrastructure remaining after the Games and its long-term function.

Archival data was examined and thematically analysed to evaluate the propos-

als and the construction. In situ data was collected and analysed to evaluate

long term function of venues and infrastructure. The framework was rigorously

applied across all of the cities examined in this sample.

Objective 3. To identify characteristics of urban development and architectural

design that have contributed to legacy in post-War European Summer Olympic

host cities

The legacies identified in each edition of the Games were comparatively eval-

uated across two categories: urban intervention (key sites of Olympic urban

development, transport connections, and the urban contextual dimensions of

Olympic architecture); and, architectural design (specifically in relation to four

building typologies including the Olympic Stadium, Aquatics Centre, Velo-

drome, and Athlete’s Village). The themes arising in each category were ex-

tracted and commonalities across city or typology were identified. From the

common themes emerging in the analysis it was possible to make some gener-

alisations around the development and reuse of venues and sites that could be

used to enhance legacy in existing and future Olympic host cities.
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6.7 Scope

The following issues were taken into account during the study:

Change in Provision

Over time, there has been a change in the provision of the Olympic Games.

The duration of the Games has remained the same, but the number of sports,

events, athletes, and spectators has increased. Recent editions of the Games

in particular, have had to accommodate a greater influx of people and events.

Therefore, not all comparative buildings are of the same size and scale.

Change in Procedure

Over time, the requirements of the Candidature have changed. The host city

questionnaire completed by candidates of recent editions of the Games is more

extensive and comprehensive than it was for candidates of earlier editions of

the Games.

Reporting & Recording

The reporting of information, in the candidature and official report changes

across cities and cultures. The order and organisation of the reports, phrasing

and terminology used, and the information shared can vary.

As technological advancements have changed the way in which data is recorded

and stored, there is more data available. There is more information available

in the candidatures and official reports of more recent editions of the Games,

than for earlier editions of the Games.
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Development of Legacy

There is a period of time in which legacy develops after an Olympic Games,

which is not set or pre-determined.

Manifestation of Legacy

Some post-Games legacies are in their infancy compared to others. For ex-

ample, the first edition of the Games evaluated in this study, London (1948),

took place 71 years ago, whilst the last edition of the Games evaluated in this

study, London (2012), took place 7 years ago.

Circumstance & Context

The circumstances of each Games and each host city is different, and every

Games is bounded by a context. It is essential to understand legacy within

its original context, but also its application beyond this context and in other

circumstances.
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6.8 Further Research

The proposal to complete and extend this research project is to validate, by

means of in-situ data collection, the desktop research conducted in relation to

the city of Moscow, which was included after the viva and therefore researched

by means of desktop study only. The proposal for the wider expansion of this

study is to examine a wider range of Summer Olympic Games cities, including

those in North America (Montreal 1976, Los Angeles 1984, Atlanta 1996),

South America (Mexico 1968, Rio 2016), Asia (Seoul 1988, Beijing 2008) and

Australia (Melbourne 1956, Sydney 2000) to evaluate Olympic legacy in other

countries, climates and cultures. For completeness, the evaluation could also

be extended to include pre-War editions of the Games, since many of the

venues are still in existence and successfully used.

The second proposal would be to apply the framework to Winter Olympic

Games
3

to examine legacy in locations where models of satellite and joint

clustering have been implemented in and between cities. Although the Winter

Olympic Games has demonstrated a slower growth in scale and scope, similari-

ties in issues around the sustainability of venues are beginning to emerge. The

methodology used in this thesis could be replicated across a range of buildings

representative of the Winter Olympic Games. Initially examining post-War

European cities, the output of this research would be a book, presenting ar-

chitectural legacy in Summer and Winter Olympic host cities.

3
since the first submission of the thesis, this research project (examining the architec-

tural legacies of the Winter Olympic Games 1956-2006) has been funded by the Olympic
Foundation for Culture and Heritage.
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Chapter 7

Summer Olympic Games Design

& Development Guidance for

Legacy

The following guidance is the product of a PhD research project at Northum-

bria University, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, examining architectural legacy, and

its urban contextual dimensions, in post-War European cities, entitled: ‘The

architectural design and planning legacies of the European Summer Olympic

Games 1948-2012’. This document is designed to be used by architects and de-

signers in the design and preparation of venues in future Olympic host cities,

and by legacy operators of venues to support positive long-term legacy and

re-use of venues in Olympic host venues.
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Executive Summary

The following guidance was developed as a result of a PhD research project at

Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, examining architectural

legacy, and its urban contextual dimensions, in post-War European cities. The

thesis, entitled: ‘The architectural design and planning legacies of the European

Summer Olympic Games 1948-2012’, rigorously applied a framework across

a range of Olympic venues and sites to explore the unfolding of legacy, and

proto-legacy developments, in a horizontal comparative analysis, using archival

and in-situ data collection methods. Emerging from the key findings of the

research, which identified systems and structures that support and promote

positive legacies in Olympic host cities, this document provides guidance on

aspects of the design and development of sites and venues in Olympic host cities

that support the long term legacy of infrastructure constructed for the Olympic

Games. The principles outlined in this document are based on evidence of the

systems and structures that have supported legacy in previous Olympic host

cities.

This guidance document combines general and specific guidance in relation

to the Olympic sites and venues, with a particular focus on four types of

building: The Olympic Stadium, Aquatics Centre, Velodrome, and Athlete’s

Village. It is designed to support architects and designers working with the

Organising Committees of the Olympic Games in the design and preparation

of venues.
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I. Contents

The guidance document is organised as follows:

I. Contents: This is the current section and defines the layout of the guidance

document.

II. Olympic Sites: This section outlines the key principles of design that

support the long term legacy of Olympic sites in Summer Olympic host

cities, with a specific focus on models of intervention, location of sites

and venues and transport connections. General principles of design that

seem to promote positive legacy of are also identified.

III. Olympic Venues: This section outlines the key principles of architec-

tural design that support long term legacy in Summer Olympic host

cities, with a specific focus on: The Olympic Stadium, Aquatics Centre,

Velodrome, and Athlete Village. General principles of design that seem

to promote positive legacy in venues are also identified.

IV. Legacy Operations: This section outlines key principles for the oper-

ation of venues to support long term legacy in Summer Olympic host

cities.

V. Application of Guidance: This section outlines how this guidance can

be applied in real-life contexts.
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II. Olympic Sites

Location of Site

Identification of Site

Cities displaying patterns of incremental growth demonstrate the best

opportunities for sites of Olympic development, as tightly regulated city

forms, in particular grid patterns, do not easily permit Olympic scale

development.

In cities with highly regimented forms in the central area, Olympic de-

velopment may occur more easily on the periphery of the central area,

where the pattern is more relaxed.

Identification of local development needs

The long term legacy of Olympic urban development is most positively

sustained in cities where long term development needs are identified in

the city in advance of a bid to host the Games, and the bid to host the

Games satisfies the long term development needs of the city.
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Model of Intervention

Model of Development

Inner-city mono-clustering and inner-city poly-clustering models of de-

velopment offer optimum conditions for legacy in cities.

In expanding cities, periphery clustering can assist in growth and de-

velopment of the city, provided that the development is supported by

infrastructure to accommodate a minimum of two different modes of

transportation.

Location of Development

Close proximity of Olympic sites to the central area of the city promotes

economic activity post-Games.

Sites of development located within the urban area of the city retain

successful long term function provded there is infrastructure in place to

support a minimum of 2 modes of transport connection.

Nature of Development

In cities where there is already sufficient infrastructure to host an Olympic

Games, a successful legacy can be achieved by adapting and developing

existing venues.

Achieving a 1:1 ratio of new to existing venues (+/- a maximum of 5

venues) provides optimum conditions for positive legacy.
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Event Spaces

Site Features

Selection of a site with two or more natural features, in particular, access

to green space or parkland, and a watercourse, promotes positive legacy.

The Olympic Park model of development promotes positive legacy when

the Olympic Park is maintained as an urban park after the Olympic

Games.

Mixed use development around an Olympic site assists in securing pos-

itive legacy. A minimum of two different types of use encourages post-

Games use. In particular, the following functions seem to support legacy:

residential, sport, leisure, entertainment, education, retail.

Site Connections

If new sites are not supported by transport infrastructure, they are un-

likely to have long term success:

Travel time of less than 45 minutes supports positive legacy, but travel

times of 15-30 minutes provide optimum conditions.

To promote positive legacy, a minimum of 2 modes of transport should

connect the site to the city if the site is less than 5km from the centre.

A minimum of 3 modes of transport should connect the site to the city

if the site is more than 5km from the centre. One of these modes should

be a rapid transport connection if the site is more than 8km from the

centre.
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Transport Connections

The Olympic Games provide the opportunity and impetus to improve trans-

port connections into and around the city. Adaptations to the following trans-

portation networks promote positive urban infrastructural legacies:

Air

An International airport within 30 minutes of the city, by road or rail,

promotes tourism in the city and supports positive legacy.

Rail

High Speed Rail: If an Olympic site or venue is 8 or more kilometres from

the city, a high speed rail connection promotes positive legacy.

Commuter Rail: In cities where the Olympic sites have no underground

or tram infrastructure, creation of a new line or an extension to an ex-

isting line may improve long term legacy of the site by providing a new

connection between the site and the city.

Road

Improvements to existing road networks can be beneficial, but the con-

struction of new road can have negative results and be unnecessary if

other forms of public transportation are sufficient.
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III. Architectural Design

General Design Principles

In the architectural design of Summer Olympic venues some general princi-

ples can be applied across venues to promote long-term integration into the

city. Those principles are outlined here, and specific design principles for the

Olympic Stadia, Aquatics Centres, Velodromes and Athlete’s Villages follow

in the subsequent section.

Regional Characteristics integrated into the design of venues and accom-

modation can help to induce positive legacy where the buildings are to

become integrated into the existing fabric of the city after the Games.

Iconic features of design present during the Games correlate with positive

long-term legacy of venues after the Games when the key design features

are retained in the building.

Adaptability features allow the building to respond to:

- Changing user demands;

- The changing regulations of sport federations;

- Changing health and safety regulations.
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Venue Specific Design Principles

Olympic Stadia

Function: The long term role of the Olympic Stadium is one of the most

difficult legacies to secure, as league football seems to generate the high-

est income, but supporters tend to favour particular configurations that

are not necessarily suited to the configuration of an Olympic Stadium.

The nature of Olympic Stadia can limit legacy in terms of this use. It

is therefore suggested that adaptation to attract multiple functions after

the Olympic Games leads to an increase in legacy outcome.

Form: In the trade-off between generating Olympic memory and establishing

long term function, the latter is a higher priority on the agenda, as after

hosting an Olympic Games the stadium will continue to be remembered

as the Olympic Stadium regardless of its reason for development.

Response to National Need: Stadia constructed to respond to an estab-

lished national need demonstrate the best legacy potential because the

long term legacy of the building is at the forefront of the design. Stadia

constructed to attract mega events have mixed success.
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Olympic Aquatics Centres

Function: Swimming is a popular public sport and leisure pursuit for all ages

and abilities, thus the aquatic typology readily takes on the long term

role of community swimming pool and/or national swimming centre in

its legacy use.

Form: Both indoor and outdoor venues have proven successful in legacy terms,

thus enclosure of the building should be determined by climate and cul-

ture. Outdoor venues tend to develop seasonal use with the length of

season adjusted according to the climate. Outdoor venues demonstrate

popularity within the community if the venue is situated within natu-

ral landscape, although this is also determined by climate and culture.

Outdoor venues retain the capacity to extend spectator seating to host

future mega events. Indoor venues have year long use, but the spectator

seating limit is fixed when the building is enclosed. A good model seems

to be 1-2 indoor pools and 1-2 outdoor pools within the same complex.

Capacity: Reduction in seating capacity, to 3,000-4,000 seats in legacy mode,

correlates with increase in legacy outcome. The retention of multiple

pools enhances use possibilities, but retention of too many pools results

in sense of overcapacity. For legacy use 2 x 50m (l) x 25m (w) variable

depth swimming pools and 1 x 25m (l) x 25m (w) x 5m (d) swimming

pools within one complex appears to enhance legacy. There may also be

1-2 additional children’s play or paddling pools incorporated to enhance

family leisure opportunities.
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Olympic Velodromes

Function: Velodromes are specific, technical venues that secure the best legacy

when track cycling remains their main function, although this is also de-

termined by climate and culture. A multifunctional infield in the design

supports long term event use at national and international level (e.g. In-

door rowing, track cycling), and long term community use at local level

for field sports (e.g. hockey, American football). However, reliance on

the infield alone for long term function is not a practical solution for the

building, and complete loss of track cycling function is likely to result in

eventual disuse. When track cycling can be integrated with other types

of cycling (e.g. road, mountain, BMX) on the site or in the surrounding

landscape, it promotes positive legacy and promotes the Velodrome as a

community and national cycling hub.

Form: Indoor velodromes promote year round use, sustaining both commu-

nity and event activity.

Outdoor venues can demonstrate positive legacy, but their use is limited

by climate. Outdoor venues are sustainable for community use, but

unlikely to attract large scale events due to lack of environmental control.

Response to National Need: Velodromes constructed to respond to an es-

tablished national need demonstrate positive legacy, whilst velodromes

constructed to attract mega events demonstrate mixed success.
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Olympic Villages

Function: The Olympic Village readily takes on the role of residential accom-

modation in its long-term use.

Form: New construction of the Olympic Village is the best model from which

to produce a positive legacy. Refurbishment after the Games is essential

but the extent of necessary refurbishment can be minimised if the long

term internal layouts are determined at the outset. Variety in internal

size and layout (1-5 bedrooms) supports legacy by widening appeal to

a larger group of people. Variation in building facade encourages posi-

tive legacy by reducing monotony of external appearance, but a limited

number of variations is necessary to support long-term maintenance.

Connection: Transport availability and accessibility is of high importance in

the legacy success of the Olympic Village. A minimum of two different

modes of transport should connect the Olympic Village to the city. The

connection time should be 30 minutes or less for optimal legacy.

Amenity: The Olympic Village on the periphery of an Olympic Park is a

successful model in terms of legacy, because it promotes multifunctional

development and access to green-space. Mixed use developments, with

residential and commercial function support long term legacy of the vil-

lage as a residential node. A minimum of five different types of mixed

use function within close proximity to the residences promotes optimum

legacy, such as: restaurants, bars, grocers, nurseries, schools, sport and

leisure facilities.
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IV. Legacy Operations

General Principles

In the post-Games operation of Olympic venues some general principles can be

applied across venues to promote long-term legacy. These principles are out-

lined here, and specific design principles for the Olympic Stadia, Aquatics Cen-

tres, Velodromes and Athlete Villages follow in the subsequent section:

Planning: Involvement of the long term owner and operator, or management

company, at an early stage of the Olympic planning process helps to

promote positive legacy.

Recognition: Protection or listing of the building as architecturally and

culturally important to the city can help to protect legacy. Retaining

key elements of the structure to evoke Olympic memory promotes legacy,

but the preservation of the structure should not be to the detriment of

making the building useable in the long-term.

Operations: Simple operational structure, where the owner is the operator or

there is a close relationship between the operator and major users, helps

to promote positive legacy as maintenance, adaptation and operation of

the venue can be coordinated with the activity that it supports.

Maintenance: Good maintenance and sound appearance are important for

attractiveness to prospective users.
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Venue Specific Principles

Olympic Stadia: Stadia owned by the same organisation pre- and post-

Games can be more easily adapted to suit the business needs and long

term legacy. Adaptation to attract multiple functions after the Olympic

Games leads to an increase in legacy outcome.

Olympic Aquatics Centres: Public ownership and operation by the same

organisation or by a public-private entity, where the owner invests in

the operations of the venue, encourages long-term community use of the

venue. This promotes positive legacy because owner and operator share

a common goal (eg. public ownership, public swimming venue) and the

local community benefit directly from the Games.

Olympic Velodromes: Operation by an organisation with a sport specific

remit, such as a cycling federation or cycling club, is a successful model to

secure long term use of the venue as a track cycling centre. Promotion

of community use, in addition to sport training and events, promotes

highest use frequency in legacy mode, and cycling clubs have a pre-

existing client base of potential users.

Olympic Villages: A successful model for the post-Games management of

the Olympic Village is the formation of a public-private partnership: pri-

vate investment supports construction and long term management; the

construction supports the housing needs of the city; and an established

management company deal with daily operations and maintenance.
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V. Application of the Guidelines

The application of these guidelines is proposed as follows:

For Architects and Designers: The guidance can be used as a tool in the

conceptual and developmental stages of design. The document has a

focus on four types of building, The Olympic Stadium, Aquatics Centre,

Velodrome, and Athlete’s Village, but also offers some general design

principles that can be applied to a range of Olympic venues.

For Legacy Operators: The guidance document outlines some operational

models that have proven successful in previous Olympic host cities and,

in relation to the four building types, some successful long term uses of

venues to promote positive legacy.
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Appendix A

Research Participation

Proforma
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A.1 Example Email

Figure A.1: Example Initial Contact Email in English
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A.2 Example Venue Questionnaire

Figure A.2: Example Venue Questionnaire in English
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A.3 Example Olympic Village Questionnaire

Figure A.3: Example Athletes Village Questionnaire in English
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A.4 Example Participant Consent Form

Figure A.4: Example Participant Consent Form in English
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A.5 Example Participant Information Sheet

Figure A.5: Example Participant Information Sheet in English
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A.6 Sample Interview Transcript

The following is a transcript of a semi structured interview that took place

between the investigator (I) and a research participant (P). Identifying features

have been removed.

Interview

I: Who [which organisation] owns the venue?

P: The venue, and the land on which it is situated, is owned by [company

name], who are responsible for managing and developing [the site].

I: Who [which organisation] operates the venue?

P: The venue is operated by [Company name], set up by [the owner] to operate

this, and other venues [on the site].

I: How is the venue funded?

P: [The venue] is partially funded by [public funds], which contribute to the

running of [the venue], in addition to income generated through a public pro-

gramme [of use], merchandising and rented space. There is a target to make

[the venue] more sustainable as a venue by decreasing its reliance on [public

funds] over [a fixed period of time]. There is [an agreement] between [the owner]

and [a public body], who contributed funds toward the development and con-

struction of [the venue] and its subsequent transformation to support legacy

operation, that [the venue] contributes toward [the public body’s] targets to

increase participation: providing opportunities for community groups.

I: What is the venue used for currently?
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P: [The venue] is a [sport] venue, for events and community use.

I: Does the venue host a programme of regular activities?

P: [The venue] hosts activities for all ages, providing something for every core

group across the board. This feeds into the legacy agreement and the aim

to increase participation There are sessions for young children, older children,

teenagers, adults and older adults, taster sessions, programmes, and veter-

ans sessions. A full programme of regular activities is available on the web-

site.

I: Does the venue host events?

P: [The venue] hosts a number of regular events in addition to irregular, ‘one-

off’ events, which may be of a [sport-specific] or [non-sport specific] nature.

Regular events are listed on the website.

I : When is the venue open?

P: [The venue] is open daily. The opening hours are available on the web-

site.

I: How many visitors are there to the venue annually?

P: Last year, there was somewhere in the region of [number of visitors] to [the

venue].

I: What is the maximum spectator capacity?

P: Approximately [number of spectators], which is reached for some events

[examples given].

I: What is the maximum user capacity?

P: The maximum capacity is set out in guidance by [the national governing
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body for the sport]. It is a national standard. Limits for specific activities are

outlined on the website and the booking system.
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Appendix B

London 1948 Olympic Venues
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B.1 Competitions of the 1948 Olympic Games

Table B.1: Competitions of the 1948 Olympic Games.Source: Organising Com-
mittee for the XIV Olympiad (1951)

Sport Discipline Events
Athletics- Track 19
Athletics- Field 13
Athletics- Decathlon 1
Basketball 1
Boxing 8
Canoe- Sprint 2
Cycling- Road 2
Cycling- Track 3
Diving 4
Equestrian- Dressage 2
Equestrian- Eventing 2
Equestrian- Jumping 1
Fencing 1
Football 1
Gymnastics- Artistic 1
Hockey 1
Modern Pentathlon 5
Rowing 7
Sailing 5
Shooting 7
Swimming 10
Water Polo 1
Weightlifting 6
Wrestling- Freestyle 8
Wrestling- Greco-Roman 8
Total 136
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B.2 Venues of the 1948 Olympic Games

Table B.2: Venues in Greater London used during the 1948 Olympic Games.
Source: Organising Committee for the XIV Olympiad (1951)

Venues Type Use
Wembley
Empire Pool Indoor Existing Swimming

Boxing
Empire Stadium Outdoor Existing Athletics

Equestrian
Football
Hockey

Palace of Engineering Indoor Existing Fencing
3 Venues
Dulwich Village
Dulwich Hamlet F.C. Outdoor Existing Football
Herne Hill Outdoor Existing Track Cycling
2 Venues
Greater London
Arsenal F.C. Outdoor Existing Football
Brentford Outdoor Existing Football
Crystal palace F.C. Outdoor Existing Football
Empress Hall Indoor Existing Boxing

Gymnastics
Finchley Lido Indoor Existing Water Polo
Fulham F.C. Outdoor Existing Football
Guinness Sports Club Outdoor Existing Hockey
Haringey Arena Indoor Existing Basketball
Ilford F.C. Outdoor Existing Football
Lyons’ Sports Club Outdoor Existing Field Hockey
Polytechnic Outdoor Existing Field Hockey
Richmond Park Outdoor Existing Road Cycling
Royal Military Academy Outdoor Existing Pentathlon

- Running
Tottenham Hotspur F.C. Outdoor Existing Football
Walthamstow Avenue Outdoor Existing Football

15 Venues
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Table B.3: Venues outside of London used during the 1948 Olympic Games.
Source: Organising Committee for the XIV Olympiad (1951)

Venues Type Use

Subsites in Bisley

Aldershot Lido Public Bath Indoor Existing Pentathlon
- Swimming

Aldershot Military Command Indoor Existing Pentathlon
Central Gymnasium -Fencing
Aldershot Military Command Outdoor Existing Equestrian
Central Stadium
National Rifle Association Indoor Existing Shooting
Old Dean Common Outdoor Existing Equestrian
Tweseldown Race Course Outdoor Existing Modern Pentathlon

- Riding

6 Venues

Subsites Elsewhere

Brighton & Hove Albion Outdoor Existing Football
Henley on Thames Outdoor Existing Rowing

Canoeing
Portsmouth F.C. Outdoor Existing Football
Torbay Outdoor Existing Yachting
Windsor Great Park Outdoor Existing Cycling

5 Venues
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B.3 Accommodation at the 1948 Olympic Games

Table B.4: List of accommodations for the 1948 Olympic Games. Source:
Organising Committee for the XIV Olympiad (1951)

Location Type Housing Centre Gender Capacity

Greater Military Richmond Park Male 1,600
London Uxbridge Male 1,600

West Drayton Male 700

Private St Helen’s School Female 120
N.T.C.D.S Female 120
Southlands College Female 150

Middlesex Chandos Secondary Male 120
Schools Copthal County Male 84

Ealing County Girls Male 100
Greenford County Male 92
Harrow Weald Male 85
Hendon Technical Male 250
Kilburn Technical Male 65
Kingsbury County Male 91
Preston Manor Male 90
Pinner County Male 101
Wembley County Male 100
Willesden County Male 90
Willesden Technical Male 220

19 5,798

Beyond Schools Hatter’s End Male 200
London Mill End Male 200

Royal Grammar School Male 200

3 600
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Helsinki 1952 Olympic

Venues
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C.1 Competitions of the 1952 Olympic Games

Table C.1: Competitions of the 1952 Olympic Games. Source: Organising
Committee for the Games of the XV Olympiad (1955)

Sport Events
Athletics 33
Basketball 1
Boxing 10
Canoeing 9
Cycling 6
Equestrian 6
Fencing 7
Football 1
Gymnastics 15
Hockey 1
Modern Pentathlon 2
Rowing 7
Shooting 7
Swimming 15
Water Polo 1
Weightlifting 7
Wrestling- Freestyle 8
Wrestling- Greco-Roman 8
Yachting 5
Total 149
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C.2 Venues of the 1952 Olympic Games

Table C.2: Venues in Greater Helsinki used during the 1952 Olympic Games.
Source: Organising Committee for the Games of the XV Olympiad (1955)

Venues Type Use

Helsinki Capital Area

Harmaja Island Lighthouse Outdoor Existing Yachting
Huopalahti Rifle Range Outdoor Existing Shooting
Laakso Riding Course Outdoor Existing Equestrian
Malmi Rifle Range Outdoor Existing Shooting
Messuhalli I Indoor Existing Gymnastics

Wrestling
Boxing

Messuhalli II Indoor Existing Gymnastics
Wrestling
Weighlifting
Basketball (final)

Munkkiniemi Rowing Stadium Outdoor New Rowing
Dinghy Course Outdoor Existing Sailing
Olympic Stadium Outdoor Existing Athletics

Ceremonies
Football (final)
Equestrian

Road Cycling Course Outdoor Existing Road Cycling
Ruskeasuo Equestrian Hall Outdoor Existing Dressage
Stadium West Football Fields Outdoor Existing Football
Swimming Stadium Outdoor Existing Swimming
Tali Race Course Outdoor Existing Equestrian

Tennis Palace Indoor Existing Basketball
Velodrome Outdoor Existing Track Cycling
Westend Tennis Hall Indoor Existing Fencing

17 Venues
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Table C.3: Venues elsewhere in Finland used during the 1952 Olympic Games.
Source: Organising Committee for the XIV Olympiad (1951)

Venues Type Use

Finland

Ahvenisto Pool Outdoor Existing Modern Pentathlon
- Swimming

Ahvenisto Ridge Outdoor New Modern Pentathlon
- Fencing

Ahvenisto Outdoor Existing Modern Pentathlon
- Equestrian

Kotka Outdoor Existing Football
Lahti Outdoor Existing Football
Tampere Outdoor Existing Football
Turku Outdoor Existing Football

7 Venues

C.3 Accommodation at the 1952 Olympic Games

Table C.4: Schedule of Accommodation for the 1952 Olympic Games. Source:
Organising Committee for the Games of the XV Olympiad (1955)

Accommodation Athletes Beds

Olympic Village (Käpylä) Male 4,800
Otaniemi Soviet Union 1,400
Nurses Training College Female 650
Ruskeasuo Grooms 180
Santahamina Finnish 200
Hämeenlinna Modern Pentathlon 200
Private Homes Yachtsmen 220
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Rome 1960 Olympic Venues
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D.1 Competitions of the 1960 Olympic Games

Table D.1: Competitions of the 1960 Olympic Games. Source: International
Olympic Committee (2018)

Sport Disciplines Events
Athletics 34
Basketball 1
Boxing 10
Canoe- Sprint 7
Cycling- Road 2
Cycling- Track 4
Diving 4
Equestrian- Dressage 1
Equestrian- Eventing 2
Equestrian- Jumping 2
Fencing 8
Football 1
Gymnastics- Artistic 14
Hockey- Field 1
Modern Pentathlon 2
Rowing 7
Sailing 5
Shooting 5
Swimming 15
Water Polo 1
Weightlifting 7
Wrestling- Freestyle 8
Wrestling- Greco Roman 8

Total 149
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D.2 Venues of the 1960 Olympic Games

Table D.2: Venues in Rome used during the 1960 Olympic Games. Source:
(Organising Committee of the Games of the XVII Olympiad, 1963a, p.51-86)

Venue Type Use

Central Area

Arch of Constantine Outdoor Existing
Basilica di Massenzio Outdoor Existing
Palazzetto dello Sport Indoor New
Palazzo dei Congressi Indoor Existing
Palazzo dello Sport Indoor New
Piazza di Siena Outdoor Existing
Piscina della Rose Outdoor New
Poligono Umberto Outdoor Existing
Stadio del Marmi Outdoor Existing
Stadio del Nuoto Outdoor New
Stadio Flaminio Outdoor New
Stadio Olimpico Outdoor Existing Athletics
Terme di Caracalla Outdoor Existing
Tiro a volo Lazio Outdoor Existing
Velodromo Outdoor New Cycling
15 Venues

Greater Territory

Lake Albano Natural Existing
Pratori del Vivaro Natural Existing
2 Venues
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Table D.3: Venues outside of the City of Rome used during the 1960 Olympic
Games. Source: (Organising Committee of the Games of the XVII Olympiad,
1963a, p.51-86)

Venue Type Use

Outside of Rome

Bay of Naples Natural Existing Sailing
Florence Communal Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Grosetto Communal Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Leghorn Ardenza Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Naples Fuorigrotta Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Pescara Adriatico Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Stadio Tamasso Fattori Outdoor Existing Football
7 Venues
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Munich 1972 Olympic Venues
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E.1 Competitions of the 1972 Olympic Games

Table E.1: Competitions of the 1972 Olympic Games. Source: Organising
Committee for the Games of the XXth Olympiad (1974b)

Sport Disciplines Events
Archery 2
Athletics 28
Basketball 1
Boxing 11
Canoe- Slalom 4
Canoe- Sprint 7
Cycling- Road 2
Cycling- Track 5
Diving 4
Equestrian- Dressage 2
Equestrian- Eventing 2
Equestrian- Jumping 2
Fencing 8
Football 1
Gymnastics- Artistic 14
Handball 1
Hockey- Field 1
Modern Pentathlon 2
Rowing 7
Sailing 6
Shooting 8
Swimming 29
Volleyball 2
Water Polo 1
Weightlifting 9
Wrestling- Freestyle 10
Wrestling- Greco Roman 10

Total 195
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E.2 Venues of the 1972 Olympic Games

Table E.2: Venues with the Greater Munich area used during the 1972 Olympic
Games. Source: (Organising Committee for the Games of the XXth Olympiad,
1974a, p.51-86)

Venue Type Use

Greater Munich Area

Cycling Track Indoor New Track Cycling
Dante Pool Outdoor Existing Water Polo
Double Hall Indoor New Volleyball
Feldmoching Outdoor New Rowing, Canoeing

Yachting

Ice Hall Indoor Existing Boxing, Judo
Munich Equestrian Club Oudoor Existing Equestrian
Oberwiesenfeld Outdoor New Equestrian
Olympic Park Hockey Facility Oudoor New Hockey
Olympic Stadium Oudoor New Athletics

Football
Siegenburger Strasse Hall Indoor New Basketball

Judo
Sports Hall Indoor New Gymnastics

Handball
Swimming Hall Indoor New Swimming

Modern Pentathlon
The Fair Grounds- Hall 7 Indoor Existing Weightlifting
The Fair Grounds- Hall 12
The Fair Grounds- Hall 16 Indoor Existing Judo
The Fair Grounds- Hall 20 Indoor Existing Fencing

Modern Pentathlon
The Fair Grounds- New Hall Indoor New Wrestling

Judo
Werneck meadow, English Garden Outdoor New Archery
18 Venues
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Table E.3: Venues outside of the Greater Munich area used during the 1972
Olympic Games. Source: (Organising Committee for the Games of the XXth
Olympiad, 1974a, p.51-86)

Venue Type Use

Outside of Munich

Augsburg Outdoor Existing Canoe Slalom
Outdoor Existing Football
Indoor Existing Handball

Böblingen Indoor Existing Handball
Göppingen Indoor Existing Handball
Hochbrück Outdoor Existing Shooting

Modern Pentathlon
Ingolstadt Outdoor Existing Football

Kiel Outdoor Existing Football
Indoor Existing Handball

Nuremburg Outdoor Existing Football
Pasau Outdoor Existing Football
Regensburg Outdoor Existing Football
Ulm Indoor Existing Handball
13 Venues
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Moscow 1980 OlympicVenues
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F.1 Competitions of the 1980 Olympic Games

Athletes 5,179

Nations 80

Disciplines 27

Table F.1: Source: International Olympic Committee (IOC) (2019e)

Sport Disciplines Events
Archery 2
Athletics 38
Basketball 2
Boxing 11
Canoe Sprint 11
Cycling- Road 2
Cycling- Track 4
Equestrian- Dressage 2
Equestrian- Eventing 2
Equestrian- Jumping 2
Fencing 1
Football 1
Gymnastics- Artistic 13
Handball 2
Hockey 2
Judo 8
Modern-Pentathlon 2
Rowing 14
Sailing 6
Shooting 7
Swimming- Swimming 26
Swimming- Diving 4
Swimming- Water Polo 1
Volleyball 2
Weightlifting 10
Wrestling- Freestyle 10
Wrestling- Greco-Roman 10

Total 195
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F.2 Venues of the 1980 Olympic Games

Table F.2: Venues in Moscow urban area used during the 1980 Olympic Games.
Source: (Organising Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad, 1981b)

Venues Type Use

Central Lenin Complex

Grand Arena Outdoor Existing Athletics
Minor Arena Indoor Existing Volleyball
Swimming Pool Outdoor Existing Waterpolo
Sports Palace Indoor Existing Gymnastics

Judo
Druzhba Arena Indoor New Volleball

5 Venues

Olympiiski Sports Complex Venues

Indoor Stadium Indoor New Basketball
Boxing

Swimming Pool Indoor New Swimming
Diving
Water Polo

2 Venues

Northwestern Zone Venues

Dynamo Central Stadium Indoor Existing Football
Minor Arena Outdoor Existing Hockey
Young Pioneers Indoor Existing Hockey

CSCA Sports Complex Indoor New Fencing
CSCA Palace of Sports Indoor New Wrestling

Basketball

5 Venues

Dynamo Zone Venues

Dynamo Sports Palace Indoor New Handball

1 Venue
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Table F.3: Subsites in Moscow Metropolitan Area during the 1980 Olympic
Games. Source: (Organising Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad,
1981b)

Venues Type Use

Krylatskoye Zone

Canoeing & Rowing Basin Outdoor Existing Canoeing
Rowing

Archery Field Outdoor New Archery
Cycling Circuit Outdoor New Road Cycling
Velodrome Indoor New Track Cycling

4 Venues

Trade Unions Equestrian Complex

Dressage Stadium Outdoor New Equestrian
Jumping Stadium Outdoor New Equestrian
Indoor Manège Indoor New Equestrian
Steeplechase Course Outdoor New Equestrian

4 Venues

Izmailovo & Sokolniki

Izmailovo Sports Palace Indoor New Weightlifting
Sokolniki Sports Palace Indoor Existing Handball

2 Venues

Table F.4: Subsites outside of Moscow used during the 1980 Olympic Games.
Source: (Organising Committee of the Games of the XXII Olympiad, 1981b)

Venue Location Type Use

Subsites in Russia

Dyamo Shooting Range Mytishchi Indoor Existing Shooting
Outdoor Existing Clay Pigeon

Kirov Stadium Leningrad Outdoor Existing Football

2 Venues

Subsites Elsewhere

Republican Stadium Kiev Outdoor Existing Football
Dynamo Stadium Minsk Outdoor Existing Football

2 Venues
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G.1 Competitions of the 1992 Olympic Games

Table G.1: Competitions of the 1992 Olympic Games. Source: Comité
Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92 (COOB’92) (1993b)

Sport Disciplines Events

Archery 4

Athletics 43

Badminton 4

Baseball 1

Basketball 2

Boxing 12

Canoe- Slalom 4

Canoe- Sprint 14

Cycling- Road 3

Cycling- Track 7

Diving 4

Equestrian- Dressage 2

Equestrian- Eventing 2

Equestrian- Jumping 2

Fencing 8

Football 1

Gymnastics- Artistic 14

Gymnastics- Rhythmic 1

Handball 2

Hockey- Field 2

Judo 14

Modern Pentathlon 2

Rowing 14

Sailing 10

Shooting 15

Swimming 31

Synchronised Swimming 2

Table Tennis 4

Volleyball 2

Water Polo 1

Weightlifting 10

Wrestling- Freestyle 10

Wrestling- Greco Roman 10

Total 257
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G.2 Venues of the 1992 Olympic Games

Table G.2: Venues in Barcelona used during the 1992 Olympic Games. Source:
Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92 (COOB’92) (1993b)

Venue Type Use

Parc de Mar

Frontó Colom Indoor Existing Basque Pelota
Olympic Harbour Outdoor New Yachting
Pavellò de la Mar Bella Indoor New Badminton
Polisportiu Estació del Nord Indoor Existing Table Tennis

Montjuic

Barcelona Botanical Garden Outdoor Existing Cross Country
Bernat Picornell Swimming Pools Outdoor Existing Swimming
INEFC Indoor New Wrestling
Montjuic Swimming Pool Outdoor Existing Diving, Waterpolo
Olympic Stadium Outdoor Existing Athletics
Palau d’Esports Indoor Existing Gymnastics
Palau de la Metal-lúrgia Indoor Existing Fencing
Palau Sant Jordi Indoor New Gymnastics
Pavellò L’Espanya Industŕıal Indoor New Weightlifting

Diagonal

FC Barcelona Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Palau Blaugrana Indoor Existing Judo, Taekwondo
RCD Espanyol Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Real Club de Polo Outdoor Existing Equestrian

Val d’Hebron

Archery Field Outdoor New Archery
Pavellò de la val d’Hebron Indoor New Volleyball
Tennis de la Vall d’Hebron Outdoor New Tennis
Velòdrom Outdoor Existing Cycling

21 Venues
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Table G.3: Venues outside of Barcelona used during the 1992 Olympic Games.
Source: Comité Oĺımpico Organizador Barcelona 92 (COOB’92) (1993b)

Venue Type Use

Catalonian Subsites
A17 & Circuit de Catalunya Outdoor Existing Cycling
Badalona, Palau d’Esports Indoor New Basketball
Badalona, Pavelló Club Joventut Indoor Existing Boxing
Banyoles, Lake Outdoor Natural Rowing
Castelldefels, Olympic Canal Outdoor New Canoeing
Granollers, Palau d’Esports, Granollers Indoor New Handball
La Seu d’Urgell, Parc del Segre Outdoor New Canoeing
L’Hospitalet, de Llobregat Baseball Stadium Outdoor New Baseball
Mataró, Road Route Outdoor Existing Marathon
Mollet del Vallès Outdoor New Shooting
Osona, El Montanyà Equestrian Centre Outdoor Existing Equestrian
Sabadell, Nova Creu Alta Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Sant Sadurńı, Cycling Circuit Outdoor Existing Cycling
Terrassa, Hockey Stadium Outdoor Existing Hockey
Viladecans, Baseball Stadium Outdoor Existing Baseball

15 Venues

Spanish Subsites
Zaragoza, La Romareda Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Valencia, Lluis Casanova, Valencia Outdoor Existing Football

2 Venues
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H.1 Competitions of the 2004 Olympic Games

Table H.1: Competitions of the 2004 Olympic Games. Source: ATHOC (2005)

Sport Disciplines Events
Archery 4
Athletics 46
Badminton 5
Baseball 1
Basketball 2
Beach Volleyball 2
Boxing 11
Canoe- Slalom 4
Canoe- Sprint 12
Cycling- MTB 2
Cycling- Road 4
Cycling- Track 12
Diving 8
Equestrian- Dressage 2
Equestrian- Eventing 2
Equestrian- Jumping 2
Fencing 10
Football 2
Gymnastics- Artistic 10
Gymnastics- Rhythmic 2
Handball 2
Hockey- Field 1
Judo 14
Modern Pentathlon 2
Rowing 14
Sailing 9
Shooting 17
Softball 1
Swimming 32
Synchronised Swimming 2
Table Tennis 4
Taekwondo 8
Tennis 4
Trampoline 2
Triathlon 2
Volleyball 2
Water Polo 2
Weightlifting 15
Wrestling- Freestyle 11
Wrestling- Greco Roman 7
Total 301
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H.2 Venues of the 2004 Olympic Games

Table H.2: Venues in Athens used during the 2004 Olympic Games. Source:
ATHOC (2005)

Venue Type Use

Historical Centre
Kotzia Square Outdoor Existing Road Race (Cycling)
Panathenaic Stadium Outdoor Existing Archery

Marathon Finish
2 Venues

Faliro Coastal Zone
Beach Volleyball Centre Outdoor New Beach Volleyball
Peace & Friendship Stadium Indoor Existing Volleyball
Sports Pavillion Arena Indoor New Handball

Taekwondo
3 Venues

OAKA Complex
Aquatic Centre Indoor Existing Diving

Water Polo (preliminary)
Outdoor Existing Swimming

Synchronised Swimming
Water Polo (final)

Indoor Hall Indoor Existing Basketball (final)
Gymnastics

Olympic Stadium Outdoor Existing Athletics
Tennis Centre Outdoor New Tennis
Velodrome Indoor Existing Track Cycling
6 Venues

Helliniko Olympic Complex
Agios Kosmas Outdoor New Sailing
Baseball Centre Outdoor New Baseball
Canoe/Kayak Slalom Outdoor New Canoe Slalom
Fencing Hall Indoor New Fencing
Hockey Centre Outdoor New Hockey
Indoor Arena Indoor New Handball (final)

Basketball
Softball Stadium Outdoor New Softball
7 Venues
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Table H.3: Subsites used during the 2004 Olympic Games. Source: Athens
2004 Organising Committee for the Olympic Games S.A. (ATHOC) (2005)

Venue Type Use

Athens
Galatsi Olympic Hall Indoor New Gymnastics

Table Tennis

Goudi Olympic Centre Indoor New Badminton
Karaiskaki Stadium Outdoor New Football
Modern Pentathlon Centre Outdoor New Modern Pentathlon
Nikaia Weighlifting Hall Indoor New Weightlifting

5 Venues

Mainland Greece
Ano Liosia Olympic Hall Indoor New Judo

Wrestling
Kaftanzoglio Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Marathon Outdoor Existing Marathon Start
Markopoulo Equestrian Centre Outdoor New Equestrian
Markopoulo Shooting Centre Outdoor New Shooting
Olympia Stadium Outdoor Existing Shotput
Pampeloponnisiako Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Panthessaliko Stadium Outdoor New Football
Parnitha MTB Venue Outdoor Existing Cycling (MTB)
Peristeri Boxing Hall Indoor New Boxing
Schinias Rowing & Canoeing Centre Outdoor New Rowing

Canoe Sprint
Vouligmeni Outdoor Existing Triathlon

12 Venues

Greek Islands
Pankritio Stadium Outdoor New Football

1 Venues
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I.1 Competitions of the 2012 Olympic Games

Table I.1: Competitions of the 2012 Olympic Games. Source: London Or-
ganising Committee of the Olympic Games (LOCOG) and Paralympic Games
(LOCOP) Limited (2012)

Sport Disciplines Events
Archery 4
Athletics 47
Badminton 5
Basketball 2
Beach Volleyball 2
Boxing 13
Canoe Slalom 4
Canoe Sprint 12
Cycling- BMX 2
Cycling- MTB 2
Cycling- Road 4
Cycling- Track 10
Diving 8
Equestrian 4
Fencing 10
Football 2
Gymnastics- Artistic 14
Gymnastics- Rhythmic 2
Handball 2
Hockey 2
Judo 14
Modern Pentathlon 2
Rowing 14
Sailing 7
Shooting 5
Swimming 34
Synchronised Swimming 2
Table Tennis 4
Taekwondo 8
Tennis 5
Trampoline 2
Triathlon 2
Volleyball 2
Water Polo 2
Weightlifting 15
Wrestling 18
Total 302
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I.2 Venues of the 2012 Olympic Games

Table I.2: Venues of the 2012 OG in London. Source: LOCOG, (2012)

Venues Type Use

Central Area

Horse Guards Parade Outdoor New Beach Volleyball
Hyde Park Outdoor Existing Swimming (Marathon)

Triathlon (Swimming)
Lords Cricket Ground Outdoor Existing Archery
The Mall Outdoor Existing Marathon, Walking Race

Road Cycling

4 Venues

River Zone Venues
Excel Indoor Existing Boxing

Wrestling
Judo
Taekwondo
Weightlifting
Table Tennis

Greenwich Park Outdoor New Equestrian
Modern Pentathlon

North Greenwich Arena Indoor Existing Basketball
Gymnastics

Royal Artillery Barracks Indoor New Shooting

4 Venues

Olympic Park Venues
Aquatics Centre Indoor New Swimming
Basketball Arena Indoor New Basketball

Handball (final)
BMX Track Outdoor New BMX
Copperbox Arena Indoor New Handball
Olympic Stadium Outdoor New Athletics
Riverbank Arena Outdoor New Hockey
Velodrome Indoor New Track Cycling
Water Polo Arena Indoor New Water Polo

8 Venues
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Table I.3: Venues outside of London used during the 2012 Olympic Games.
Source:

Venues Type Use

Subsites- Greater London
Earls Court Indoor Existing Volleyball
Hampton Court Palace Outdoor Existing Road Cycling
Wembley Arena Indoor Existing Badminton

Gymnastics
Wembley Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Wimbledon Outdoor Existing Tennis

5 Venues

Subsites- England
Box Hill Outdoor Existing Road Cycling
City of Coventry Stadium Outdoor Existing Football
Eton Dorney Outdoor Existing Rowing

Canoe Sprint
Hadleigh Farm Outdoor New Mountain Bike
Lee Valley Outdoor New Canoe Slalom
White Water Centre
Old Trafford, Manchester Outdoor Existing Football
St James’ Park, Newcastle Outdoor Existing Football
Weymouth & Portland Outdoor Existing Sailing

8 Venues

Subsites- Rest of UK
Hampden Park, Glasgow Outdoor Existing Football
Millennium Stadium, Cardiff Outdoor Existing Football

2 Venues
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I.3 Accommodation at the 2012 Olympic Games

Table I.4: Architects involved in block design for the 2012 Olympic Village

Architects

CF Moller
Denton Corker Marshall
de Rijke Marsh Morgan
DSDHA
Eric Parry Architects
Glenn Howells
Haworth Tompkins
Ian Simpson
Lifeschultz Davidson Sandilands
MAKE
Niall McLaughlin
Panter Hudspith
Patel Taylor & Muf
Penoyre & Prasad LLP
Piercy Conner
PRP
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